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You don't need a maths degree
to work out who makes the best
tone generator, but it's well
worth checking the figures.

The new Yamaha TG500 has a
massive 8 Mbytes of Waveform
ROM and an optional RAM me-
mory of up to 1 Mbyte. (Which
means external samples can be
loaded via waveform cards or
MIDI Sample Dump.)

There are 256 preset voices and
128 user RAM locations.

Plus 128 preset and 64 user per-
formance combinations, with
up to 4 voice layers or splits in
each one.

What's more, the all important
multi -mode allows voices and
combinations to be assigned to
different MIDI channels.

And the 90 programmable effects
rival even our own world
beating signal processors for
sound quality and flexibility.

But the most significant figure
on the TG500's specification
sheet is the 64 next to
polyphony.

This, combined with dazzling,
true-to-life sound (courtesy of
Yamaha's unique AWM2 sound
generation technology), leads
to but a single conclusion.

The Yamaha TG500.

See it, hear it, and calculate the
advantages of owning it at your
nearest Yamaha dealer.

YAMAHA
 HIE SI)101I Of MUSIC 1
Yamaha-Kemble Music (U.K.) Limited Professional Music Division



SECONDHAND & EX DEMO BARGAINS ALLEN & HEATH S2/GS3ONCE IN A LIFTETIME DEAL!
Revox C278 half inch 8 -track - £1999 + VAT

At Thatched Cottage Audio we have been able to exclusively purchase a
number of superb quality Revox C278 half inch 8 -track machines (retail
£5500 + VAT) for the unbelieveable price of £2350 inc VAT! HX Pro
noise reduction 7, 5 & IS ips, built in speaker, fully balanced, the list goes
on and on. We really believe that this product will actually appreciate in
value, legendary Revox quality at this price is unheard of. For full details
of this stunning machine (we also have supplies of the C274 4 -track at
£1499 + VAT) give us a call today! (If you parallel up the inputs you can
use it as a stereo quality master machine.) *STOP PRESS* We are
willing to accept used Tascam TSR8 and Fostex R8 machines in part
exchange if they are in excellent condition - Give us a call!

* COMPUTER SALE *
Atari 1040STE with SM144 monitor & Cubase £750
Atari 1040STE with SM144 monitor & Notator £775

WE SELL KEYBOARDS
And not just keyboards either! Samplers, drum machines, expanders and all
manner of computers and computer software. All form part of the largest
display of pro -audio equipment in Britain (after all we are the largest Pro -
Audio Retailer in Europe).

REVOX M3500 MICROPHONE
Actually a Beyer 201 without the humbucker (not required on balanced

connections) for the silly price of £99. Comes with stand clip, pop
!ter, table stand, lead and case and you get your money back if you're

not happy!

CREDIT FACILITIES
Full credit facilities available including Instant Credit.
Phone for details or a copy of our financial Faxpack.

''TCA NORTH NOW OPEN!
* 0925 210600 & 210601 *
* 0925 210700 - Fax Line *

* 0860 705739/0850656749 - Evenings *

Thatched Cottage Audio
Unit 2 Osborne Court, Thelwall New Road,

Grappenhall, Warrington

TCD

This list represents only a fraction of our current secondhand and demo stock - call for a full listing.

Tascam ATR60 "2" demo £2349 Tascam PW5MD sync cable £49
Aphex expander gate £299 Akai S1100EX polyphony expdr £799
Aphex Dominator pro compressor £599 Yamaha S12 monitors £139
Aphex Type III exciter £475 Revox C278 8 track (demo) £2219
Aphex Compellor pro limiter £650 Yamaha SY35 £525
ZOOM 9010 effects processor £999 E -mu Proformance 1 £240
Yamaha MT120 portastudio £335

Star LC2420 printer £199Aphex Impulse Midi trigger £530
Alesis Quadraverb GT £335Yamaha RY10 drum box £219
Allen & Heath GS3 (demo) £1879Roland JV80 £1025

Yamaha P2150 amplifier £349 Roland 1V30 £635

Akai XRIO drum machine £175 Teac V750 cassette deck £150

Oberheim Navigator £199 Ensoniq SD -I synthesizer £1350

Ampex 456 2" tape (used once) £39 Fostex 4020 £299
Nexus 2 x 8 Midi merger £79 Tascam TSR-8 £1699
RSD Sessionmix Gold 8:2 mixer £450 BOSS DR660 £259
Ensoniq VFXSD synthesizer £899 Alesis SR16 £225
Fostex SPA303 pair (hi frequency) £299 US Audio 4 way splitter box £150
Aphex Expressor comp/exciter £299 Teac AX75 amplifier £110
Anatek pocket effects various £59 Technics cassette player £75
Fostex SP707 each (bass speakers) £299 Fostex M22RP stereo uric £599
E -mu Procussion drum module £489

Function Junction Plus £289Akai S1000PB sampler £1199
Fostex 812 £899Fostex TSI5 tape sync unit 139

Roland R5 drum machine £325 A/D convertor for soundtools £199

Teac MF502 multi filter (hiss/hum) £75 Tascam MM -1 mixer with muting £450

Ensoniq SQ-2 synthesizer £999 Akai 5950 sampler £899

Symetrix SX206 multi dynamics £175 Korg 03R/W synth module £849
BEL BDE3200 delay/sampler £899 Ensoniq EPSI6+ sampler keyboard £1199
Kurzweil K1200 weighted k'bd £1565 Roland JD800 synthesizer £1199
Digitech DSP16 mullifix £199 Ensoniq SQR+ synth module £620
Kurzweil Pro 76 keyboard £1460 Yamaha TG55 tone module £450
Yamaha PW100 (100 series Yamaha PSS51 mini keyboard £175
power supply) £79 Ensoniq SQI + rack 1999
Harrison X1150 amplifier £325 Apple Mac Classic 2/40 computer £799
Yamaha EMP100 £175 Alesis MMT8 sequencer £175
Aiwa HDSI DAT player £299

Symetiix 511A noise filter £345TCD DD200 hard drive (200 meg
Atari STEM computer £299SCSUDMA) £899

Roland RSS 3-D system £13999 Seck 12:8:2 desk £599

Denon PMA 737 amplifier £199 Korg Wavestation £999

Roland R8 £425 Seck 6:2 mixer £275

Yamaha MT3X 4 -track £399 Phillips colour monitor £199
JL Cooper mac sync link £125 Studiomaster Proline 16:2 rackmount £729
Yamaha NSIOM speakers £210 Studiomaster 12008 power amp £599

Full eq on two monitors - full MIDI muting, loads of
inputs - every feature you can imagine has been
packed into this stylish console. The S2 is the basic
model - the GS3 allows you to control a sequencer
from the desk (but costs £300 more). We have full
details on both.

PC SOFTWARE
Package deals available on software/
interfaces - call for details.

FULL YAMAHA PA -
HALF PRICE!

We have managed to obtain a number of
stunning Yamaha PA systems at around half
price! The powerful (250 + 250 watt)
EMX2300 full feature mixer (12 full inputs and
dual 9 band eq built in digital effects) - RRP
£1450 is coupled with a pair of 3 way S315ES
monitors (15", 6" & tweeter) - RRP £599 to
form a powerful combination. Come and hear it
on demo in Royston and Warrington.

YAMAHA 250 WATT PA
£1199!

TCA FAX PACKS
Need help with any aspect of recording? Try sending for
one of our Faxpacks (PA, MIDI, Portastudios, 8 -track
Financial, 8, 16 & 24 track studio packages, or courses).
This information is FREE - give us a call!

ALESIS ADAT
They in stock, they cost under £3500 including VAT
and we will take a Tascam TSR-8 or Fostex R8 in part

exchange.. CALL!

MB: 11 RE HIM
ROLAND R70, YAMAHA SY35, ROLAND

D170, KURZWEIL K2000, KORG
WAVESTATION AD,

ROLAND SCI55

Curve Iron Maiden * Duran Duran * Shakespear's Sister * Erasure * Electronic * LA Mix * The Farm * Danni Minogue * The Stranglers * Definition of Sound * UB40 * Maxi
Priest * Youth * The Alarm * Dire Straits * Primal Scream * Gay Numan * Adamski * George Harrison * The Shamen * Blue Pearl * Betty Boo * Elkie Brooks * Boy George
KLF * Kenny Thomas * Ride * Squeeze * The Cure * Siouxsie and the Banshees * Neneh Cherry * U2 * Hawkwind * Skin Up * Carter USM * Cathy Dennis * The Orb * Fish *

The The " Freddie Starr * Sinead O'Connor * The Who * Incognito * Bomb The Bass * S Express * The Christians * James * Dave Stewart * Pet Shop Boys * Jason Donovan * New Order * The Art of Noise *
Soul II Soul * London Beat * Simple Minds * Billy Bragg * 808 State * Enya * Jesus Jones * Level 42 * ClevelandWatkiss * Talk Talk * Japan * Altem8 * Opus 1110

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW) ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Drawmer LX20 stereo compressor/limiter/gates £199
E -mu Proteus 3 (ethnic & world) £475
Roland DJ70 £1699
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard £229
E -mu 9015 (makes Proteus 1 into Proteus 2) £199
Allen & Heath S2 £1649
Alesis Microverb BI £138
Alesis Quadraverb Plus £299
Alesis Microseries (stereo) various £76
Allen & Heath S2 eight channel expanders ..............................................£799
Sony DPSM7 harmoniser (stunning) ........................................................£949
Roland CSIO stereo micro monitor. .£89
Behringer Denoiser . £225
Aphex Dominator . £939
Agile', Type III exciter £710
Aphex 4 way distribution amp £149
Akai 8 meg expansion board £299
IBItel Digital interface for samplers.....
Aphex Compellor £699
E -mu Proteus I .£475
Yamaha P2075 amplifier £749

DAC 80meg internal drive/SCSI interface for S1000 £689
Roland 10800. £1475
Roland A30 (76 note synth weighted keyboard)......... ........ £499
Yamaha RY10 dram machine £229
Yamaha SY35 the new vector synthesizer £550
TCD Stripper (removes DAT copy code) £135
Yamaha EX500B (expanded FX500) £219
Akai S 1100 & 1100EX (pair) £3799
Yamaha FX900 multiprocessor.
Yamaha TG100 .
Yamaha SY99 keyboard..
Pastes R8 tape machine ..
113L 4206 monitors (pair)
JBL LX44 3 way speakers .
JBL LX66 4 way speakers..._
JBL LX33 2 way speakers .
Studiomaster Diamond 12:2 console
!tenon MKI monitors (pair) - brilliant! ..
Sony OTC P7DAT (MIDI stereo).
BOSS DR660.
Revox MKII monitors (pair)

......f1844

£275
f(150
EOM

£310
£213

COP
COP

* EIGHT TRACK PACKAGES SALE *
Fostex R8 & Studiomaster Mixdown 16:8:16 Gold £2799
Revox C278 & Studiomaster Mixdown 16:8:16 Gold £3899
Fasten R8 & Allen & Heath S2 £2899
Fostex R8 & RSD Proline 16:4:8 £2099
Revox C278 & Allen & Heath S2 £3999
Fostex R8 & Allen & Heath GS3 £3199
Tascam TSR8 & Allen & Heath GS3 £4299
Revox C278 & Allen & Heath GS3 £4299
Tascam TSR8 & RSD Proline 16:4:8 £3099
Revox C278 & RSD Praline 16:4:8 £3099

* YAMAHA EMP100-£179! !*
Multiple effects - pitch shift, reverb, delay, etc - the best value multiprocessor

around for only £179 including VAT!

EDUCATION
If you represent a school, college, or other educational establishment you may well be

eligible for our discount scheme. Call our English office on(0223) 208110 or our Scottish

ttent on (03552) 65869 for further details.

North Road, Wendy,
Nr Royston, Herts SG8 OAB

Telephone (0223) 207979,
Fax (0223) 207952

mnamtiDnve
This month we are giving away a free pair
of self powered two way monitors with any
Portastudio -just plug them in and start
recording!
Suggestions:
Yamaha MT3X & monitors £425
Tascam 424 & monitors £468
Yamaha MT120 & monitors £349
This amazing offer applies to any
Portastudio -just give us a call!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Some shops can service equipment. A few even do it while you wait. The
difference at THATCHED COTTAGE is if your multitrack breaks down on
Sunday morning or your sampler blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you
CAN ring us, we'll be here and we WILL do something about it - 365 days a
year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside shop hours? If you are
serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that makes
the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away. If you
are thinking of buying a package try calling the shop on a Sunday - some day
you may need to!

DDA QMR 24 : 24
All the features of the DMR12 - plus 96 inputs on remix (all with effects
sends) for under £10,000! - Give us a call!

YAMAHA NEWS
he new generation of Yamaha equipment is now in stock and the good

news is that the SY85 keyboard, the TG500 expander and the RM50 drum
expander all have hundreds of sounds, loads of outputs and all accept your
own samples! WOW!

"EUROPE"
Why has "Best Price in Europe" suddenly appeared in all the ads? Do they really believe
customers are impressed by meaningless claims? Do you think they bothered to check
(let alone buy at prices which would allow them to justify the ad!)? What they should be
pushing is their service and back up - not silly, unprovable price claims! Next time you
feel tempted by an ad suggesting "lowest prices in Europe" or "we will not be beaten on
price" try asking for a Revox 8 -track - then call the trading standards people! (In
Germany you can get fined for making stupid claims in ads - as European experts they
should know that!).
X STOP PRESS * For true Europhiles try calling any one of half a dozen shops in
France or Germany, then ask the British dealer to better the price!

TCA SERVICE
Our fully equipped service department can offer fast turnaround (sometimes while -u -wait) and very
competitive prices on Posies. Tascam & Revox tape machines, most portastudios and desks, Atari computers,
Akai samplers and many other products. Give us a call before ifs too late!T C A

THATCHED COTTAGE AUDIO
You only become the biggest -

by being the best
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I n the two years before the release of the seminal New Order single, 'Blue Monday'. I read many articles on

the subject of drum programming, each by some self -declared expert writing in the kind of language
designed to convince you that their's was the only effective method of producing a worthwhile drum track. In

each example, a transcription of the drum track from 'Blue Monday' might well have been included as the
perfect illustration of how not to do it.

Perhaps even more disturbing was the fact that two years after the release of the single (and many others
like it) I still seemed to be reading venerable tracts on the subject claiming that 'machine gun' bass drum
programming (for example) was the cardinal sin and to be avoided at all costs. Thankfully, none of this h'ad
any effect on the sales of 'Blue Monday' which, I believe, still holds the title of best-selling twelve inch of all
time.

The problem is that of received knowledge. To those brought up listening to conventional drummers

playing conventional drums, programming a rhythm track in this way seemed wrong. And if someone was
prepared to listen when they pointed out how wrong it was, so much the better. But of course, this wasn't a

conventional drum track - neither was it intended to be - and for the four members of New Order doodling on

their MXR machine, such received knowledge had no relevance. Hence their release of an extremely
successful record with an instantly recognisable drum track.

It may seem somewhat self-defeating for the Editor of a magazine in the business of disseminating
information to be advising people to be on their guard against received knowledge, but it's not something I

am at all uncomfortable with. The onus. I believe, rests with the reader: take what is written in the magazine
as a starting point for your own creativity and you won't go far wrong. Treat what we or any other magazine
says as immutable law and you won't come up with a genuinely creative idea no matter how long you try.

Obviously, here, I'm refering to matters of technique and approach rather than plain facts. If we claim that

a certain piece of equipment has problems transmitting MIDI SysEx data to a certain other piece of
equipment, you can rest assured that this is indeed the case. But where we seek to offer advice on the best
way to use any of this equipment, treat it as what it is - advice: the starting point for your own
investigations.

If you do find us becoming overly prescriptive, please don't hesitate to let us know. We're in the business
of firing imaginations not formulating dogma - that's what we elect politicians for. NL
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efiLL US' IF 1100 WANT TO
TASCAM 688
CALL US NOW If you

want a Great Deal

We WILL NOT be
beaten on any

recording package

ONLY
Specialist Midi

Recording Chain

IILESIS"
We have already

sold loads of these!

Superb quality and

reliability
Come and see us
for a DEMO and a
great deal

ALESIS adat
Digital 8-T rack

Loads in STOCK!!!

-0117

NEW
CASIO

DAR 100
Portable DAT

L34

BRC - Remote Synchroniser for A-DAT

Around£1595kM
NEW MACKIE 12.2 CD QUALITY MIXER

ONLY £315 Inc VAT

MACKIE CR1604
Mixing Console

Perfect for digital
recording

ONLY £799

EFFECTS' UNITS'
BOSS CLSO  YAMAHA FX500  ART LT  ART MULTIVERB III  ALPHA  BOSS
SE50  ALESIS MICROVERB 3 QUADRAVERB PLUS  MIDIVERB 3
QUADRAVERB GT  EMP100  SPX900  ZOOM 9030 9002  YAMAHA FX 900 
LEXICON  ALESIS 3630

PHONE FOR BEST DEALS-SAVE REEF

MONITORS
TANNOY, JBL

YAMAHA & TEA(

POP IN

& try them!!!

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

NIT RECORDERS'
BEST DEALS- INSTANT DESPATCH SONY OTC 750- BEST DEAL. SONY OATMAN- PHONE
ALL IN STOCK  BULK OAT TAPE CASIO DA7 - EPHONE  NEW TASCAM DA -30 & DA -20

444444
NEW MACKIE
Recording Consoles! Digital Quality!
PERFECT FOR ALE515 ADAT
'Optional Midi Automation'
MACKIE 16-8-16 £1995
MACKIE 24-8-16 £2495
MACKIE 32-8-16 £2995

GREAT SELECTION
OF MULTI -TRACKS

Fostex  4H4
Tascam 

...NEW Yamaha EMP 700  Yamaha 
Digital FX Unit

NOW IN III
MICROPHONES

New AKG Tri-power mics
Full AKG range Audio Technica, Shure 8 many others

NOW

FOSTEX MULIITRA(K EXPERTS!

Access

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

WE STOCK the full range of FOSTEX recording

equipment so whether you require Porta

Studios or 8/16 Track packages

GIVE USA CALL IIII

Why not Pop in and see the exceptional R8 and

MT( -1 combination. Giving you full transport

control via your Atari sequencer all running at

15IPS..! with Dolby noise reduction, your

recordings will be quiet too!

ALSO in stock is the 812 mixing console

forming the perfect compliment for the home

studio set up.

ALTERNATIVELY for the Professional Package

check out the stunning GI 6/G24S Multi -tracks

incorporating Dolby 'S' noise reduction..!

....CALL US NOW FOR INFO

_ ___

ALL THE BEST DRAWMER GATES & COMPRESSORS

4,1111110011)

Solo MIDI`

Console

COME AND
TRY
The FOSTEX G24S

24 Track

ALL ALESIS & ART FX

IN Stock

OWEST
)RICES

ti,111111.111ft

),ITEQS' X VOF7INIIPE
C -LAB

STEINBERG

MOTU  OPCODE

ATARI  MACINTOSH

I 4na1a smut() si
PORTA 03  FOSTEX X18  FOSTEX X23  FOSTEX X28  FOSTEX 280 TASCAM
424  TASCAM 458. TASCAM 688  YAMAHA MT120

DRUM
ALI 016  YAMAHA ATM  sOLAND RE  R8ro ALESIS D4  KORG 53 

BOSS DR 660
Drum Machine

GREAT PRICE! GREAT SOUND #
DIGITAL EFFECTS

,
NOTATOR LLYY!!

CREATOR 1 99 !

ALL THE LATEST SOFTWARE AND COMPUTERS AT BEST PRICES
LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE A PACKAGE OP BUY SEPARATELY -
ALL IN STOCK
ATARI 1040STE COMPUTERS
ATARI SMi24  SM144 MONITORS
C-LAR
CREATOR V31  NOTATOR V31
CREATOR & NOTATOR UPDATE KITS
DNITOR II  HUMAN TOUCH  ALPHA NOTATOR
EXPORT  AURA  MIDIA 

STEINBERG
CUBASE V3.0  CUBEAT  ALL LATEST VERSIONS

APPLE MACINTOSH SOFTWARE
OPCODE VISION  MOTU PERFORMER  STEINBERG CHASE  MOTU
COMPOSER  APPLE MAC HARDWARE MOTU MIDI TIME PIECE  MOTU VIDEO
TIME PIECE  MOTU MIDI MIXER  JL COOPER SYNC -LINK  JL COOPER MAC
NEXUS  0 -LAS VS ITOR 2  STEINBERG MIDEXL

lett VAT
MitAll  ATARI

MO
-

ilAlleNTIOR 
USE

MAIL ORDER MUSIC lveiltae'd/
INSTANT DESPATCH CONNECTIONS 0245 354777
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Emu's new PROTEUS MASTER PERFORMANCE SYSTEM
It's a Proteus...and MUCH more!!!

 4MB of superb 16 bit CO quality samples
(Expandable to 8MBI

 32 Note Polyphonic, 16 part Multitimbrol.
 Built in professional quality digital effects.
 5 Octave Velocity and Pressure sensitive keyboard.
 Quick Keys and Performance Maps for complete

control of any complex MIDI set up.
 Exciting New Low Price!!!

ALL
ROLAND

GEAR

JV-80
JV-30

MULTI-TIMMAL SYNT

R-70 Crol;
J W- 8 0 WORKS

YAMAHA
NEW SY35 KEYBOARD

.599!
RY 30 DRUM MACHINE

TG 100 SOUND MOD
Inc Apple Interface

BEST DEALS ON ALL EMU
E -MU PROTEUS/3 WORLD

& MPS KEYBOARD

KEUROAROS'
WE OFFER PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION OF THE LATEST KEYBOARDS A
RACK MODULES IN THE COUNTRY
ARAI
AKAI 5950  S1000 S 51100 SAMPLERS
ENSONIO
ENSONIO SD -n  ENSONIO SO -1.  ENSONIO 50.2 76 KEY VERSION OF
ENSONIO EPS 16 PLUS KEYBOARD  RACK
KORG
NEW KCMG 01WFD & 01W WORKSTATION
KORG MI  KORG T2
KORG WS1-EX WAVESTATION BEST EVER DEALSKORG WS - AD RACK
KORG SG -1D SAMPLING GRAND ON ALLOBERHEIM MATRIX 1000

ROLAND KORG, ROLAND,
ROLAND )(BOO SYNTH

ROLAND FPS DIGITAL PIANO YAMAHA, E -MU,
ROLAND EP DIGITAL PIANOS
ROLAND S750 DIGITAL SAMPLER ENSONIO &
ROLAND SC -55 SOUND CANVAS
ROLAND PC -200 AKAI
YAMADA
YAMAHA SY 99  PLUS NEW KEYBOARDS
KEYBOARD
EMU SYSTEMS
ALL EMU PROTEUS IN STOCK
 PROCUSSION

PIANOS
EMU PROFORMANCE
KORG SGI X  ROLAND FP8
RHODES 811(80

NIPLERS'

AKAI S950  AKAI S1000  AKAI 51100 
ENSONIO EPS 16R+  ENSONIO EPS 16+
KEYBOARD 8 EMAXII 
NEW ROLAND S750 + BIG LIBRARIES

-11/1717"""."IDODEALSON"'CPI ENSONICt -- Ft EZ) LAND SAMPLE RS

BRILLIANT NEW
AKAI SO1
Sampler

NOW IN STOCK. ONLY

£699

EMU DEALS
PROCUSSION

MPS Keyboard

PROTEUS I

PROTEUS 2 0595
PROTEUS 3 0499
EMAX II f8RILLIANT
PROFOIUMICE 0735

lAIFIWIIa+ CTS

PROTEUS/3 WORLD
Proteus/3 contains 4MB of exciting new 16 bit sounds from around the globe.

These are samples of instruments typically not available from any other MIDI
device and may be used to create world specific music or to augment ANY
oCher musical style.

Promus/3 World offers an excellent sounds compliment
for use in Film, Video or Nsoundtroclis

NEW PRODUCTS

'YAMAHA SY 85* YAMAHA CLAVINOVA 
FABULOUS ALL IN STOCK

GEM S2 + S3
KEYBOARDS... BRILLIANT!!
Superb workstations with Great new synth sounds (6MB) Load in samples (2MB)

sample playing as vvell Great Per cussion I- Drums  2 0 18 bit Effects Processors
Dynamic + Polyphonic Altertouch  6 Separate Outputs

53 S 1 899 52 Z1699 25014000gOr aEn,vemn2exieg?tc:Fri+liethrsF15Gorr:eircnaDliseurd:3+2121silLattoorrasbie3i2n FRAM

Pop in for DEMO *LOADS MORE!!

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
202 New Kings Road,

London SW6 4NF
Tel: 071 731 5993 Fax: 071 731 2600

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Robjohns Road,

Widford Industrial Area,
Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3AG

Tel: 0245 354777 Fax: 0245 355007

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Kingsgate,

St Marys Street,
Southampton, SO1 1NF

Tel: 0703 233444 Fax: 0703 233

KORG 0En1,1
EXPERTS

TRY THE NEW KORG WAVEST r TION SR!

CHECK OUT

Brilliant
deals

refEMORIIII011R01
*S1000/51100 8MEG BOARDS  S1000/51100  2MEG BOARDS 
S950 750 KB BOARDS  S1000  SCSI INTERFACES  EPS 16.
1MEG UPGRADES  EPS 16+  FLASHBANK  HARD DRIVES

LA 4(1010
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The Midi Mute allows automated rnuting
and I rom a mixing desk, but also for use 1,1
installations/venues, which can then be slaves or, no re, PI LP

its own internal patch memory, in a 1U high 19' rack mounting package

Muting functions are controlled very easily f rom the
std

by utilising the
32 charmei mute (on/off) keys which will automaticafty se midi note on /note
off information to your sequence or alternatively the Midi Mute has a full 128
patch set-up memory allowing complete patches to be Stored internally and then
triggered internally at the touch of a single button or via an external Midi S011,

MEGA Deal SAVE £300
ONLY £299 Inc VAT

INTEREST

FREE

CREDIT
AVAILABLE
CALL NOW
FOR INFO

RSD MIXDOWN 16-4-8 £1175
KORG S3 DRUM COMPUTER £299
ROLAND A30 MOTHER KEYBOARD £399
ALESIS SR16 £199
KORG AD RACK £GREAT
KORG WS 1EX KEYBOARD £BRILLI ANT
STEINBERG CUBEAT NEW £129
ART ALPHA 2 NEW £259
SONY DTC 750 £425
ALESIS MICROVERB 3 £159
YAMAHA MT3X £399
YAMAHA MT 120 £325
FOSTEX 280 £499
TASCAM 424 £399
TASCAM 688 £1795
TASCAM 238.RSD MIXDOWN 16-4-8 £1995
TASCAM TSR8 £1795
TASCAM MSR16 £2995
TASCAM 2516 MIXING CONSOLE £1595
TASCAM 2524 £1995
KORG M1 £GREAT
YAMAHA SY99 WEALS
ROLAND JD800 (Shop Soiled) £1299
AKAI 5900 S/H £649

Call us for Up -to -Date List
ALL PRICES inc VAT

APPLY NOW !!!!

MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

CREDIT CARD

 Instant Finance  Easy Monthly Payments 

Ail 11 S' S'T012AG E
At MUSIC CONNECTIONS we
understand Mass Storage.
Why not talk to us
about which
device would
make your system
more effective.

45 MB RENO,£495 ICD ROM DRIVES
£595

88 MB £795
75 MB £1795
IGABYTE £2295

NEW OPTICAL MEDIA CD-ROM LIBRARIES NOW AVAILABLE
Each CD-ROM gives you instant access to EMAX II CD-ROM Libraries from £129 The Massive Denny Jaeger Violin Library
100's of sample sounds which can be transferred ENSONIO EPS 16+ Libraries from £199 The Ultimate String Collection £799
digitally through SCSI to your sampler AKAI S1000/S1100 Libraries from £249 CD-ROM Player £595

y) ALL PRICES INCLUDE VATMUSIC OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
71 731 5993 0703 233444 CONNECTIONS NEXT DAY DELIVERY



Send your letters to:

Communiqué,

Music Technology,

Alexander House,

Forehill, Ely, Cambs.

CB7 4AF.

Dear MT,

In the news item entitled 'Manchester
Hitman' (September's MT), Pete Waterman

talked of kids beating a path to his door at

Vineyard Studios. Well, they might have got

to the door but I doubt whether they got

past reception. I phoned Vineyard and
asked for the name of someone in the A&R

department so that I could send them a
demo tape, only to be told that they didn't

have an A&R department. My own planned

journey to Pete's door was abruptly
scrapped.

Is there any way you could obtain the
name of an understanding person within

the company who might be prepared to
listen to any demo I might wish to send in?

Thanks for your time.

R. Dwight

Cholesbury

PS. What about a regular monthly piece
which gives us some info on record labels

that specialise in various styles of music?

Not much we can do really, Rene. Perhaps

if you tried disguising yourself as an
ornamental carp...

As regards coverage of specialist record

labels - this comes pretty close to an idea

we've been mulling over. Watch this space

- NL.

Dear MT,

Brian Aspirin is spouting a right old load of

cobblers (MT October '92). Someone
should tell Mr Headache that there's no

sell -by date on good music. Mozart,
Beethoven and Mahler have all been dead

for sodding years, but that doesn't stop
people wanting to listen to their music.
Similarly, if people want to keep on buying

records by the likes of Yes, ELP and Camel

- and clearly they do - it must be because

the music these groups made has lasting
appeal. Quite frankly, if no-one bought the

CD reissues which Mr Migraine so
despises, the majors would soon stop
releasing them - they're only feeding a
demand which is already there.

What's more, Aspirin me of mate, it's
not only the so-called 'boomers' who buy
the reissue CDs and go to the reunion
concerts. Plenty of today's youngsters are

into sixties and seventies rock music, and

you can't accuse them of trying to relive
their youth. And how do you know that
some of the people who buy old ELP and

Led Zep albums aren't buying records by
new groups, too? I say this as one self-
confessed 'boomer' who isn't totally
blinkered to what's going on musically
today (I do read MT, after all).

If the majors are more interested in
recycling their back -catalogues than they

are in nurturing new talent, as you seem to

be suggesting, maybe that's no bad thing.

Personally, I think today's music is best
nurtured by small record labels, because
they're typically run by people who
understand and even love the music they

put out and are willing to give the
musicians freedom to experiment -
something the innately conservative majors

are loathe to do.

That's all I have to say on the matter.

Now I'm off to listen to Pictures At An
Exhibition, or maybe Ex:el...

Donald Porter

Evesham

Just as long as it's not Tales From
Topographic Oceans (see page 75) - NL.

Dear MT,

I am writing to cogratulate you on your new

look magazine. I particularly enjoyed Phil

Ward's interview with Vince Clarke and
Simon Trask's interview with Michael
Brook. How much I enjoyed them can
probably be judged by the fact that I went

straight out and bought the albums! Just a

point though. I think it would be interesting

if you asked your guests what it was that

inspired them to get involved with
keyboards and technology in the first
place. For me it was the synth line from the

Magazine track 'Definitive Gaze' from the

Real Life album. One listen and I just had

to have a synthesiser!

Robert Hardacre

Plymouth

Yes that was a pretty glorious track- and a

much missed band, too. Well, I miss them

anyway. The 'inspiration ' idea sounds OK

to me. I'll pass it on to Messrs Ward and

T r a

-NL

Dear MT,

Thank you for producing a most enjoyable

magazine - keep up the good work.

A couple of points raised in the 'News
Of The World' interview with Ryuichi
Sakamoto (MT July '92) have led me into

action for the sake of information accuracy

and cultural awareness.

First point: "There are stories of
Westerners living in Japan being able to
furnish their homes from the mountains of

Japanese castoffs." Well, stories are
exactly what they are. Although, if you
don't mind living with a 20 year -old VHF TV,

disassembled bicycle, doorless wardrobe,

knackered Pioneer hi-fi system - the sort

of items that most self-respecting English

folk would send to the tip - you might just

be able to do it. A friend of mine found an
acoustic guitar in the rubbish once, but it

had a severed neck - very useful.

Second point: "When you consider the

role currently played by Japan in the
development and production of hi -tech
music equipment, however, it's disturbing

to recognise how small their contribution

of musicians to the world music market
is". Now this one even had Mr Sakamoto
stumped. However, the answer is quite
simple. You see, in Japan they don't speak

or sing in English, they use Japanese -
surprising, eh? Due to the fact that 99.5%

of the world's Japanese speakers live in
Japan, it's not surprising that Japanese
music is not an exportable product. After
all, if you can't understand the lyrics, you

won't understand the meaning of the song.

Nevertheless, there is plenty of good
original music in Japan - you've just got to

look for it. Some of it is promoted
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overseas, but not enough. If Mr Sakamoto

and the Frank Chickens keep up their good

work, maybe one day we'll have a
Japanese record in the English Top 10.

Final point: "A strange observation,
given the Japanese reputation for spiritual

awareness and the contrasting British
ignorance". Sounds like somebody has
been reading too many 'flowery' guide
books. In a country where borrowed
religions are bent and twisted to fit specific

occasions, the Japanese are just as
ignorant of the "spiritual things", if not
more so.

As you probably know, the main religion

of Japan is Shinto, which is really a cult
thing, with harvest festivals and Emperors

that descended from the Sun God. It also

makes lots of money. A Shinto priest can

make £50 for just 30 minutes work
blessing some new house foundations.

Anyway, before I digress too far (okay, I

have already), congratulations on the new

MT format (August issue). I do like the
yellow cover. Suggestion: on the

Communiqué page, why not have a star

letter each month? Last month's was
definitely the M.Moorhouse /Cubase
scenario.

The Delaying Tactics article was very

Communiqué
good. Can you test some more equipment

and publish the results in the future? Do
you not think that manufacturers should

confess that their so-called multitimbral
devices may start to slow down when all
32 voices are in use?

Interesting interview with Vince Clarke,

too - still, with all those delay problems
and thigh -length silver boots, who needs

MIDI?

Can you explain what's going on with the

Cubase distributors? Is it Harman Audio,

or is it Evenlode?

A suggestion for equipment reviews:
instead of just relying on paragraph breaks,

put some small headings into the text -
you know, Front Panel, In Use, Conclusion

etc. This would present the reader with
small, digestible chunks of information
which encourage reading, make it easier to

find your reading place, break up some
very large expanses of text and make the

flow of the review more obvious. Just an
idea.

Also, in the Readers' Ads section, make

the first line of each ad bold, or put an
indicator (dingbat, etc) next to the first line.

The August ads look like one continuous

stream of text - confusing.

Finally: good luck, new Editor. It's good

to see that all our favourite music mags
have settled down after a year of 'editors'

chairs'.

Yours faithfully,

P. Findon

Hamamatsu-shi

Japan

Thanks Paul, for that fascinating insight
into Japanese life. I was particularly
interested to find out what the people of
Japan do with their rubbish. Perhaps now

someone might care to let us know what

the Russians do with their dead pets and

what the Government should do with
Norman Lamont.

To answer a few of the questions you
posed:

'Star' letters? They're often difficult to
spot.

Manufacturers confessions? Not.

Who needs MIDI? Vic Lennard.

Cubase distributors? Harman.

Small Headings In The Text? Subheads we

call 'em. They are often only relevant for
about three sentences, then you need new

ones. Result: too many subheads.

Bold lines in the Readers Ads? Done.

All our favourite mags? You mean there are

others? - NL.

A CYNIC WRITES...
Comment By Brian Aspirin

TECHNOLOGY: WHAT'S IT TO YOU?

The music industry has been infected by a computer virus.
Information is being eaten by invisible silicone microbes and

systematically replaced by gibberish. To an increasing number of
carriers, exclusive knowledge of this gibberish is far more important

than any wider understanding of it, and worse still, far more
important than music. Who cares what it's all for as long as you can

recite the upgrades for the latest version of Cubase? Never mind the

quality, feel the bandwidth. Turn the music down, I'm trying to read

this manual. And don't you dare set foot inside a recording studio
without a physics degree.

It has always been immensely convenient for aesthetic cowards to

don the armour of jargon. Faced with the fire -breathing dragons of

opinion, judgment, assessment, controversy, or good old-fashioned

taste, what could be easier than side-stepping the whole issue by
drawing attention to unchallengeable technical minutiae? People do it

all the time, professionally. So the more technical minutiae we have,
the easier it is to avoid the emotional arena. More power to the timid.

Safety -catch on.

I blame computer programmers. Throughout the last three
decades, these social inadequates have been designing the psychic

architecture of our lives. Most of them are incapable of normal
conversation; many wear open -toed sandals and socks. So
deliberately hermetic is their language that all we can do is nod in
awe. And they love it. Thanks to hugely expensive advertising
campaigns, the public image of the computer is unassailable.
Transcendent. With clear explanation wilfully stifled by the twin vested

interests of competitive male bonding and smokescreen
salesmanship, these bastards are engaged in a daily attempt to
stitch up commerce, transport, communications, politics and finance.

What we do is called the arts. And we're next.
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Compiled by Simon Trask

Totally In Control
Allen & Heath have updated their
GS3 Series mixing consoles with
V4.04 software to give what the
company call Total Control over
console/MIDI integration.

V4 Plus software already gives
users control of their MIDI

sequencer from the GS3's console

'function' keys. Now V4.04
implements control of the console's

own mute sequencer from a MIDI
keyboard or sequencer, making fully

bi-directional programming available
for the first time. The new software
also improves the console's MIDI
implementation with such features
as deletion of active sensing data
and increased synchronisation
accuracy with a wider range of MIDI

sequencers.

GS3 owners in possession of
consoles below the serial number
571411 can obtain the Total Con-
trol replacement EPROM and
accompanying manual free of charge

on request from their dealer.

Allen & Heath's new GS3V
automated console includes all the
features of Total Control "and
more".

For further information contact:
Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough,
Berkshire SL2 5DD, Tel: (0753)
576911, Fax: (0753) 535306.

Stereo Masters
New from Amptech is the Gigmaster series of stereo
mixers, consisting of 8:2, 12:2 and 16:2 versions
together with 8:2 and 12:2 powered models (providing
300 watts per side of output power).

Each mixer channel has balanced mic and line inputs

and a gain control with associated peak LED indicator.
along with three -band EQ, two aux sends (one pre, one

post). a pan control and a 60mm smooth -action fader.

The soft -touch control knobs fitted on each mixer have

been colour coordinated for operational clarity, and
there's also stereo headphones

output for monitoring.

Prices, which including VAT.

are as follows: 8:2 £289, 12:2
£399. 16:2 £499. 8:2
(Powered) £679, 12:2
(Powered) £799.

For further information
contact the distributors: Sound

Music Products Ltd at Unit 15T,

Askern Industrial Estate. Moss
Road. Askern, Doncaster. South

Yorkshire DN6 ODD. Tel: (0302)

702512. Fax: (03021 702496.

On Course For Learning
Islington Music Workshop, the
London -based educational charity
with its own recording studio
complex, runs a number of
inexpensive recording, MIDI and
music industry courses throughout
the year, providing musicians with
an opportunity to learn about the
technology and the business of
making music in the company of
fellow musicians.

A Sampling/Sequencing/MIDI
course described as "a taster
course for all club and upfront
dance ravers and anyone who wants

to know how it's done" runs for
three days in each month at a cost
of £25 plus VAT (unwaged), £55
plus VAT (waged) or £40 plus VAT

(Islington residents). Upcoming
dates are: November 17,18 and
19, and December 8, 9 and 10.
There's also a women -only course
on November 3, 4 and 5.

Other courses available at
similarly inexpensive rates include a

24 -track recording course (Novem-
ber 24, 25 and 26, and December
15, 16, 17), a 24-track/MIDI
weekend course (December 5 and

6), a backing vocal course (Tuesday

nights for five weeks from
November 17) and 'Industry Buzz -
Marketing Your Talent' (Saturday 21

November).

As part of their commitment to
equal access for all abilities, IMW
also runs a program of outreach
workshops for the disabled in
Islington.

For more information contact IMW

at 44 Peartree Street, London EC1V
3SB, Tel: 071-608 0231.

Dreams
on CD

Now in its third year of operation,

the New Age Music Association
continues its program of

promotions, news services and
live events with a compilation CD

entitled Lucid Dreaming. Featuring

15 artists drawn from the 50 or so

small labels, individual artists and

music distributors who are

currently members of the

Association, the album has been
colaboratively funded by the
artists involved. These include
Symbiosis, Annie Locke, The Anti -

Gravity League, New Age Radio
and Earth Orchestra, with
compositional styles ranging from

solo piano pieces to melodic
uptempo tracks to experimental,
meditational epics.

Annual subscription to NAMA
costs £12 and gets you a copy of
the membership list, regular
newsletters and admission to
monthly meetings. New members

can pay £1 for each month
remaining in the current year,
allowing renewal to fall,
conveniently, in January '93.

To order a copy of Lucid
Dreaming, send a cheque or PO
for £10.74 made out to FAME to
Future Age Music Express, PO Box

387, London N22 6SF.

For further details of NAMA's
activities, write to membership
secretary Mark Powell at: 9, The
Beeches, Pattishall, Towcester,
Northamptonshire NN12 8LT, or
Tel: (0327) 830249.

drumKat -
Not As Cheap

As That!
In our review of the drumKat in the

September issue, the price was
inadvertantly quoted as £487
excluding VAT. We have been
asked to point out by Zlidjian
Music Ltd, that the actual price is

£887 including VAT. Our apologies

to all for the error.
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Incoming Data
ENSONIQ GET HEAVY
Tired of playing lightweight synth keyboards?
Longing for a keyboard action you can really get
your teeth into? If so, Ensoniq's new KS -32
Weighted Action MIDI Studio may be just what your

molars need. Featuring a newly designed, weighted -

action keyboard offering both velocity and channel

aftertouch response, the new instrument aims to
combine the capabilities of a synth workstation with

the dynamic feel of a real piano.

The KS32's 180 sounds include a variety of
acoustic pianos, electric pianos and organs along

with various orchestral, solo wind and pop sounds.

Also provided are 20 dedicated drum kits which
support both Ensoniq and General MIDI methods of

drum mapping. Other features of the new
instrument include 32 -note polyphony, a 24 -bit
effects processor offering 13 effects algorithms,
and a 16 -track on-
board sequencer with

an 8500 -note memory

expandable to 58,000
notes with the optio-
nal SQX-70 memory
expander.
A button labelled
'Make Default Preset'

provides one -touch
control over up to 16

internal and external sounds complete with
keyboard splits and layers.

The KS -32 is priced at £1699 including VAT. For

more information, contact: Sound Technology,
Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6
1ND, Tel: (0462) 480000, Fax: (0462) 480800.

Bitten by the Bug
A new miniature 'tagging' device known as the BUG could make it easier for

stolen musical instruments to be returned to their rightful owners in the event

of them being recovered by the police. About the size of a matchhead, the tiny

micro -processor could easily be hidden away inside an instrument; once in

place, it gives that instrument a unique electronic identity.

The BUG is maintenance -free, has no running costs and requires no
batteries or other power source. The asking price includes lifetime entry onto

the LINK database, together with a transferable Certificate of Identification
which can contain a colour photograph together with full details of the
instrument. Also supplied is a warning sticker which contains the telephone
number of the security company that, in collaboration with the police, provides

the recovery service.

Sole distributors to the music profession are the Musicians' Instrument
Agency, who can be contacted at 24 Cathedral Road, Cardiff CF1 9U, Tel:
(0222) 786435, Fax: (0222) 786666.

Get An COgraphy
In Sampling

Latest sample CD to emerge from
the AMG hit factory is top
programmer Pete Gleadall's
Samplography, the sixth CD in the

company's HitSound Producer

Series.

Gleadall, who has worked with the

likes of the Pet Shop Boys, George

Michael, Soul II Soul and Sly &
Robbie, has put together a CD which

runs for over 75 minutes, providing a

host of samples including high -quality

synth, drum, bass, Hammond
strings, hits, guitars, percussion
loops and "loads more". Also

included is an S1000/S1100 data
section featuring string and loop
sample sets.

A supplementary collection of
Gleadall's samples can be found on

Now That's What I Call Sampling!, a

compilation sample CD which is
available free to anyone who buys
one of the Producer Series CDs.

Samplography is available directly

from AMG for £49 inclusive of VAT.

For more information contact AMG at

Hurst Lane, Privett nr. Alton, Hants
GU34 3PL, Tel: (0730) 88383, Fax:

(0730) 88390.

THE WINNING SCOTSMAN
Among the hordes of musicians who

packed out this year's Scottish Music

Show one lucky attendee was the
recipient of a free Yamaha RY10 drum

machine courtesy of a competion run

by Radio Clyde. Congratulations go to

Alan Stobo of Glasgow - get busy on

those pads, lads!

Expanding Zone
Those well-known suppliers of

mammoth press releases, Zone
Distribution, have taken over Music Pro

Imports UK and merged the MPI
catalogue of software and hardware

together with their own under the Zone

banner. At the same time, the company

have decided to stop selling directly to

the end -user - although they will still

be offering technical support services

directly. From now on, Zone products

will be available solely through their
dealer network.

The expanded Zone catalogue now

includes products from Dr T's Music
Software (for the ST, PC, Mac and
Amiga), Blue Ribbon Soundworks
(Amiga), Midiman (mixers, sync boxes,

various MIDI interfaces and

processors), Yes Audio (power amps,

VCA automation), Big Boss (PC and ST

software), Sound Source (third -party

sounds) and Invision (M1 soundboard).

Zone are also the UK source for the

Band -in -a -Box auto -accompaniment

software (PC, Mac and ST), Feeling

Partner arranger software (ST), Jazz

Chord chord -learning software (ST and

PC) and JBF 3D RSS sample CD.

Two new products of particular
interest are the Dream GMX1, a £235

General MIDI -compatible desktop
sound module offering 16 -bit PCM
samples, 20 -voice polyphony and an

onboard MIDI interface for the PC, Mac

and Amiga, and Invision's £295 Plus 1

board for the Korg Ml, an internally -

fitted board which adds a further 4Mb

of samples to the synth.

In another new move, Zone will be

releasing their own PC Windows
sequencer, SeqWin, in November.
Written completely in the UK, SeqWin

is described by Zone as a high -spec,

low-priced sequencer which has been

designed for the sequencing novice as

well as the experienced sequencer
user. Features include unlimited tracks,

full graphic editing, phrase -orientated

song construction, an Instrument Map

which defines your MIDI setup, and

automatic backup of data to hard disk

as you work. Price is £99.

For more information, contact Zone

at Unit 6/70, Eurolink Business
Centre, 49 Effra Road, London SW2

1BZ, Tel: 071-738 5444, Fax: 071-924

0950.
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This will rattle yoraw "'in

Supports Windows MultiMedia Extensions (MME)

The powerful new PC MIDI
Sequencer that combines Microsoft
Windows 3 with Advanced Features
for the Ultimate in MIDI Recording &
Multimedia. Fully compatible with
MPU401; Sound Blaster; Turtle
Beach Multi Sound; Roland SCC1 and
sampling cards and many more!
Cadenza for Windows can drive
multiple cards from multiple
sequences - with all sequences and
cards active at the same time! The
ONLY true multi -tasking PC MIDI
music programme currently avail-
able.
Cadenza is distributed exclusively throughout
UK; EuropelEEC & Scandinavia by Digital Musk.

CADENZA IS A DREAM"
Music Technology August 92
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Cadenza for Windows PLUS
Music Quest PC MIDI Card
Add £116 for MQX-32M instead of PC MIDI Card
and save even more money - save f 10 57

incl VAT & postage.
Special Limited Offer Packages

Music Quest QUALITY MIDI INTERFACE CARDS
Simply - The Best.

Distributed exclusively In the UK & Eire by Digital Music

PC MIDI CARD

16 MIDI Channels

MQX-16
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16 MIDI Channels

Low cost, fully MPU401 Fully MPU401 compatible.
compatible. Professional Chase Lock Tape
Works with all MIDI instruments Sync
Runs over 100 music programmes Tape Dropout Protection with
New MIDI Metronome Real Time Error Correction
Intelligent Operation Intelligent Operation
Flexible, easy installation Unpitched metronome output
Small 1/3 size card Flexible, easy installation
Includes MIDI adaptor cable Includes MIDI adaptor cable
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft- FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware ware
No external Boxes No external Boxes
Thousands Sold!

Music Quest interfaces are widely recommended and specified by leading
developers of music software for the IBM PC. Choose Music Quest - there IS a difference.

Competitive Upgrades to Music Quest available to users of Midiman MM401 - Call for details.
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32 MIDI Channels

Fully MPU401 compatible.
Two independent MIDI outputs
Two merged MIDI inputs
SMPTE, MIDI Time Code & Chase
Lock Tape Sync
Tape Dropout Protection with
Real Time Error Protection
Extended timing resolution
Intelligent Operation
MIDI & Audio Out metronomes
Wide software support
Flexible, easy installation
Includes MIDI adaptor cables
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes

For further information a671toi----rexc usive product range and services why not call for a free catalogue?
Attention all Dealers! - we have the BEST prices in the business - call us now for full details of our exclusive range.

UK & OVERSEAS DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
......1%,...,S ee 27gm; loss, ofidloro Ford, 42A

,. liants, S'05 SSII, agload. Fax: 0705 170405
0703 252131



NEWSDESK

THE ROAD TO WEMBLEY
808 State will be making a special live appearance at The London Music Show at Wembley Conference Centre,
performing their unique brand of electronic grooves, and showcasing materiai from their new ZTT/WEA album Gorgeous.

They will be joining a host of leading manufacturers, musicians and special guests at the UK's largest show of its kind.
Other attractions include a live Demo Forum in

which readers of Music Technology and Home

& Studio Recording will have their own demos

reviewed by a celebrity panel. with
mouthwatering gear going to the blushing
producers of the best tape.

The dates for your diary are Saturday 28th
and Sunday 29th November, so use bright red

ink, don't forget and join 808 State. MT and
H&SR staff and everyone who is anyone for a

feast of the latest and the greatest in
contemporary music.

Notator
Updater
A new update for C -Lab's Notator

program, taking the software from

V3.1 to V3.15, both 'fine tunes'
many existing features and adds
several new ones. Among the
updates and additions are larger
Segno symbols, 'wrap -around' of

crescendo/diminuendo and slur
symbols on print-outs, separate
settings for the Clef and Key logic
in the Printer window, im-

provements to the chord -tie
direction logic, and additional
characters, notation symbols and
chord fonts.

As well as the new Notator
program disk, users will receive a
Symbols and Chords font disk
which features a large number of
additional notation symbols and
complex chord descriptors.

Notator V3.15 is available both
as a full package and as an update

for existing users. If you're a
Notator user but you haven't
registered with distributors Sound

Technology, contact Mark Gordon

to get yourself on their list.

Incidentally, the 3.15 update
applies to Notator only - the latest

version of Creator is still 3.1.

For more information, contact
Sound Technology at Letchworth

Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire
SG6 1ND, Tel: (0462) 480000,
Fax: (0462) 480800.

Systems Expansion
Pro audio equipment supplier Systems Workshop have recently increased the

range of services they offer by setting up the Systems Workshop Service and

an in-house digital editing suite and 24 -track production facility.

With the establishment of the Systems Workshop Service, the company
claim they can now service everything from multitracks and outboard gear to

computers and hard -disk recording systems. The service is also mobile, and

can operate anywhere in Britain.

The new production facility is based around a Tascam M3700 automated

desk and "a mountain of outboard", while the editing suite utilises an Apple
Quadra running Pro Tools, Alchemy, Sound Designer and Studio Vision software

with five gigabytes of combined hard disk/optical storage. Monitoring in both

rooms is to choice but includes Dawn Patrol speakers, which are distributed
exclusively by Systems Workshop themselves.

For more information contact Systems Workshop at 24 Church St, Oswestry,

Shropshire SY11 2SP, Tel: (0691) 658550, Fax: (0691) 658549.

Storming the PC
Media Vision's Thunder Board for
Windows is a new card for the PC
which lets you take full advantage of
all the new sound support built into
Windows 3.1, including synthesised

sounds and digital audio. The Board

combines 22kHz digital audio

recording with an onboard FM
synthesiser which can deliver up to
11 simultaneous instrument sounds.

As it's compatible with both AdLib
and Sound Blaster, it works with the

many DOS applications and games

that use the digital sound channel to

add anything from voice annotation

to sound effects.

Applications which come supplied

with Thunder Board include a

waveform editor, an animated talking

calendar (which has 'Jeeves' the
butler popping up to remind you of
appointments and meetings), and a
demo version of Master Tracks Pro

with added sound samples.

Thunder Board can run on any PC

which runs DOS 3.0 or higher
and Windows 3.1 (or 3.0 with
multimeda extensions), and which
has at least 1Mb RAM fitted (2MB
recommended).

Price £85 excluding VAT. For more

information, contact UK distributors

PC Connections at Lee Barn,
Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancs BB4

8TA, Tel: (0706) 22988, Fax: (0706)

222989.

Sampling
Clarity

The ever industrious Microdeal
are set to launch several
new computer -based sampling
packages during the next couple
of months.

Following on the heels of their
Replay 16 stereo 16 -bit sampler
for the Atari ST, the company have

an Amiga version, Clarity 16, due
for release on December 1st for
£149.95. Like Replay, it's a
combined hardware and software
package which provides not only
stereo 16 -bit 44.1kHz sampling
and playback but also plenty of
sample editing facilities. Among
these are cut, paste, overlay,
insert, mix, fade in/out,
normalise and loopfade together
with digital filtering and the ability
to add effects such as echo,
flanging and reverb.

emulator
allows' you to assign samples to
individual keys across a seven -
octave range for triggering;
alternatively, you can chain
samples together in a single-track

sequence using a list -style editor
- great for doing your own
remixes.

Clarity's hardware cartridge
plugs into the serial and printer
ports of the Amiga, and so can be

used with the whole range of
Amiga computers. Included is a
MIDI interface which is com-
patible with leading commercial
MIDI sequencers.

Other packages due from
Microdeal are: PC Master Sound,
a PC version of the company's
Master Sound sampler for £49.95
- 4th November. Videomaster, a
combined video digitiser and
sound sampler in ST and Amiga
versions for £69.95 - 16th
November. Rave Sampler, an
eight -bit mono sampler in ST and
Amiga versions for the amazingly
low price of £19.95 - 7th
December.

All prices include VAT. For more

information contact Microdeal
Limited at PO Box 68, St Austell,
Cornwall PL25 4YB, Tel: (0726)
69692, Fax: (0726) 68020.
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Learning
Young

Yamaha are continuing their long-

established commitment to
musical enjoyment and education
through their Music Schools with
the launch of a new Junior Music

Course.

Taught to children aged between

four and six years old, the course
is based upon modern Japanese
teaching methods, and as such
represents a major break from
traditional British music education.

These teaching methods con-
centrate on recognition of sound
and pitch, with highly structured
lessons focussing on keyboard
playing, singing, rhythm training,
note reading and group playing.

The idea behind teaching
children at this young age is that
it's a crucial development stage in

their lives, when their ability to
learn is at its highest. The human

ear is undergoing rapid deve-
lopment and children naturally and

instinctively pick up more
knowledge through their aural
sense. Consequently the course
aims to lay a foundation for
musical ability and appreciation
which will last children for the rest

of their lives.

For more information, contact
Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd at

Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton

Keynes MK7 8BL, Tel: (0908)
366700, Fax: (0908) 368872.

7/-e Ivt 74, r
Fans of Jean -Michel Jarre eager for any

information they can get hold of on
their hero will be interested to learn of

a British magazine, Conductor of the

Masses, devoted exclusively to the

French musician. Published by

Conceptual Publishing, it's a glossy,

colourful 32 -page small format
magazine published quarterly at a cost

of £2.50 per issue or £10 for an
annual subscription.

The latest issue (no.8) includes the

first in a series of articles detailing the

behind -the -scenes story of the

Destination Docklands concert, a
round -up of latest J-MJ-related news

from around the world, information on

the man's upcoming activities and - of

particular interest to MT readers - an

article on his studio together with a
complete equipment list (even down to

the all-important coffee machine!).

For more information, contact
Conceptual Publishing at: 296 Newton

Road, Rushden, Northamptonshire
NN10 OSY, Tel: (0933) 55273, Fax:

(0933) 411108.

Competition Results
Following a splendid response to our

recent Readership Survey/Yamaha

competition we are pleased to

announce the winner - drawn from a

veritable sackful of entries. He is Mr D.

Arnold from Hastings in East Sussex

and he's now the proud owner of a
superb Yamaha SY85. That should

keep him busy during the long winter

nights...

If you'd like to know exactly how
good the prize is that he's won, check

out our review of the synth in this issue.

Meanwhile, on behalf of all the staff
here at Music Technology, I'd like to

express my thanks to Jim Corbett at

Yamaha-Kemble UK Ltd for their kind

donation of an excellent prize.

Yamaha's Double Vision
Due in early December from Yamaha is

the QY20, a more sophisticated yet
only slightly larger and heavier
companion for the company's
immensely successful QY10 Walk -
station. With the emphasis still being

on portability, the new machine
provides both mains and battery
powering options. Yamaha have given

the 20 a two -octave polyphonic
keyboard consisting of non -dynamic

rubber buttons, together with a larger

LCD screen. The new instrument has

much higher quality sounds than the

10, and provides a selection of drum

kits together with General MIDI
compatibility.

Yamaha have kept the QY10
arrangement of four -track patterns and

eight -track songs. The new QY has 100

preset and 100 programmable patterns

each consisting of six variations
(including intro, ending and fill-ins), with

musical styles ranging from '50s rock

'n' roll to the latest dance beats.
Single -finger chord playing and auto -

accompaniment selection via MIDI have

been implemented, so you'll be able to

take advantage of the new instrument's

auto -accompaniment options from a

remote keyboard or sequencer.

Apparently, UK company Novation

will be providing a companion MIDI
keyboard for the new QY, as they did for

the QY10.

The QY20's asking price will be in

the £350-400 range.

For more information, contact
Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd,

Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton
Keynes MK7 8BL, Tel: 0908 366700,

Fax: 0908 368872.

Disc Breaks
Described by its makers as "a new opportunity for

music teachers and students", Piano Disc is a new

system designed to bring sequencing capabilities to

the acoustic piano. A series of sensors located
under the piano keys detect every characteristic of

a performance ie. notes, timing, duration, touch.
and pedal depression. This information is then sent

to a control unit and stored on 3.5" floppy disks.

On playback. the sensors trigger the keys in an

exact recreation of the original performance. With

128 levels of expression per note, it's claimed that

all the 'subtle nuances, feeling and richness" of a
performance are reproduced.

With the Piano Disc system in place, students can

record practice sessions or lessons and review

fingering, timing or pedal control on playback. They can

also record one hand and add the other as it plays

back. Similarly, teachers can store a performance for

students to listen to, or play just the right or left hand

so that the student can add the other hand.

The makers also claim that Piano Disc would be

ideal for providing live accompaniment without the

need of a player (so cocktail bar pianists had better

watch out that the owner isn't secretly recording
them!).

Only available from Dawsons' Music in
Education, Piano Disc can be fitted in less than two

days. For further information, contact Dawsons
Music at 65 Sankey Street, Warrington WA1 1SU.

Tel: (0925) 32591.
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Using one finger you can....

Choose a sound
Select an effect
Play a drum sample
Audition a sound without playing a keyboard....

MOMS
Roland (UK) Ltd, Atlantic Close,
Swansea Enterprise Park, Swansea,
West Glamorgan, SA7 9FJ.
Tel 0792 310247 Fax 0792 310248

A Minor
Miracle
Take 156 of the very best GM compatible sounds,

add 8 high quality drum kits (including all
the classic TR808 sounds), give it an

editable synth section with a warm and
expressive filter, make it 16 part

multitimbral with comprehensive on-
board digital reverb/delay and

chorus, and finally give it an
extremely easy to use control

surface.

The Boss
DS -330

r Synth
At £339 in
a minor mira
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The Grid PROFILE

GRID PATTERNS

ENO,

GABRIEL.

GRID?
The initial effects of Acid are
beginning to wear off, and it's
time to relax and reflect.
Anyone for Aspirin House?

Ampex will be pleased. They've been supplying the reels

of tape on which Pop Music as we know it has been
recorded for decades. Their 456 brand of analogue tape is an
industry standard, and recognition is here at last. For The
Grid, otherwise known as studio -tanned mixers and matchers

Dave Ball and Richard Norris, have bestowed upon it the
honour of an album in its name, released in October. Like
System 7, it's a tools -of -the -trade kind of a name; a
technology -conscious title.

There's something industry -standard about The Grid, too.

Forged from the combined talents of Ball - the 'synth' half of

a classic synth -pop duo, early '80s vintage, name of Soft Cell -

and Norris, erstwhile music journalist and record label
employee, it's an act with the right blend of experience and

enthusiasm to attract admirers across the board.

Remix and production work for the likes of Pet Shop Boys,

Erasure, Boy George, Marc Almond and Happy Mondays
combines with theme music commissions (BBC 2's Def
and guest production at Peter Gabriel's 1991 Real World
Recording Week in an impressive portfolio. On the album,

heavyweights like Robert Fripp, Dieter Meier and Andy
Mackay make appearances. It certainly seems as if this Grid is

generating the right amount of electricity.

And when I encounter them in the plush surroundings of
London's Olympic Studios, it only comes as a mild surprise to

learn that they are also now embroiled with a certain Brian
Eno. On the SSL monitor is the title of one of his Nerve Net
tracks (`Ali Click') and leaning thoughtfully over the desk is
one of the duo charged with the task of remixing it for single

release - Richard Norris "We wanted him to do a track for us
- 'Heartbeat' - he said he'd do it if we did his next single, so
we thought 'fair enough'! "

Sitting on an eight -foot -long leather sofa (I told you
Olympic was plush), Dave Ball reveals the origins of the
liaison. "Our manager used to manage Roxy Music, which is

quite useful, really." "Yeah," adds Richard, "he was at EG and

looked after King Crimson, T.Rex, ELP and all the rest of
'em. That's why there's a few people from that era on the
album." You're not ELP fans, are you? "No." Just a thought.

"But we have gone back to the Prophet 5, the Mini -Moog,
and we've just restored a rebuilt VCS3..."

This rings a bell. Quite a significant one, too. With all the
talk of post -Acid House pick -a -label techno chill -out album

developments of late, there has been a short but orderly queue

of acts waiting to become, for better or worse, the New Pink

Floyd. The KLF started it with the grazing sheep cover of
Chill Out (echoing the pastoral but dairy theme on the cover

of Atom Heart Mother), and The Orb didn't help by not only
sticking Battersea Power Station on the cover of their debut

album Adventures Beyond The Ultraworld, but also toying with

the idea of actually calling it The Back Side Of The Moon.
Anyway, in this queue is also to be found, according to some

marketing strategists, The Grid. And the original Dark Side
Of The Moon featured more than its fair share of VCS3
sequences. With me?

"The people who made VCS3s originally," explains
Richard, "are getting hold of old ones and reconditioning
them, rather than doing a new version. I think The Synthesiser

Company are doing a new one, but ours is the old thing with

the keyboard and everything." "Apparently," adds Dave, "you

can't retrofit them with MIDI. We did that with the Prophet

and the PPG, but with the VCS3 you can't. You can get
modular ones with MIDI, but this one we're getting will be a

classic bit of non -MIDI hardware. Which means, of course,

that we won't be sequencing with it. It means actually playing

it." His eyes light up with ironic glee. "Sometimes we actually

play our instruments. A novel approach, I know...

"It's a mix between using C -Lab and a basic mono
sequencer for quick stuff on things like the Juno 106. For
drums we use a lot of samples and the R8, so there's loops and

programming, but a lot of the percussion is live, played by 11

Interview by
Phil Ward
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The Grid

Production
NORRIS/BALL/ORRIDGE

Jack The Tab
(compilation album, Castalia 1988)

THE GRID
Tenement Symphony - 3 tracks

(MARC ALMOND, Some Bizarre 1991)
Quality Street

(WORLD OF TWIST, Circa 1991)
I Will Cure You - 1 track

(VIC REEVES, Island 1991)
A Week In The Real World - 2 tracks

(VARIOUS ARTISTS, Real World 1992)

DAVE BALL
The Moon Looked Down And Laughed

(VIRGIN PRUNES, Baby 1984)
Sex Vigilante/Man In Your Life

(ENGLISH BOY ON THE LOVE
RANCH, New Rose 1987)

Tekno Acid Beat
(PSYCHIC TV, Temple 1988)

Novice

(ALAN BASHUNG, Barclay 1989)
Beyond Thee Infinite Beat

(PSYCHIC TV, Temple 1990)
Towards Thee Infinite Beat

(PSYCHIC TV, Temple 1990)
A Week In The Real World

(VARIOUS ARTISTS, Real World, 1992)
Steve Sidelnyk. Plus, he's got loads of his own
samples on the S1000, which he triggers from

the Octapad. The live stuff is mixed in with the drum machine

and the loops, just to give it more feel. It can get tedious with

just a loop going on and on.

"There are certain things we have been doing which we've

found have made a difference to the feel - particularly
sampling actual drum fills. You listen to a lot of records and it

just stays the same, or it just drops out and then it comes back

in, but if you've actually got a good fill, or a crash cymbal -
we've recently rediscovered those - it works, and a lot of

people don't really use that any more. If you
watch a drummer playing, it's always got those
fills, so it was nice to get someone in actually
playing. And he plays like a machine anyway..."

"On a lot of the tracks," Richard continues,
"instead of using a programmed 909 snare he'll
hit it on the Octapad; you can hear that on
things like 'Face The Sun', which has a lot of
triplety stuff that would take us ages to program,

but this way has a really loose feel, quantised very

roughly. We'll record the whole performance on

the Atari, and then just move it slightly, although

most of the time his playing was so accurate we

didn't even need to do that. We certainly didn't
quantise it all to 16ths, or anything like that.
Even though the music is fairly machine -driven,

it's good to have the human element. We think
of ourselves as a technological band, but not
strictly as a `techno' band. We'll use a lot of live

instruments as well, with a kind of basis in
electronics, just to get out of that purely
technical thing that a lot of people are doing. To

mix the two, really; make it a bit more human."

Remixes

THE GRJ
Hairstyle Of The Devil (MOM

Tainted Love/Memorabilia/Whai
Bedsitter/Where The Heart

(SOFT CE L

Loose Fit/Bob's Your UtL
(HAPPY MONDAY

Waifs And Strays (MARC ALMONI
James Bond (ART OF NOIS

Saturday's Angels/It? (Il
Sunarise (ROLF HARRI

Bow Down Mister (JESUS LOVES YO
Frontero Del Ensueno (REY DE COPA

Am I Right? (ERASUR
DJ Culture (PET SHOP BO

Get Radical (RAGGED JAC
Nothing Alas Alak (VE.GA

Ali Click (BRIAN EN

DAVE BA
My Private To

(VICIOUS PINK PHENOME1
Je

(VICIOUS PINK PHENO
Papal Breakdance (PSYCHIC

One such human element, of course, is the guitar. The
album features contributions from Zodiac Mindwarp's
resplendently named guitarist Cobalt Stargazer, Rob Marche

of If and formerly Joboxers (and the best twang since Duane

Eddy, in my book) and, as Dave puts it, "the one and only
Bob Fripp. He was fantastic to work with. His setup is
wonderful; everything's in stereo, and you say 'could you get a

sound that's sort of like water?' and it takes him about two
minutes, and it sounds like... water! We couldn't quite figure

out how he does it, but he does these loops; he'll make a loop

with one note, and build it up by adding a harmony on it,
until it's this great sequence. He had a couple of digital delays,

which were somehow connected so that he builds up this
spiralling chord, and he gets it in time, too, which is the really

clever bit."

Richard is equally enthralled: "There's a section in 'Ice
Machine' where it drops down to what sounds like keyboard
ambience in the middle, which is all off his guitar. It's a really

distinctive sound. We initially asked him to play just on that

one track, but when he came down he got really into it and
stayed all day - contributing to three tracks in all - which was

great." "Actually," Dave confides, "we've got plans to do an

album with him. He said he'd like to do more stuff with us
and we suggested maybe we could do something which is
more ambient, like the stuff he's done with Eno - while he's
really interested in doing stuff with beats, so we're really
meeting in the middle."

Idon't know about all this talk of Pink Floyd, but it seems as

though the spirits of King Crimson and Roxy Music are
having a much more direct influence as the dance boom chills

out. Of course, it cuts both ways, and those elder statesmen of

progressive rock who are not content with reliving past glories
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at only twelve pounds

and with 350 watts

RMS continuous per channel,

the new Peavey DPC-750

is truly a power amplifier heavyweight!

This next generation of digital power amplifiers

utilizes a patented digital phase -modulated MOSFET

design which represents a totally new concept than

any previous amplifier technology, linear or

digital. So, step into the ring with the new

lightweight heavyweight champion ... the

OPC 750 ... It'll knock you out! And as you

catch your breath, notice the price of

this single rack space wonder! Bolt to your

nearest Peavey dealer and hear the power!

F E A T U R E S:
350 watts RMS continuous

per channel

900/0 output stage power
transfer efficiency.

Single rack space.

No measurable TIM.

Digital phase modulated
MOSFET design.

Combined power supply and
power section.

LED status and level indicators.

Output protection circuitry.

Digital DDT compression.

Stereo or bridged mode capability.

Linear phase Bessel
amplifier response.

Low feedback design.

Excellent open loop characteristics.

Twelve pound package.

500 watts per channel music power.

Thermal, short circuit, and
overload protection.

Automatic two speed fan.

1'4" outputs.

Five -way dual binding post output.

Balanced input capabilities.

EAVEY ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD, HATTON HOUSE, HUNTERS ROAD, WELDON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CORBY, NORTHANTS NN17 1 JE.
TEL: (0536) 205520 FAX: (0536) 69029



The Grid

0 in spurious reunion gigs are really getting into the groove.
"That's certainly the case with Eno," says Dave. "On his new

stuff there's all sorts of drum loops - and, of course, there's
one particular drum track we've heard before... EMF, I think

it was."

Well, there you are; sampling as the ultimate declaration of

influence. Richard at this point identifies a seminal work which

puts Eno's role in all this into sharp relief: "It's all very much

Bush Of Ghosts territory, as well, which is quite interesting

because so many people weren't up for that album at the time.

Obviously they did it all with tape loops, you know, pre -
sampling, so it's quite interesting to see what he can do now."

Dave begins to reflect on the kind of secrets which get
unearthed during your average session with a legend. "It's
amazing to think that a lot of those early ambient albums were

recorded in an afternoon, you know, pop into the studio with

a couple of Revoxes. It only took us a day to record Fripp's
setup, but, I suppose, it took ten years to

get the sound. He's got some new delays,

plus quite a few weird things like an
Electro-Harmonix... I probably shouldn't

be telling you this!" "He told us about
this company," Richard observes, "who
built something called The Fripp-In-A-
Box, and he wrote asking them to send
him one, and they wouldn't! They
expected him to buy it.

"But it's great to be able to put his
particular treated sounds against our
treated sounds. It works really well, ours

being more rhythmic and percussive, or
Prophet/PPG sounds, and his being so
ambient."

The Grid's treated sounds, it turns out,

are courtesy of standard outboard effects

such as Lexicons and AMS's, blended with

the kind of jumble sale foot pedals you
sometimes see lying around in the spare
bedrooms of disillusioned cohabiting
guitarists who have invited you round for
dinner, wine and a rueful rummage
through the old demo tapes. And sure
enough, at one end of the aforementioned

Olympic sofa lies none other than an
Electric Mistress Flanger/Filter Matrix. Electric Mistress?
Phew, rock and roll.

"It's interesting using older effects," explains Richard,
"instead of just using the digital racks. They've got so much

more character and are much warmer. We use the Roland
Space Echo a lot, too. When it works." "Yeah," says Dave, "it

only seems to work in cheaper studios. Seriously, when we're

in an SSL room it packs in, I don't know why."

Dave has kept every piece of gear acquired since the Soft

Cell days, and following a period in the mid -'80s when his

interest in new products sagged, he now identifies the advent

of cheap sampling as the spark which has rekindled a broad

sense of purpose for technology -based bands. "It's that in
conjunction with MIDI," he says, "which has got me

Recommended
Listening

Albums:
THE GRID

Electric Head
(East West, 1990)

456 (Vi)gin, 1992)

DAVE BALL
In Strict Tempo

(Some Bizarre, 1983)

SOFT CELL
Non -Stop Erotic Cabaret (Some Bizzare, 1981)

Non -Stop Ecstatic Dancing (Some Bizzare, 1982)
The Art Of Falling Apart (Some Bizzare, 1983)

The Last Night In Sodom (Some Bizzare, 1984)
The Singles Album

(Some Bizzare, 1986)

Singles:
THE GRID

On the Grid (EW, 1989)
Intergalactica (EIV, 1989)

Floatation (East West, 1990)
Origins of Dance (Rhythm King 1990)

A Beat Called Love (East West, 1990)
Boom! (Virgin, 1991)

Figure Of Eight (Virgin, 1992)
Heartbeat (Virgin, 1992)

interested again. All that Soft Cell stuff was pre -MIDI - it was

all played, as I think you can tell if you listen to the records!

I've always been into dance music, though; some of the stuff I

used to do was quite dance -oriented, even if they were pop
songs. The thing about using sequencers is that you do tend
to write stuff which is more linear. If you think of the early
sequencer bands, like Tangerine Dream, it is very linear stuff,

and the sequencer does influence you in that way, this idea of

repetition.

"We were keen at one stage to see if we could get a remix

of Tangerine Dream, because there's so much stuff in it, it
would be great to sort of update it. I'm not that keen on some

of the later stuff, where they started using Fairlights and so
on. It lost a lot of the charm of the original sounds. I mean,
the people who make all the PPG stuff originally made custom

equipment for them, before they were a commercial company.

Kraftwerk and Tangerine Dream were the only people who
used that gear. Now, of course, we've got the Waldorf
Microwave: exactly the same sounds and only about a quarter

of the weight."

Left to their own devices, as it were, Richard and Dave will

play very happily for hours in the studio toy cupboard. They

will also chat, in turn, in the same contented manner about
methods and techniques that they have adopted along the way.

All you have to do is sink into the sofa and listen...

Richard: "We do things like get a piano part and put it
through, say, some FB01 programs, and then get two wah-
wah pedals with us each playing one, and have that going in a

chain so you get a sort of opening and closing wah-wah filter

on it. And, of course, it doesn't sound anything like a piano...

It's like playing the effect as an instrument rather than just
sticking the signal through it. That's what we did on 'Fire
Engine Red' - we started with a piano sound and it ended up

sounding something like a Sly & The Family Stone guitar
part. That's what's interesting: getting miles away from where
you started from."

Dave: "I like to work things out on a piano before I go
anywhere near a synth. It just feels more natural. Usually we'll

work through chord sequences, see what works, what goes
into what, and then we'll start putting it down into the
sequencer. A lot of the time, the first things you put down
you'll scrap, because the sequencing suggests different ways.
It's always growing and changing."

Richard: "There's always a point in the mix when you take

one particular sound, one particular effect or treatment, and

suddenly it will take the whole thing in a different direction.

That happened with this Eno mix yesterday; we were going
down one route, and just put down one more thing which was

basically Dave doing a new riff over the top, and that has
sparked off loads of different ideas, so the mix could go
somewhere else completely now."

Dave: "It's about finding that one central idea that really
works. We were tending to be influenced by the original
version of the track, which is very much in this funk style, and

it became a question of how not to make it sound like just
another funk track and more like a trance kind of thing. And

we were just fiddling around and suddenly this one thing
clicked."
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Given the topicality of Peter Gabriel's Real World
Recording Week, which is only a few days away as we

speak, the conversation turns briefly to their experiences at the

event last year, as invited producers, and reveals just how
flexible 'flexible' has to be under certain conditions. For
Richard, one detail sums up the whole thing. "It was amazing

to be putting down a drum track with a sequencer and a
sampler, and to get this guy from Madagascar who's never
recorded before, never left his village before. Never seen a
sampler; never seen a Nintendo... some of the tracks have
these shouts of glee from the corner, and it's someone playing
with a Nintendo.

"All the chat, all these jokes are on the tracks because they

didn't realise it was all being recorded. But that guy from
Madagascar, who'd never heard a click track or anything, was

so in time it was unbelievable. Absolutely spot on, completely

natural. For us, being interested in beats and so on, it was
great because there were so many amazing percussionists
around. And we were there specifically to do numbers with
grooves, while there were others from more folk/hybrid areas

- purists who weren't sure about us at all. But living in
London, the influences we're exposed to are things like Kiss

FM, an enormous amount of record shops and gigs to go to,
plus there must be about 20 different nationalities in my
street. It's natural that we should be producing this sort of
urban music with eclectic elements."

On cue, Dave picks up an exotic length of bamboo which
has been lying hitherto unmolested next to the sofa, and
which turns out to be a Malaysian rain stick. "And
conversely," he says, "if you live in the rain forest, this is
your state-of-the-art equipment, and it's brilliant..." He
turns it through 180 degrees, and a million tiny beads
cascade invisibly down the inside of the hollow stick making

a sound, it must be said, just like rain. He grins. "Sampler
ready...?"

The horizons are stretching even further. In common with

other bands keen to expand both the vocabulary and the
audience of post -rave technologically inspired music, The Grid

are actually planning to play live. It's a move Dave considers

important for more than one reason. "Obviously, we've got to
promote the album, but also I think we're a bit faceless to
people, you know, we just put out records and mixes. There is

a difference if you go and see someone performing; it's like,
they really do exist, they really are a band. So it's important to

consolidate that. I think rather than tour night after night,
we'll do maybe three gigs a week for so many weeks. There'll

probably be some videos involved, and there will be other
players. Like additional keyboards, sax player, percussionist,

maybe a guitarist."

Richard expands on the visual theory... "We're planning
very visual elements: projections, graphics, videos. We're also

looking into having MIDI controllers for all the computer
imagery, so you can actually see what you play as well as hear

it. We'll probably use DATs for the backing tracks, or else
the Yamaha digital 8 -track - if they give us one..." "Which

would be nice," Dave points out, "because then we would
have SMPTE to link up with the videos. That is a problem at

the moment, because in order to reproduce the whole thing

live we'd need fifteen keyboards
or something, which would all
have to be reprogrammed for
every number. We'd like to get it
to that stage, but initially we need

to cut corners. Venues? Well,
places like the Zap Club in
Brighton - obviously not too big
gigs, we'd hate to turn up and
find two people in the audience.
It's a first tentative dip in the
water."

We can only dream of a
collaboration between

Fripp, Eno and The Grid, but
Richard and Dave dream
themselves of setting up a label for

modern, ambient music much
along the same lines as EG. "A lot

of people are interested in ambient

music again," thinks Richard, "but there aren't that many
people doing it from the kind of hi-fi end of things, or from
an avant-garde point of view, and it would be interesting to
bring that element back into the field. I think we'd be looking

to do collaborations, rather than signing up artists - we'd
produce most of the stuff. For example, Michael Brook is
another person we'd really like to work with. We're just
thinking of people we'd like to collaborate with, we don't
really know who, yet.

"People are getting into ambient music as a progression from

the dance scene, not as a reaction to it. People are much more

into sound than they used to be, because, since about 1988,
they've been listening to more instrumental music in clubs, with

its roots in dub and so on and based on sampling and
electronics. You can see it in record shops - you know, people

come in and say, 'Have you got that record that's got that noise

on it...' It's more to do with sounds than it is to do with, say,

vocals or guitar, or songs. It's more mood, atmosphere, beats.
And also the whole post -club sort of chill -out phenomenon,
which is a reaction in a way, but it comes from the club scene
where you have two rooms, one with beats and loud noise and

one with pure ambience.

"I do a bit of ambient DJ'ing, and I did a night at this
weird Elizabethan house near Brighton, doing about six hours

of the EG catalogue, basically! It was a very strange setup; we

had CDs, DATs, cassettes, turntables, but it was good just to

hear those records in that context. It worked really well. The

reaction was interesting; half of them thought it was brilliant,

and were cheering, and the other half thought it was really
awful and booed. The best audience reaction you can get, of

course. But certainly one of the elements of ambient music is a

purely functional element, and it works really well in that
context. Socially, now is probably the best time there's ever

been for it. It's getting to a hell of a lot more people than it
used to. So it's about the right time to do those kind of
records."

Equipment
List
Alesis HR16
Akai S1000, S1100
Atari Mega ST2
Boss effects pedals
Casio DA7, FZ1, Rapman,
VZ1OM
C -Lab Notator and Unitor
Dunlop Crybaby
Electro Harmonix Electric
Mistress
E -mu Proformance 1+
Fender Jazz bass,
Jazzmaster guitar
Gallien Krueger amps
Gibson Les Paul
Hammond C3 and Leslie
Korg 800DV, Ml
MIDIMoog
Minirack M977 double -
beam oscilloscope
MuTron C200
MXR pitch transposer
Oberheim Matrix 1000
PPG Wave 2.2
Roland R8, RE201 Space
Echo, RE301 Chorus
Echo, Juno 106, Juno 6,
SVC350 Vocoder, JX10,
Octapad, D50
Sequential Circuits
Prophet 5
Enthoven Stick
Steinway Concert Grand
Selmer soprano, alto and
tenor saxophones
Suzuki Melodion
SRC/AT synchroniser
Technics SL1200 MkII
turntables
Waldorf Microwave
Yamaha CSS, FB01, WX7
MIDI saxophone
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Yamaha
SY85
Music Synthesiser

Text by
Ian Waugh

When you've produced as many
classic synths as Yamaha, it's
easy to find yourself labouring
under the weight of your own
reputation. But it seems they
still have a trick or two up their
sleeves...

I sometimes think I'm the only muso in the world who has

never owned a Korg Ml. I can't tell you the exact reason

why I didn't buy one - it probably had something to do with

a pre -birth experience, but my analyst is having trouble
digging that far into the past. Nevertheless, I did like the
Ml, yes indeed I did, and it is undoubtedly one of the
most popular sample -based synthesisers ever.

By contrast, when Yamaha's SY77 came along it caught

me at just the right time - musically and financially - and I

bought one. It could virtually out-Korg the M1 itself and its

combination of AWM and AFM sounds gave it an excellent
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sonic repertoire. I was glad I'd waited.

Then came the SY99 with its ability to load new
samples (woweee!) but that was too expensive. The SY77

has now officially been dropped from Yamaha's catalogue

and can be picked up for around a grand - nigh on half the

original price (and making the SY99 seem even more
expensive in comparison). There's nothing like the hi -tech

music game for hammering your investments is there?
Okay, perhaps the house -buying game or the used -car

game or the...

Anyway, now there's a new instrument to discuss with

our financial advisors - the SY85. It sits in the medium -to -

upper price bracket and forsakes AFM altogether in favour

of AWM2. But what it has lost on the swings (essentially,

lots of 'orrible programming parameters) it has gained on

the roundabouts with the addition of a wealth of goodies
inside its sleek black casing. For example, it has 256
Voices (four times that of the SY77), 128 Performance
memories which can consist of up to four layers of Voices

(the SY77 can't directly layer Voices at all) and it's 30 -
note polyphonic (the SY77 has a maximum polyphony of

16 AFM plus 16 AWM voices, which in practice is usually

far less than 32 notes).

The SY85 also has a pretty heavy set of digital filters
and a spiffing DSP (Digital Signal Processor) with 90 types

of effects which is similar to the DSP in the SY99. The
built-in sequencer has only nine tracks, but it

can store 10 Songs with a total capacity of
20,000 notes - which is quite a respectable
amount for any stand-alone sequencer.

suspect 99 percent of us select an
I instrument on the strength of its presets.
Let's be honest, guys and gals, modern synths

are just too bloody complicated to program.
And why bother? Most synths come packed

with excellent presets and there are always the

musical anoraks who delight in creating new

sounds which you can buy for a nominal sum

'off the shelf'. To anyone who says that the
only way to make real music is to create all the

sounds yourself from scratch I say bollocks!

The SY85 has some of the best 'play me'
sounds I've ever heard. I was particularly
impressed by the guitars: some of the electric

voices out -Hendrix Jimi himself. The sounds are

arranged in Banks by type so one Bank
contains mostly acoustic pianos, another
contains organs, another strings - and so on.
The SY85 uses a two -letter prefix to identify the

sounds - AP for Acoustic Piano, BR for Brass,

GT for Guitar and so on. It's an excellent
convention which has been catching on in
various places. Wouldn't it be nice if all
instruments used it?

Without running through a list of my fave
sounds, let's just say that the presets are
excellent and the instrument has a good sonic

range. It has 6Mb of samples onboard which

are a higher resolution than those in the SY77.

They are divided into 16 categories - piano,
keyboard, brass, wind, strings, acoustic guitar,

electric guitar, folk (including dulcimer, harp
and sitar), synth, choir, tuned percussion,
drum, percussion (ethnic), sound effects and

oscillators (a selection of waveforms).

The Sequencer

The sequencer can store up to 10 Songs with

a total capacity of 20,000 notes. It has eight

'Normal' tracks plus a Drum Track. Each

Normal Track can control a separate

instrument which is determined by the Multi

Play setup and the sequencer track Transmit

Channel assignments (it's easier to set up

than it sounds). Normally, tracks one to eight

will be assigned to MIDI channels one to eight

and therefore control the Multi Play

instruments assigned to channels one to
eight - see, easy! Of course, you can alter the

Track/Channel assignments if you want to.

Each Song has its own Multi Play setup. You

can assign a Voice or a Performance (great!)

to each Track/Channel although if you use a

lot of Performances you need to make sure

you don't run out of polyphony.

There are four record modes - real-time

overdub, real-time replace, real-time punch -in

and step -time. Both real-time and step -time

recording are straightforward. In step -time

mode you select note durations from the voice

select buttons and a display on the LCD

shows you the position of the note in relation

to the bar.

There is the usual selection of edit functions

including Insert, Copy, Delete, Transpose,

Quantise and Velocity & Gate Time

modification plus a neat Crescendo function

which applies a crescendo or decrescendo to

a selected track over a specified number of

bars. A really nice touch is the ability to use
the eight Continuous Control sliders to control

the volumes of the eight instruments,

although there doesn't seem to be a way to

record this into the sequence in real-time.

If eight tracks aren't enough for you, you can
mix down two of them to a third track -

although you then start to lose some control

over your material.

Drums are recorded drum -machine style

using 100 Patterns which can each be up to
four bars long. There are 100 Patterns on

one of the supplied discs to start you off and
they cover a good range of modern styles

with some Latin patterns included for good
measure (...ha-ha). You can record your own

Patterns in real-time or step -time and you

can insert tempo changes into the drum

track.

Incidentally, all Song and Pattern data is

stored when you switch off.
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But the best is yet to come: included are 128
Performances which can contain up to four Voices in layers

or splits. These really are the creme de la creme as Miss
Jean Brodie would say (did she own an SY85? - Ed). The

sound at position one is a piano backed by

a chorus which comes in after a short
delay. Talk about moody!

Some of the layers are real works of art.

You know when a certain sound inspires
you, suggests riffs and simply makes you

want to play? Well the Performances are
like that. Okay, not all of them - but a
helluva lot of them. Run through them for

an hour (don't park on a meter), say you're

not hooked and then go home to your Jason

and Kylie records.

Anyway, having confessed to being
impressed with the performance, I guess

I'd better take a look at the dashboard...

Sonic Architecture

For all their good points, no one could accuse
modern synths of being easy to program. The
SY85 lacks the devious parameters of AFM -

so that makes life and the art of noise a little
easier. The character -based LCD, however,

means envelope and filter shapes, for
example, are shown numerically and not

graphically as on the SY77.
The SY85 sonic architecture follows traditional

lines. Six parameters determine the
fundamental sound of a Voice. These include
the Waveform (one of the 244), Tuning, Note

Range - and so on. You can also play the
Waveform in reverse. Since each Voice only
has one Element or Waveform (oscillator in

analogue terms), programming is a little easier
to understand than it is on the AFM machines,

although there are still a lot of parameters to
take on board.

The AEG (Amplitude Envelope Generator) has
five programmable rates and two levels. You

get a choice of two low-pass filters, a high-pass
filter, a band-pass filter and a band -elimination

filter. The filter even has its own Envelope
Generator. The filters are excellent, by the way!

There are literally dozens of parameters for

shaping the voice including a Pitch Envelope
Generator, LED and controller assignments.

Each Voice can also have an effect.
The next step up the hierarchical ladder is a

Performance which consists of up to four
Voices in layers or splits. This is where the

power and brilliance of the SY85 really shine.
You can create your own drum maps by

assigning any of the Waveforms and user
samples across the keyboard. Each 'drum' can

be given a pitch, tuned, panned and assigned
an effects level. A drum Voice called GMIDI is

the instrument's only nodding
acknowledgement towards General MIDI, but at

least it saves you setting up a GM drum map.

The SY85 has a 61 -note velocity -
sensitive keyboard including aftertouch

with pitchbend and modulation wheels to do

your widdly-widdlies with. A 2 x 40 -character

LCD keeps you informed about what the

synth is up to. There are Quick Edit keys

below this, edit controls to the right and
function buttons to the left. A nice touch is

the Mode Matrix which tells you which
buttons to press to select various, er,
modes without stepping through an endless

corridor of menus.

To the left of the Matrix are the
seemingly sparse sequencer controls and
to the left of these, a disk drive. There are

slots for Waveform and data cards and on

the back are two sets of stereo out
sockets, a headphone socket, and jacks for foot volume,
foot controller and sustain pedals plus MIDI In, Out and Thru

ports.

The SY85 has half a Meg of RAM (volatile) which can be

upgraded with two SYEMB06 RAM cards to add an extra

1Mb of non-volatile RAM. You can also use 1Mb SIMM chips

to add a further 2Mb of volatile RAM; in fact, according to

Yamaha-Kemble it should be possible to fit two 4Mb SIMMs,

which would give a maximum memory of 9.5Mb. Into this

area you can load your own samples via a MIDI Sample

Dump and save them off to disk. The demos on the disk

supplied with the instrument contain samples (they take
quite a while to load, too) and show how they can truly
transform a sequence.

You can have up to 64 samples in memory at once, RAM

permitting, and there are basic - but useful - edit functions

including looping, volume and pitch. Samples can be
grouped together as a Waveform and mapped to the
keyboard as a multi -sample. It's a great feature, although of

course you need a sampler to get the most out of it.
However, a budget computer -based sampler such as Replay

16 (to be reviewed) which supports MIDI Sample Dumps

could prove a very cost-effective accessory.

The most impressive sample examples are vocal
snatches which the demos use to the full. It's really strange

to hear a keyboard doing vocal lines (even if they are more

house than Pavarotti) - although this is more imposing and

useful live than in a studio. The programmer can, of course,

incorporate the samples into his or her own voices.

v ou get not one but two manuals with the SY85. The
I first is a 70 -page Getting Started guide and it's really

very good. I suspect many owners will prefer not to look at

the second manual which is a Feature Reference manual

written very much in feature -reference -manual style. It is a

little daunting at over 300 pages, although you will
certainly have to dip into it occasionally to look up the
techie bits.

Driving It

Disk drives are an integral part of all modern instruments and allow
easy, cheap and convenient storage of new sounds and - in the case of
a workstation, sequences - too.
At the beginning of each new composition project, I usually run through
the sounds I have (for whatever instruments I am using) and load those
I think will be the most useful for the project. Oddly, the SY85 does not
allow you to save or load individual Voices, which effectively makes it
impossible to build up a collection of sounds from different disks. The
only way around it is to use a RAM card for storage or else use a
computer -based editor/librarian (I'm sure several will appear soon).
The system can't load or save individual Songs, either, although you can
save them individually in MIDI File format. It's possibly something to do
with the way the sounds are tied in with each other - four Voices making

a Performance which can then be assigned to 10 Multis for use with the
Songs. However, I don't think it unreasonable to be allowed to handle
individual items. The synth could warn you that a Voice you are about to
overwrite is being used in a Performance and then if you totalise your
setup at least it's your own fault.
The sequencer can read Yamaha's custom NSEQ sequence format and
you can save individual Songs in MIDI File Format 0, which is one way
around the bulk Song save problem. The drive can also handle SysEx
bulk dumps so you can store settings from other instruments on one
disk (...don't forget to back it up, though!).
Finally, if you're thrilled by the prospect of a synth which can also handle
samples (and a thrilling prospect it is, too) and are already considering a
RAM upgrade, remember you won't be able to store 3.5Mb of sample
data on a 713Kb floppy disk. A SCSI hard disk interface option would
have been useful...
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0 The indexes could have been more comprehensive. As

all the features are dealt with individually (as opposed to

explaining how to perform

Quick Edit

The eight Continuous Sliders and function buttons beneath the LCD are

used to edit the parameters during normal editing procedures. Having

so many controllers does make editing easier, as you can in most

instances access several parameters at the same time - far better

than selecting a parameter with cursor keys and then using just one

slider to alter it.
These controls form the heart of the SY85's Quick Edit system, which

lets you change parameters 'on the fly'. Their effectiveness depends

on what sound you are playing at the time but they can be used to alter

the envelope, the filter cutoff

point and resonance, and to

control the effects. Two of

the sliders are completely

user -definable.

Typical uses - without

overtaxing my imagination -

include fading layers of sound

in and out and performing

manual filter sweeps. You

could use the effects sliders

to alter the distortion in a
guitar sound or change the

chorus in an electric piano. If

you've ever had the desire to

tweak some knobs during a

gig (stand up those who still

play their analogue synths!),

then these let you do so in a

totally legal, honest and

decent manner.

Info
Price: £1399 inc VAT

More from: Yamaha Kemble

Music (UK) Ltd

Sherbourne Drive

Tilbrook

Milton Keynes MK7 8BL

Tel: 0908 366700

Fax: 0908 368872

a particular procedure
requiring a combination of

functions) it's not always
easy trying to discover the

bits of the manual you
need to refer to. But
there's also a Job Table
reference sheet for the
user and a MIDI Data
Format booklet for the
boffins.

people are dabbling with pre-recorded MIDI files these days

and most files are now configured to GM.

The SY85 is a mean machine. It has dozens of 'Buy Me'

sounds, and the ability to load in your own samples lets

you (or the dedicated programmer) greatly expand its sonic

range. It has an excellent DSP with which to enhance the

sounds and a Quick Edit system which really does make it

easy to alter them all. Throw in a sequencer (for those who

want one) and you have a wicked piece of kit. For the
gigging musician fond of a twiddle, the SY85 also scores

SHIFT

- COMPARE

f EI`r

Fl

EF CS!

F2

EF CS2

F3

CS3

F4

CS4

FS

AR

F6

Ail

F7 F8

CUTOFF REZ 'BAND

EXIT/NO

ENTER YES

OK, let's get some niggly criticisms out of the way. For
the sake of including an extra Bank button or two, you have

to press the Internal buttons twice to access the second
set of 128 sounds. Fine during recording, but I know from

experience that live it's hard enough to hit three buttons to

change a sound without worrying about whether or not you

have to hit the Memory button twice!

I'm not a fan of built-in sequencers, although presumably

someone's market research somewhere has shown that

punters like all -in -one machines. My argument is that the

majority of people buying a synth at this price will already

have some sort of external sequencer whether they use it

live or for recording. In such cases they are paying for
something which they do not want and will rarely use.

However, I'm sure not everyone shares my opinion (and

someone somewhere no doubt has some figures to prove
how wrong I am). The sequencer on the SY85 does the job

and it's fine when you know the arrangement you want to
record, but I really wouldn't like to compose
with it.

Finally, there's a General MIDI drum setup so why not

include a GM setting as well? An increasing number of

heavily in the real-time performance department.

The SY85 is not a vast departure from the other SY
synths but it has arranged the technology Yamaha is good

at in a slightly different way. It's a step on from the SY77 in

most departments and if you've been tempted by the 77's
new low price, I'd urge you to save up a few more big ones

and take a look at the SY85.

The Effects

The SY85 has a dual processor with 90 digital effects. These can be
connected in series or parallel and offer a very wide selection from
reverbs and echoes to pitch changes, ring modulation, distortion, phasing

and flanging. There's even an aural exciter which is actually credited to
Aphex and manufactured under license from them!

Each effect has up to eight parameters which differ according to the type

of effect it is - now isn't that handy? You can alter each parameter using
one of the Continuous Sliders. All the effects and their parameters are
listed in the Reference Manual, which is useful if you want to tweak any of
them.

The effects are of a very high quality - higher, I venture to suggest, than
you would typically expect to find in a workstation. The eight parameters
will be more than enough for all but the most ardent FX freak and you can
do some creative effecting with them.
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On -board MIDI interface
for Mac, IBM, Amiga

New IN! Amazingty only 1249!

Boss DAM
Great new drum machine. 255

instruments, Reverb
New IN! I

Korg Wavestation SR
 600 perfromances
 420 patches
 6,000 wave sequencing

steps
 Ca, ;lot  NEW IN!!

Rhodes MK80 only £1099
 Classic Rhodes sound
 Refined LA synthesis
 On board digital effects
 88 note keyboard
 90% OFF at ABC Music!!

Roland JV30 Call
61 velocity sens keys
16 part multi timbre!
Easy tone editing
Superb drum sets
Built-in Effects

Great new 68030
computer from Atari

features ND and D/A
convertors. DSP chip.
8 track DMA support.
This machine is ready

for direct to disk
recording!!!

Jf Fir

Super LA synth for
less than £1000!!

Available no -where else
£976!!
SAVE)

Exclusive
Available no where else

 Great Synth. Great Sampler!
 Great Sampling Drum Machine!
 Great 20,000 note sequencer!
 2 x 24bit digital effects
 16 -voice polyphony
 16 -part multi timbral

it3e Ni44 e4
,</re'
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Roland 0-70

Stereo sampling
for less than £600!!

 16bit stereo sampler
 Multi-Timbral 8 voice poly 1E579
 8 outs, expandable RAM
 Plays Akai S900, S1000 disks!

Yamaha RY10 NEW
 50 preset patterns, 50 fill-

ns, 36 songs
 250 voices
 16 preset 816 intemal

Pad banks

La
Yamaha TG100 NEW £349

200 AWM voices, 8 kits
16 part multi-timbral
28 note polyphony
On board Mac/IBM MIDI
interface

 Exciting new synth
module from BOSS

Yamaha MDF2 NEW £299
 MIDI data storage unit
 Stores MIDI bulk data
 U. on-stage for

sequencer playback
 Battery -powered freedom!

 156 single voices  Conforms to Roland's GS
format  Portable desk -top design

 8 complete drum sets
 16 -part multi-timbral  28 voice poly
 Come try this new dandy today!!!

Sic

New DS -330 Dr. Synth

NSA

 Drawbar organ sounds great
 61 keys touch sens  Digital
 Great sampled voices  Real-time sound shaping

organ should be Two high-qua;lity digital effects  How an
 Comprehensive master keyboard functions
 100 ROM presets, 100RAM

.tie Emu Proteus samples

At ABC Music You Get
Fantastic deals, the latest products,
extended 3 year warranty (at extra cost),
low cost finance (ask for details), fully
trained staff, friendly service.

Kingston (K)
Surty's Super Store
56 Surbiton Road Tel: 081 546 9877

Oxford (0)
NEW AMP ROOM NOW OPEN!
44 St Clements Tel: 0865 724820

0372
468114

Slough (S)
Junction 6 on the M4. FREE Parking.
324 Farnham Road Tel: 0753 822754

Bristol (B)
Off Whiteladies Road, Clifton
32 Alma Vale Road Tel: 0272 238200

Yamaha EMP100 £189
 150 Digital fx programmes

(inc pitch shift)
 2 fx available at once
 Superb sound quality
 Buy NOW and save £frs

Exeter (E)
The South West's Leading Music Store.
68 Bartholomew St West Tel: 0392 42512

40

    

Tr
The nation's best
equipped, most

professionally staffed, top
quality music stores!!

ve aim>. 1 000'

1/2
PRICE!!

The D70 is a 76 -key, velocity and performance. These capabilities,
aftertouch sensitive keyboard with a combines with versatile controller
variety of powerful functions that make functions and easy operation make the
the most of its Advanced LA Synthesis D70 the superior choice for all
technology. Employing the unique Tone keyboardists.
Palette concept, the D70 offers And now you can have it at 1/2 price
unmatched potential for real-time tone from your super ABC Music!!
modification, even during live Buy NOW and save almost £1,000!!

Just LOOK at what you get for less than a grand!
 76 velocity & aftertouch sens keys  4 tone splits and layers
 Advanced LA synthesis brings you 119  128 rhythm set-ups

internal sounds, including multisampled  Unsurpassed MIDI spec make it a
instruments! terrific controller keyboard

 More sounds available on ROM cards  64 internal Perfromances, 64 on card
 30 voice polyphony  Superb 24 -bit built-in effects including
 Six -part multi timbral reverb, chorus etc.
 Built-in digital effects  You MUST try this one out!!
 128 internal patch configurations, each

Buy 7599Very idled supply! WOW and IMMO IMI

consisting of up to 4 tones to create
incredibly thick textures

Roland Save
 We are Roland Main

Agents and carry
huge stocks of all
the latest gear.

 Come along and see
the future at amazing
ABC Prices!!

Korg Save
 We are Korg Main

Agents and carp
huge stocks of all
the latest gear.

 Come along and see
the new 01Rw and
0311W Today at ABC!

   

 220 RS-PCM
 30 voice polyphony
 8 part Multi Timbral
 Sequencer/Mixer/FX

plimiiiiimmilm Annul

effects built-in 999
Yamaha MFC05
 MIDI Foot Controller
 Works with any MIDI fx
 5 pedals
 Great value for money
 Buy NOW and Save £201!

St Albans (SA)
Herts No1 Music Store
130 London Road Tel: 0727 56351



FEATURE

MIDI by example
Part 3
Merging two sets of
MIDI data
simultaneously demands
a little intelligence...

Text by Vic Lennard

Last month, we looked at how you could

alternate between two MIDI Controllers by

using a MIDI Switcher, a relatively cheap
device due to its passive circuitry and simple

design. In passing, it was mentioned that
such a device would not allow you to have

two MIDI Controllers active at the same time.

This is a job for a MIDI Merger.

While it may appear that a MIDI Merger is

a relatively simple device for combining the

MIDI information from two MIDI Outs, its
design actually calls for the use of a

microprocessor. The reason for this is that

MIDI messages often consist of two or three

parts and it is important to ensure that these

are kept together. If they are not, the
message becomes garbled. The MIDI Merger,

therefore, has to be an intelligent device and

as such costs far more than a MIDI Thru box

or Switcher - typically around £80 for a two -

into -one unit.

There are a number of situations which
call for the use of a MIDI Merger. Let's look

at a couple of examples. The first is where
you need to share a sound module with
another musician, each of you playing your

own MIDI Controller. This is illustrated in
Figure 1. For the sake of simplicity, two
keyboards are shown, but really, they could

be any type of MIDI controller - drum
machine, guitar synth or wind controller - as

long as they are capable of transmitting MIDI

information from a MIDI Out port. The best

results here will be with a multitimbral sound

module which can play different instruments

on different MIDI channels, and a pair of
Controllers which can each be set to
transmit on a separate MIDI channel.

Another situation requiring the use of a
MIDI Merger is when editing the tones in a
sound module using a visual editor on a
computer. A two-way link between the
computer and sound module needs to be
established so that the computer program
can request, and receive, information from

the module. However, a keyboard also needs

to be attached so that the edited voices can

be played.

Figure 2 shows how this is set up and how

a MIDI Merger is connected into the system:

the MIDI Out from the keyboard is merged

with the MIDI Out from the sound module and

then sent to the MIDI In of the computer. The

visual editor is likely to have a 're-channelise'

facility so that the notes coming in from the

keyboard can be set to the MIDI channel of

the sound currently being edited in the
module - an important point when working
with a multitimbral module.

Next month, MIDI By Example begins its
examination of synchronisation with a look at

how sequencers and drum machines may be

linked together.

II II

Synth 1

II III II II II II III II

Synth 2

Figure 1: Two MIDI Controllers can be made to play a single sound module via a MIDI Merger.

Out

Out

Out

MIDI Merger

In

III IN MI NIa.. -
Sound Module
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MIDI GLOSSARY
Two further additions to our glossary of MIDI terms...

MIDI File

In 1987, various software companies decided that a common file format

for the saving of songs on a sequencer was required. The Standard MIDI

File, as it emerged, was passed by the MIDI Manufacturers Association

(MMA) and implemented by practically every sequencer software writer,

irrespective of the computer. MIDI Files have also now been universally

accepted by all the major manufacturers and can now be found on the

latest synths from Korg, Yamaha and Roland which have built-in

sequencers.

This has led to a high degree of compatibility in the transfer of song

data, although it should be noted that the inclusion of items such as

tempo changes and time signatures are optional.

There are three types of MIDI File. Format 0 types consist of a single

track and are used by many MIDI File playback devices such as the

Yamaha MDF-2. Format 1 types comprise multiple tracks and are used

most often when saving a MIDI File from a sequencer. The final type,

Format 2, consist of multiple patterns but to date, have rarely been used.

Generally, a sequencer will not give you the option of saving as a

Format 0 or 1 type file. If a song consists of multiple tracks and you need

to save it as a Format 0 file, you have to merge all tracks into a single

track.

Though a common three -letter extension for MIDI Files is used by Atari,

PC and Amiga computers (ieMID), problems can occur when transferring

MIDI Files between different computers. In general, PC compatibles and

Atari STs can read MIDI Files from each other's disks, but both Amiga and

Apple Macintosh computers have to pass data from a PC or ST through a

conversion program.

MIDI Implementation Chart
One of these should be found at the back of every manual for a MIDI

device. It outlines which of the various MIDI functions are transmitted

and recognised by the device and how they are treated. Take the

example of a keyboard: does it transmit Aftertouch? Can it transmit

on all MIDI channels? Does it recognise MIDI Volume (controller #7)?

What happens if you send it note numbers outside of the range of its

sound generator? These questions, and many others, can be

answered by knowing where to look in the chart and how to
understand the comments.

A chart usually consists of four columns: Function, Transmitted,

Recognised and Remarks. Function lists all of the various MIDI

events, Transmitted and Recognised give listings of which events the

device can send and receive, and Remarks explains any ambiguities

with a '0' being used for yes and a 'X' for no.

II II III III III

Out

Out

Synth

In

In

linE=1=1 NI III
III

Out

MIDI Merger

Out

Sound Module Computer with sound
editing program

Figure 2: By using a MIDI Merger, you can edit the voices in a sound module via computer and simultaneously play the results via a keyboard or other MIDI controller.
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GOING TO BUY A

TRYING THE 52 & S3?

Find out why the S Series Music Processors are so far ahead of the rest.
Call us for a free colour brochure and details of your nearest dealer.

Exclusive UK distributor: Key Audio Systems Ltd, Unit C,37 Robjohns Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3AG Tel: 0245 344001 Fax: 0245 344002



Fractal Music
Software For the Atari ST

Text by Ian
Waugh

INFORMATION

Is there a place for mathematics in

your music? Need a little chaos in

your compositions? It could be time

to get Fractal...

NO. OF TRACKS El

Music has always had strong links with mathematics

and many composers have experimented with the
creation of music based on mathematical principles. It
seems natural, therefore, that the relatively new science

of fractals (born in the late seventies) and their fascinating

combination of seemingly contradictory elements of
repetitive form and randomness should also be pressed

into service, too.

Fractal Music (review version 2.3) was devised and
written by Chris Sansom and Laurence Glazier. Chris is a

MANDELBROT SET COMPOSER 0 Hugh McDowell 1991

,EXX LO NXX 8018 HI X.

MIDI CHRN.HO OCT+NOTE OCT+NOTE RUN

DLO

ILO

ILOI

1HII

IHI1

IHI1

IHI1

---- NOTE LENGTHS N 8 ---

RUN

01 3 00 4 00 06 3 1 831 061 121

02 5 00 6 00 06 1 1031

03 1 00 3 00 02 6 03 06 12 24 36 481

04 08 3 00 04 6 03 06 12 24 36 48 1

CLOCK OUT

Fractal Music main screen

RECALL SAVE
0.K

composer and has had several works published and
performed. Laurence provided much of the input during

the development of the program.

It will run in hi or medium resolution and with half a Meg

of RAM - but that leaves little memory to work with, so
one Meg is recommended. The licensing agreement
seems pretty horrendous and states that the software and

manual remains the property of Datamusic although you

are allowed to make a backup (How very public spirited of

them - Ed). The disk comes with your own User ID
encoded in a file. Tamper with this and the program won't

run.

The manual begins with a short tutorial which runs
through the basic operating procedure but doesn't take
you very far into the program - that's left up to the rest of

the manual and a little judicious experimenting.

Fractal Music has one main screen, certain features of

which will be familiar to sequencer users - the track
list down the left-hand side (there are 16 altogether) and

the Play & Stop buttons and tempo indicator above it.
Actually, the Stop button is only there for show as the
mouse is disabled during playback for improved timing.
You stop playback by pressing Return. Rather more
mysterious is the Fractate button - just to the left of Play -

but more about this in a moment.

The rest of the screen is filled with horrendous -looking

columns of numbers - the headings for which appear on
their sides so you have to tilt your head to read them.
Nothing, however, is as cryptic as it may at first appear.

You can name the tracks by clicking with both mouse
buttons on the track name (wouldn't a double click with
the left button have been more obvious?) and also mute
and solo them. A triangle appears on the right of a track to

indicate that it contains data, and numbers are also
displayed on playback to show how many notes are
actually being played. Parameter values are decremented

with the left button and incremented with the right.

Okay, let's look at the columns. MIDI Channel is obvious

- I hope, 'cause that's as easy as it gets! The next six
columns are grouped in three pairs: Loops 1 to 3 and
'How Many'. The manual uses the analogy of a three-
dimensional graph to describe these. I confess that I'm
not sure this makes the concept any easier to understand,

unless, perhaps, you're into 3D modelling. However, the

loops act in a manner rather like nested loops in a
computer program (...stay with it). Loop 1 is the innermost

one and requires an entry in the How Many column to
determine how many times it will loop or Fractate.

Now, if you put a value in the How Many column
belonging to Loop 2 - say five - this will cause Loop 1 to
do its stuff five times, which will produce 5 x 3 or 15
Fractations. You can probably guess what the How Many
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Fractal Music APPRAISAL

column in Loop 3 does. It causes the other two Loops to,
er... loop according to the Loop 3 How Many value. If it

was set to four we would get 4 x 5 x 3 - or 60 Fractations.

Each How Many column can be given a value from 1 to
99, so the total number of combinations is 99 x 99 x 99 -
or 970,299. The values in the Loop columns themselves

determine the shape of the music - different numbers

Graphic representation of a rotation

produce different Fractations - so you can see that the
number of variations is immense.

There's another column related to the Loops called
Number Of Inner Loops and this determines the number of

times the inner loop - Loop 1 - is repeated. It can take a
value up to 999. It's actually to do the 'iteration' process

so essential to fractal construction (see MT July '91).

Right, time to grasp one more concept - Version. If we
go back to the concept of a 3D graph and think of Time on

the x axis, Pitch on the y axis and Velocity on the z axis

(the one which runs at you out of the page) then we can
see that any value can be positive or negative. Pitches and

velocities can change in either direction (going above or
below the previous value).

Time, of course, can only go forward. So the program
cheats a bit. If a negative number is generated it's turned

into a positive number and the note is turned into a rest.
Now, if Version is set to 'A', negative values become rests.

If it is set to 'B', the process is reversed - negative values

become notes and positive values become rests. Version
C turns all values into notes so effectively you get a
continuous stream of them. Well, that's the mathematics
out of the way. The rest is relatively straightforward...

The
Lower and Upper Pitch Limits are used to restrict

the output to a certain pitch range. If a note is
generated which would step over the limit, it is reflected

back into it. You can also set the starting pitch of the
Fractation. Two tracks with identical sets of parameters
but different starting notes will produce parallel
harmonies which can be very effective.

Most of the numbers generated by the program tend to

be less than one and have to be multiplied up to produce

values which are meaningful to MIDI. The Pitch Expansion

column can take values from zero to nine and determines

the multiplication factor. A value of zero will produce a

single pitch (but with varying velocity values) which could

be used to generate a drum line, for example. A setting of

nine produces pitches which leap about from one end of
the note limit to the other.

The four rightmost columns do for velocity what the
previous four did for pitch. These are Lower Velocity Limit,

Upper Velocity Limit, Starting Velocity and Velocity
Expansion. As well as their 'random' contribution to the
music, you can use them to create 'ppp' or 'fff' passages.

Okay, let's put things together and see what happens...

Fractation is the process of generating the music. When

you activate Fractation, each time the program 'turns a

loop' a note (or rest) is produced. You can Fractate any
number of tracks simultaneously.

With exactly the same settings, exactly the same piece

of music will be produced during each Fractation - the
generation process isn't random, remember. Initially, it's
probably a good idea to set the Loops 2 and 3 columns to

one and experiment only with the parameters in Loop 1.

Although the manual doesn't explain exactly what is
happening, you can work it out with a little judicious ear
work.

Set the How Many value of Loop 1 to one and set the
Number Of Inner Loops to one and the program will
produce one or two notes or rests (the program actually

produces one more event than the number of loops but we

won't let that throw us). Increase the Number Of Inner
Loops to two, three, four and so on and the program will

add an event (note or rest) for each addition to the loop.

Now if you increase How Many to two you'll get the set

of notes you've just heard followed by a different set as

RHYTHM MAPS

It NOTE LENGTHS 4

9 06 03 03 06 12 06 12 12 12

1 12 06 06 12 12 B6 12 B6 12 12 12

10 18 18 06 12 12 06 03 03 06 06

5 18 18 12 12 12

RECALL SAVE

El ©©121 13 6 El 0
O.K.

The Check Passes function showing the number of Fractations each track will perform

Loop 1 does another loop. This much is (relatively) easy to

understand - especially if you try it - but if you work the
other way round something different happens.

Set the Number Of Inner Loops to one and the How
Many value of Loop 1 to one and you'll get the same two -

event riff as before. Increasing the How Many value adds 0
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APPRAISAL Fractal Music

Amore events to the list although it will produce a different

set of events to the previous ones.
Now if you increase the Number Of Inner Loops you'll

get the same first couple of events but the following ones

will be different. In fact, each time you add to the Number

Of Inner Loops, the previously -generated events change.

You may spot similarities in the rhythm and the directions

in which the pitch moves, but I wouldn't bet more than a

pint on it - even after a couple of iterations.
So far we've only been experimenting with Loop 1. Add

Loops 2 and 3 into the equation and you can imagine how

complex the whole procedure can become. But there's

more...

Some of the column headings are highlighted - Loops 1

to 3, Version, Start Pitch and Velocity, and Pitch and
Velocity Expansion. These parameters can be randomised

either manually by clicking on them with both mouse
buttons or through the program by highlighting them: if
they are highlighted, the program randomises them before

Fractation.

By now, if you're still with me (...I'm sorry, did
someone say something? - Ed), you'll be wondering

what the output sounds like. Well, we're not talking TOTP

or any kind of mainstream music here,
very like modern classical work - avant garde some would

call it. But then, as much music of this ilk is composed

using mathematical processes, this is perhaps not
surprising.

To other listeners it may well sound like a collection of

"We're not talking TOTP or any kind of
mainstream music here, but it can sound very
like modern classical work - avant garde

some would call it"

random pitches - but it's not. It can lack the harmonic and

rhythmic structure our Western ears look for, but it does
have a form and this is diskernible if you're sensible with

the settings - Fractate all 16 tracks using different
parameters and you can guarantee chaos!

A Check Passes function shows the nested loops and

how many times each track Fractates. Set all values to
their maximum and (at 120 bpm) the program would
produce just under two month's worth of music!
Theoretically, that is - you'd need far more RAM than the

ST can support - and a very understanding audience!
However, a more modest maximum of 50,000 passes
(which would require one Meg of RAM) will generate about

80 minutes of monophonic music. Scale according to
required polyphony.

Fractal Music can handle MIDI files so you can export

your Fractations to a conventional sequencer for further
work. It can also load MIDI files and this is where things

really start to get interesting.
In the Edit menu you'll see the following functions -

Quantise, Stretch/Move, Invert, Retrograde, Retrograde/
/Invert, Other Reflections and Rotate. You can apply these

to 'conventional' music - and to fractated music, too.
Relative quantisation lets you quantise by note values -
1/8 is a quaver, 1/16 is a semiquaver. You can also
quantise to values in between by setting the denominator

to any value from 2 to 96 - 1/7, 1/13, 1/87 and so on.
Absolute quantisation lets you specify the quantise value

in clock ticks - from 2 to 384.
Stretch/Move can move a track forwards or backwards

in time, transpose it and stretch or compress it. You can

move it in increments of a single tick and, among other
effects, use this to produce echoes. It's possible to
perform straightforward transposition but you can also
specify the amount of transposition as a ratio - say 3:2 or

even 124:29. This has the effect of compressing or
expanding the pitches into a smaller or greater range. The

music will retain the direction of movement, but the
pitches will be different.

Stretching and Compressing a track also works with
ratios. The program tries to push and pull from the centre
of the piece so if you compressed it to half its size
(effectively making it play twice as fast) it wouldn't start
playing immediately but about a quarter of the way
through. Obviously, if you stretch it and the track already

starts at the beginning, the stretched version would start

at the beginning, too.

Invert spins a track around a central pivot point,
effectively turning it upside down. Inversion has been used

by composers for centuries, but in its form here, lets you

select the high and low note limits and the pivot point. It

uses a box to show where the track sits in the scheme of

your inversion. As we aren't doing anything particularly
horrendous to the pitches and their relation to each other,

this can produce very musical output (to Western ears).

Composers have been turning music backwards for
years, too. This is what Retrograde does and it too can
sound very musical. Retro/Invert performs the two
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Kurzweil K2000 16Mb £2299
Amazing deal

urzweil's incredible sampler / synthesizer combines high quality sampling with unrivalled
ynthesis to provide a new generation of flexibility and power. This fully featured keyboard can

be expanded with up to 64Mb of sample ram. and the disk drive will also read Akai SIGOO disks
direct!! Please call us for more information, prices or a complete demonstration.

We are able for a limited period only to offer K2000's with Ifdtb of memory for
only £2299 inc VAT. If you do not require I 6Mb please call for an incredibly cheap
price.

Our enormous sample library is available tree to l41 our Kurzweil customers.

m

NEW AN
Emu Proteus 1 £469
PH50 multi-timbral synth £99
Roland S750 Sampler £799
Roland D50 £425
Roland D70 £1099
Roland TB303 bassline £79
Roland R70 £319
Roland MC202 £89
Rhodes 660 £599
Roland W30 s/h £899
Emu Emax including sample library £799
Korg Ml £779
KorgWSl £799
KorgWSl EX £1099
Akai MX1000 mother keyboard used £939
Yamaha TG33 new £299
Casio FZ1 sampler £699

ur Price Promise
You may have noticed that several other adverts
guarantee the lowest prices on all equipment
available. We do not believe that this is possible as
there are always going to be exclusive deals (try
getting anybody to match our price on Yamaha CD-
R or S1000KB for example). However, on most
equipment we will beat any serious quotation from
another dealer (provided they have it in stock) and
provide you with the highest level of service.

Recording Equipment

11  

 ,

16 and 24 Track Recording
We are able to supply the range of Fostex and
Tascam 16 & 24 track reel to reel recorders at the
most competetive prices. Please call us for details.

Fostex R8 , 812 & 820 Deals
We also have some fabulous package deals available
for the R8 & 812:

Cables & Multicore
We are able to supply a wide range of readymade
and made to order multi -core cables. Please ring

Call us
for some
great
package deals
on desks and
mixers like the
new automated
Tascam M3700 and
the Allen & Heath
C5.3. Also available:
GS3V fader automated version & GS3 P.A version

Tascam 238
Tascam's exceptionally high quality 8 -track
challenges open reel decks without the bulk or the
cost.
dbx noise reduction Auto punch in
I/O for external sync Tape shuttle
3 point locator
19" rackmount £939

8 track Recording & 16-4-8
mixing only £1759

We can supply for a limited quantity only, The
Tascam 238 8 track & the Studiomaster Proline 16-
4-8 for only £1759, or the Fostex R8 & Proline 16-
4-8 for only £1999.

RSD Proline 16-4-8 £799
RSD series V 16-8-2 £1299
Tascam M3700 in stock
M.O.T.U. 7S 16 - 2 automated in stock
Allen & Heath GS3 & GS3V Low price

Digital Audio Tape

SONY DTC P7 £349
Also Available: -
Casio DAR l00 LW/
Sony DTC P7 £349
Sony DTCl 000es and DTC-Pro and D3 'Datman'
Teac DA -P20 in stock
Tascam DA -30 £LOW
Yamaha DTR-2 £799
Panasonic SV3700 & SV3900 in stock
Sony 7000 series all available

8 Track digital audio,
expandable to 128 digital tracks

Uses standard S -VHS tapes to
give 40 minutes record time

Digital cross fading & glitch
free punch in/out

Uses no audio tracks for
synchronisation.

We always have ADAT
available for demonstration.

Aon

The new Atari Falcon is fully compatible with ST
seqencing software and includes 8 channels of 16
hit, 50Khz D/A converters.lf you would like to knots
more please call.
We will better any legitimate quote from another
music retailer providing that they have the software
and /or the Atari in stock.
We also stock Apple Macs & a wide range of drives.

Ilirttli

Synthesizers

01/W,
We stock all the latest new synths at the most
competive prices. If you don't believe us, why not
ring and find out. New models include:
Yamaha SY35 Multi-timbral LA synth
Yamaha SY85

Yamaha TG500 Multi -output, multi-timbral module

Yamaha RM50 Percussion module with individual triggers.

Ensoniq KS32 6 octave weighted synth

AKAI
SlOOOKB£1999

The S1000KB provides all the
features of the S1000 as well as a
61 note, touch sensitive, mother
keyboard (with local off facility)
and an optional 44MB internal
removable drive.
We are also able to supply S1000s upgraded to take 8MB boards for as little as an additional £35.

We always stock the entire range of Akai products including the DD1000 and A -DAM which are now at
new low prices.

New AKAI SO I 16 BIT SAMPLER incredible S950 sample quality for half the price.

1C111 JC3i.

sawn.  a   
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KAWAI K4 £479
The best value digital synthesizer on the market.
Also available K4 analogue card with 32 multi's and
64 programmes for only £49. RAVE ON!!
)i Channel Multi Sampled Waveforms Digital FX
61 Drum Progs 64 Programmes 32 Multi-Patehe.

KAWAI Q80 £399
32 tracks, independent track looping, 26000 notes,
3.5 inch floppy drive & active quantise for only

Midi Production Centre
Buy both the Kawai K4 and the Q80 and get them
both for an incredible £799

Digital Effects

A selection from our range:-
Alesis QuadraVerb Plus £299
Alesis QuadraVerb GT £345
Alesis Microverb III £149
ART Multiverb LTX £159
ART Multiverb LT £149
ART Multiverb Alpha II £299
Lexicon LXP15 call
Yamaha FX500 or FX500b new £225
Yamaha EMP100 £179
Yamaha FX900 £399
RSP Intellifex & Intelliverb in stock
Sony DPS D7 delay in stock
Sony DPS R7 reverb in stock
Sony DPS M7 modulator in stock

The new Sony effects units are 32 bit
processing, 18 bit oversampling A/D and I

bit pulse D/A converters. In short they sound
absolutely incredible. If you would like to
hear them for yourself, please ring us for a
demonstration.

Also available: Korg, Roland

I

Ensoniq VFX £899
Yamaha SY35 £479
Yamaha SY22 £399
Yamaha SY55 £499
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard inc flight case £499
Roland prices slashed- .1V80 W30 A30 R70 SC55
all drastically reduced!

Alesis Adat

Lt:Shit
=

Orkettiem",

A KAI

CD -R £39
Recordable CD Service
Unlike other CD -R service, we offer up to 63
minutes for only £39 with a maximum turn around
tin), of 48 hours. Using the most sophisticated CD-
R system currently available we are able to make
digital copies, using the start ID's from your DAT to
ensure perfect cueing.An absolute must for demos,
ingles etc.

Also available. Yamaha & Marantz systems

144C Professio.farIll
no" a

Professional demos always available in our digita
studio. Please telephone for an appointment: (0425)
470007



Fractal Music

"It is easy to take a piece of music and process it

beyond recognition into something completely

different. This is very convincingly

demonstrated with a little Bach. But as

the authors point out, to pass this

off as your own is, at best, morally dubious"

Info
Price: Fractal Music

£65.00 + £2.50 P&P.

More from:
Datamusic

4 Sharon Court
Alexandra Grove

London N12 8NX

Tel: 081 446 9699

11 functions in one fell swoop although, to pre-empt those
who try it, the manual admits the result is not exactly the
same. But it's close and if you want it to be exact you can

always perform the two functions separately.

If you think about it - and I'm not forcing you to do so at

this stage - inversion is a reflection of 180 degrees
around a horizontal axis, retrograde is a reflection of 180

degrees around a vertical axis and retrograde inversion is

a rotation around 180 degrees. The Other Reflections and

Rotate options let you reflect and rotate about any angle.

Now this can get a little hairy and I confess I couldn't

even attempt an explanation without diagrams (a picture
being worth a thousand words and all that) but this is
clearly the job of the manual which does have diagrams
and shows you what happens to the music during these
reflections and rotations. The program, again, displays the

music as a box and as you alter the reflection angle the
box turns to, er, reflect this.

One of the outcomes of this type of operation is that the

notes may overlap so you can get polyphonic music from a

monophonic input. Think about it (yes, it's time to think,

again): if you take a music score (or a display from a grid

editor) in which the notes are strung out one after the
other from left to right (the time domain) and then rotate it

so the notes now run from bottom to top (the pitch
domain), you're squeezing all those notes into a smaller

time span.

The manual is very friendly and not without its humour -

it has an index, too! The authors are clearly aware of
the potential complexity of some of the operations; as
they say: "After all that, you'll no doubt listen to the result

and then go looking for a 12 -bore and our address."

The Read.Me file on disk makes a very interesting and

valid point concerning music which is generated using the

program. It is easy in the extreme to take a piece of music

and process it beyond recognition into something
completely different. (This is very convincingly
demonstrated with a little Bach.) But as the authors point

out, to pass this off as your own is, at best, morally
dubious. They also state that copyright should remain the

property of the original composer, suggesting that Fractal

Music may give rise to copyright issues which are not
covered by existing law.

Clearly there is food for thought here, although I

suspect it would only be the legal profession who would
make any money out of a case.

Fractal Music is fascinating. I'm tempted to say that if
you work in the mainstream it is not for you (and I feel

the authors would probably agree with this), but some of
the edit options such as retrograde and reflection can
produce musical results which the more adventurous
mainstream user might like to explore. A lot of it comes
down to Western musical expectation; I'm sure the
program could be adapted to work around conventional
divisions of the beat, tonal centres and possibly
harmonies which would produce more (Westernly) melodic

output. Just a thought.

But this isn't the main purpose of the program. Fractal

Music is intended to generate music based on
mathematical processes - and that's exactly what it does.

As such, it's on the other side of the musical playing field

to M, not quite so far over as Fingers and hovering
somewhere near Ludwig. And for a composition program it

is surprisingly easy to operate - honest! - in spite of the
mathematics behind it.

If you like the idea of computer (assisted) composition

then you'll find Fractal Music very interesting. If you're

into modern composition you'll love it! If you fit into either

category - or are just plain curious - then send
Datamusic a fiver for a demo disk.
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ma INSTANT DESPATCH

FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS
Access

VISAEMS
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

HOTLINE
0206

765652

PAY BY CREDIT
CARD FOR EXTRA

DISCOUNTS!

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Normal
Price

Credit
Card Price

Normal
Price

Credit
Card Price

Normal
Price

Credit Normal Credit
Card Price Price Card Price

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES ZOOM 9000 Power Supply £20 £18 Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio £1899 £1850 Hartke 115 Transporter 1015 cab £438 £428
Akai S950 Sampler f1099 POA ZOOM 9002 Multi Effects £299 £289 Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio £499 £489 Hartke 410 Transporter 4010 cab £521 £511

Akai 51000 Sampler £2400 POA ZOOM 9030 Multi Effects £499 £489 Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio £299 £295 Hartke 115 XL 1x15 cab £535 £525
Akai MX1000 Mother Keyboard £1099 POA Yamaha FX500 £299 £289 Tascam Porta 03 4 Track £225 POA Hartke 410 XL 4010 cab £694 £684

Akai PM76 Module £499 £479 Yamaha FX900 £595 POA Tascam MM1 Mixer £699 £685 Hartke 350w bass amp £480 £470

Akai S1100/5100 EX Package RRP £598 £399 £389 Yamaha EMP 700 effects £440 POA Fostex R8 £1500 POA Trace Elliot 1215 combo £775 £777

Akai S1000 61 Note Sampling Keyboard _12990 £2890 Yamaha EMP100 £225 £215 Fostex X18 £250 £240 Trace Elliot 1210 combo £850 £845

Ensoniq EPS16 Plus £1849 £1650 Yamaha R100 Reverb £179 £169 Fostex X28 Multitracker £329 £339 Trace Elliot Twin combo £850 £845

Ensoniq SQ32 Plus, 32 Voice £1299 £1150 Alesis Quadraverb + £315 £305 Fostex 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track £550 £539 Trace Elliot AH300 head £850 £845

Ensoniq SQR

Ensoniq KS32
Ensoniq ASR10

Ensoniq SDI
Yamaha 0999
Yamaha TG500 64 Note Polyphonic
Yamaha SY35

£799
11699
£1999
11800
£2300

£999
£599

POA

£1599
£1850
£1700

POA

£975
£549

Alesis Midiverb 3
Alesis D4 Drum module
Alesis Quadraverb GT
Alesis Microverb III
Art Multiverb LT
BOSS DRP II Drumpad

BOSS SE50 Multi FX Unit

£239
£399
£459
£179
£179

£55
£349

POA

POA

POA

£169
£159

£45
£339

Yamaha MT 120 4 Track Recorder £389
Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder £549
Yamaha DTR2 DAT new product) £950
Tascam DA30 DAT £1195
Teac DAP20 DAT (new product) £586
Casio DA100 1549
Alesis 1622 Mixer £699

£369 Trace Elliot AH200 head £525 £520

£499 Trace Elliot GP12x graphic preamp £375 £370

£929 Trace Elliot RA300 power amp £425 £420

POA
Trace Elliot 1048 4 x 10 cab £499 £494
Trace Elliot 1518 1 x 15 cab £475 £470

POA
Fender Twin £699 £690

£499 Fender Princeton Chorus £359 £350
£650 Fender Studio 85 £289 £285

Yamaha SY85 £1399 £1325 Fender Deluxe 85 £319 £309
Yamaha TG100 Sound Module £349 £339 Fender Super 60 £449 £425
Yamaha TG55 £449 PDX BOSS CE5 Chorus AMPLIFICATION Fender Pro 185 £449 £439
Yamaha TG33 £349 POA BOSS CHI Super Chorus £67 Marshall 30th Anniversary: Fender Stage 185 £395 £370

Boss DS330 Sound Module £269 £255 BOSS CS3 Compressor £79 £77 Marshall 6100 100w Anniversary amp head 1767 £767 Fender M80 Heavy Metal combo £245 £225

Roland DJ70 Sampling Workstation £1750 POA BOSS DD3 Digital Delay £108 £106 Marshall 6101 100w Anniversary Fender Champ 12 £229 £219

Roland JW50 Workstation £1349 POA BOSS DS2 Distortion £47 £45 1 0 12 combo £903 £903 Squier 15 combo £69 £59

Roland AX1 Remote Keyboard £449 POA BOSS DS2 Turbo Distortion £63 £61 Marshall 6960 FVB 4 x 12 cab £351 £351 Carlsbro Colt 100W keyboard combo £335 £320

Roland A)) Mother Keyboard 76 Note £499 POA BOSS FW3 Foot Wah £63 £61 Carlsbro Colt 65W keyboard combo £255 £240

Roland SC155 Sound Canvas £599 POA BOSS GE7 Graphic EQ £79 £77 Marshall Valvestate Carlsbro Viper 100 bass combo £322 £310

Roland SC55 Sound Canvas, Sound Module £485 £475 BOSS HM2 Heavy Metal £55 £53 Marshall 8100 100w amp head £280 £280 Carlsbro Colt 65 bass combo £287 £270

Roland PC150 Keyboard £128 £128 BOSS MT2 Metal Zone ......................................£63 £61 Marshall 8412 4 x 12 x 12 cab £245 £245 Carlsbro Stingray 65 lead combo £228 £210

Roland PC200 II £215 £215 BOSS MZ2 Metalizer .......... ........... ....... ...... £96 £94 Marshall 8240 stereo chorus 2 x 2 £439 £439

Roland JV80 Synth £1245 £1225 BOSS DD2 Turbo OverdrNe £79... ...... ....£77 Marshall 8080 BOw combo £320 £320 P.A

Roland JV30 £759 POA BOSS 002 Overdrive Distortion...... ..... . ..............£55... ...... ....£50 Marshall 8040 40w combo £259 £259 Marshall PA 400w - £585 £585

Roland S750 Sampler £2500 POA BOSS PS2 Pitch Shifter ....... ..... ....... ................ £127... ..... _1125 Marshall 8020 20w combo £185 £185 Marshall 1 x 12 plus horn cabs £147 £147

Roland JD 800 Programmable Synth £1550 POA BOSS PH2 Super Phaser ..... ..... ..... ..... ....£77 Marshall 8010 10w combo £94 £94 Marshall 1 x 15 plus horn cabs 1147 £147

Roland PC200 Mother Keyboard £235 £199 BOSS SIM Super Overdrive £45 Marshall 8001 10w micro stack £180 £180 Hughes & Kettner Stagehand 240w

Roland E70 £1299 POA BOSS FC50 Midi Foot Controller £125 £123 Marshall 8004 40 + 40 stereo power amp....£182 £182 PA mixer amp 1699 POA

Roland E15 £499 POA Digitech "The Vocalist" VHM5 £899 £879 Marshall 8008 80 + 80 stereo power amp...1229 £229 Hughes & Kettner 1x12 cabs (pair) £399 POA

Roland E5 £390 POA Digitech DSP128P 1299 £279 Carlsbro CMX 300w stereo mixer amp £677 £660

Korg 01/FD f1795 POA Beech DSP16 £275 £249 Marshall JCM900 Hi -Gain Master Volume Carlsbro GRX7 mixer amp £469 £449

Korg 01 11695 POA Digitech GSP7 £395 £370 Marshall 2100 100w valve amp head £466 £466 Carlsbro Cobra 100 P.A 1233 £220

Korg WS1 Wavestation £1299 £1275 DOD 7 band EQ £65 £63 Marshall 2101 100w valve 1 x 12 combo £520 £520 Carlsbro Marlin 150 P.A 1317 £299

Korg Ml Workstation £999 £985 DOD Overdrive + £39 £37 Marshall 2500 50w valve amp head £387 £387 Carlsbro Marlin 300 P.A 1404 £390

Novation MM1O £149 £139 DOD ClassicTube £35 £33 Marshall 2501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo £446 £446 Carlsbro CD)( 82 600w stereo mixer amp _1945 £925
DOD American Metal £45 £43 Marshall 2502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £502 £502 Carlsbro Delta D158 cabs £899 £879

KEYBOARD STANDS DOD Metal Maniac £46 £44 Carlsbro Delta 208 cabs £599 £579
Ultimate Support Stealth Stand £63 £60 DOD Stereo Chorus £59 £57 Marshall JCM900 Hi -Gain Dual Reverts Carlsbro A110 cabs (pair) £219 £200
'X' Keyboard Stand
3 Tier Keyboard Stand

SOFTWARE
C - Lab Notator

£25
£125

£299

£23
£120

£279

DOD Stereo Flanger
DOD Compressor/Sustainer
DOD Analogue Delay
DOD Wah Vol

£59
£45
£99
£79

£57
£43
£57
£77

Marshall 4100 100w valve amp head £498
Marshall 4101 100w valve 1 x 12 £564
Marshall 4102 100w valve 2 x 12 combo £618
Marshall 4500 50w valve amp head £451
Marshall 4501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo £507

£498 Carlsbro A112 cabs(pair) £234 £220
£564

Carlsbro A115 cabs Ipairl £296 £280
£618

Carlsbro A158 cabs (pair) £441 £430
£451
£507 CARRIAGE CHARGED ON SOME ITEMS.

ROLAND R8/R8M Library Cards GUITAR SYNTHS Marshall 4502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £566 £566

01 Contemporary Percussion
02 Jazz Brush
03 Sound Effects

£45
£45
£45

£43
£43
£43

Roland GR1 Guitar Synth

DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS

5.899 fP0A Marshall 1960A/B 4 x 12 300w cabs £351
Marshall 5E100 speaker emulator £305
Marshall 9001 valve preamp £404

£351 r£305 Post This Coupon To Secure Any£404 
04 Electronic
05 Jazz
06 Ethnic Percussion
07 Mallet

£45
£45
£45
£45

£43
£43
£43
£43

Yamaha QY10 Sequencer/Expander £249
Yamaha RYI0 Drum Machine (new product)..1249
Yamaha RM50 Sample Dump £599
Yamaha RY30 Drum Machine £399

POA

POA

£585
POA

Marshall 9004 solid state preamp £159
Marshall 9005 50 + 50 valve preamp £537
Marshall 1962 bluesbreaker combo £579
Marshall 5205 12w reverb combo 1118

£159 Goods Advertised Here£537 I
£579 Send Me Immediately
£118 I

08 Dry
09 Power Drums USA
ROLAND 0220/ U20/ D70 Library Cards
01 Pipe Organ & Harpsichord
02 Latin & Effects Perc.
03 Ethnic Instruments
04 Electric Grand & Clavi
05 Orchestral Strings
06 Orchestral Wind
07 Electric Guitar
08 Synthesiser
09 Guitar & Keyboards
10 Rock Drums
11 Sound Effects
12 Trombone & Sax

£45
£45

£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45
£45

£43
£43

£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43
£43

Boss DR550 II
Boss DR660
Boss DR550
Roland TD7 Perc. Module
Roland CR80 Human Rhythm Player
Roland R70 Drum Machine Inew model) .....

Roland Pad 5
Roland Pad 80
Roland SPDB Total Percussion Pad
Alesis D4
Alesis SR16 Drum Machine
Alesis MMT8 Sequencer
Roland SB55 Sound Brush Sequencer.... .......
Roland MC50
KawM Q80 Sequencer
Akai XRIO Drum Machine

£199
£299
1169
£399
£375
.£499.. .......
£139
£465
£339
£379
£259
£289
£435
£499
£449
£289

POA

POA

£167
£350
POA

..£489
£130
£455
£325
POA

£225
£279
POA

£485
£429

POA

Marshall 5501 bass combo £98
Marshall 5301 12w keyboard combo £112
Marshall JMPO MIDI preamp - soon - taking orders
Marshall MS2 Micro amp £25
Hughes & Kettner ATS120 combo £565
Hughes & Kettner ATS60 combo £329
Hughes & Moiler ATS30 combo £319
Crate TD35 35w WO + Rev. (Valve) £249
Crate TD70 70w lx12+Rev. (Valve) £339
Crate G20 Chorus 20w 2x6 £229
Crate 040 Chorus 40w 208 £359
Crate G130 Chorus 130w 2012 £499
Crate 010 XL 10w 1x8 £89
Crate G40XL 40w 1012 £219
Crate G60XL 60w 1012 £269

5.198
 Name

Address
£23 I
POA

POA

£195 I HMV
£229
£319 I Phone
£209
E339 I I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For £

i4£87: I Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO
1209 I
£259 1:1000000000000000

13 Super Strings (stereo)
14 Acoustic Guitar (stereo)

£45
£45

£43
£43

Akai MPC60 II
Yamaha MDF2 Datafiler

£1799
£299

£1750
£289

Crate G80XL 80w 1x12 £309
Crate G160XL 160w 1x12 £399

£295 I
£385 Please Reply To: -

15 Super Brass (stereo) £45 £43 Alesis Datadisk SQ £325 £315 Crate G260XL 160w 2012 £472 £460 Axe Music Axe Music

EFFECTS RECORDING

Crate 160XLH 160w /220w head £379
Crate GS412 412 cab 1349

£3 I
36390 96 High Street 27 St. Johns Street

Korg A5 Mufti Effects
Akai AR900 Digital Reverb

£229
£289

£219
POA

Alesis ADAT
Tascam 464

£3499
£709

£3350
£649

Crate TOP valve preamp £199
Crate XLP stereo chorus preamp £239

£189 I
£230 Colchester Bury St. Edmunds

ZOOM 9000 Mufti FX + F/switch +Power Supply.£259

ZOOM 9001 Studio Effects £249
£249
£239

Tascam 488 8 Track Portastudio
Tascam 424

£995
£459

£985
£449

Crate SPA 200 stereo power amp £329
Crate B40XL 40w WO bass £319

£319 Essex Suffolk
£309

CO1 1TH IP33 1SN

Credit available subject to status APR 39.0% variable. Written details on request. All our prices Include VAT. E&OE I 0206 765652 0284 705571
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TUTORIAL
Getting To Grips With Breakthru - The
Brand New Sequencer From Gajits -
Demo Version Free With This Month's
Music Technology!

UKLHEIHKU rile blOCK 'rack mu! Options bcreens ULLUUMLAIU

 TREACEPLENAME HANUOLEPINEBNKEPAGin AEBARESEATEMAAKEA CUE.
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V 16
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0
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"BREAKTHRU"
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___
___
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001
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___
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0001:01
0003:04
0012:01
0031:01

Ring ring... 0
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Bye Bye!! (Buy!) 0

0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
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The Track Screen showing track and cue information with the Welcome song
currently loaded

OntHRIMKU rile biOCK IracK niui utions screens wti_LuntAlv

'EPREZNAME SIZE_NOTE.VOL-INE

001
002
003

V

phone_08.avr
gajit_08.avr
lythru_08.avr

0011 C3__
0011 C3__
0625 C3__

0001:01,0001100000:00

ESAMPLE PALETTE OPTIONS

E3 MIDI Only E Monitor
STE 5terea  8 -Bit Mono

E3 8 -Bit Stereo Ej Replayl6 / Prol2

0 Pitch Shift mua aD II Channels

c) Save Samples With Song

Path: samples\Ult.avrN

LOAD SAMPLE

HEAR SAMPLE

E APR D IFF D Other

REMOVE SAMPLE RE -LOAD

00001:01 S PUNCH HLIMIT A'Y LOU 0031:014

EMI Is DUE 110 CULT, ai.7--

AI 126 0 NMI I44 Auto!
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 la 13 14 12 12 L1 Li R.' RE.

BreakThru has a Sample Palette where 8 and 16 bit samples can be replayed
through various sampling cartridges or even the ST's monitor speaker. Here
we see the settings for the Welcome song

Return your disk with this coupon to claim your £20

discount on a fully -functioning version of Breakthru!

* Breakthru Offer Price £109.95 *
* Breakthru Plus Offer Price £139.95 *

Name

Address

Postcode

I enclose cheque/postal order for £109.95 LI £139.95 D
Please debit my Credit Card CI Card No. / /

Expiry Date_ / /
Closing date for this offer Is 31st November '92.
This coupon cannot be used In conjunction with any other Gajits offer. Send to:

Gajlts Music Software, Imex House, 40 Princess St, Manchester M16DE. Tel: 061 236 2515

BreakThru comes
from the same stable as Sequencer
One and its upgrade, Sequencer One
Plus, but takes Gajits' philosophy of
power at the right price further than
ever before. All you need is an Atari ST
running at any screen resolution and
1 Mbyte or more of memory.

To begin work with this demo version of BreakThru, double-click on BREAKTHR.PRG

and let it load. A few help screens will appear first, and it's worth taking the time to

read them as they explain a number of important points. Once these screens have

cleared, you'll be left with the Track Screen in front of you and you can start getting

down to business.

BreakThru is a 64 -track linear -based sequencer which means that it works in a

similar way to a tape recorder. Tracks function independently of each other but you can

freely move or copy recorded bars between them. Each track has space for a name
along with a Channel (MIDI or Audio), Volume, Pan, Bank and Program Number. This

means that you can set up the level and stereo position for each sound you use, and

even select the sound itself from your synth. The right hand side of the Track Screen

gives you 64 cues where you can enter the starting bar number for each part of a song

and then click on the Cue button to set the song position locators to the correct place.

Most of the transport controls are similar to those of a tape recorder with the
Record, Play, Fast -Forward and Rewind buttons in the centre; Right and Left locators

(for working on a particular section of a song) to the right and Song Position Locators to

the left, alongside the controls for tempo and time signature. The Level meters display

the amount of musical data on each individual MIDI channel, with the four to the right

being used for the sample playback facility offered by BreakThru.

Playing the demo songs
The prepared demo uses sampled sounds. Using the Load Song option in the File

menu, load WELCOME.BTD from the Songs folder (you'll see the on -screen cursor

change to a clock while this is happening). Pressing function key F4 on the ST takes

you to the Sample Palette screen where you have to set the Sample Palette options

before loading the samples themselves. If you have a STM, STF or STFM machine, use

the Monitor option; STE owners can use their machine's stereo option and connect up

to a hi-fi or monitoring system. If you own any of the Microdeal or AVR sampling

cartridges, select these as required. Click on Pitch Shift, 1 Channel and then the Load

Sample box to load up the samples. Finally, click on the Play button to listen to the

demo - remembering to adjust the volume level on the monitor if necessary. Press the
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right mouse button to stop at any time.

If you go back to the Track Screen (via the F3 function

key), you'll see the track and cue lists in use. Feel free to

have a look around at the various screens provided.

The second part of the demo involves the use of
another Breakthru facility - the Juke Box - accessed via

F10. This allows you to put together an 'album' of songs

and control the time interval between them. To try it out,

click on Load Album and load DEMONSTR.ALB from the

Songs folder. The three demo songs on the disk will then

be loaded into memory and you can set the Song Delay to

the required length and playback via a MIDI sound module.

The Editing Functions
Various examples are included on the disk, including

MAPLERAG.BTD. Load this from the Track Screen and check through the important

notes that appear on screen. The Program Changes are preset for a Roland CM -

64, but you can alter the PRG numbers for each instrument to suit your particular

Working With Breakthru
You can play and edit the examples included on the

disk and record your own songs - the full version of

which may then be saved. However, when you come

to re -load the file, you'll find you only get the first 16

beats on screen - this is a demo version, remember!

If you decide you like Breakthru and opt to buy the

fully functioning version, any songs you have recorded

will load in their entirety. If you edit any of the musical

data of a demo song (four are included), make sure

you save it to a separate disk otherwise the next time

you try to load it, you'll only get 16 beats worth!

MIDI set-up. Also note the way that the Cue Sheet is used - practically as a

notepad for information. Play through the song and listen to how it sounds.

To enter Step Edit mode, hit function key F5

on the ST. Just beneath the grid, to the left,

you'll see the Track Selector with a couple of

arrows which are used to select the track you

wish to view. Upwards from Track 1 takes you

to the Tempo Map (also accessible via F9),

which for MAPLERAG is fixed at 112 BPM and

so is shown as a straight line (if you want to

see the Tempo track in use, load in the other

example, TOCCATA.BTD). Move to track 2,

labeled 'Silly Voices' and you'll be presented

with what appear to be a bunch of flags! Each

'flag' represents a note with the flagpole
showing where the note starts and the length

of the pole indicating the velocity. The length of

the flag itself corresponds to the length of the

note - as would be expected.

Next to the Track Selector is the same
information as for the Track Screen, followed

by note lengths for entering notes on the grid,

Velocity and Gate Time. The latter sets the

length of a note as a percentage of the full

note value. Double-clicking on this with the left

mouse button causes the numbers to reverse

in colour and you can move the cursor up and

down the screen to set the value. Alternatively,

single-click with the mouse to increment (left

button) or decrement (right button) the value.

These methods can be used with all on -screen

numerical values.

To the left of the grid is the toolbox. Zoom

magnifies the grid while Info displays all the

various aspects of a MIDI event. Del(ete)
erases an event, Area allows you to grab a
number of events, scrolling past the edge of

the screen if needs be, while Keyb(oard) is
used for step entry of notes. Edit allows you to

change any attribute of a MIDI event. Select

this and then move the mouse over a note,

keeping the left button held down: four
diamonds and a box will appear. Release the

mouse button to select this note for editing.

Grabbing and moving any of the diamonds

affects the pitch, starting point, length or
velocity of a note, while the box takes you to a

menu for further editing. Click the mouse in

the empty space to de -select the note.

Still using MAPLERAG.BTD, press the ST's F8

function key and examine the Song Arranger

Pressing F7 cal

screen that appears. Each box represents a bar, a black

box showing that MIDI information exists within that bar.

Track names and numbers are to the left, cue names above

and bar numbers below. You can grab a number of bars

within a track with the mouse and 'Copy' these to memory

(via the Block menu option) and then 'Paste' them in at
some other point. If you choose the 'Select All' option in

the Block menu, bars for all tracks are selected.

Two of BreakThru's editors are not implemented in this

demo version of the program - namely the Score and Drum.

However, you can get a fair idea of how each of these

works by examining their respective screens. Pressing F6

takes you into Score Edit which should display a melody

spread over a grand staff with the information at the
bottom of the screen being the same as that for the Step
Editor.

Is up the Drum Editor which uses a fairly conventional grid

system across which are placed diamonds, representing notes - the darker their

colour, the higher the velocity value. It's all quite straightforward and many people

find it by far the most convenient method of programming rhythm tracks.
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Using the Song Arranger, bars can be copied and pasted to other
positions in a song. You can even copy groups of bars for all tracks

SysEx Librarian
Easily overlooked in the MIDI menu, you'll also

find an extra utility under the heading 'Sysex'.

This is actually a System Exclusive librarian

facility which allows you to store sounds from

many of your synths. Connect the MIDI Out from

a synth to the MIDI In of the ST, click on Fetch

and start the data transfer from the synth. The

Sysex Data Stored counter should clock round.

You can save to disk with this version of
BreakThru, but you cannot load back in.

And finally...
Take the time to have a good look around the

various screens and facilities included in
Breakthru. You'll soon realise that this is
indeed a professional sequencing package with

many interesting and helpful features that
really do make life easy for the working
musician and producer.

There's A Problem

IP With Your Disk
Your cover disk is duplicated to the highest

standards. However, with such a large

production run, a faulty disk may occasionally

slip through. If you believe your disk to be

faulty, please send it to the address below and

it will be replaced free of charge. DO NOT

RETURN IT TO MUSIC TECHNOLOGY'S

EDITORIAL ADDRESS.

Before returning the disk, please make sure

you have correctly followed the loading

instructions and that your computer is
compatible with the software. Make sure you

also include your own name and address.

Return Disks To:

Stanley Precision Data Systems Ltd

Unit F Cavendish Courtyard

Sallow Road

Weldon North Industrial Estate

Corby

Northants NN17 1JX

Tel: 0536 61787
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Boss DS -330 APPRAISAL

Not content with keeping
us in shape rhythmically, the
Doctor now has the perfect
prescription for those hooked
on Sound Canvas voicing but
looking for accessibility and a
bargain price. Has medicine
ever tasted so good..?

During the past year, Roland have been busy making the

sound -generating technology they introduced on their

Sound Canvas SC -55 module available across a wide range

of instruments - from home keyboards and digital pianos to

synths and computer -based sound cards. However, with the

exception of the PC -compatible SCC-1 card, the line-up

hasn't, to date, included a sub -£500 instrument - a
significant omission
marketplace.

Cue: Roland's Boss division - as ever the impoverished

musician's friend - and a budget, desktop version of the 1U

half -rack Sound Canvas known as the Dr Synth DS -330. At

£339 it's some £200 cheaper than

the SC -55 and strong competition

for Yamaha's budget General MIDI

module, the TG100.

What you get for your money is a

16 -part multitimbral sound module

with 28 -voice polyphony, 156
instrumental Tones (ie. patches),
and some 100 drum and

percussion sounds organised into

eight Drum Sets. Sound Canvas
owners may note with a touch of
envy that the DS -330 actually has

four more voices than its more
expensive relative; quite how the Boss design team have
achieved this increase isn't clear, but achieve it they have.

Inevitably, some sacrifices have been made in order to

achieve the new module's budget price (though not as many

as you might suppose). For a start, the SC -55's bank of MT32

sounds hasn't been retained. The cheaper module also drops

27 of the Sound Canvas's 40 SFX Tones along with Church

Bell, Italian Accordion, Chorus Guitar, Funk Guitar, Castanets

and Concert Bass Drum. Among the drum and percussion

sounds assigned to its Drum Sets, the Dr Synth gains two

Jazz Kick drums but loses Scratch Push, Scratch Pull,
Metronome Click, Metronome Bell and Bell Tree.

Also foregone in the name of economy are the SC -55's

SFX and CM64/32L-compatible Drum Sets, along with its

MIDI In 2 socket, remote control unit and stereo audio
inputs. Additionally, the DS -330 omits the Sound Canvas'

voice reserve feature, although it does at least implement a

in today's budget -conscious

voice priority ranking system for the 16 Parts. By assigning

important musical lines to the higher priority Parts you can

minimise the impact of voice -stealing, which occurs
whenever the instrument's maximum polyphony is exceeded.

Unlike the Sound Canvas, the Dr Synth has two play
modes: Single and Multi. When you select the former,

the 330 effectively becomes a single -Part module,
responding via MIDI either on all MIDI channels (Omni mode)

or on a single channel. Single mode allows you to edit each

Tone's filter, envelope and vibrato parameters, combine it

with any other Tone in split and dual keyboard textures, and

give it its own reverb and chorus settings.

In addition, Single mode allows you to take advantage of a

feature known as Fat, which again is programmable per Tone.

Drawing on the Fat and Octave key mode functions introduced

by Roland on their JV30 synth, Fat, as you'd imagine, allows

you to fatten up a sound by detuning it against itself or by

adding notes one or two octaves below the played notes. It can

be an effective feature, though of course it does eat into the

polyphony, especially with two -voice Tones.

You can use Fat in conjunction with split and dual
keyboard textures, though it can only be applied to the upper

of the two Tones in each case - so you can't use it to
thicken a bass sound in a split texture, say. Fat, Reverb,
Chorus, Split and Dual can all be switched on/off from

Text by
Simon Trask

GS Format and General MIDI
Like the SC -55 Sound Canvas module and all the other Roland instruments which use the Sound Canvas chip, the DS -330 is a GS Format

instrument. As such, it implements a standardised minimum set of 128 instrumental sounds (known as Capital Tones) and 47 'drum kit' sounds,
and organises these sounds in a standardised way.

This minimum set and its organisation also conform to the General MIDI standard ratified by the two official bodies of the MIDI world, the MIDI

Manufacturers Association and the Japanese MIDI Standards Committee. However, the GS Format spec allows an instrument to implement further

instrumental sounds in the form of Variation Tones, together with more than one 'drum kit'. The idea behind these Variation Tones is literally to

provide variations on the Capital Tones. From the DS -330's front panel, these additional Tones can be selected by pressing the Variation up/down

buttons; via MIDI you have to transmit MIDI Bank Select controller data in order to select additional sets of up to 128 Tones, and thentransmit
patch change commands to call up the actual Tones.

In theory, a GS instrument could implement as many as 128 sets of 128 Tones - 65 sets preset in ROM (including one MT32 set)and 63

programmable in RAM. However, as this would mean it providing 16,384 Tones, it's unlikely to happen in practice! But the freedom to implement

multiple sound sets does at least allow the number of Tones to be varied according to the cost of the ihstrument.
Roland's GS Format is therefore effectively an extension of General MIDI, making any GS instrument automatically GM -compatible - hence the

inclusion of both the GM and GS logos on the DS -330's front panel.

dedicated front -panel buttons, so, for example, one moment

you could be playing layered electric piano and strings with

both Tones routed through reverb and chorus, the next
moment you could be playing an electric piano/synthbass

split with both sounds routed through reverb only and the

electric piano Fat-tened up. Any on/off changes are
automatically memorised by the 330, so you don't have to

store them before selecting a different Tone.

Single mode, then, is really intended for live performance

work. Multi mode, on the other hand, is for sequencing
applications. Each Part can play one Tone or Drum Set and

be assigned to a single MIDI channel; normally you'll want to

assign Parts 1-16 to MIDI channels 1-16, but if you wanted

to layer a couple of Tones you could assign them to the
same MIDI channel. Alternatively, you could perhaps set up

layer and split textures from your sequencer or MIDI
keyboard.
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Bo.c DS -330 APPRAISAL

0 Multi mode is a Fat -free zone, while reverb and chorus
settings in Multi mode are of course common to all 16 Parts

- though you can at least program Part -specific on/off and

level settings for each effect. Other Part -specific settings

provided are Level, Pan and Transposition. Although you

can't select edited Tones directly in Multi mode, it is

possible to edit Tone parameters for each Part remotely by

means of non -registered MIDI parameter numbers - though I

suspect most DS -330 owners will have neither the time nor

the inclination to go down this particular road.

The Dr Synth allocates voices to Parts dynamically in Multi

mode, while in both Single and Multi modes sustained
sounds can overlap patch changes - thankfully this latter

feature is fast becoming de rigeur on new instruments. The

Split and Dual buttons become Part up/down buttons in
Multi mode, while the Fat button becomes a Part Mute
button - dual functions which are clearly labelled on the
module's front panel. Using these three buttons you can

quickly select a Part and drop it out - a useful feature for
`music minus one' applications.

Pressing the DS -330's front -panel Drums button assigns

a selection of sounds from the last -selected Drum Set to the

module's 18 front -panel pads. You can then play (non -
dynamic) rhythm parts, and record them into a MIDI
sequencer, without the need for an external performance

source. This, of course, isn't a feature you'll find on the 1U

half -rack SC -55 - and is only available on the Dr Synth in

Single mode, so you can't record rhythm parts from the
pads while listening to other sequenced instrumental parts

playing back on the module.

The Sound button, on the other hand, is active in both

Single and Multi modes. Pressing this button triggers a single

note using the currrently-selected Tone, so you can check

sound edits in Single mode or the assignment of Tones to

Parts in Multi mode when you don't have a

MIDI performance source to hand.

True to form, the Boss designers have

come up with a straightforward,
accessible, friendly user interface for the
Dr Synth which should help to win the
module a lot of friends - even if it is let
down a bit by cheap rubber buttons and a

non -backlit LCD. The 16 Bank pads and

two Number pads are a master stroke.
When not being used to trigger drum and

percussion sounds, these respectively call

up the 16 categories of instrument
available on the DS -330 (see the Tone List)

and the individual instruments/Tones within each category.

Each Bank button is clearly labelled with its assigned
instrument category, so whether you want a guitar sound, a

bass sound or a synth lead sound you can quickly locate it.

In addition, Variation up/down buttons allow you to select

variations on these Tones where they exist. Each Bank
button can be made to select a particular Tone within its

category when pressed, so you can easily switch between

any pair of Tones in different Banks - a particularly useful
feature in Single mode.

Because Roland are using the same Sound Canvas chip in

some 18 different instruments, all of which conform to
the company's GS Format specification (see `GS Format

and General MIDI' side bar), there's a high degree of
sonic compatibility across the range. Having compared
the Tones on the DS -330 module and the JV30
synth (reviewed MT June '92), I can say

that the cheaper instrument sacrifices nothing in the way of

sound quality, and the sounds themselves are, indeed,
exactly the same - with the sole exception of the Santur, for

some odd reason.

The commercial implications here for MIDI songfile sales

should be obvious, though anyone thinking of composing

songfiles using the DS -330 should bear in mind two points:

it has far less sound effects than the other GS instruments

and its increased polyphony might lead you to program
songfiles which 'overload' the other instruments'
polyphony.

As always, it's possible to point to individual weak
sounds (such as the sitar and the bagpipes) and to

lament certain omissions (for instance, a hard -edged
Rhodes electric piano wouldn't have gone amiss alongside

the tinkly, pretty, electric pianos which are included), but the

vast majority of the DS -330's sounds are very impressive in

their quality, character and playability.

Digital clarity, sparkle and presence are the order of the

day, along with equal facility in producing sounds which are

sharp and punchy or full and smooth. Note attacks are
mostly well captured, while the positioning and length of

sample loops are such that the sounds are allowed to

Drum Set
List
Standard

Room

Power

Electronic

TR-808

Jazz

Brush

Orchestra

Effects
List
Room 1

Room 2

Room 3

Hall 1

Hall 2

Plate

Delay

Pan Delay

Chorus

Tone List
Pianos: 11

Chromatic Percussion: 8

Organ: 11

Guitar: 14

Bass: 10

Strings/Orchestra: 8

Ensemble: 10

Brass: 11

Reed: 8

Pipe: 8

Synth Lead: 9

Synth Pad: 8

Synth SFX: 8

Ethnic: 9

Percussive: 10

SFX: 13

The Spec
Tones: 156

Tone parameters: vibrato rate, vibrato depth, vibrato

delay, filter cutoff frequency, filter resonance, filter and

amplitude attack time, filter and amplitude decay time,
filter and amplitude release time.

Drum Sets: 8

Parts: 16 (Multi mode), 1 (Single mode)
Polyphony: 28 voices

Display: 66 x 26mm LCD, non backlit

Connectors: MIDI In, Out and Thru; L/Mono and R
audio out jacks; stereo headphones output (mini -jack);

AC adaptor jack

Power supply: 12V AC (BRA AC adaptor supplied)

Dimensions: 8 7/16" (W) x 6 Vz" (D) x 2'/:" (H);

215mm (W) x 165mm (D) x 57mm (H)

Weight: lib 7oz/650g

breathe and the loops aren't, on the whole, obtrusive. In

addition, Roland's digital filtering is, as always, a strong plus

point.

What it comes down to is that the DS -330 is a great all-

rounder instrument, and the sheer quality, range and
playability of its sounds coupled with its appealing
appearance and friendly user interface make it the
module to go for in the budget price range.

Info
Price: £339 including VAT
More from: Roland (UK) Ltd
Atlantic Close

Swansea Enterprise Park
Swansea

West Glamorgan SA7 9FJ
Tel: 0792 310247
Fax: 0792 310248
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ZERO -4311
ZERO -G DATAFILE SERIES

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE DANCE SAMPLE COLLECTION AVAILABLE
DATAFILE 1 features over '60' breakbeats 100's of vocal hooksifx
Synth Dub Sub bastes TR808 909 727 Drum kits Latin percussion 120
killer snares and bass drums 'Tech no Sci-fi beats + pieces Scratches/fx
Horns 'Stabs Gtrs 'Synth dance pads leads Over 100 original vocal drop -
Ins Sci-fi speech + fx Oriental vocals + instruments Ambient fx House
and rap percussion Many more unique and off-the-wall fx.
"Incredible! the only word needed to describe the greatest sampling tool
ever released to the public!" (Dance Music Report - USA); "Unreservebly
excellent...the most comprehensive dance sample resource currently in cir-
culation...ammunition from the front line (Music Technology - UK);" Zero -G
really works" (Home Studio Recording)
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DATAFILE 2 features another 1000 sample's including '100' more breakbeats
100's more vocal hooks ad libs + vocal fx Kraftwerk style electro percus-
sion Basses including Juno 106 and SH101 Guitar breaks + fx 'Ambient fx
Drop -ins Scratches 'Tons of Sci-fi techno gems  house/rap percussion
'Complete human beatbox Dub Sub basses Automotive fx + horn blasts

atmosphericsA.Industrial percussion fx 'halo house piano "Roland R8
and Alesis HR166 kits etc. etc....too manwto list. "The same com-
bination of rawness. cheekiness and honesty which made Datafile 1 so
appealing...it compliments Datafile 1 very effectively" (Music Technology);
"All the raw material needed to assemble house or techno tracks to a very
high standard. .given Ed Stratton's ear for what really works, the Datatile
CDs are an essential purchase if dance music's your game." (Sound On
Sound)

DATAFILE 3 features another 170 new breakbeats fills "Special collection of
breakbeat intros 130 moog type percussion sounds (great for techno)
'Weird and unusual percussion. including a kit of excellent drums created
by mouth!! 'Tons more vocal ad libs and hooks 17 neRv oriental/ethnic
vocals Tons of SFX suitable for house production 44 analogue basses
plus another 30 TB303 techno basses 30 stabs - jazz orch house 11 guitar
breaks + guitar FX -85 Sciencfefiction FX and Sci-Fi loops - absolute elas-
tics these! -13 Sci-fi vocals .12 Synth pads .13 soundtrack atmospherics
tons more drop -ins one offs "Why spend loads of money and
countless hours searching for your own samples when someone with an
ear for credible material and a proves track record has already done the
hard work for you?" (Streetsound - USA).
This collection of 3200 samples essential for dance producers
/DJs/Mrislclans. 1 CD now lnly £39.95, 2 CDs for £75, All 3 : £99

ALL 3 ZERO -G DATAFILES OUT ON ONE CD-ROM!
UNQUESTIONABLY THE FASTEST AND MOST POWERFUL DANCE PRODUCTION WEAPON EVER

CREATED. OVER 3200 LEGENDARY ZERO -G SAMPLES KEYBOARD -MAPPED AND READY TO LOAD
INTO YOUR AKAI S1000 1100 SAMPLER WIT DETAILED SAMPLE AND PROGRAM LISTING.

We are talking FAST creativity - the way it should be.All the hard work has been done, giving you the
creative freedom you've always dreamed of. Immediate access to the entire contents of the most high-
ly -acclaimed dance sample library in the world. Quite simply, no other sample library has achieved so
many stunning reviews in the world's hi -tech music press. Warning! Any remixer in possesion of this

product will be in hot demand. ONLY £299 Inclusive.
TRADE IN YOUR DATAFILE AUDIO CD VERSIONS FOR £50 EACH' ' F T

X -STATIC GOLDMIN
An incredible double -CD of over 3000 ultra-cred and effective dance
samples from Polestar Magnetics' Basefactory studio in Sweden -
ONLY available from Time+Space. A brave attempt to genuinely

rival the power and flexibility of the 3 Zero -G CDs
REVIEWS: "A happening product... very comprehensive...

Buy! - no question!" (Sound on Sound).
"All you need for serious hardcore dance" (Future Music).

The X-ST7\ T I I double CD package contains the same number of
samples as the Zero -G Datable library - mostly as good as the Zero -G samples & yet
99% without repetition. Like the creator of Zero -G, the guys who produced this price-
less production weapon really understand dance sampling production techniques and
have a deep passion for all things house+techno.

THIS IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND ON C 512 loops with BPMs - Hardcore

Techno. Clonk, Funk, Raregroove. Hip -hop, Ethnic Percussion, African, Arabian &
Oriental breaks,1103 dance Drum & Percussion samples, Classic Roland TR808 &
TR909 (variations on each sound). TR727 TR606, CR78, CR8000, DR55, Rhythm 33 &
Rhythm 77. Kraftwerk-style Pere., Roland R8. Loads of kicks, Snares & Percussion lifted
from records (mix perfect with loops from records), ref. tone, 3 demo songs.

THIS IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND ON CD 2 128 Vox Samples, 112 Basses, 16

Bassline loops, Hits. Chords, Bleeps, Piano dits, 128 Synth FX, Drop -Ins, Weird
Sounds, Deadly Percussion, 48 Vocoder Loops (drum loops with unique sound),
Pianos, Horns, Strings, Choirs, Ethnic Instruments, 128 "Swirls" - Ambient Chords,
Drones, Bells, 384 Vox Samples: Robot , Media Snatches, Toasting Jamaicans, Ethnic
Singers, Mighty Monks. Screams'Laughter, Moans, 256 Sound FX chosen for suitability
for dance, inc. Drop -in FX and Atmospherics. All samples level -matched for low noise
and fast sampling.

UNBELIEVABLE VALUE FOR MONEY AT ONLY L79 for 2 CDs.
Package deals: X -STATIC plus any Zero -G CD: L109.
+ any 2 Zero -G CDs: L139. + any 3 Zero -G CDs: f169

SEQUEL COMING SOON - X -STATIC II

SAMPLING CD

..the Time+Space showcase
VER 1000 powerfully

effective samples and
demos from
Zero -G Datafiles, Funky
Element, Ambient, Funk OUR MOST VALUABLE

CD - FREE WITH ANY
ORDER TOTALLING

f49 95 OR MORE!

Guitar, Ethnic, Paul
Hardcastle, Electribe 101,
X -Static goldmine I & 11,,
Dance/ Industrial, Denny'ffi
Jaeger, Best Service, etc
OVER 1000 SAMPLES!

"What's NEXT!...the Time+Space showcase"
This CD offers more diversity than anything else on
the market. An unbelievably valuable introduction to

almost every product we stock, from the UK and
worldwide - AND hundreds of HOT new samples

from FORTHCOMING releases. Now you can check
out the whole lot, with over

1000 hand-picked sounds Fr demos_
Don't be fooled - this is NOT another demo CD padded out
with a voice telling you how brilliant everything is - on the
contrary this CD is packed SOLID (to capacity!) - approxi-
mately THREE TIMES AS POWERFUL as any other show-
case CD available! In fact the sheer variety means this is
probably the most valuable sample CD in the world today.
There is no better way to keep up to date - and it's FREE....

Find out What's NEXT! in sampling!
PLEASE NOTE: Offer takes effect from 1st NOV 92. The "What's Next...the
Time+Space showcase" CD is currently being manufactured and will not be in
stock until approx. end Nov / early Dec 92 but if you make any order totalling
£49.95 or more after 1 Nov 92 you will receive a voucher which entitles you to
the free CD, which will be sent to you as soon as we have stock. Offer limited
to one per household, while stocks last, so hurry!

East-West ProSamples 5

DANCE+INDUSTRIAL
by top USA producers David Frangtoni Rch Mendelson

"THIS IS ONE MOTHS'

".;
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GINAL LOOPS 
I -FILE FLOPPY DISK OF
ALL STEREO  INDEX
R ALL SAMPLES

VIDUAL SAMPLES
Available on audio CD and CD-ROM.

Unique features include the ability to load many of the loops into
any sequencer from an optional midifile disk so you can change

individual samples in a loop; change the tempo without changing
the pitch; cut and paste loops together etc. Some loops were even

created by heavy industrial machinery!
MORE REVIEWS:
"Get hold of this CD - If your music will stand up to the weight
these breaks will bring to it, you really do owe it to yourself." (Music
Technology, UK). "An education in itself... a hands-on insight into
how the pros do it... lives up to expectations... pristine quality... a
chance not to be missed." (Sound -on -Sound, UK). "A hard fist -full
of deadly loops & hard -edged percussion to give your tracks atti-
tude" (Future Music Magazine, UK)
The reaction from tap USA users is equally ecstatic...
"These sounds are great! They will save people a lot of time....an
indispensable library of sounds for anybody serious about dance
music" - JEFF LORBER (Karyn White, Paula Abdul, Pebbles,
M.C.Hammer, U2 etc.) "Crisp, Hard Hitting, Punchy, Great Variety,
always something appropriate, I love the stuff!" - FRED ZARR
(Madonna, Whitney Houston, Debbie Gibson, Samantha Fox etc.)
"These sounds have balls." - JOHN KHIEL (Creative director -
Soundtrack Studios N.Y.) "Some of the greatest dance loops I've
ever heard. I've used them on Paula Abdul, Family Stand, Debbie
Gibson etc." - JEFFREY SMITH

AUDIO CD: £49.95. MIDIFILE DISK (Not available sepa-
rately - PLEASE STATE ATARI OR MAC): £10. CD-ROM:
£199 (AKAI, Roland S770/750, or SAMPLECELL formats).

NOW IN PRODUCTION - DANCE / INDUSTRIAL II.
What we've heard of it so far is sensational - every loop will have a

MIDI file - should be out by Christmas.
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"THE WIZARD"

A DEVASTATINGLY
EFFECTIVE SAMPLE SET

PRODUCED BY THE
GO THER OF SAMPLING

PRUL

H1111116 Sit
Now signed to Motown. Paul's cur-

rentlg coming big success in the tISR
,..uiith Nis project Hiss The Slig and in Japan

ith his other project The JaZZIT1dS1OfS

ire ich just went to No.1 on the

)Hilo Hot 100 He's won

ang awards...,
including Dance

Producer of the Heal. Helmer
Hof the Year. the volI Novella Humid an

mang more, and he's produced and mixed success
ar. White Ian Dung 0 Train Phil Lgnott. George

McCrae, Thpd World. Call

IFFrom the man who opened the
eyes and ears of the world to
the sheer power of sampling
and topped the charts in thir-
teen countries with the devas-

tatingly innovative "19"

Paul has sold over 5 million records
worldwide - his biggest hit "19"
made No.1 in 13 countries (the
biggest selling record of 1985).

Another landmark, "Rainforest",
made No.1 on the USA R & B chart.

to name a few. He's even written mang popular TV themes

the Pops. Saturdau Night Live. Supersense. Watchdog. LIT

Holidag Programme

features of this CO is the pow-
_ erful collection of analogue santh loop

for techno Imagine spending ages getting a good

raw sgnth sound and then coming up with a mur
demos 2 or 4 -bar techno riff with that
sound that works in an irresistable_

wag agaiV the beat Now do _---/ that mai* a 100 more times,
and goo ve got something like

the techno loops on this COI This

-pew 'rave 104 phenorne-

.

L,odknwhat else is oh.,offer

Out Dec/Jan.

V119 !V;

non makes for rapid

construction of HYPNOTIC

"techno grooves.

7-\
 Drum breaks  Live funk band loops  Percussion loops  Kicks & Snares /

reverse FX  Ethnic chants & vocals  Guitar stabs FX loops  Sax riffs  Ambient
flute riffs  Female scat vocals  Techno 'rave chords  Techno bass loops 

Techno synth loops  Orchestral stabs (remember "19"?!)  Massive choral riffs 
Wild & squelchy loops  Wacky intros  Kung fu vocals (clean)  Dance horns 
Favourite dance synths  Trance chords  Vocal hooks  Rap hooks  Backing

vocal riffs  etc etc.  MOST SAMPLES RECORDED ON SYNCLAVIER.
There's enough dynamite inspiring material here to keep a totally on -
the -plot dance producer in ecstacy for years. This techno collection is

so spot-on that it's bound to spawn not one or two but countless
dance successes. Hardly surprising when you consider the man's

achievements as a master samplist and innovator ONLY £49.95

Fne'woRky
1000's of brilliagt new stereo saniples perfect for film /TV/multimedia work.

.Superb professiOnalisrn from Germqn sound developer Best Service!
REVIEWS: "Scizfi textures out of this world! - Mean, melody & unusual." (Sound -
on -Sound, UK). "A wealth of ideas,... 'very special'samples... for sound
quality/pricing/selection of sound, Best Service is right up with thecream of the
international range." (Keyboards,Germany).
WARRE PLANET (£35) - "Spacey sounds from distant galaxies, long stereo
atmospheres, short crispy percussion, -speech synthesis, lasers." By acclaimed
German electronic musician Andreas Merz. REVIEWS: Amazing programmed
fantasy sounds... a must for your collection!" (Keyboards, Germany)
"Idiotyncratic techno... Kraftwerk fans - this is for you!" (Sound -on -Sound, UK).
SCIENCE FICTION (£35) - "Xiplosive effects, phasers, computer voices,
machines, alien motions, 'futuristic alartqs, percussive space FX and 100' of
special FX between magic and metal. Long stereo atmos, etc etc. Audio quality
stunning..REVIEWS: -Mcfst impressive CD of its type I've heard... quality is the -

very best & demonstrates the rearkable imagination of the programmer... an
inexhaustible reservoir for sound' creation." (Keyboards, Germany)
SOUND FX COLLECTION (£39.9` - A DOUBLE CD for £39.95! Brand new materi-
al! MORE THAN 2 HOURS of new high -definition stereo sound effects digitally
recorded and masferedby top German sound engineers. Easy and time -saving
to work with. Manual arranged into 7 categories: Industry, Sports, Household,
Hdman, Leisure, Transport, and SpecialFX. Long atmospheres, short FX;

'machines, crashes, animals, applause, action, cars, trains, water, thunder, you
name, it. REVIEWS: "Quality excellent... choice good & broad... excellent value...
does the job well" (Sound-onSound, UK) -Ali the areas ypu need for sonic
"arrangement of videos & TV commercials.. invaluable." (Keyboards, Germany).
"LOOPING" CD (£29.95) - Lobpy new German dance CD. Plenty of creel sounds.
250 superb quality siereploppa, construction sets, Hihat & FX loo'ps, vocals,
scratches, fun effects, natural/electronic/industrial percusaion, subsonic waves,
fills, ambient FX, fechno beats, garage sounds, fldnging sequences, etc etc.
REVIEWS: "Excellent stuff... different... get in theie quick!" (SoundonSound, UK)
LOOP CLASSICS (£25)1-75 classic stereo rhythm breaks - around 30 seconds of.
each. All great breake, recording standard very high. Great value. REVIEWS:
"Seem to have co e from original master tapes... particularly natural... many of
the grooves yiel veral distinctly different 2 -bar loops... among the cleanest
loops I've ever -. acrOss... one for the crafty old pros!" (.Sound-onSound, UK)

)UST RELEASED!
cLocioy CD (£39.95) -'Mechanical atmos, metallic/percussive dounds',,
ticking clocki, "time" pads, industrial sequences, techno drums, rhythinical
machine loops etc. Get some.new-style rhythms. in your track now! -

VOICE SPECTRAL CD (£89.95) - Scteams, female
& male choirs and tones, vocoder pads, claps snaps, computer generated
voices, 60s -sets, human grooves, slapsticks, voice transformation, vocal resyn-
thesis etc etc. Coming soon ' HYPERSPA.CE 'CD-ROM (Akai/Roland) - Best of
Bizarte Planet, Science Fiction, Clockwork 1.HYPERDANCE CD-ROM - Best of
Lopping, Volce Spectral, Clockwork 2.

OFFER FOR LIMITED PERIOD: GET ALL 7 GERMAN CDS FOR ONLY £199
(Bizarre Planet, SFX, Looping,,Loop Classics, Clockwork. Voice Spectral)

TI -1E IUN4<Y ItlE NT!
THE CLASSIC FUNK HIP -HOP / RAP SAMPLE -CD

LOOK WHAT THE PRESS ARE SAYING ABOUT THE FIRST OF OUR NEW ZERO -G
"MASTERCLASS" CDs,

SOUND -ON -SOUND: "LOOPS SOUND LIKE EXTREMELY RARE GROOVES... SOUNDS VERY WELL
CHOSEN... HORN HITS+STABS THE BEST COLLECTION OF ITS TYPE I'VE COME ACROSS.. FUNKY
SAX FX THE STRONGEST CARD - MEAN SAX NOTES, HOWLS & SQUEALS... FUNK GUITAR LICKS
SOUND AUTHENTICALLY 70s... FUNK SNARES GOOD - NO PASSENGERS HERE. A WELL -TAR-
GETED, WELL -PLAYED, WELL PROGRAMMED COLLECTION OF FUNK ELEMENTS."
FUTURE MUSIC MAGAZINE: FOR AUTHENTIC FUNK FEEL FOR HIP HOP OR FUNK YOU'RE SPOILT
FOR CHOICE. ALL THE BREAKS HAVE THAT STRAIGHT -FROM -THE -FLARE -ERA FEEL...
EVERYTHING IS SO FRESH, SO EMINENTLY USABLE, SO FUNKY. 9 OUT OF 10"
ST FORMAT: "FOR HIPHOP & FUNK IT'S ALL HERE."

IMP

ro
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 A LASCD NEW ON

SABIAN CYMBAL CDs. Brand new from
ple library.cpme two CDs packed solid with
GROOVf_ CONSTRUCTION. Produced
broken down into 7 sets covering all the current
Hip -Hop 7 Rap; 5. Streetsoul; 6. 70s Funk; 7. New
for that style. All instructions given for re-creating
ners & pros alike. An educational package with sounds

NEW CD-ROMs. Exciting and moniktrouSty

GREYTSOUNDS (USA). some of the
cusSion, Strings, Brass, Contemporary, Synths,
DiNc 11 Over 400 Mbytes of instruments &isiamlisiktr

INVISTQN (USA). Great selection of 1&exciting

--.THE TIME-i-SPACE
renowned cymbal manufacturer Sabian. The first dedicated ultra -high qualify cymbal sam-

immacula4e cymbol samples of all types. Faultless! Available 2 cos for £129.00
by 'Fluky Element' man MJ Dunne. Integrated "SamplaiCD-Pius-Midifile-Disk" package

dancefloor grooves (1.Techno,Euro; 2. Rave/HardcoreiRagga; 3. House Garage/Nu disco; 4.
Jack Swing/US Dance. Each set has 20 classic grooves (4 bars each) & the best 25 samples

loops to exact needs of your track! Easy to understand yet mega powerful - great for begin-
that work & rhythms that matter. Will serve you for years to come. Out soon! f39.95.
huge new professional librariesiwith *bit of everything

hottest new sounds available on CD-ROM for Akai, E -Max II & sampiecio-inciucling drums Um-
Guitars, Sound FX, Fairlight II Synclavier, etc etc."Only £249.00 each. Send for detailed lists.

Akai S1000,1100. Disc 2: Over 6251\114,tes fib Samplecell. Disc 3: 99 banks for E -Maxi(.

too -end CD-ROMs for Akai, Samplece& Ell!, and ax II - too many to list - get on out

TO OR DER
Tel. 0442-870681

Fax. 0442-877266
(Visa/MC/Amex) or mail to:

Time+Space
PO Box 306 Berkhamsted

Herts  HP4 3EP.
Delivery: normally next working day (but

allow 7 days clearance for personal
cheques). International orders: add £5 airmail

or £10 express airmail.

I N

mailing %Land you'll get the full juicy details in our newliatalogue!

NEW niRO-G MASTERCLASS CD. More specialised CDs...
MC3 GUITAR. Set to be one of the hottaj,t sampling produCts of 1993. Should beaut by mid -Nov. £49.95
MC4 - ETHNIC. Big collection of ethnic loops, vocals, percussion, and instruments produced by the Paradise Organisation, coming approx
Dec.92. And the pt rfect partner to this is

0
THE EFHNICPERCUSSION SAMPLE C. Produced by THE MUSIC SUITE LTD, this ia'ai definitive selection of over 400
ethnic percelasion samples, featuring an absolutely staggeling variety of instruments. The culmination of dVer 3 years careful work with the
unique percussionist Dave Starkie. A novel feature is the inclusion of a section on the CD where many of the same samples are recorded
again but with no silence in between. Transfer these samples across together and separate them when they are all aboard! Meticulous audio
quality. Out now. £39.95

,,This whole ad covers only a seivtion lour wide range of sound libraries. To nt-the full picture, get on our list!
4i; 4.1

Call or. write our L-77L\TA1_,OaLl.,72'2:'
THE LEADING EDGE

OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY



There are things you
don't need to know
about in life - like
Brian May's taste in
clogs - and things
you do - like
copyright and how it
affects you. In the
second of a two-part
article, we look at
the vexed subject of
sampling and home
taping...

Text by Anthony Braine
of the MCPS

Let's move now into the audio-visual world

- and I use the term in its widest
possible sense. Whether you are just about

to embark on your first wedding video or
David Putnam's latest venture, you may need

to talk to us.

If you're a composer, you may already have

composed music for an AV production of

some sort. At the bottom end, it may have
been for a local production company
producing a video for one of their corporate

clients. At the other end of the scale, you
may have written some pieces for the
broadcasters. Whatever purpose your music

has been commissioned for, it is typical,
though by no means standard, that the
company who commissions the piece obtains

the copyright to it as well.

For this reason, we as a company (MCPS)

tend not to get too involved in this area. If your

only form of exploitation, as a composer, is
supplying music to this sector, membership of

MCPS may not be relevant (though it still will

be for the PRS, especially if it's for broadcast).

If, however, your music was for a broadcast

production and the broadcaster decides to

release it on video or record, then MCPS
membership should be considered.

Let's now look at the situations where you

may use music as a producer. I use the term

producer here in reference to anyone making

an AV production. As far as we are
concerned, there are basically three types of

music a producer can use in a production:

commissioned, commercial or production/
library music. Commissioned music was
covered above and is usually an agreement

between the producer and the composer.
Commercial music is anything you can buy in

a record shop; as any good record sleeve will

tell you, re-recording a record without a
licence is illegal. This applies to both the

music and the original sound recording. Even

if you, as a producer, use it in the off-line
stage (the rough edit) to see how the music

fits the visuals, if you do not have the
licences, it is theoretically illegal.

So how do you get a licence for the
musical works? Firstly, you come to us. We

have a team of Licence Negotiators whose

job it is to negotiate between the producer

and our member to arrive at, hopefully, an
agreeable rate. Because we know who to
contact and where to contact them, we can
often save the producer a lot of time, trouble

and even money. This is a service free to
producers, but one we can only carry out on

members' music. Be warned though:
commercial music can take a long time to
clear and can also be expensive as there is

no fixed rate. A producer recently told me of a

quote he was given to use a piece of music

from the '60s. For 30 seconds it came to
£40,000! This is an extreme example, and

most tracks come in the hundreds rather
than thousands.

Now let's complicate things a little. Last
month, I mentioned that not only is there a

right in the music but also in the sound
recording. So, whenever you need to use a

commercial record in a production, you will

also need to get the permission of the
appropriate record label. This will incur a
separate fee to the label.

Now for production/library music. There
are a number of companies up and down the
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country who produce a wide range of discs of

both music and special effects for use in AV

productions.

So, how do you get to use it? Well, the
vast majority of production music libraries
are our members and we therefore license

their works. If you want to use production
music, you have to sign a code of conduct

with us giving you permission to do so. This

code allows you to record any production
music into your production before you come

to us for a licence. Once you have signed the

code, you can approach the libraries for a
selection of their discs.

These are supplied to you free of charge,

you only pay for them if you use them. As for

the charges, these are fixed depending on

the end use of your production. For example,

30 seconds of production music on a video

for showing to a non fee -paying audience (ie.

your average company video) would cost £15

- which is somewhat less than £40,000.

One other point about production music is

that we also control and license the sound
recording right, unlike commercial music.

Licensing the music through us also licenses

the sound recording and incurs no extra
charge.

Iam only too aware that the issue of home
taping is very much a hot potato to many

MT readers. I have to admit, too, that our
company, among others, was heavily involved

in lobbying parliament to have home taping

covered by a blank tape levy in the 1988
Copyright Act. In the end, no levy was
included. However, with legislation of some

degree in place across most of Europe, it can

only be a matter of time before something
happens here.

I have no desire to re -open old wounds
through this article as I have neither the time

or space. However, I will say that whilst I can

understand the arguments on both sides of
the fence, please remember that for every

successful composer, there are hundreds
who are not. Their cause is not helped by
someone taping their album for a friend.

Taking a rather giant leap away from home

taping, I think it can safely be said that no -

one's cause is helped by the bootlegging/
piracy/counterfeiting trade that goes on.
Those of you who have paid out good money,

often a lot of money, for these products will

know how shoddy they usually are. MCPS are

involved in policing this area in conjunction

with the BPI Anti -Piracy Unit (APU). Both

ourselves and the BPI welcome any
information from the public about anyone
involved in these criminal acts.

And now: sampling! Hardly a month goes

by without Music Technology printing an
article on a sampler -based act. As we all
know, samplers are very powerful tools
offering many creative possibilities. However,

these machines have no scruples and accept

sounds from any source.

Although the new copyright act does not

mention samplers, it does in general restrict

the unlicenced recording of any recognisable

piece of copyright music and sound recording.

There is a widely held un-truth that as long as

you don't copy more than eight bars, you are

in the clear. Wrong! The important word here

is 'recognisable', and as I often tell people,

Beethoven's 5th Symphony can be recognised

within four notes.

Pop music history is already littered with

examples of out of court settlements as a
result of unlicenced sampling. I have also

heard, anecdotally, that there is someone
gainfully employed at Polygram Records to

listen to new releases for the James Brown

'scream' that's on just about every other
dance record.

As a result, record labels and publishers

are trying to get together some form of code

of ethics on sampling. In the meantime, if you

are releasing a work which includes samples

of other people's records, get them cleared

through the labels and the music copyright

owners. Don't think that releasing it only
through your local record shop is the answer -

just ask DNA what happened when they tried it

with their version of 'Tom's Diner' shortly
before the A&M rep visited the shop. They may

have got a number one, but it cost them.

I'll close the issue with this thought. You're

in a band and you're in a 24 -track studio
making your first single. You've set up your

drum kit and the engineer has spent most of

the day miking it up to get you 'that sound'.
Just think of the cost, time and effort of all
that. Somebody in their bedroom studio then

buys the record and in half a second or so

loads the snare sound into their Akai S950

for the latest dance hit. How would you feel

about that? (Answers on a postcard - Ed.)

I f you have read your way all through this

article, then I'm going to assume you are

interested in membership. Don't worry, this

won't take long.

Membership of MCPS is quite simple. All

you basically need is one composition fixed

in any material form, be it record, tape,
manuscript or any other, which can be
commercially exploited by sales to the public.

Obviously you also have to be the copyright

holder of that work. Membership is free but

we earn our living by deducting a small
commission, between 5% and 15%, from any

royalties we collect for you. The idea behind

that is that if we don't collect any money for
you, we don't get paid.

There are cases, though, where

membership of MCPS is not relevant. For
example, if you have assigned your works over

to a publisher who is a member of MCPS, you

wouldn't need to join us individually for those

works. PRS, though, do require their publisher

members to have their composers as
individual members also. However, there are

cases where a composer has individual MCPS

membership, for compositions which are not

assigned to any publisher.

Once you are a member, we will license

the recording of your works. As you have
probably gathered, that's not just a matter of

legalising a record for sale in the shops.
Once licensed, we will collect the royalties
due and then pay them onto you. However,

membership of MCPS is anything but a get -

rich quick scheme. Royalties are out there,

but they are not in the abundance that others

would like you to believe.

If you feel you are interested in joining,
please contact our Membership Department.

They will be happy to assess your situation
and advise as to whether membership is
relevant.

And that's it! As I said at the beginning,

copyright is rather a dull subject. But I also

said it was essential and ignorance of it can
be costly. I hope this article has shown why. If

you want to take anything further, the following

three contacts may be of use.

ontacts
MCPS

41 Streatham High Road
London SW16 1ER
Tel: 081-769 4400

Performing Rights Society
29-33 Berners Street
London W1P 4AA

Tel: 071-580 5544

Phonographic Performance Ltd
14-22 Ganton Street

I'ndon
W1V 1LB

1: 071-437 0311

,
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CM Automation

Text By
Vic Lennard

Why it's taken so long for
MIDI control to be
incorporated into mixing desks
remains a mystery. But now it's
here, choices have to be made:
do you risk losing your shirt
selling your existing mixer
second-hand or do you bring it
up to date with a little add-on
automation...?

Whilst it's great to see companies like Allen & Heath and

Soundcraft now starting to incorporate VCAs (Voltage

Controlled Amplifiers) into their recent budget mixer designs, it

is of little comfort to those who could benefit from this kind of

MIDI control, but who are saddled with conventional desks.

There are, however, a couple of ways of overcoming the

problem. The first is a VCA retrofit which, though generally

giving excellent results, will probably cost more than the mixing

desk itself (and it is doubtful whether the noise threshold of

most desks is low enough to justify such a retrofit).

The cheaper method is to use an external unit which
connects to the mixer either through the line inputs or the

insert points. One such unit - the MX -816 - has just been

developed by CM Automation in the USA and brought over to

this country by AMG - better known, perhaps, for their
sample discs and sound cards.

As you might imagine from its rather utilitarian nature, the

MX -816 is a fairly uninspiring piece of kit to look at: a
standard, grey coloured, 1U rackmount - with few visual
indicators as to its precise function. It is available in two

versions -8 and 16 channel - with the option of upgrading

the 8 channel version to 16 through the simple addition of a

circuit board.

Connection hardware includes phono In and Out sockets

mounted in pairs on a plastic block with a single screw
holding it to the rear panel. I say 'holding', but in fact,
pushing phono plugs a little too hard can lead to the sockets

disappearing through the rear panel! Perhaps the review

model had been (mis)handled by various other people before

I got hold of it, but relying on plastic screw threads to
withstand the pressure imposed on phono sockets when

inserting plugs seems a mite optimistic to me. Having said

that, I suppose you could argue that once in place, the unit

is unlikely to be connected and reconnected very often, so

this problem shouldn't arise.

Power is via an external unit - presumably to keep noise
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and hum levels to a minimum - the only other sockets being

Sum Out and the mandatory MIDI In and Out. I was a little
concerned to read in the manual that pins 1 and 3 of the
MIDI In socket are used to provide 9VDC phantom powering

for "future expansion". Such a system is likely to be
proprietary and certainly not part of the MIDI Specification.

Consequently, great care must be taken to ensure that only

correctly wired MIDI leads are used with the MX -816.

As for the front panel, this is a very sparse affair with just

four function buttons and their associated LEDs to show you

when each of these are active.

T he MX -816 is essentially a 'dumb' unit: it has to be sent

I MIDI Controller messages to operate the VCAs. These

can be provided from a hardware unit such as the JL Cooper

FaderMaster or from the relevant page on many sequencers

which allows you to output MIDI information from the
movement of on -screen faders. Either way, the MX -816
requires you to set up a number of faders (8 or 16) each
with a different MIDI Controller number - the only proviso
being that they must be consecutive.

To some MIDI users, this may prove a little difficult to get

used to. Most MIDI Controllers have specifically defined

applications. For instance, MIDI Controller #1 is defined as

Modulation and MIDI Controller #7 is Volume. Where the MX -

816 is concerned, however, it ain't necessarily so. But while

the system used by CM Automation does appear to ignore

the precedents established for MIDI Controllers, it has the

advantage of letting you use low numbered Controllers which

many sequencers are able to 'chase'. Consequently, you can

start a sequencer in the middle of a song and have it send

out the correct automation settings immediately.

Hitting the first button, 'Fade', and moving the fader for

the first audio channel is all that is required for the MX -816

to set up all other channels for consecutive MIDI Controllers.

Once done, you have your basic MIDI automation system up

and running and ready to do your bidding.

T here are many occasions during recording and mixdown

I when you need to set up channel volumes and recall
them instantly. To this end, the MX -816 has 100 Snapshot

Scenes which will capture all current levels and can be
recalled via the relevant MIDI Program Change number.

Additionally, you can determine the fade time taken for
current levels to change to the levels for a recalled patch.

CM Automation have developed a rather clever system for

this: once you have the levels as you want them, you press

the second button to enter 'Patch' mode, and then hit any

key on a keyboard as many times as you want the fade up

time to last in seconds - to a maximum of 30.

Both the levels for a Snapshot and the fade time can be

adjusted for an existing patch simply by entering Patch mode

again. You can also clear the current memory, and return all

faders to an open position by pressing and holding the 'Max'

button for two seconds.

But while moving between snapshots and using the fade

function may be fine for 'scene changes', what happens if you

want to fade all channels in or out? What if, for instance, you

require a 20 second fade out at the end of a song? Well, the

MX -816 has 28 pre-programmed fades which act on all audio

channels simultaneously and are accessed via MIDI Program

Change numbers 101 to 128. Even -
numbered Program Changes handle fade

ins while odd -numbers deal with fade outs.

Thus, Program Change #101 provides a

two second fade out, Program Change
#102, a two second fade in - and so on, in

two second steps up to the maximum of

thirty seconds.

What makes this a little awkward is the

fact that a fade time is based on the full

travel of a fader. In practical terms this
means that the audio on some channels
will disappear sooner than others,

Getting It Into Your
System
The simplest way to connect the MX -816 is to

route the outputs from your synths, multi -track

recorder, effects units and so on, into the inputs

of the unit, and route its outputs to the inputs of
your desk. As any noise generated by the unit will

be amplified by the desk input circuitry, this
method may produce slightly higher noise levels

than would occur using your mixer's insert points

as a means of connection. But in practice this was
found to be negligible.

dependent on the current fader position - although the high

attenuation range of 98dB means that the effect of this is

not all that apparent.

One particularly innovative idea is that of panning
snapshots. By using the MIDI Controller directly above that
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The BIGGEST & BEST selection
of SOUNDS in the UK!
Over 50 Exclusive Sample CDs - Over 100 Exclusive Synthesizer ROM Cards -
Overnight Express Delivery - And who needs the Moon, when we've got the Stars?

AMG are proud to present a range of sample CDs produced especially for you by the finest
producers, remixers, programmers and musicians. All are highly successful artists with proven,
effective sample libraries - now you too can share one of the secrets of their success!

The HitSound Producer Series
Volume 1 - Pascal Gabriel's Dance Samples

Pascal Gabriel is one of the leading lights on the current dance scene. He has worked with such well-
known names as Bomb The Bass, S -Express, Coldcut, Jimmy Somerville, Erasure, EMF, and
many more. This CD is different to any other available. It is NOT A COMPILATION of sounds from last
year's records, but a resource of new sounds to help you make the HIT RECORDS OF NEXT YEAR.
People are describing it as 'fabulous', 'fresh', and 'superb value'. In the past a library like this would take
years to build-up and a huge amount of work and skill to achieve. Now it can be yours in days for only
£49! - Why wait! II "If you were putting together a list of the top people involved in dance music, you
couldn't leave out Pascal Gabriel...extremely varied and usable...no matter what kind of electronic
music you produce you can actually imagine using just about all the sounds included.
9/10""- Future Music, Nov 92.M "...house gold dust...breaks new ground..."- MT, Dec
'91.  "...off -beat, quite distinctive, and highly usable. Better still you almost certainl
won't have heard them before...useful and memorable...a revelation... uniform,
excellent...the basis for many a hit. - SOS, Jan, '91.  Used by Pet Shop Boys.
Propaganda, and Technotronic  Loads of Drum & Percussion Loops & Breaks 
Guitar Hooks and FX  Vocal Riffs & Effects  Hits, Scratches & Drop -Ins  Countless Snares
and Kicks IN Synth FX & Basses  Brass & String Hits, FX and Runs!  Film & Media Snatches 
Orchestral Effects  And Much, Much, Much More!  Over 1000 Samples, 72:23 minutes

Volume 2 - Danny Cummings' & Miles Bould's
Rhythm of Life
This CD combines the highest possible recording quality with the finest performances you're ever likely
to witness. Acknowledged by our professional customers as the finest sampling CD on the market. This
CD shows why George Michael, Dire Straits, Pet Shop Boys, Tina Turner, Julia Fordham, John
Marlyn, The Beloved, ABC, and many more have chosen these guys to give them the groove. We
presented them with 8 backing tracks and recorded their performances to multi -track, producing 49
tracks of dynamic, wide-ranging performances. After extensive editing and remixing, in some cases
incorporating Roland's RSS processing, we have compressed these sessions onto one CD. Now you
can give your productions the ultimate groove. Get this CD and get a taste of the best in percussion.
There's nothing else in it's class.  "...as good as the best in the Synclavier library...inspirational...lt's
sonic credentials are impeccable...A conoisseur's product." - SOS, July 92  "The production is
superb: the recordings of the different instruments are outstanding and stereo panning is employed
extensively...a very classy CD...for those who need access to a library of specialist percussion
sounds." - Future Music, Nov 92.  Around 55 minutes of percussion grooves MI Unparalleled
performance and recording quality  RSS Samples plus Mixes  PLUS an extremely
comprehensive collection of single hits and Much More!  Superb value at Just £49! II Instant
Inspiration!

Volume 3 - Dancin' Dave Ruffy's Drum Samples
There are a number of drum sample CDs on the market. Their quality varies, we felt they were all
somewhat out of touch with current trends in drum sounds. This CD is the result of exhaustive
recording sessions with top session drummer David Ruffy and features modern acoustic drum sounds.
Dave's worked with some of the best in the biz - Sinead O'Connor, Mica Paris, Yazz, Nenah Cherry,
Alison Moyet, Aztec Camera, and World Party to name but a few. Not only does this CD feature
what we believe to be the finest and most modern set of drum samples - but also some brand new
loops that are really far too good to make so widely available. If you've a sampler and you ever use
drums - you need this CD!  " Recording quality is very spacious and clean...one of the best sounding
bundles of rhythms you're likely to hear...should be snapped up by rhythm -hungry sample owners
straight away. 8/10" - Future Music, Nov 92M "Recording quality is good...patterns employed cover a
wide range of styles...He more or less has a beat for all seasons, including emulations of many
commonly used breaks, and there are no copyright problems." - SOS. May 92.  Over 263 hits and
140 loops, 70:53 minutes  Snares, Kicks, Hats, Toms, and Cymbals  Performance Velocities -
4 or more!  Miking Variations IN Modern Usable Drum Sounds  RSS Samples  PLUS over 140
brand new hot drums loops - too good to sell!  Live & Sequenced Loops! and Much More! II
Superb value at Just £49!

Volume 4 - Coldcut's Kleptomania!
Coldcut are regarded by many as the UK's most innovative dance artists/remixers. Aside from their
own successful recording career and Kiss FM radio show, many will know them for launching the
careers of both Lisa Stansfield and Yazz - now established as international stars. Apart from one or
two classics this CD once again conforms to our policy of placing originality as our top
priority. If you're serious about making dance music you're sure to be on the look out
for hot new samples to make 'The Music of Now', not a rehash of the past. As with our
Pascal Gabriel CD - If you want inspiration, originality and the freshest sounds around.
Look no further.  "Coldcut's samples are raw, wicked and packed into the
terraces...the quality of the music content is very high...quite brilliant, and definatel
going into my S770...this CD represents another 'must have' for any serious dance
enthusiast." - SOS, May 92 MI The finest selection of ultra -rare loops ever compiled - over 400
unbelievable loops!  Male & Female Spoken & Sung Vocals II Coldcut's Exclusive - Hed & HPN
Samples  Superb range of mega scratches!  Media snatches, FX, Robot Vox II Full selection of
drum & perc samples  Hits, Stops, Breaks, Synth & Bass samples  BEYOND DESCRIPTION -
HIGHLY USABLE! - Superb value at Just £49!  "Say Kids! What time is it?"  Over 1165 Samples,

Over 73 minutes

NEW
Volume 5 - Pete Gleadall's Samplography

Pete Gleadall's worked with the very best - Pet Shop Boys, George Michael, Aswad,
Soul II Soul, Living in a Box, Sly & Robbie, and loads more. Over 1400 of the most
usable, high quality sounds you're ever likely to hear.  "Samplography tells the story of
1980s/90s pop music as seen through the S1100 of Pete Gleadall...this set is one of the
cleanest I've heard. b 1/2" - SOS.  This CD features great synth basses, pads
and leads from MKSBO's, various Moogs, Prophet V's, etc. but on top of this there are
loads of really choice drums and percussion loops, a phenomenal collection of really
kicking guitar samples, amazing string sections, hits, gospel choirs,house pianos,
Brass, FXs, Sub -basses, and more! There's even a 15 Meg S1000/1100 data section.
All this for just £49 fully inclusive.

Volume 6 - Norman Cook: Skip to my Loops
Beats International's Norman Cook has remixed such household names as James
Brown, Fine Young Cannibals and Double Trouble aside from producing a string of
hits, including international number ones, in his own right. Along with Coldcut's and
Pascal Gabriel's CDs, this CD completes AMG's unholy trinity of dance samples. A
massive selection of tempo -grouped, totally devastating drum and percussion loops
project this CD into totally uncharted territory. Loops range from 84 BPM to obscenely
fast and are complemented by a sensational collection of vocal ad libs, FX, Basses,
Drum & Perc. Hits, Guitar, Reggae, Flute, and Synth samples plus loads more. Pascal,
Coldcut, Norman - Great, Smashing, Super. Each unique and perfectly formed volume
complements the other - totally different, uniformly original. If you require the best -
there's no alternative.  Over 70 minutes of samples  Just £49 fully inclusive. Certainly

the classiest dance sample CD - by miles.

Volume 7 - Neil Conti's Funky Drums from Hell
Neil Conti may be familar to you as Prefab Sprout's drummer but he is also one of the
UK's most respected session drummers and a main mover behind London's Backstage
jam sessions at the Borderline. He has worked with the likes of David Bowie, Robert
Palmer, Annie Lennox, Primal Scream, Thomas Dolby, and many more.  This CD
was specially recorded by Daniel Lazarus at London's famous Metropolis Studios and
features some of the most serious breakbeats ever recorded.  These drums breaks
have real attitude and are sure to become classics.  The CD also features specially
extracted single hits that you can use in perfect context to customise breaks for
yourself plus a selection of much sought after hi -hat patterns to inject a human touch
into any production.  Funky Drums from Hell should be available by the time you read
this for just £49 fully inclusive.

Volume 8 - JJ Jeczalik's Art of Sampling
JJ Jeczalik has pioneered the use of sampling in modern music. From his early work as part of Trevor
Horn's team working on ABC's Lexicon of Love, Frankie's Relax and Two Tribes, Pet Shop Boys
early LPs and of course his own successful career as a member of the Art of Noise he has always
worked at the cutting edge. Aside from his commercial success Art of Noise's 'Beatbox' even topped
the US dance charts. His CD includes samples culled from his Fairlight library that have inspired a
generation of samplists right through to new samples appearing for the first time. Expect the
unexpected - due for November release.

Volume 9 - Ian Curnow & Phil Harding Sample
CD - Coming Soon.

Volume 10 - Megabass Remix! Sample CD
MEGABASS

SAMPLE CD
for £49!

This new CD by leading megamixers Megabass is specially designed for
professional remixing, megamixing, and DJs as well as anyone making dance
music. Megabass have megamixed for Madonna, C&C, 49ers, Erasure, Black
Box, 2 Unlimited, PSBs, PWL and more in additional to their own hits and
exclusive mixes for Radio 1, Kiss FM and Capital. It features Impossible to get
 Bangs & Wooshes  Rave & Techno Samples II Vocal Hooks  MC
Samples & Shouts  raggamuffin samples  in -demand techno and rave
breakbeat loops to funky and weird loops II Plus loads more.  All on one CD

"I can safely say that I've listened to
EVERY sample CD out there and you
guys are definitely doing the most
creative, unique, quality work in the
field." - Chief Sound Designer, Roland R&D, LA



MasterBits Special Edition Orchestra CD - "tr*tuMe - SOS
MasterBits have just released the second of their Special Edition CDs which is packed with hard -to -get quality full Orchestra samples. In addition to a full range of multi -samples with
varying velocities, this CD also includes a selection of impossible -to- imitate hits, runs, swells, etc. Samples are split between full string section and completeorchestra samples. '...hen
the first spine-tnglingly good orchestral strikes I 14188 hooked. This is something eise...Have you heard the sounds In the very attractive Proteus 2? This lot are In a different league...this
selection deserves Mt 5 -star rating...you might already have the entire Synclavler library on optical already. 5514 bet you've not heard better stings than these. Not a toy.' - Sound On
Sound, Sept 92. 'Alasterfilts have turned out a 'real masterplece'...top - Soundcheck Germany. This CD was originally developed for the Synclavier but now is available on CD for
any sampler for just £65 - So you needn't sell Grandma after all! Volume 1 - Klaus Schultze - Classic Synths, Ltd. Edition. - £75.

MasterBits Sampling Collection
Sampling Collection 500 - MI - D50 K1 - K5 - K1000 - MiniMoog - TR808 HR16 - Linn 9000 - Plus! Sampling Collection 600 - MicroWave - T1 - Proteus - K4 - VFXsd - VS -
Xpander - Plus! Sampling Collection 700 - WaveStation - SY77 SY22 - TR909 - TR606 - Prophet V - Elka Synthax - Plus! Sampling Collection 800 - VFX - PX1000 - HX1000 - R8 -
Matrix 1000 - MKS70 - Plus! Sampling Collection 900 - Emu Procussion - JD800 - SY99 01/VV - Plus loads more! Sampling Collection 1000 - Coming Later -
Kurzweil K2000 - Extended JD800 - Plus! Each volume costs C29. Buy the set of five for just £125.

MasterBits Climax Collection
Climax Collection Volume One - Just Vocals - 664 Samples - A range of vocalists and styles featured - from Motown to Opera! Sustained, Percussive & Freestyle Vocals.
Climax Collection Volume Two - Classic - 551 Samples - Orchestral samples recorded with the Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra. Typically 3 performance styles from every instrument
in the Orchestra, full range of pitches at intervals of a minor third.
Climax Collection Volume Three Guitar - A wide range of guitar samples including HM and Soul. Single notes plus highly processed licks.
Climax Collection Volume Four - Grooves - Newt - 280 New House. Dance, Rap, Funk and Techno Grooves.
Climax Collection Volume Five - Violin - Newl - 486 samples (302 sustains, 184 attacks) plus 25 banks of 51000 data streams that load directly into the 51000 via the digital interface.
ready -to -use - like a CD-ROM! Banks are up to 16 Meg in size and save hours of work!
Each volume costs £45. Buy all five for just £200.

New Megamidi Dance Series No. 2 Sample CD
MegaMidi have just released volume 2 of their Dance Series of sample CDs. It runs for over an hour and cover many styles including Acid, Rap, Industrial, Funk, Techno, House. New
Jack Swing and Ragga Muffin. It features 360 loops and 40 song kits including synths, bass -lines, guitar, FX, vocals and more. All for £55.
DANCE SERIES 1 by Megamidi
 17 'Song Kits' featuring 200 riffs  75 Loops from acid house to live funk!  170 drum and 120 percussion samples!  Guitar licks & Orch Hits! Scratching, Sci-Fi FX!M Over 110
vocoder, robot and computer noises!  Loads of hooks and vocal samplesral All on one brand new CD from France - £55 fully inclusive. Bothvolumes available for the special price of
just £95.

CM AUTOmation MX816 MIDI Automation System
CM AUTOmation's new MX816 is a breakthrough in terms of all,. '.y and quality. It bungs MIDI controlled mixing & muting into everyone's reach for the first time. It's
unique memory features allow it to be used in the studio or live with equal success. The MX816 can be programmed and controlled by any MIDI device and then used independently if
desired.  High quality dbx VCA system  Separate receive channel for patch change  8 or 16 channel versions, easily upgradable  Channel mute assignable to key number 
Compatible with any MIDI sequencer  S/N better than 95dB  No need for expensive custom wiring  Frequency response 10Hz-30kHz 146 II Mute & Max buttons for easy manual
control  Dynamic range better than 106 dB  100 internal memories to store and recall snapshots Noise level better than -95 dB  28 internal pre-programmed autolades, up or down
 All outputs in phase with inputs  Groups of 8 channels are summed to produce mix/send out, in addition to each channel's in/output. The MX816 comes in three versions: 8 -Channel
- £345, 16 -Channel - £579 and an 8 -Channel Expander for the 8 -Channel unit for £235.

Double Dutch's SAM -1 Sample Expander for Korg M1, WaveStation,
M3R and T -Series
This new expander fulfills a range of Important functions:  Primarily it is a sample expander that snows you to Inject half a Meg (Soonexpendable toe full Meg) of your own samples Into
most Kong synths.  It is also a MIDI Data Flier that allows you to save any SysEx info to disk, it even plays back MIDI Song Files!  Because it can load 61000, EPS, 5330 and 5550
disks and transfer samples via MIDI it can act as a sample converter - more formats will be supported in the near future such as Emax 2 and Prophet 2000.  The SAM -1 is available now
for £649 inc. VAT but supplies are scarce so hurry, please call for more details.

COMING SOON
Musitronics SY/TG77 and SY/TG55 PCM.EX Expansions
New expansions for the SY/TG77 that add 4 Megs of new PCM samples doubling the total PCM memory to a staggering 8 Meg! The SY/TG55 version now also will add 4 Meg taking total
memory to 6 Meg! Each also adds a new bank of programs that utilise these new PCM waveforms. A wide selection of new PCMs will be featured - Keys, Strings, Brass, Synths, Drums,
TR Drums, Percussion, Basses, FX, and more. Exact spec and prices TBC, please call for the latest information.

The UKs finest selection of Synth Sounds
Please call for details of our legendary sounds for Korg, Roland. Yamaha, Kawai, Ensoniq and more!

Superb EMC Editing Software from just £25
Call for details of the full range that includes SY/TG55, U20/220, K4. Sound Canvas, TG100, JX1, SY22/TG33, Ml, D50, Kl,
LXP1/5, VFX, Proteus and more!

PLUS:
Call 073088325 - For Details of HOT NEW CDs
eg. PERCUSSION, AMBIENT, PLUS MORE!
ALSO we want to know the samples YOU need
most, please let us know - Thanks.

Please call for a FREE copy of our new
catalogue

A
The Advanced Media Group

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL UK

Tel 0730 88 383 Fax 0730 88 390
Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days. allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
using:

Ff,wsn 41101

r

Rung

NOW that's what I
call Sampling!
AMG are proud to introduce the World's
first compilation sample CD. This CD acts
as an ideal introduction to the,HitSound
Producer Series that is respected
Worldwide as the market leader. It is also
a superb supplementary volume for
people already successfully using
Producer Series CDs as it features
around 50 NEV samples from each of
the existing Producer Series artists
namely IN Pascal Gabriel (Bomb The
Bass/S-Express/lnspiral Carpets/EMF
etc.)  ,ann sings & Miles
Boula (Dire Straits/George Michael/Pet
Shop Boys/Tina Turner/Beloved/Julia
Fordham)  Dave Ruffy (Sinead
O'Connor/Alison Moyet/Mica Paris/Neneh
Cherry)  Coldcut (Lisa Stansfield/Yazz)
II Pete Gleadall (Pet Shop Boys/George
Michael)  Norman Cook (Beats
International/James Brown/Fine Young
Cannibals) plus previews of forthcoming
CDs which won't be duplicated when are
released. Artists set to feature are  JJ
Jeczalik - The Art of Noise  Neil Conti
(Bowie/Level 42/Robert Palmer/Primal
Scream/Thomas Dolby)  Ian Curnow &
=hit Hartai - s (Talk Talk/PWL). Plus new
samples from the Pure & Old Gold
Synth, and Guitar CDs.
That means  Loads of RED HOT Loops
 Hundreds of choice drums and
percussion hits  Specially selected
Synth Sounds II High quality Guitar
samples  A huge collection of classic
dance samples - vocals, FX, and loads
more!  Absolute exclusives from proven
artists plus specially recorded sessions
by the finest musicians  All on one
superb CD! As if this was not good
enough we are actually giving this CD
away FREE with every order'.

Why are Producer Series
CDs the BEST?
1. ORIGINALITY - Funky Drummer is
NOT featured. We want to give you new
samples that YOU CAN USE. That
means good value too.
2. QUALITY - Big names with reputations
to maintain. These guys aren't going to
give you any crap.
3. RELIABILITY - We've been producing
CDs for longer than anyone else in the
UK and we intend to be doing them for
years to come. Therefore we have the
ability and desire to make EVERY CD a
cracker.

To gel your copy of 'Now that's what I can Sample -1g, simply order any
product currently held on stock by AMG and we will supply your order
along with your free copy of -Now eters what 1.11 Sampling,. This otter
ts applicable against any sampling CD. synth card, software, expanwon,
etc. AMG reserve Inc right to reject any order. One one CO per
household Entoy your CD,

Send to: AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr. Alton, Hants GU34 3PL, England
Please rush me the following items:
Quantity Description Unit Price Total

D Please send me a FREE copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' in respect of above order.
Mr/Mrs/Mss Initials Surname Order Total:
Address Signature:

Postcode ''/Fax
I enclose a cheque/Postal order* for £ payable to 'AMG' or please debit my credit card:
D Access D Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Amex / / / Exp: /
All prices include VAT and Delivery. Overseas prices include insurance and delivery. ' Delete where applicable.
All stock items are despatched same day on credit card/PO orders. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

All tradenamas are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all
refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the
fullest extent of the law. 'Norman' and 'The Sound Foundation' are tradenarnes of AMG. All /Aces and specifications are subject to
change without prior notification. 0 AMG 1992.

Phone Orders: Call 0800 252936 (Orders Only), 073088 383 or Fax
073088 390



APPRAISAL MX -816

The Spec
Signal to Noise:

better than 95 dB

Total Harmonic Distortion:

less than 0.01%

(non -weighted)

Input/Output levels:
-10 or +4 dB

(over +22 dB maximum)

Frequency Response:

10 Hz - 30 kHz (+/- 1 dB)
Attenuation:

better than 98 dB at 1 kHz
Dynamic Range:

better than 106 dB
Noise level:

better than -95 dB

Input impedance: 20 kohm

Output impedance:

150 ohm

VCA chips: dbx 2150A

Info
Prices: 8 channel; £345,

16 channel; £579,
8 channel expander; £235

More from distributor:
AMG

Hurst Lane

Privett
Nr. Alton

Hants GU34 3PL

Tel: 073088 383

for the highest numbered fader, a 'Joystick Fader' can be

defined. When this Controller is set to its highest value
(127), all levels are taken from the current scene; when the

Controller has a value of 0, all levels are derived from the

previous scene. Any value in between will set a balance

between the levels for the two scenes.

Of course, the MX -816 can also be used as a
straightforward MIDI muting device, and given the

innate noise levels of some sound modules, this is likely to

prove extremely useful in many recording setups.

Muting is carried out through the use of MIDI Notes On and

Off. The final button on the front panel, 'Mute', allows you to

set up one of three possible modes: Toggle Mode ignores

Notes Off - a MIDI Note On mutes and a subsequent MIDI

Note On unmutes; Gate Off Mode uses the Note On to mute

and the Note Off to unmute; Gate On Mode has this the other

way round and uses Note Ons to mute and Note Offs to
unmute. The point of the last method is to allow you to
effectively 'play' a device which you are trying to quieten. For

instance, a noisy synth can be permanently muted and only

unmuted when you hit, and hold, the note on the keyboard.

All three modes require you to set a Base Note for Audio

Channel 1, after which all audio channels are numbered

consecutively. The note above the highest one required is

used for globally muting the entire unit.

All edits are saved to an internal EEPROM (Electrically

Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) chip which

should hold data for ten years or more. However, all data

(Fader and Mute Set-up Tables, Snapshot Scenes) can also

be output to a librarian device either as a bulk dump or per

snapshot (in the case of the snapshot scenes). Similarly, the

current status for individual faders can be requested and

this opens up the possibility of dedicated computer
editors/controllers being written for the MX -816.

The MX -816 is not expensive for what it offers. The
facilities included - and their implementation - are well

thought out and easy to use in practical terms. If you have a

particularly quiet mixing desk you will probably notice a slight

increase in hiss level once the MX -816 is connected into the

system, but if you are using a number of synths or sound

modules, the level of noise is likely to be less than you
usually have to put up with anyway!

As I pointed out earlier, for those with otherwise adequate

mixing desks who watch with consternation the development

of ever -cheaper MIDI -controlled designs, the range of options

is not great and the MX -816 could well be the answer to

their dilemma. Certainly, for anyone working to a budget, the

ability to semi -automate an 8 or 16 channel desk for less,

respectively, than the price of a typical expander or synth is

not to be sniffed at.
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NOTE PRIORITY A er 1.11BNIA6

TRIG / MENG A Or tilifnliar
NOTE MONTT I
TRIG / REIM B
ARP VI DIME
CONTINUI=StAIIT

KENTON

 CV & Gate outputs to control
two synths at once, each
completely independent of
the other

 Assignable MIDI channel for
each synth

 S -Trig outputs (for Moog, etc)
 Four MIDI controllable aux

outputs (for filter control, etc)
 Assignable note priority
 DIN Sync 24 output
 Arpeggio clock output
 MIDI Thru socket
 Built-in mains power supply
 Easy programming of all

parameters
 Setups stored even when

power is off
 Solid case construction
 Size 245mm x 150mm x 45mm
 Includes many features not

found on other convertersn
 Optional Hz/V output for

Channel A - add £29.38
 Optional wasp port

THE PRO -2 WAS DESIGNED TO BE USED BY MUSICIANS, SO YOU WON'T NEED A SCIENCE DEGREE TO OPERATE IT! - AND IT'LL STILL BE WORKING IN YEARS TO

COME. ADD KENTON'S ENVIABLE REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY INTERNAL RETROFITS (WHICH OF COURSE WE STILL DO) AND OUR THOUSANDS OF

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, WHY RISK BUYING ANYTHING ELSE?

-GET IT RIGHT FIRST TIME - GET A PRO -2
FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

KENTON electronics
REAR OF 137-165 HOOK ROAD, SURBITON, SURREY KT6 5AR

TEL: 081- 974 2475 FAX: 081-974 2485
Music Tcchnolo_qv Nopcmber 199..;0



SALE PRICES
Keyboards

Roland JV-80
Roland JV-30
Roland JW-50
Roland PC 200GS
Roland FP -8
S/h Roland Juno 6
Yamaha SY35
Yamaha SY85
Korg M1
Korg 01/W
Korg 01/WFD
Korg 01/W ProX
Korg Wavestation Ex
Akai MX1000
Peavey DPM SE+
E -MU MPS

Modules

Sound Canvas
Korg 01/WR
Korg 03/WR
Yamaha TG100
Yamaha TG500
E -MU Proteus Range
Ex -demo Ensoniq

501R
Oberheim Matrix 1000
Peavey V-3
Wavestation AD

Akai A -DAM
Call for a demo

in our digital studio

Drum Machines
Roland R-70
Roland R-5
BOSS DR550
BOSS DR550 II
BOSS DR660
Alesis SR16
Alesis D-4
E -MU Procussion
Yamaha RY10
Kawai R50

Samplers
Peavey SP
Peavey SX
Akai S1000
Akai S1100
Akai S950
Akai S 01

Computers + Software

Atari computers
C -Lab Creator
C -Lab Notator
C -lab Unitor II
C -Lab Export

Effects
Alesis Quadraverb
Alesis Quad GT
Alesis Microverb
Yamaha EMP700
Lexicon range

Guitar Synth
Roland GR-1
Roland GK -2

FREE MAIL CORDER
JUST SEND US A CHEQUE OR CALL WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD

71 SALISBURY ROAD,
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX, TW4 7NW

FREE CAR PARKING RIGHT OUTSIDE. NEAREST TUBE
HOUNSLOW WEST (PICCADILLY).PHONE FROM STATION

& WE'LL PICK YOU UP

TEL: 081 570 4444

FAX: 081 577 5818

(/fti
FOR \--

MIDI MUSICIANS
PATCH COMMANDER +. HAS MORE TOOLS THAN A SOLDIERS KNIFE.

MIDI PROBLEMS ARE NOT JUST ANALYSED - THE'RE SOLVED -

Coro npER
VERSION TWO

PATCH CHANGER
RANK CHANGER
RECHANNELISE

1 2 3
MIDI FILTERS
MIDI CLOCK
KEYBOARD SPLIT
SONG SELECT
PROGRAM TRANSLATION

4

7

*

5 6

6 9

0 *

CABLE CHECK
DATA & CHANNEL CHECK
SEND RAW DATA
PEDAL INPUT

BANK 'DISCOVER' 128 HIDDEN SOUNDS
CJ IN ROLAND E35/70 RA90

DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED
IN THE UK BY

LF:0-eFrcitTECHNOLOGY

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR

AVAILABLE FROM
age ALL GOOD'

STORES
FOR ONLY

PRODUCTS

136, Hornchurch Road, Hornchurch, Essex, RM11 1DP. ENGLAND
`e....) 0708 448799 FACSIMILIE 0708 446765

PC MUSIC SYSTEMS
p, e Only PASS I. - T.

,,,,,,ows,, 1299 SEQUENCERS
Official UK product Trax for Windows £85

MasterTracks Pro £285
Powerful MIDI Sequencing MUSIC PUBLISHING64 Tracks, Key edit, List edit
Drum edit & Logical edit. Encore £375

Requires 386-SX 2MB RAM MusicTime £195

Cadenza for Windows 1259, for DOS ft
.

NEW! GRAVIS ULTRASOUND £170
New soundboard. 32 voice stereo wave -table synth, MIDI interface

8 & 16 bit audio, 2-44 1k1={7 sample rates, 8 bit sampling (16 bit as option)
Ad Lib, SoundBlaster and General MIDI compatible. Windows drivers included

#1 )Roland SCC-1 Only £315
Sound Canvas and MPU MIDI interface on MR card

24 voice, 300+ sounds, reverb, chorus & 9 drum sets!

Turtle Beach M:PC Sound Card, Proteus 1/XR, 16bit
44.1kbz sampling & MIDIinterfsr.e

MUNI SOUncl OFFER PRICE Limited
Only £849 Period Only!

Roland MIDI Controller Keyboards PC MPU MIDI Card
PC200-11 - 1195, PC135 - 1134 Only f68

We purchase

of imports

all products

sold without

from official UK suppliers. Beware 1
warranty, updates and support.

NO G
Prices include VAT. IMPORTS

Delivery £3 per order.

Ring now for advice and free brochure

061 -905 1 045
Joe. WINN Serviest Ltd. I MsizefieW, Sole Moor, Ckethire. M33 211

E&OE Sorry, skits by eppolotmeot only. Prices subject to cheap.
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Greg Phillinganes PROFILE

L

You're the most suc
in the world. You're a
undertake one of the =e tours
in istory. Who ya g ' na call...?

p star

s (it 71

embley stadium, late if rnoon. Teams of fit -looking men in shorts

are running arou agers look anxiously on from the sidelines. A

battle of skill and stamii erwav, and there's some fancy footwork to be

seen at one end of the pi AO.
But, of course, there's no ball. The feet belong to the dancers, the shorts

belong to the roadies, and the battle is literally to set the stage for the arrival

of Michael Jackson in front of 70,000 adoring fans. It's one of those tours in

which statistics begin to play a star role. 1,000 tons of equipment. 500lbs of

laser projection units. 225,000 watts of power for the video system alone.

115 channels of sound. 180 cabinets. 10-15 miles of cable. 33 trucks, 13

tour buses, and 160 permanent crew. Meanwhile, somewhere in Fulham, a

band arrives at The Swan with three Vox AC3Os and a drum kit in the back

of a Transit...

But this is no ordinary gig. The set list, for example, comprises a string of

original numbers whose combined sales on record exceed 100 million. For

each album, there is a set and costume change to reflect the different stages

of Michael Jackson's recording career, including a nostalgic sequence

dedicated to The Jackson Five. (For this, understandably, there are no

costume or make-up alterations.) And for each note, each beat and each

chord of the music, one man is ultimately responsible.

That man is Greg Phillinganes - a diminutive keyboard player who has

developed a taste for the mega -gig on previous tours with the likes of
Jackson, Stevie Wonder and Eric Clapton. And as the entire edifice takes

shape before us, we sit in Block H, Row E, seats 12 and 13 and discuss

Everton's use of the off-41de trap. Or we would have done, but for the fact

that Greg is an American and thinks that footballers are meant to wear crash

helmets. So our conversation begins by my identifying him by his official title

iogqf..N! D.
vhatever that means... well, it could be a medical term, buti -

am the Musical Director, which simply means that I translate

\\ harever Michael wants musically to the rest of the band, and just kind of

rnd a smooth line of communication between the two parties. It's a matter

1 aking sure that all the parts are right, and that every song is ultimately

hee best it can be.

"It's mostly live, and the translation isn't difficult because even though a

lot of the parts were sequenced on the records, we're not talking about

difficult parts. were sequenced, I guess, as a matter of preference, but.

that doesn't i Iliey can't be played live. And I figure if you have six

people on stage with instruments, they ought to be doing something. So

that's my policy. Along with all the special effects and gizmos, all the extra

stuff that goes on in the show, it's nice to have certain fundamentals of live

playing still functioning."

Considering his training as a classical pianist, performing with the Detroit

Youth Symphony Orchestra, and his residency in the upper echelons of the

LA session scene since joining Stevie Wonder's touring Wonderlove band in

1975, you can bet your buttons that Greg Phillinganes' fundamentals of live

playing are, to say the least, still functioning.

"The record feels good, and you want the show to feel good. Some of the

arrangements have been changed to protect the innocent. We've changed

them mainly for the purpose of accommodating any extra dance routines, so

we'll have extended sections in the middle of a song."

At this point, the first of a couple of communication breakdowns occurs: I

have with me a list of keyboard players on the tour, and mystefiously Greg is

not one of them... "Really? Well let me assure you there are two keyboard

players, and I am one of them. Here's the other keyboard player now." At

this point, our attention is distracted by the arrival of bits of the Thriller set.

The crew are manhandling a huge polystyrene sarcophagus, on which rests

the gaunt figure of a particularly gruesome skeleton. It's clearly been an

exacting tour. Greg responds:

"He's been working a lot with the crew lately, but he's in great shape.

Actually the other keyboard guy is Brad Buxer, and the last time I saw him he

looked a lot better than that...

"I'm using four keyboards on stage, and rackmounted equipment behind

that. Brad plays most of the sampled sounds, and I play most of the main

piano and keyboard parts - some string sounds, some horn sounds. Things

are divided up pretty equally. I use a KX88 as the main controller; on top of

that is an Ml, and to the right there is what will be an 01/W Pro - I've been

using just an 01 up until today, in fact, so this is hot news! On top of that is a

D50, and then I have a rack of equipment behind me - sundry modules.

"The entire 01 line is just great, it really is. They have very effective

"I am the Musical Director - which
simply means that I translate
whatever Michael wants musically
to the rest of the band"
sounds, and they're easy for me to program; if someone like me can program

a synth, it really is easy, I can tell you that right now! All the patch changes I

do from the KX88. If there's any problem I have my crack sidekick, Dave

Benson, to back me up, ever at the ready. It's a crack team - as opposed to a

team that's on crack."

Heaven forbid. The phrase 'mostly' live prompts an inevitable question...

"Yes, there is a click track which goes to Ricky Lawson (the drummer), and

the things which are triggered are usually extra percussion sounds, but for

the most part it's us. Ricky uses a lot of Akai stuff for the samples, and he

takes care of all the drum and percussion sounds. But then, he's done this 0
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Greg Phillinganes

before, you know! We were both on the Bad tour."

At this point in the conversation, we are confronted by communication
breakdown number two: I begin to formulate a question based on the
observation that Ricky Lawson MD'd that last tour... "What are you talking

about? I was MD both times! Wrong information, Phil." In my defence, I
produce the official press handout, which clearly backs me up. There is a

pause, and then a very musicianly response from Greg: "Record companies.

What do they know?"

Greg Phillinganes is indeed a

musician. And he exhibits a

musicianly caution when it comes to
describing his craft in words. He also has

that lingering trepidation of the musician

when confronted by what might be
conceived as encroaching technology. It
takes a while to come to the surface, but

in discussing the high-tech requirements

of this tour he leads the conversation to a
point where the lines are clearly drawn.

Equipment
List

Keyboards
Korg 01W Pro, MI

Roland D50

Yamaha KX88

Modules
Korg M3R

Vavestation All, A3, Ex8000

Akai 51100

Roland D550, MKS70,

MK580
Yamaha TX816, TX802

E -mu Proteus 2

"Along with all
effects and gizmos - all the
extra stuff that goes on in
the show - it's nice to have
certain fundamentals of

live playing still
functioning"

"In general, this kind of setup is no problem unless you - how can I put
this - unless you don't know what you're doing, but I don't want that to
sound arrogant. What I mean is that it can be a problem if you're not aware

of certain ramifications. The thing is to know what you yourself are capable

of playing, especially within the realms of what everyone else can play, so that

you will know what you don't need.

"That way, you're not doubling parts, or doing extra things that will end

up cancelling out others because you're doing too much of the same thing.

Its just knowing what everyone's capabilities are so that you don't sound like

you're playing to a click track. The click track - and the sounds that are
synchronised with it - will be the icing, a luxury, but won't sound as if it's

controlling everything."

Does everything become too mechanical if you do sound as if you're
playing to a click? "It can, but that depends on the tightness of the band, and

the kind of understanding that you have with them, and the mentality
involved; the mentality of everyone in the band. It doesn't have to be that
way. That understanding is the ground rule, the bottom line, between you
and the rest of the band.

"Michael's music is becoming more and more street -oriented, but I don't

think it's becoming based on technology. It's getting more of a raw edge to

it, but the technology is about the same. It may be sounding more 'hip -hop',

but that's to do with musical genres as opposed to technology. To me, there's
no ground -breaking stuff going on technically - at least, not that I'm aware

of. The technology that we're using is definitely sophisticated, but we use it

only to embellish, really, what we're doing musically. I don't like being taken

over by technology. I'm fascinated by it, it's great, but I only use it as an aid.

It's not the primary ingredient.
"I don't think that hip -hop has come out of technology; it's come from

combining different musical rhythms and then using the latest technology to

bring that out. I think that the technology arrived at a point where it was
more convenient for hip -hop musicians to work with, to adapt to their music,

but not the other way around. Budding technology was around during the
disco era - not at the level that it is today, but it was around, emerging more

just after that in the early '80s, and you could say that there are other genres
that grew out of it, too; but I wouldn't agree. I think it's just that the
technology has grown to a level of sophistication where it's more of a
convenience.

"It's an advantage and a disadvantage at the same time, because more and

more kids are going straight for the drum machines and the sequencers, and

they're practising less. Before that stuff you had to practise. This is not to put

down anybody whose playing ability may not be the same as another
musician who practises, because it's a great tool. I'm just saying that, at the

same time, you have to be careful that the technology doesn't take over.

"That's what I meant earlier, that's the down side if it. Yeah, it's a
convenience, it gives you adaptability, and it's developing a closer relationship

with whatever music you're doing, but... I mean, if there's any genre that's
grown directly out of technology I would say it's techno music, stuff they
were doing in Germany in the '70s and early '80s, groups like Kraftwerk.
And there was Yellow Magic Orchestra, who were expanding on that too.
Maybe some dance styles, like house music, go back to that, but not really

Michael's music."
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PRO mizi- 071 252 8573

Licensed By M.C.P.S S
NOW
G.S.

GENERAL MIDI

Midi song files on disk for Cubase. Creator, Pro 24, Cubeat and standard midi song file format for Atari ST, IBM-PC and MC500 Songs are
only £4.95 each (min. 4 per disk). Great for vocalists / live performance or simply for rehearsing instrumental parts.

Soloist song files are the closest you can get to the actual record.

Take A Chance On Me Erasure Boys Of Summer Don Henley

S.O.S. Erasure Respect Erasure

Save The Best For Last Vanessa Williams Big Area Then Jericho

I Wonder Why Curtis Stigers Faith (In The Power Of Love) Rozalla

Stars Simply Red Looking For Linda Hue and Cry

When You Tell Me You Love Me. Diana Ross Mary's Prayer Danny Wilson

Black Or White Michael Jackson Waiting For A Star To Fall Boy Meets Girl

You To Me Are Everything Sonia Tears Of A Clown Smokey Robinson

When A Man Loves A Woman Michael Bolton Eye Of The Tiger Survivor

Wonderful Tonight Eric Clapton Love Changes Everything Michael Ball

American Pie Don Mclean Missing You John Waite

Wind of Change The Scorpions Love To Hate You Erasure

Salt Water Julian Lennon Stop Erasure

Everything I do Bryan Adams Your Song Elton John

Promise Me Beverley Craven West End Girls Pet Shop Boys

Holiday Madonna Can't Stay Away From You Gloria Estefan

Real Gone Kid Deacon Blue Walking In Memphis Marc Cohn

Smooth Operator Sade I'm So Excited Pointer Sisters

Addicted To Love Robert Palmer Manic Monday The Bangles

Walk Of Life Dire Straits Silent Running Mike & Mechanics

The Heat Is On Glen Frey Domino Dancing Pet Shop Boys

What About Love Heart Bad Love Eric Clapton

Take My Breath Away Berlin Crazy Little Thing Called Love Queen

Hold The Line Toto Final Countdown Europe

Always On My Mind Pet Shop Boys What Have I Done To Deserve This ....Pet Shop Boys

Cuddly Toy Roachford Road To Hell Chris Rea

Higher Love Steve Winwood Kingston Town UB40

Let's Dance Chris Rea Simply Irresistable Robert Palmer

Light My Fire The Doors King Of Wishful Thinking Go West

The Way It Is Bruce Hornsby Rosanna To o

GUITAR CLASSICS
Guitar based MIDI song files with guitar parts and solos played in by MIDI guitar

Stairway to Heaven Led Zeppelin Jump Van Halen

Born to Run Bruce Springsteen Still got the Blues Gary Moore

More than a Feeling Boston Tom Sawyer Rush

La Grange ZZ Top Layla Eric Clapton

Cocaine Eric Clapton Highway to Hell AC/DC

Parisienne Walkways Gary Moore Rock & Roll Led Zeppelin

Back in Black AC/DC Tush ZZ Top

Don't Fear the Reaper Blue Oyster Cult Won't Back Down Tom Petty

Shine On You Crazy Diamonds Pink Floyd Sweet Home Alabama Lynyrd Skynyrd

Full song list available

XMAS SPECIAL OFFER
10 classic Christmas songs for £12.95!

Do They Know It's Christmas Band Aid Mistletoe And Wine Cliff Richard

Santa Claus Is Coming To Town ...Bruce Springsteen Happy Christmas (War Is Over) John Lennon

Wish It Could Be Xmas Wizard I Saw Mummy Kissing Santa Claus Bill Spectre

Last Christmas George Michael Merry Christmas Everybody Slade

Winter Wonderland Bill Spectre Frosty The Snowman Bill Spectre

I BEST SERVICE I BEST PRODUCT I BEST PRICES 

Songwriter
Superb Synth Sounds on Atari St self loading disk.

Roland JV30, Sound Canvas, 128 voices...new £15

Yamaha TG100, full editor.,,new £39

£39Roland JV30, Sound Canvas, full editor..,new

Proteus 1/1XR 64 voices - choice of 2 £20
Roland JD800 (64 voices) - NEW choice of 3 £25
Roland D50 (192 voices) - choice of 9 £15
Roland D110/20/10 (128 voices) - choice of 4 £15
Roland MT32 (256 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Roland Juno106 (128 voice Cassette) £15
Korg M1 (100 voices) - choice of 3 £15
Korg DW8000 (64 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Korg Poly 800 (64 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Yamaha DX7 (240 voices) - choice of 5 £10
Yamaha DX7 II (224 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Yamaha DX100/27/21 (456 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Yamaha TX81Z (468 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Yamaha CX5 (288 voice Cassette) £10
Yamaha FB01 (96 voices ) - choice of 2 £10
Ensoniq ESQ1 (240 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Kawai K1 (192 voices) - choice of 4 £15
Kawai K4 (64 voices) - NEW choice of 3 £15
Casio CZ (320 voices) £10
Oberheim Matrix 6/1000 (1 Vol) £10

Band in a box Version 5 RRP £69

1CeiRAM cardsalrys NEW LOWER

PRICES!

Top quality Ram Cards loaded with great sounds from the USA
used by Jan Hammer, Madonna, Elton John, Huey Lewis,
Whitney Houston, Rick Wakeman, Donna Summer, Keith

Emerson, Foreigner etc.

Roland JV£30 (2 cards)...SOON each £59
Roland JD800 (2 cards) each £59
Roland D70 (3 cards) each £59
Roland R8 (1 card) each £59
Roland U20 (1 card) each £59
Roland D50 (6 cards) each £52
Roland D10/20/110 (3 cards) each £52
Roland Blank Ram each £48
Yamaha SY77 (2 disks) each £29
Yamaha SY55/1-G55 (2 disks) each £18
Yamaha SY22/TG33 (2 disks) each £18
Yamaha Blank 64K Ram each £69
Korg Wavestation (4 cards) each £59
Korg 01/W (2 disks) NEW each £29
Korg 03R/W (3 roms) ...NEW each £69
Korg M1 (5 cards) each £59
Korg Blank Ram each £59
Ensoniq SQ1 (2 cards) each £59
Ensoniq SQ2 (1 card) NEW each £69
Ensoniq VFX SD1 (3 roms) each £44
Ensoniq VFX, SD1 Blank Ram each £65
Kawai K1 (5 cards) each £44
Kawai K4 (3 cards) each £55

PRO MUSIC VISA Tel 071 252 8573 or

80 MEETING HOUSE LANE Fax 071 732 3819 for full song

LONDON SE15 2TX MO list or synth sound brochure

Please add £1 to your order to cover postage & packing Same

day service for Access and Visa, Postal Orders and Cash.

Allow five days for cheques to clear.

Visitors by appointment only!



PROFILE Greg Phillinganes

Our particular little corner of Wembley Stadium is gradually becoming

engulfed in the kind of sounds you might expect with the construction

of a stage 260 feet wide and 90 feet deep, and a PA system producing
240,000 watts of power. It's easy to imagine quieter spots for an interview.

The middle of the Blackwall Tunnel, for example. Greg raises his voice as a

truck reverses by, full throttle.

"This is the kind of ambience we want! The noise of hard labour! Lots of
sweaty guys running around! Lorries and fork -lifts everywhere! Steel! No

girls, though, which is kind of sad. Hang on, there's one I've seen before..."

Yes, he has met her before - once or twice. It's Jennifer Batten, the striking
lead guitarist in his band. She and her hair -do are settling into a nearby seat
for the purposes of another interview. No doubt about it, the Michael
Jackson show has rolled into town. Between pantechnicons, Greg continues

his analysis of running the most high -profile band of the moment.

"So it depends on the precedent that you set with the band; the goal that
you want to attain. It doesn't have to feel mechanical at all, it doesn't have to

have that rigid feeling. You can still develop a feel within a click track. People

say 'how can you play the same thing night after
night?' but it's no different from any other job that
you have to do repeatedly. If you enjoy it, you are
able to expand on your own creative boundaries. It's

the same as a Broadway show; people do that night
after night and there's a discipline, quite frankly,
which you get from that. Everything doesn't always

have to be loose."

There is the faintest hint of defensiveness about

Greg's insistence that such a strictly choreographed

show is still a worthwhile exercise for a musician.
Perhaps this is the response of a virtuoso pianist
seconded to a pop project occupying the most main

of streams. Perhaps the tour has simply attracted too

much non-musical interest. This is, after all, the
second consecutive day on which The Daily Mirror

"Michael's music is
becoming more and
more street -oriented,

but I don't think it's
becoming based on

technology. It's getting
more of a raw edge to

it, but the technology is
about the same"

has published an unflattering front page photograph of the star of the show,

whose reputation as a songwriter has long been eclipsed by his medical
record.

"It's different from playing with someone like Eric Clapton, that's for sure.

That's a completely different thing; the music's different; the band is
different; the setup's different. I'm not saying it's better - it's just different,
like apples and oranges. So this is a slightly different challenge, but it's still

fun. People do try to make it sound as though this could be a bad tour to do,

but if it was that bad I wouldn't be here. I have a choice in this, you know. I

wasn't sentenced to it.

"I just like big productions; I like playing in stadiums, I like the whole
ambience of it, the excitement of it. OK, we've done it 800 million times, but

the audience is new in each city we're in. They're seeing something for the
first time, and you want to give it that freshness; you want to display that
kind of excitement. The show's the same, but the crowds are different from

show to show, and because of that you have areas of give and take. Those
aspects will keep the show fresh, in general."

Recommended Listening
Sessions
SONGS IN THE KEY OF LIFE

(Stevie Wonder, Tamla Motown 1976)

BISH (Stephen Bishop, MCA 1978)

HEART STRING (Earl Klugh, Liberty/UA 1979)
 GIVE ME THE NIGHT
(Geotge Benson, Warner Bros 1980)

BLACK & WHITE (The Pointer Sisters, Planet 1981)

EVERY HOME SHOULD HAVE ONE
Patti Austin, Qwest 1981)

RAISE (Earth Wind & Fire, Columbia 1981)
WHATCHA GONNA DO FOR ME?

(Chaka Khan, Warner Bros 1981)

IT THAT'S WHAT IT TAKES

(Michael McDonald, Warner Bros 1982)

THE NIGHTFLY (Donald Fagen, Warner Bros 1982)

THRILLER (Michael Jackson, Epic 1982)

HEARTS AND BONES (Paul Simon, Warner Bros 1983)

FINDER OF LOST LOVE (Dionne Warwick, Arista 1984)

WE ARE THE WORLD (USA For Africa, Columbia 1985)

THE COLOR PURPLE (Film soundtrack 1985)
BEHIND THE SUN (Eric Clapton, Duck 1985)

AUGUST (Eric Clapton, Duck 1986)

JOURNEYMAN (Eric Clapton, Duck 1989)

COMPOSITIONS (Anita Baba; Elektra 1990)
DANGEROUS (Michael Jackson, Epic 1991)

Solo albums
PULSE (Planet/RCA)

SIGNIFICANT. GAINS (Planet)
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KAT has made serious electronic percussion simple --with the
new drumKAT EZ percussion controller.

Just how easy is the EZ?

1. Plug in a MIDI cable. 2. Select your sound source.**

3. PLAY!

The drumKAT EZ was designed to work easily and
instantly with any of the popular drum machines and MIDI
sound modules right out of the boxl We've done the
programming, you do the playing.

You can control thousands of sounds, from massive
drums to Latin percussion to lavish keyboard sounds. And
like the legendary drumKAT, the new EZ is a serious
instrument that's totally responsive to your playing style.

 Compact 10 pad gum
rubber playing surface.

 Stereo trigger inputs.
 3 note dynamic layering.

 Real time Hi -Hat control.

 Mallet expander inputs.
 100% Upgradeable.
 Price...it's easy too!
 100% U.S.A. Innovation.

**Works out of the box with...
Alesis D4, SR16, HR16
Roland' R8, R8M, R5, DR550
E -Mu`" Procussion'"
Yamaha" RY30
Kawai XD5
And many, many more!

Zildjian Music Limited: 4 Kings Ride
Park, Ascot, Berkshire SL5 8BP

Tel: 0344 872262
Fax: 0344 873142
(Quote ref: MT100(

All products and brands are the trademarks of their respective holders.



Swift Halves
Kandinsky
Music Painter
Text by Ian Waugh

How
much fun can you have for £2.80? If the answer's printable, write to the

Ed; if it's not, write to me. And in any event write out a cheque for said
amount and get hold of a copy of the Kandinsky Music Painter. What is it? It's a
music drawing program for the ST; you draw shapes onto the screen (mono only)

which it turns into music and plays over MIDI. Neat.
The program is written in German but there is an English translation on the

disk in not one, but three, different formats - Ascii, Protext and Timeworks. There
are two screens - Play and Draw - the top half of the Draw screen determining
the note pitches and the bottom half the velocities. Parameters such as MIDI
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Never mind the music, look at the score.

channel (it only uses one) and program change number are also set here and you

can select various drawing tools including points, lines, a spray can, boxes,
curves and ellipses.

As you move the mouse, one box shows the current note pitch and another
shows the horizontal position of the cursor. And so you draw your musical
masterpiece on the canvas of the world - well, onto your ST's monitor. Entering
velocity values is carried out by clicking in the velocity area of the screen. This
puts small squares into the display which the program thoughtfully joins up so
that you can produce gradual velocity changes as well as jumps.

The drawings tend to look like avant garde music notation - and sound like it,
too - although you can produce quite 'harmonic' results, verging on the melodic.
When you go to the Play screen, the program replots your drawing from left to
right, playing the music as it goes. You can alter the articulation here, too.

There are eight demo files altogether; the 'Ohms' ones tend to look the best
but are not necessarily the best sounding. Some of the other files are much more
melodic. The program's biggest drawback is that you can't save the result as a
MIDI file - but what do you want for nowt?

Actually, you can save the results by using another program called MIDI Magnet
(I found this on Goodman's disk GD915). This runs as a desk accessory and
saves the MIDI output of a program as a MIDI file in format 0 or 1. The disk only
contains a demo version of the program, however, and restricts the files to 8K in

size. Still, that's not bad for a few bob.
Kandinsky itself is great fun and well worth exploring on a rainy day. So that's

this weekend taken care of.

INFO:
Price: Kandinsky Music Painter on ST Club disk MID 50 £2.80
More from: ST Club, 2 Broadway, Nottingham, NG1 1PS. Tel: 0602 410241.

Cheetah MD16
Sound Cartridges
Text by Nigel Lord

Though
by no means lacking in onboard sounds, the Cheetah MD16 range of

machines has, until recently, offered no means of expanding its base of forty-

one voices covering basic kit sounds, Latin percussion and a couple of special
effects. With the release of three new cards, however, MD16 owners now have
access to a further eighty-five voices which expand the potential of their machine

dramatically.
The cartridges are not all loaded with the same number of samples: Total

Percussion has thirty-five, Electro Kit has twenty-four and Kicks, Snares, Toms &
Hi -hats has twenty-six.There is also a substantial difference in price between
Electro Kit and the other two.

Anyone familiar with the quality of the onboard sounds of the MD165 will no
doubt be expecting the samples on the sound cards to be broadly similar, and
indeed they are. But of course, when you move away from the more 'standard'
sounds included on the machine itself, personal preference is bound to become

a factor and colour your judgement.

That said, I can't imagine any one of the samples on these cards proving
unpopular - unless you've grown weary with 808 or 909 sounds (and I wouldn't

blame you if you had), examples of which are included on the Electro Kit
cartridge. To set them off, this collection also includes a very useable Synth
Bass voice, a nice rounded Orchestra Stab and an almost perfect Distorted
Guitar Chord guaranteed to spice up any rhythm track.

A much more ambient feel is introduced on Kicks, Snares, Toms & Hi -hats -
most of which have been recorded with effects to a greater or lesser degree. I

particularly liked the Ambient and Monster Snares and the superbly unruly Bonzo
Kick which appears to have a hi -hat tacked onto the end of it (or perhaps just left
there). The toms are also impressive; beautifully dry and nicely tuned, they would

be at home in any mix.

Of the three cartridges, I think my favourite is Total Percussion. Here you'll
find all the voices you'd have liked on your MD16 but have had to do without. A
full set of Low and High Conga voices - tone, heel and slap - together with
Triangles, Guiros, Marimbas, Ocarina, Finger Cymbal - the list is long. Both tuned
and untuned voices are covered and there's a nice selection of more off-the-wall

sounds such as Anvil,
Plate Hit and Spike -
all highly useable in a
percussion track.

The sound quality
of all eighty-five
sounds is uniformly
excellent and well up
to the standard of the
existing MD16 voices.
And of course, the
sound moulding
possibilities opened
up by the machine's

comprehensive programming facilities may be brought to bear on the cartridge
voices in exactly the same way it is on the onboard sounds. The prices are
perhaps a little on the high side, but if you use an MD16 as your primary
percussion source, extending its sonic capabilities through the addition of one or
more of these cartridges would make a lot of sense.

INFO:
Prices: Electro kit £69.99 inc. Vat.
Total Percussion Plus and Kit, Snares, Toms & Hi -hats £129.99 inc. Vat.

More From: Cheetah International Ltd, Cheetah House, Bedwas Business Park,
Bedwas. Gwent NP1 8DW. Tel: (0222) 867777. Fax: (0222) 865575
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If it was any hott r you'd b

playing with asbestos% gloves

This one's steaming.

The new SY85 from Yamaha is
without doubt the meanest,
most powerful and most flex-
ible synthesizer we've ever
made.

Taking the new Yamaha tone
generation system, AWM2,
with added punch, and poly-
phony, we've come up with a
performance synth that burns.

There's a massive 6Mb of
waveform ROM and 512K of
sample dump RAM expandable
to 3.5Mb.

And harnessing this awesome
power, new edit functions
make programming a pleasure.

For unmatched stage control,
you can modify up to 8 different
parameters from sliders as you
play.

While a Standard MIDI File
compatible sequencer, a built-
in disk drive and 90 on -board,
full -bandwidth, programmable
effects elevate the SY85 to
workstation status if not
workstation price.

The SY85 costs 411,399.

And that's the only lukewarm
thing about it.

YAMAHA
 JOE SMUT Of MUSIC
Yamaha-Kemble Music (U.K.) Limited Professional Music Division



Text by
Vic Lennard

Seemingly coming out of
nowhere, Akai's new sampler,
the SO1 has brought with it the
promise of high quality sampling
and a budget price. But is it the
stuff that dreams are made of..?

AA
kai's name is synonymous with digital samplers. From

t h e ground -breaking S612 in 1985 to 1992's flagship

S1100 with its direct -to -disk recording option, the company

have consistently been at the cutting edge of sampler
design. Perhaps even more importantly, they've been
responsible for this particular branch of technology
becoming increasingly affordable. This may be due to
research and development costs being shared between a

series of similar projects, or (in part) to the current low
cost of memory and processor chips.

Whatever the reason, the world of 'professional'
sampling has just become a whole lot more accessible with

the recent (and quite unexpected) release of a new, budget

machine - the S01.
Given the power and the price of the other models in the

'S' range, the (relatively) paltry sum of £700 for this, the
latest addition, would seem to indicate that it is some sort

of cut -down S1000, or re -launched S700. But as we shall

see, it is in fact neither of these, and ultimately, should
only be judged on its own merits.

Finished in standard Akai grey, the 2U -high SO1 has a

distinctly professional look about it. Gone, however, is the

ubiquitous LCD screen: editing has to be carried out on a

much simpler three -figure LED display. The actual editing

process takes place via a matrix -style parameter list
printed on the front panel. This has seven columns with
headings for the various editable 'areas' of the S01's
processing system and up to four parameters per area. The

first column, for instance, is titled 'Trim' and allows you to

fine- and coarse -tune the Start and End points of a sample.

Movement between the various parameters is achieved

by the use of just two buttons (for 'right' and 'down'
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Akai SO1 :APPRAISAL

movements), and a Data Entry knob is used to actually
change the parameter values. The SO1 bears some relation

to the S700 in its use of sample 'banks'; however, where

the S700 had six banks, the SO1 has eight.

The 1Mb of sample memory provided as standard on the

SO1 gives you 15.625 seconds of sampling time, at the
instrument's fixed sampling rate of 32kHz. Adding the
optional EXMO1 memory expansion board doubles the
sampling time to a more substantial 31.25 seconds -
easily enough to get experimental with, although it doesn't

mean you can load more than eight samples at once.
Memory space is dynamically allocated between the banks;

if you record a five second sample in bank one, the
remaining 10.625 seconds can be split any way you like

between the rest of the banks - two seconds for bank two,

one for bank three - and so on.

The eight numbered buttons beneath the parameter list

are responsible both for selecting the sample bank and
playing back the sample in that bank - both functions
actually occur simultaneously, so you know exactly what

you are working on in what bank. The Record key next to

these has two functions, the most obvious of which is to

record the actual sample! Its
secondary use is to operate the
disk drive for loading and saving

routines - accomplished by
means of a set of parameters in
the matrix.

Most of the features on the
front panel are obvious, like the
quarter -inch jacks for input,
output and headphones, and
rotary controls for volume and record level. The rear panel

is similarly straightforward with four MIDI sockets
(including two MIDI Ins, selectable from the front panel),

trigger footswitch, audio out and IEC mains sockets.

Spec
Sampling Format: 16 -bit linear

Total Sampling Time: 15.625 seconds with standard 1
Mbyte of memory, 31.25 seconds with optional EXMO1
expansion board added
Number of samples: 8
Polyphony: 8 voices
Filter: 8 x oversampling
Sampling Rate: 32 kHz
Data Storage: 3.5" double density/high density disks

Sampling is a very straightforward process on the S01.

The sampler's audio input provides a choice of two
gain levels, High and Low; High for mics, Low for line -level

signals. To enter sampling mode, you simply hit the
Record button once and set the Record Level control for
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APPRAISAL Akai SOIL

The Sample Library
'One of Akers major strengths is the size of their sample libraries. The library for the
SO1 is currently being set up and by the end of the year should extend to some 250
disks, with more to follow. Even though 51000 samples are compatible with it, many
new samples are being recorded specifically for the S01.
'Akai are also setting up a disk copying service for each dealer, who will be supplied
with a set of master disks when these are released. Users can then either supply their
own disks and copy library disks free of charge or buy pre -formatted disks from the
dealer at a reasonable price and copy whatever samples they want.

Info
Price: Akai SO1 £699

inc. VAT

More from: Akai
Professional Musical
Instruments Division,
Haslemere Heathrow

Estate, Silver Jubilee Way,

Parkway, Hounslow,
Middlesex, TW4 6NQ.

Tel: 081-897 6388.
Fax: 081-759 8268.

* optimum signal level, using the four vertical LEDs on the
parameter list as a meter. As you can monitor the input
signal via the output, it is also possible to hear when the
input level is too high and causing distortion - so
mistakes are easily avoided.

At this point, the display shows a threshold level
between 0 and 100, which is used to dictate when the
SO1 starts recording. A value of zero puts the S01 into
record mode the moment a sample bank is selected,
while any value between 1 and 99 sets a 'threshold'
above which the input signal must rise before sampling
starts. A nice touch here is that the display flashes when

the correct threshold has been attained, so allowing for
very accurate setting up (important if the input signal has

any inherent noise).

A value of 100 calls for sampling to be initiated
manually, which is often necessary if the signal has a
very fast attack that could be clipped in automatic
recording mode. After setting the threshold, simply hold
down the record button, select the sample bank that the
sample is to be placed in and that's it - instant
recording.

I'm sure some people will be rather concerned at the
prospect of working with a fixed sampling rate of 32 kHz
as this effectively restricts the audio bandwidth to
between 14 and 15 kHz. But I have a feeling that a
degree of pre -emphasis is at work here because the audio

quality is excellent - clear and sparkling. Everything, in
fact, you'd expect from an 'S' series machine...

Once the sample has been recorded, you can
immediately play it back by pressing the relevant bank
button (ideal for DJ's). However, attaching a MIDI
keyboard lets you 'play' the samples in the proper sense

of the term. This is an easy operation as there are only
three parameters that have to be set - Keyrange High &

Low and MIDI channel.

Editing samples on the SO1 is a similarly easy process.

Any unwanted audio signal at the beginning or end of the

sample can be isolated using the Start and End Point
parameters (both fine and coarse tuning is provided). And

this of course means that only the exact part of the
sample you want is played back. As you'd imagine, the
SO1 also allows you to remove the unwanted pieces
completely - and there is an incredibly simple Truncate

function for this purpose.
If a sample needs to be looped, the Loop Point

parameter has to be set; the sample will play back from
the Start Point to the End Point as normal - and will then

and the

end point to form the actual Loop. (The looping can be set

to on, off, or one-shot - meaning that the sample plays
back for its full length regardless of how long you hold
down the key.) Naturally, certain sounds are much easier

to loop than others - drum and percussion breaks, for
example, which I managed to get up and running in
around ten seconds flat - it really is that easy.

Other sounds are not so cooperative when it comes to
looping. Getting decaying samples such as a piano sound
to loop is what one could term a black art, and it is in this
area that there appears to be a serious omission. The
one facility which made a good loop easy to obtain on the

S900 was Autoloop, which with a little careful setting up
gave excellent results very quickly. This was followed by
Auto-Crossfade looping in the Version 2 software for the

S900 (and continued in the S950) - making it possible to

loop even when a natural glitch occurred. In fact, even the

S700 had a basic autolooping facility. But not, I'm afraid,

the S01: it's down to your own skill.

nce basic sample editing has been completed,
various other parameters can be set. In the Level

column there are options for adjusting the actual volume

of a sample, which is useful for balancing the levels of
the individual samples in the eight banks. The Release
parameter can come in handy, too, and is particularly
good for adding a `pseudo-reverb' to certain sounds.

Pitch includes fine and coarse transpose, and constant

pitch is also available - useful for placing hi -hats (etc.)
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across a keyboard so that no matter which key you hit, the

pitch is the same (...easier for those of us with large
fingers). You can also determine whether or not a sample

will respond to the velocity of an incoming MIDI note.

On the MIDI side, each sample can have its keyrange
set. This allows you to define up to eight zones on a
keyboard, each with a separate sample - an asset,
clearly, for live use. And you can even set the keyrange by

hitting the highest and lowest notes of the range you
desire on the actual keyboard. Alternatively, each sample

may be assigned an individual MIDI channel if you wish to
use it as a fully-fledged multitimbral machine.

In addition to all this, each sample can be assigned a
MIDI Program Change number. As different samples could

be assigned the same number, you might use four
samples for (say) a brass sound and the remaining four
for strings - switching between them by sending single
Program Change Commands from a sequencer or MIDI
keyboard.

The SO1 supports the Sample Dump Standard format
for bulk dumping of samples via MIDI, so you can transfer

to a wide range of samplers via programs such as
Alchemy on the Macintosh and Avalon on the ST - if you
don't mind the wait. Unfortunately, there's no SCSI port
fitted.

C 900 and S950 owners will no doubt be wondering if
10 the SO1 can read their sample disks. Unfortunately,
the answer is no. As these samplers use a 12 -bit format,
and the SO1 is 16 -bit, they are incompatible. S1000 disks

are supported, but because the S1000 uses 44.1 and
22.05 kHz sampling rates, the 501's coarse and fine
transpose parameters have to be set to the relevant
figures in order to replay the S1000 sample at the correct

pitch. To this end, the SO1 manual has a conversion table

with various sampling rates and the necessary transpose
figures. As tedious as this may be, Akai should be praised

for keeping compatability on the agenda and indeed, for
supporting their machine with its own library from the
start. They should also, I believe, be applauded for not
showing it at countless exhibitions in prototype form
simply to whet the public's appetite.

Akai are going to be selling SO1s by the truck -load. If

there ever was a machine released at the right time
at the right price - this is it. It slots effortlessly into a
range of different markets: there's the keyboard player
who wants to get into sampling but who could never afford

an S950. There's the DJ who wants an easy -to -use
sampler which doesn't sacrifice audio quality. And there
are the educational establishments who need to teach
sampling, but not at the level demanded by the S1000.
Finally, there are countless people who already own an
Akai sampler and simply want more of the same!
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Text By
John Mercer

What's nineteen inches
1U high and reproduces the
sounds of the Andes, the
Serengeti Plain and the
Australian Bush...?

The Proteus 3 is the latest addition to an already
distinguished range of sample players with which E -mu

seem to have cornered the market. Their first machine, the

Proteus 1, broke new ground when it was released in 1989

- not least because of its sub -£1000 price tag. And when

the Proteus 2 arrived, the general consensus amongst
composers of classical/orchestral music was that at last

their needs had been met.

Now Emu have another specialist module which they have

called (and those with a mathematical bent might have been

able to predict this) the Proteus 3. Actually, its full title is the

Proteus 3 World, which perhaps gives some clue as to the

type of sounds it produces. Ethnic instruments - and lots of

them. Over two hundred, in fact.

In many ways the new machine represents another leap

for Emu and one has to admire their courage in avoiding the

temptation to develop yet another general sample/synthesis

unit that includes the routine selection of electric basses,

pianos and choir sounds. But then, it is having the
confidence to make and sell specialist units such as this

that has characterised E-mu's approach over the last few

years - in addition to the three machines in the Proteus
range, there is, of course, also their excellent Proformance

piano module.

ike its brethren, the Proteus 3 is housed in a rather sleek

I=1U rack -mount grey plastic cabinet. Okay, the overall
shape may be predictable - it has to be - but at least
someone has put a little effort into making it more
interesting than the usual black steel casing. It sports a
fairly basic complement of hardware. On the rear panel
there's a mains socket, MIDI In, Out, Thru and three
assignable pairs of stereo outputs (one of which will drive
stereo headphones). On the front there are On/Off, Master,

Edit, Enter & Cursor buttons and two rotary controls -
Volume and Data Entry. This latter control is of the stepped,

continuous rotation variety and really does help make this an

easy machine to edit/program.

Roughly in the centre of the front panel is a two -row, 16 -

character display of the type prevalent on many
instruments these days and in use, somewhat akin to
looking at a vast landscape through a keyhole. All the
essential information is available, but you can only view it a

bit at a time.

Proteus' basic sound architecture comprises some 211

instrument/waveform samples from which are derived 192

presets - 128 in ROM (ie. factory programmed) and the
remaining 64 in RAM (ie. user programmed). In the XR
version of the machine, the sample complement remains

the same - as does the number of factory programmed
presets - but there is twice the amount of onboard RAM.

In addition to the exotic range of instrument samples
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(see sidebar), the Proteus 3 holds 22 harmonic waveforms,

21 single cycle waveforms and 24 digital waveforms - all

sitting there waiting to be mixed with the instruments to
produce the bizarre and often astonishing range of sounds

this instrument is capable of generating.

The factory -programmed demo on the Proteus 3 is one

of the most impressive I've ever heard. Though
compositionally it's not likely to become one of the all-time

classics, it does an excellent job of selling the unit (as all

good demos should), and gives you a good overall
impression of what can be achieved. But of course the only

real test of what a machine can do is to connect it into a
system and put it through its paces...

T he samples themselves are uniformly clear, rich in
harmonics and really quite exciting - even when played

as single repeated notes. This is particularly true of
instruments such as the Tambura - an Indian drone
backing instrument on which four strings are tuned to the
Raga being explored by the main player. Because the
Proteus has no built-in effects (apart from chorus) I found

myself mixing in just a touch of reverb here and there to

add a little ambience; some of the samples have natural

reverb, of course, but I found a Large Room program (about

20%) improved them enormously.

As we have come to expect from E -mu, the samples are

beautifully recorded, nicely topped, trimmed, looped,
equalized - whatever. The real point is that they are
convincing. I have spent many a happy hour (...or two, or

three) in a certain shop in Neal St, London that specialises

in the kind of instruments which are the source of many of

these samples, and was actually about to invest in a set of
ringing bowls for a piece I am working on. This would have

cost about £500 for a useable set of about eight. Guess
what? They are included on the Proteus 3 - every semitone

in clear crisp samples.

One thing very evident to me whilst playing the samples

was the quality of the bass. I'd go so far as to say it is

probably the richest and deepest bass I have heard on any

sample player. Because a lot of it is rooted in the
percussive samples, care is needed when editing - and
also playing. Turn up the volume, hit a key with too high a

velocity and you're likely to find your speaker cones
shooting across the room. You have been warned!

The sound of a tabla is heard so often in music these
days, I often wonder why it is not included as standard on
most drum machines. Why, for example, it was left out on

the Alesis D4 is a complete mystery to me. Anyway, here it

is - every tap tap, tum tum, and whoop whoop - a
competent set of voices that are very usable indeed. There

are four basic sounds that can be played on the treble
tabla and a combination of tone and pitchbends that
comprise the bass or 'baya' sound.

As you'd expect, the slap and tone components have

been sampled separately, so to use the instrument in the

traditional way will involve learning a little basic tabla
theory (or at least listening carefully to a good player to
work out how these are used). Of course, like all the
samples in this machine, there's nothing to stop you using

them in whatever way you think fit - but you can't expect

them to sound like the traditional instruments unless you

know something of the way in which these are played. And

to an extent, this is true of most instruments. 11

Sound
Structure
Each Proteus voice

consists of two layers
known as Primary and

Secondary Instruments.
Essentially, these are two
complete sounds, either
stacked or placed adjacent
to one another, which can
be layered, switched or
crossfaded between.
Additionally, each Preset
can have up to three other
Presets linked to it,
allowing sophisticated
multisplit and multilayer
textures to be created.
Each Instrument can be
given its own volume, pan,
coarse tuning, fine tuning,
chorus and delay settings
and can be routed through
a Tone section (a basic
filter controllable from
velocity and key number),
then on through a DCA

whose level can be shaped
by an AHDSR envelope. Up

to six keyboard/velocity
and eight real-time
controller modulation
routings can be
programmed for each

Preset, with virtually every
Instrument parameter
available as a modulation
destination.
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Playing
Techniques

If you want instruments to
sound the way they were

intended to in their
original form you must

make some effort to learn
how the traditional

instruments are played.
You must also know

something of their sonic
complexion. The ocarina,

for example, sounds
wonderful played as an

organ, but it must be
reproduced in mono. And
the same applies to the

Chinese erhu whose
single string must also be

played with lots of
portamento to be at all

effective.
One day somebody will

invent an expression
control that replicates the
action of a bow. But until

they do, we simply have to
be very careful with the
way certain voices are

articulated and how
modulators are applied.

Like many sounds, those
produced on ethnic/world

instruments are often
quite complex, sonically,
and you will find yourself

changing parameters and
adapting your playing style

if you are to make them
sound in any way like

the orginals.

Info
Price: Proteus 3 World

£565 inc. VAT

Proteus 3 World XR

£705 inc. VAT

More from: E -mu Systems Ltd

Suite 6

Adam Ferguson House

Eskmills Industrial Park

Musselburgh EH21 7PQ

Tel: 031 653 6556

Fax: 031 665 0473

As good as the basic sounds are, however, I can't

understand why, like a number of the other
instruments on the Proteus 3, tabla samples at different
tunings weren't included. Okay, it is possible to transpose

them, but this is seldom satisfactory, particularly at
extremes of the natural pitch range.

Another tuning problem occurred with the sitars. As I
am sure you are aware, these instruments use a lot of
pitch bend to bring out nuances in the microtonal scales,

and, whilst I had no trouble playing a very convincing solo

with the thing, all the sympathetic strings which should
just shimmer beneath it, actually bend with the string
you're playing! There may be ways round this (using
external instruments), but it seems a great shame they
didn't get it right on the Proteus 3 itself.

It must be said, however, that this is something of an
exception; most of the samples work very well, and I'm
sure instruments such as
the didjeridoo are going to
find their way into many
mixes. Percussion
instruments are particularly

well -represented with rich
udo clay pot drums, Cuban
bata drums (to name but
two) and enough gongs to
start your own Buddhist
temple. Some of the
special combinations were
particularly impressive -
the Punch Ocarina, for
example - a combination of the lovely ocarina sound
(which can be played like an Elizabethan organ with a few

tweaks!) and a kick drum sample. Well, you have to hear

it to appreciate it...!
The trumpet and horns section offers a relatively small

range of sounds including trombone, trumpet and french

horn. These, I feel, were a little unneccessary as they
were included on the Proteus 2 and a great many other
machines as well. By contrast, instruments like the
shofars are wholely original in a hi -tech setting and help
make the Proteus 3 the unique machine it undoubtedly is.

The santur was interesting too, but like the oud, mbira

and a number of other voices, it is not based on a sample

of a real instrument but was programmed from a
combination of other samples and as such doesn't
produce the characteristic ringing tone.

The plucked string section also provides some
interesting additions to the collection - an excellent Jew's

harp, psaltery, Celtic harp and dulcimer for example.
Apart from anything else, these reveal that inspiration for

this machine wasn't derived solely from the exotic east.

E -mu haven't called it the Proteus 3 World without good

reason and helping to broaden its appeal you'll find Irish

harps, banjos, bagpipes and a medieval voice called
Camelot.

If it's flutes your after, you won't be disappointed
either. There are flutes in abundance here including neys,

"All things considered,
the Proteus 3 is a pretty

wonderful machine and should
be of interest to anyone for

whom the instruments of the
world are simply colours on a

broad palette"

ocarina and stereo siku. The closely -related pan pipes
voice is probably the warmest sample of its type I have

ever heard.

Apart from the aforementioned bagpipes, the Reeds
and Keyboard section offers very convincing harmonium

and shenai voices, and though I might quibble about the

inclusion of yet more electric piano and clarinet sounds,
there are undoubtedly some people out there for whom
these would be welcome additions.

A number of fully-fledged synthesiser sounds have also

been included. These have been created by blending
samples and waveforms and then subjecting them to the

gamut of Proteus synth and modulation treatments. Of
these, 'On Land' deserves a special mention, as do
Dream 1 and Dream 2 which make up in texture what
they lack in imaginative titles. Film makers will almost
certainly like them. In fact, many of these sounds could

end up in film soundtracks
with virtually no

modification.

And speaking of sound
-tracks there's the usual
quota of special effects
included in the list of

presets. Like all such

sounds, these are jolly good
fun to listen to but generally
of limited use when it comes

to recording that difficult
second album. That said,
sounds like Fried Eggs,

Metal Cutter and Deep Sea Life do demonstrate the
potential of the machine to manipulate sound in some
quite amazing ways.

programming the Proteus 3 is pretty straightforward
though no more so than the majority of current

synths/expanders. Where it really scores is in duplicating

the programming/editing system of the other models in
the Proteus range so that everything you've learnt about
operating one machine may be universally applied to all
three. In these days of technological overkill and
incomprehensible instruction manuals, the value of this is

not to be underestimated.

The Proteus features 32 -voice polyphony which allows

you to take full advantage of its layering capabilities of up

to eight sounds on each key. It is multi-timbral to the MIDI

limit of sixteen channels - these being assignable to
three stereo outputs for individual processing or
configured as six separate polyphonic submixes.

All the Proteus sample players have a very elegant
method of assigning voices to MIDI channels. In fact, it's

so easy that going back to other equipment afterwards
seems like hard work. Screens for each of the sixteen
available channels show the MIDI channel you're working

on, the preset's name and number, the volume setting
and the pan position. Each of these parameters is
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Proteus 3

variable using the Data Entry control or via MIDI from your
sequencer.

I n the light of my comments about achieving a convincing

I result when using the kind of voices included in the
Proteus 3, I did feel that a guide to the instruments, their

playing techniques and their natural sonic range etc, was

something of an omission. Unlike the Proteus 2 which is
set up to play only the normal range of instruments, the
Proteus 3 is capable of extending this considerably. Some

background information on the character of each of the
instruments would have been invaluable and would, I feel,

have helped the user get the most out of this machine.

There are two adjuncts to the main manual which cover

the various application notes associated with Proteus -
MIDI, sequencing, patch dumps etc - and a complete index

and description of the samples and the factory presets.
But again, further information could have been included.

For example, although you can look up a preset name on
the list or find a particular sample, it is very difficult to
work out which samples have been used with which
presets - unless you check the composition of each
individual preset on the machine itself. A cross-referenced

map would have been helpful.

But I suppose criticism of instruction manuals is usually

a sign that you can find little else to quibble about in a
product review. And this is indeed the case. As I said

earlier, I would personally have been inclined to avoid the

inclusion of the voices commonly found on other
instruments in favour of a greater variation of those which
are on offer. And I think perhaps there might have been a
bit more research gone into the way a couple of the
instruments were handled.

But all things considered, the Proteus 3 is a pretty
wonderful machine and should be of interest to anyone for

whom the instruments of the world are simply colours on a

broad palette - in other words, anyone who feels
unconstrained by tradition and free to draw on any
instruments that convey the kind of emotion they are
trying to express - whether it's for an orchestral work, a
pop song or a TV commercial.

For anyone who has, up until now, found it difficult to
get hold of these instruments, the Proteus 3 should prove

a God -send. And who knows, it might perhaps awaken
interest in the instruments themselves. I cannot help but
feel great enthusiasm for this product and for the
possibilities it opens up.

The XR
Version
The Proteus 3XR holds

twice the number of sounds

onboard and is configured

rather more conventionally

with the RAM voices

occupying positions 0-255
and the ROM 256 - 383.
Anyone using an external

editor or SysEx MIDI dumps

to store the RAM in Creator

(or similar) might well
consider the XR

unnecessary. However, for

ease of use, particularly
when you are selecting the

sounds you need for a

piece of music, it makes a
lot of sense to have them

all available simultaneously.

Future Support

MODEL: STEALTH

STEALTH

Height: 37" (94cm)
Weight: 111/41bs (5.2kg)

Load
capacity: 75Ibs (34kg)

Look to the future with this
Stealth Keyboard stand design

for strong support and a lifetime of
performance. Crafted from an
advanced, impact resistant material.

Folds easily for storage and portability
The Z-28 is a classy sit-down- height
stand for home or studio offering plenty
of leg room.

Z-28
28" (71cm)
8Ibs (3 6kg)

75Ibs (34kg) MODEL: Z-28

The Ultimate range of innovative support systems ore lightweight,
strong and virtually indesfructable. Contact us for a full colour brochure.

UI_TUN1ATE
Distributed by HW International

3-5 Eden Grove London N7 8EQ Tel: 071-607 2717

MIDI TO CV CONVERSION FROM THE HOUSE OF dm

DO YOU OWN AN OLD SYNTHESISER ?
SH101, SH-2, MS -10, PRO -ONE, MOOG

WANT TO USE IT WITH YOUR MIDI SYSTEM ?
WELL YOU CAN WITH THE dBm EXCV,
A HIGH SPEC. MIDI -CV CONVERTER.

1712NCl/M4/3,
7 9. -.----

4.1:44/
,EV

E Si iLii

The
MIDI

EXCV has all the features you would expect of a normal
-CV converter and more besides;

An intertMitiAINWOO, $4110, 4001d yWIMVOtt

PortarnentWR*0111ons controlled by MOO,
Two controlautputs forpoptrol of VC', VOA.- .;,..

APPeRgiato, trigger 9 'itfOckod tO MO 41001.G/P0i(Pi!i;
10'01044 00tP4te. i0 (WO theM.808.,Pf.040.2.P WO

EXCV - for control of one synth V129-00
EXCV2  for control of two synths £179-00
EXCVI - internal retrofit f120-00 to £250.00

THE EXCV WORKS WITH VIRTUALLY ALL MONOSYNTHS.

NEW PRODUCT PREVIEW

isprechen £199-00

A MIDI -controlled speech synthesiser r44
awn

for further details or to order contact: maw

01M FON FAX UK 0256 53953
dBm, PO BOX 335, BASINGSTOKE, HANTS., R021 3RB.
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-OHO SOUNDHOUSETURNKEY

071-379
5148

071-240
2041

Fax 071 379 0093
114-116 Charing

Cross Road,
London WC2H ODT
(Opposite Foyles and 100 yards

from Tottenham Ct Rd tube)

A Division of

ARBITER
Group PLC

EUROPE'S LOWEST
IdAuthorised Dealer Soundcraft Roland AKAI KORG sansonir ALEsIO SONY
C -LAB Stai I.I

Soundliach 311MONII WM AV
Wmioiman =--digldesign - fl Wacr, AATARI

authorised agents for every major brand, and as such, we can offer

We are authorised
unbiased and objective assessment of products from an end

users point of view having worked with the product ourselves. Our
breadth of product coverage from MIDI to tape makes us the number one package specialist
and our system based approach pledges us to supplying you with a working solution to
include all the necessary accessories and peripherals right down to installation and training in
your studio if you wish.

Although our product range is probably Europe's widest under one roof - having fifteen full
time demonstrators enables us to train them in depth on particular products. (you've probably
dealt with stores who know little about what they sell but we're confident that it you have a
question or a problem using your equipment, we pride ourselves on having someone 'in
house' who will have the answer). We will never tell you to '...ring the manufacturer',

We are now the U.K .'s largest music dealer for most of the products we sell (ask the
manufacturers). In practice this means that our prices are the cheapest, often by a substantial
margin. More importantly our products are backed up by a staff of over 25 including
engineers, on hand long hours to provide a quality of after sales service that stems from
almost 40 years serving Britain's leading music professionals. Put simply we understand that
the equipment you purchase from us is used to produce music, often in a commercial
situation, and our first priority is to keep you working at all times.

We will train you ,n YOUH
studio. Over 85% of our
clients surveyed said they
achieved the greatest
increase in productivity when
trained on their own studio
system. Our tutor looks at
your equipment setup and
then puts together the
appropriate training course -
work to suit your needs.
We also offer a range of
classroom type courses on a
vanety of topics e.g. Basic
Multitrack, Studio
Techniques, MIDI, AN

HOUR COURIER
DELIVERY

% FINANCE BY
MAIL / IN STORE

FREE EXPORTS
A SPECIALITY

PRODUCTS 1ST
OR MONEY BACK

LEGENDARY
PRICE SMASH,.
POLICY

We realise that it is often
necsnary to sell your old
geare before buying new gear
At Tumkey, we aim to make
this process as trouble -free

as cos
Our trade-in

prices are around the best
you'll get from a music -store,
and we operate a :nothing
refused. policy in store.
Fora no-nonsense quote,
simply bring in your
equipment. preferably with
the original packaging, leads
and manuals, and wet do
the rest!

Mr-mkeY PRO
At Turnkey we've been building studios for
almost 15 years on yachts, in attics,
basements and even in a castle. In that time
we've learnt a thing or two and the
experience is put to good use planning,

designing and installing each facility. If you would like to visit us, 'Studio One',
downstairs at Charing Cross Road, features: the latest products from Soundcraft 
digital and analogue 24 track tape  Akai, Roland and Apple Macintosh based hard disk
systems  consoles from Soundtracs and Tascam, and a choice selection of outboard
from classic Urei and Drawmer to the latest Lexicon. All in a relaxed working
environment right in the heart of town (a factor appreciated by our London based
clients when a piece of equipment goes down at some unusual hour). Please call our
Pro -sales department to arrange an appointment 'at our place or yours' or just drop
in...the coffee's always hot. Ask for Brian Hamlin, Nick Thomas or Niels Larsen

ateee5e::'

EX -DEMO

DESKS
(inc VAT)

:1e:111

Soundcraft 6000 36:24 Edac *Patchbay
complete with VCA automation £14299

Tascam M3700 32:8 £8499
Allen & Heath Saber 32:16:16
Soundcraft 6000 32:16 XLR
Soundcraft Delta 8 20:8
Soundcraft Delta 200 32:4

£7399
£6999
£3899
£2299

EX-DEM

DESKS
(int VAT)

DIRECT Disk
Our digital suite is up and running at all
times featuring all the leading edge
technology. We demonstrate and support
applications from AV sound effects/foley
editing, and stereo mastering/12" rernix
editing , through to hard disk multitrack
integrated with MIDI.
We are the natural choice for any Mac
based system being fully Apple
authorised. (99% of pro audio dealers are
not) Call in or make an appointment with
Nick Thomas.

TECHNOLOGY JUST

HOTARRIVED & NOW
ON INTEREST FRAVAILEEAB CREDIT%0 v

Cubase Audio and Digital Performer for
Macintosh, New Plasmec systems for
1040ST, Mac Classic, 386 PC and stand
alone. Wave for windows.

CUICLC
Deacn

Turtle Beach
Multisound

The all-inone Multimedia card for 386/486 PC
compatibles. 16 bit stereo 44.1 kHz sample record and
playback. onboard Proteus/1 XR, MPC compatible MIDI
interface. WaveLite16 hard -disk recording software is
included, along with a library of samples on CD-ROM

SOUND
TOOLS II

NEW LOW PRICE!

for 4 track system

£2699
OR LESS

Digidesign.s 'Sound Tools' system for Apple
Macintosh computers has become a market leader in
the field of hard -disk recording. Includes Sound
Accelerator II, Audio Interlace (4 ch Digital & Analog)
and Sound Designer 0 software. Also available with
AudioMedia II card, car for details.

Call for the best prices on Pro -Tools

NEW SOFTWARE UPDATE
for Akai DD1000. Call for info POA

= - -------- -
- -

ROLAND
DM -80
Digital Audio
Workstation

IN NOM
From as little as

£5200
The Roland 13M40 heralds the beginning of the first
dedicated low cost system aimed at the mass music
market. The basic system is our track with a built-in 100
Mbyte hard disk giving up to 18 minutes of stereo audio.
This can to expanded to eight tracks, at tracks can be
mixed with the buift-in 8 channel, 24 bit , digital mixer.
Both the DM -80R remote unit and the DM -80F fader unit
can be added to this along with 'Track Manager System'
software for the Apple Macintosh,

8 8,1 6 Track
In true Turnkey 'Hands On' tradition, all
the popular desks and recorders are on
permanent demo. Don't take the so called
'advice' of the cardboard box shifters; -

Choice of E0 and Noise Reduction for
example is highly personal, features
should be carefully compared and specs
are often deceptive. Please come and
listen for yourself.

#1,* TECHNOLOGY JUST
HOTARRIVED & AVAILABLE NOW 00k

ON INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Alesis adat. BRC & SRC. Alesis X2 desk.
Allen & Heath GS3 desk.

ALESIS
ADAT

ON DEMONSTRATION NO

THE WAIT IS OVER!
The Alesis ADAT :0 -bit digital audio for 40
minutes from one sups. VHS tape. Sync up to 16
machines  variable sampling frequencies  SMPTE and
MTC  Absolutely remarkable product  very limited
 Lima or the first year of manufacture

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT DESKS from

Almost everyone involved in music production at some
stage dreams of owning a Soundcraft console. The
legendary sound quality. reliability and ease of use,
means a Soundcraft equipped studio must be taken
seriously. A minor miracle has been performed, using
the world's most advanced production technology, and
revolutionary manufacturing techniques, to bring you
Soundcraft quality at a previously unimaginable price.

Leading DAT suppliers. Demonstrations.
Huge Range. Cheapest Tape. Lowest Prices

ALL BRAND NEW BOXED
Sony DIC-7P £375 Aiwa 005-100 C345

71: Sony DTC113130ES £899 Tascam 0030 CP0A

a, Sony TCD D3 £529 Teac DAP20 XLR £499
Sony DTC750 £419 Casio DAR100 £338

Yamaha DTR2 £875

FOSTEX R8
WITH MIDI

TIME CODE
SYNC

Outsells the other 8 tracks 10 to 1. Dolby C first choice
for narrow gauge multi -track and ground -breaking MCC
intedace controls tape transport from MIDI sequencer.
We've pioneered this interface and are experts in the
field. SPECIAL OFFER includes FREE MTC1 (RRP
£175), Ampex 457, cleaning kit an head demagnetiser,
alternatively check out these:
NEW PACKAGES All with new Foster R8 machine

 SECK 1282 £1992 + SPIRIT 16:8:16 £3406

 SECK 1882 £2226 + Proline 1648m £2349

+ ABM GS3 E3099 + MIXON 16:4:8 £2936

* Call for details of our credit offer / smashing cash price

SECK
12:8:2

Each channel has a long -throw (100mm) fader, 4
auxiliaries and dual inputs both of which can be used at
once, giving up to 24/36 inputs. 3 band custom profiled
equalisation, sweepable 201 mid with al also on four
auxiliary returns. Insert jacks on each channel and on
the 8 subgroups. +48v phantom powering on XLRs,
comprehensive soloing including all sends & returns,
multi -mode LED meters, built in talkback mic. up to six
Rux busses and several mondoring spoons
.R.P. £1299/ £1799

ASH GS3 £1649
R8 P.Une16413 I:2229
Studiomaster.Desks
Mixdown 16/4/8 £1175
Mixdown 16/8/16£1525
Proline 16/8/16 £1469
Proline 16/4/8 £999
Foster R8 s/h £999
Tascam TSR8 £1795

Tascam 238 £950
Tascam 2516 £1595
Tascam 2524 £1995
Foster G16 £3450
Foster 201616/2 £275
Fostex 812 NEW LOW
Foster 820 NEW LOW
Alesis 16/2/2 £587

01 do 110 36 11:161 NI.

_ CASIO
DA -R100

£339
NEW BOXEDPROFESSORS/PORTABLE DAT

The best speed portable at the lowest price. le the only
logical choice. No other machine below £800 (portable
or otherwise) records at 44.1 kHz via the analog ins (as
well as the digital) for master -ready recordings  Also
features all the sampling rates, 48. 44.1 and 32 kHz (4
hour long play mode)  both optical and co -axial digital
Ins / Outs  Backlit LCD  includes rechargeable battery,
charger / mains psu and carry case R.R.P. E599
Limited stocks remaining. Hurry before they all go

EFFECTS
t4 TECHNOLOGY JUST

HOT
ARRIVED& AVAILABLE NOW 0%

ON INSTANT CREDIT

Ensoniq DP/4, Lexicon LXP15, Roland
RSP550, Sony DPS-D7 / M7 / R7

Yamaha FX900, 8 FX at once
R.R.P. £689. BRAND NEW CD L359

Art 1E0 Midi ED £295 Symmetnx 511 EPOA
AlesisCluadravert £287 Yamaha FX500 s/h E199
Ouad'verb GT £345 Yamaha 0100 E145
Alesis 3530 £234 Yamaha GC2020B E195
Alesis ME0230new£175 Drawmer LX20 new£199
Ae microyerb III 100 £139 SoundTechSP2000L £125
Atoms MIDIVerbIll £199 YamehaEMP100new£179
Al MIDIVerbIll new E240 Yamaha SPX1003 0590
ART MultivertiLT £150 Zocm9003 £199

Aphex type C s/h £199 Zoom 9002 £265
Boss SE50 lowest Zoom 9033 £449

Lexicon LXP1/5 £399,M1=1,111gintelt_

'666LTX -
ART MULTIVERB LTX £157

NEW BOXLC

192 programs including 120 REVERBS from Early
Reflections, Plates, Studio and Live Vocals, huge Halls
(up to 25 second decays) and Rooms, Reverse and 20
vadous Gated/Companded Gated. Stereo FLANGE and
CHORUS. ECHOS and MULTI -TAP DELAYS. STEREO
IMAGING, PAN and SPECIAL EFFECTS.  COMBINE
UP TO THREE simultaneous effects  16 bit, full
bandwidth processing. 8040 dynamic range  MIDI
PROG numbers assignable to any pmg. R.R.P. £345

ART MULTIVERB ALPHA £299
NEW BOXED

24 bit. 20 kHz bandwidth, 90c1E1 dynamic range. Over
50 effects to choose from, mix and match them at will,
up to 4 at once. Rotary dial, with full parameter control
of up to 8 parameters over MIDI. Effects include ED, 2
octave pitch shift, reverb, flange, delay, leslie, delay,
echo, sampling with MIDI playback, speaker simulator,
stereo panner etc Built in MIDI analyzer. You're used
to great value for money from ART, but this offer breaks
all previous limits. No real competition! R.R.P. £449

The
4 TRACK Centre

It is fair to say that Turnkey is the birth place
of personal Multitrack, indeed the company
and its founders were instrumental in the
development of the Japanese products of the
early '80s. The philosophy was always to use
innovative technology to bring multitrack
within the realms of the musician. Our
current catalog is still the definitive guide to
the subject - introducing the basic principles
and comparing all the current machines with
loads of useful tips on subjects like cabling
and the use of effects, to tape -care and the
choice of microphones. Call us for a copy

YAMAHA
MT120

Yamaha's new double speed four -track features 4 mic
Inputs. a stereo graphic eq and we are now throwing in
a free wire remote controller (while stocks last).

40.0 OFF  SECOND HAND & EX DEMO  END
Tascam 488 8 Irk £999 Foster X28 new £299
Tascam 688 8 irk £1795 Fostex 280 new £499
Tascam Porta 05 £179 Vestax MR100 £199
Tascam Porta 03 POA Yamaha MT3X E425

Tascam 424 £399 Yamaha MT120 new 11325

Tascam 464 EPOA
Foster X18 £225
Faster X26 new E239

oidn .1.10383INVISN 3BVINIJOS
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TURNKEY STUDIO
MASTER KEYBOARDS
& SYNTH PACKAGES

These new ultra low cost Master Keyboards marketed
by and available exclusively from Turnkey represent a
new way of buying synthesizers. Separating keyboard
from synth has been the logical path since the arrival of
MIDI, but from the introduction of the first mother
keyboard by Roland in 1985 until now the costs have
been prohibitive.. Manufacturers have to make two
units, package them, ship them and so on .. There is
also the wasteful effect of duplicating features.
These new products have been developed by the
world's largest manufacturer of keyboards (all the
prestige American brands feature this action) to control
today s Computer/synth module systems, but instead of
paying more for separates, Turnkey's unbelievable
pricing means savings of between £100 and £400
minimum compared with equivalent keyboard synths

The 49 8 61 synth -action keyboards offer
velocity sensitive keys (128 levels) with a firm but light
action. Keys are designed for minimum flex and
positive seating.

4 OCTAVE 5 OCTAVE
STUDIO 49 115 STUDIO 61 £179
Turnkeys flagship models feature a fully weighted and
counter -balanced action keyboard with 80 piano depth
keys. Shut you eyes and you're playing a concert
grand, Black keys have ebonite finish. Both models
have a split capability, and the PLUS also has pitch &
mod wheels, 3 separate outs, adjustable key -response
curves, and assignable footswitches and pedals

88 NO NOTE
STUDIOTE 90 E 499 S88TUDIOS°. £599

SYNTHESISERS Roland DJ70 £1599
Cheetah MS6 POA Roland 5750 EPOA
Cheetah MS1300 C199 Cheetah SX16 sib C399
Ensoniq SDI E1150 E -mu Emaxll £1399
Ensoniq SC11. C799 Emu Emaxll HD 61950
Ensoniq SDP+ Ebest Ensoniq EPS161. E1199
EVS1 new 0199 Ensoniq EPSIOR £1229
Kawai K4R £249 S950 750k card £116
Kawai K4 NEW £499 S1000 2M cards C139
Korg MI mint £779 S10008 meg card £299
Korg T3 mint £1299 E -mu Proteus/1 £449
Korg Way.tabon £899 E -mu Proteus/1XR C649
Kong WavestnA/D £1199 E -mu Proteus/2 £595
KorgOIWFD new £1539 E -mu Proteus/2XR E699
Korg 01/W new £1405 E -mu Proteus/3 £449
Korg OIFVW 6I299 Roland U20 NEW C649
Kong 03RAN new £875 Roland U220 £449
Korg 01Wpro neve£2075 Roland SC55 £399
KorgO1WproX new C2699 Roland SC155 £425
Kurzw. K2000 new£2299 Roland CM300 £299
Oberheim M1000 £369 Roland CM500 £789
Roland D70 NEW £1295
Roland JD800newE1299
Roland JV80 E899
Roland JV30 £635
Warldorf MicrowaveL725
YamahaSY99new £1995
Yamaha SY85 £1140 DRUM MACHINES
Yamaha SY35 £525 Akai XE8 demo £99
Yamaha SY35 new £550 Roland 070 £389
YamahaSY22 £395 Alesis SRI6 £239
Yamaha TG33new £329 Nests D4 new £299
Yamaha TG500 NEW Cheetah MD16 £199
Yamaha TGIOOnew Cheetah MD16R £349

£299 Gnu ',bowman new £475
Yamaha OVIO C189 KORG S-3 new £399
OY10 a naval/on £3B9 Boss DR550 £149

Boss DR660 new £269
Yamaha RY30 £399
Yamaha 0010 £219
Yamaha 0550 NEW

SAMPLERS/PLAYERS
Akai S1000KB 01999
Akai 51000 £1799
Akai SIOOOPB £1199
Akai S1100 £2645
Akai SI11313EX 6799
Akai 5950 E1349

MOTHER KBDS
Roland PC200Mk2 NEW
Roland A30 new £399
Roland FPO £1275

SEQUENCERS
Alesis Datadsk £249
Roland 61355 new £399

I
We feel that these keyboards are the best we have played. AKAI S1000PBIf you disagree, we will give you your money back.

PACKAGES
We have purchased quantities of the current bestselling
modules and can offer Mese unbeliveable package
prices for a limited pen.. (Hurry while stocks last)

STUDIO 49
sOY10

STUDIO 49
s TG100

STUDIO 61
.T033

STUDIO 61
PrOtel.S1

£299
£379
£479
£579

STUDIO 61
EVS1

STUDIO 61
6413

STUDIO 61
 SC55

S110061
M3R

£425
£549
£599

We guarantee Mat if you buy a synth anywhere else
you will pay considerably more for any inferior solution.
Prove us wrong and we'll GIVE you a STUDIO 49

EMI
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RHODES VK-1000
PERFORMANCE KYBD £699

BOXEDW

The ultimate performance keyboard. 76 note touch
sensitive weighted keyboard  Unsurpeewd SAS sampled
sound used in industry standard R01000 / MKS20
Instruments  The definitive Rhodes piano sound (custom
designed in consultation with Harold Rhodes) the early
Fender suitcase with short tapered tines, sounds
associated with Larry Dun. /Chick Corea etc  Probably
the best of the current crop of classic organ replicas,
Roland's analog experience clearly showing Enough 14
draw -bars, rotary effects  64 more sounds including
synthesizers, basses etc Great mother keyboard.
pitch / mod controller. studio quality Roland multi -effects,
unquestionably our best keyboard offer this year, huge
reduction (how do we do it'ff ), Ease will fly RRP £1999

KAWAI K4r rack synth

KAWAI K4 keyboard

£299
NEW BOXED

£499
NEW BOXED

16 bit CD digital - 8 separate outs -or' pled
waveforms  resonant filters  4 waves per sound  16
ote poly, 8 pan multi-timbral plus drums. Easy edming

via data entry slider. Card slot. 2U rack or VeVAT kybd

At last, an enema.,
programming drums from a keyboard. 5 pads cum
adjustable velocity sensitivity. Connect to any keyboard
/ module with buikin drums and record expressive drum
tracks into your sequencer Each pad can be assigned
lo any MIDI note number. Play with hands / sticks,
great live We have secured the entire last shipment of
PAD5s to offer at a give-away price. R.R.P £175

16.

NEW BOXED

EXCLUSIVE HALF PRICE SCOOP Undisputed
industry standard sampler 16 bit stereo etc etc The
51000PB is en 51000 without the inputs. A high
proportion of S1000 users don't sample. We have
thousands of sounds available FREE of charge with an
estimated 10 Gig of sounds in circulation. Ideal for
arrangers, producers, performers, drummers etc or
nyone with an S 1000/S1100 that wants more

polyphony and memory ate minimal cost. Limited
supply of last remaining UK stocks Original R R P
£1999

EMU EMAX II from

32 audio channels  16 note poly in stereo  I6 -bit DA
convertors  unique digital filtering. (EIII sound quality) 
4 stereo pairs of separate outputs  3 stereo effects -
loops  SCSI and RS422 inteda.s as standard, giving
access to our vast EMI libraries available in store on
floppy, SyQuest and CD-ROM and at a remarkable
£1 .99 per disk from our 24 hr mail-order copying service

For all those Emax owners, the Emaxll will convert all
your old disks? This offer represents a unique
opportunity to get the legendary Emu sounds at a
fraction of the normal pnce These will sell out quickly

vimustaaaana

CHEETAH sx-16 £499
NEW BOXED

Scoop purchase makes this the cheapest 16 bit stereo
sampler and is cheaper than most 12 bit mono
machines. Sample up to 48kHz in stereo, playback
through up to 8 separate audio outputs, 512k base
memory with optional 2 Meg expansion, disk drive
compatible with Akai 01000, 5950, 5900, Lynex disks
(DD only). Optional TV modulator for graphic waveform
editing. Scrub facility allows 'scratching' of samples with
the mod wheel. End of line clearance. R RP £799

ROLAND JD800 monster synth £1299With individual parameter h 1,, q

There's never been a product like Roland's Total
Percussion Sound Module. Up to 146 CD quality.
sounds can be accessed at once using the 3 PCM card
slots. You can choose I rorn 11 cards at only £45 each.
The ROM has 8 separate outs for individual effects and
ECZ on dirt erent sounds. 32 kits can be internally
memorised, with 32 more on a RAM card. There are 16
1.1 -patches which make the RUM sound 'groovy' with
the minimum programming effort

ruser-r..
AKG Bsac
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[ARBITER VVestax JEDOPER 1-9]albx TOA KURZWEIL

COMPUTER
Personal Computers now form the heart of
every MIDI Studio, and have been our core
business for some years. Experience in
this area differentiates the serious dealers
and we have specialists in each of the
three main areas. We stock over 50 music
titles and demonstrate 30 of these
regularly. We are fully Apple Authorised -
99% of music dealers are NOT.

TECHNOLOGY JUST

HoT
ARRIVED & AVAILABLE 0%

NOW ON INSTANT CREDIT it,

Atah Mega Falcon, STE. STBook & TT030. Cubase
V3.0 for ST. Cubase Audio Inc Mac, MusicTime for

Windows and Mac. Cakewalk fix windows

"q1UP/ '47

APPLE
MACINTOSH

MUSIC
PACKAGES

(Speak to our experts)
Rupert Rob or Richard
Apple Authorised Dealer

Classic 2/40. EZ Vision MIDI interlace C995
Classic 2/40. Cuba. MIDI nterface £1195
Classic 2/40, Vision, Galaxy  MIDI interface £1195
Classic 2/40, MusicTime, Sty °writer  MIDI £1395
Classic 112/40, EZ Vision a MIDI interlace £1145
Classic II 4/40. Cubase a MIDI interface £1425
Classic II 4/40, Vision, Galaxy MIDI interface £1425
Classic 114/40, MusicTime, Stylewriter a MIDI E184.5

Mac 119. Audo Make. Studib Vsion. Galaxy . MID E31150

iy As an Apple Autceised Dealer, we cannot offer

111
Apple ccrnpulers or peripherals by mall -
Our price promise does not apply to Apple
Products, due to the prevalence of grey imports.

MIDIQUEST
Universal Editor

Librarian package

EXCLUSIVE TO TURNKEY!

£175*
For Atari. Macintosh. PC and Amiga, MIDIOluest works
with over 130 different MIDI prOduCtS, including synths,
popular effects units, drum machines and patchbays. It

will multhlask with some Atari 8 Mac sequencers, so
you can tweak as you compose. Save a fortune in RAM
cards using the Librarian feature. Invent new sounds
automatically using the Randomise feature. MIDIOuest
will never become obsoiete, because es updated tree
whenever new synths come out. Context sensitive help.
MIDI sequencer play facility. MIDI monitor window. Also
Specific Editors (K1/K4. SY senes, Proteus etc) only
C69 each and MIDICIuest Junior (£49) with universal
librarian features only. C-£199 for windows version)

VINTAGE
Despite the furious pace of technological upgrades,
the world's leading musicians still look to the same
classic synths for the sounds they need. Analog
technology is too expensive to build nowadays, so
the second-hand market is the only option. Turnkey
takes the mystery and risk out of acquiring a classic
synth. All the products in question are guaranteed,
and each one represents a sonic legend that will last
for ever. Offers subject to restricted availability,

1040ST
Packages

with
Monitor

+ Notator + Cubeat + Cubase

£775 £589 £795
Sn
C -TAB Nam Kw rim Orack :Id Ma 5

PC COMPATIBLE I

INIMEIIPMEW

CUBASE
FOR

WINDOWS
Official UK
authorised

version

£329
Why fun Cubase on an IBM c mpatible PC, Well, the
PC is the industry standard computer, it's very reliable,
and excellent value for money or the price of an 8 MHz,
Atari you can buy a 25 MHz 386 PC with a hard -disk 8,
colour screen Before you b y Cubase, make sure
you've seen the other three pro.sequencers for
windows.and make sure your d Mar understands the PC.
Try asking him the different between Enhanced 8
Standard Mode! We are bundling Cubase with the widest
range of interfaces CMS series one and sedes Our,
KEY Mdiator, SoundBlaster. TG100, Midi Time Pie...

rn

IBM PC
IMO .4

compatible MIDI cards

CM5401 - E89 - 1 In out CMS101 E59 -1 in 1 out
CMS402 c115  2 in, 2 out CMS102 E79 1 in 2 out
CMS444- CHO - 2 in. 2 out CMS104 -E99 1 in 4 out
a SMPTE and ChaseLock Sena! Port MIDI interred.
COAS444C E249 in,4 out KEY 101 -6115 lin lout
 SMPTE ChaseLock KEY 103- 6175 lin 3out

CMS cards are expandable. compatible and reliable

Band -in -a -Box 5.0 £69 OuickScore Deluxe £99
Cadenza VS we 015 EZ MIDI Pro seq.,- £99
Cad -Win (USsrucel C199 Encore 2.5 (windows) £410
Cakewalk Live E39 Pro 4.5 (windows 3 6289
Cakewalk 4.0 689 Tr. (windows 3) £85
Cakewalk windows £275 MusicTime NEW £199
Coda Finale PC / MacC675 Roland SCC-1 best
Finale Academic £295

 FREE ACCESSORIES  SECOND HAND 8 EX
Steinberg Cubeat £139 Atari 1040 . Monitor
&berg Cuba. newt275 Notator £809
Cubase M. new £259 CLAB Creator new £175
Steinberg Pro24111 £70 CLAB Notator new C269
Steinberg Midis). £349 CLAB Undo2 new C175
1040  Monitor 6350 SYbil C69
Atari Falcon E499 Hybnd GenPatch LOU

Atan 1040 a Monitor Sam Musigraph £39
+C -LAB Creator 6727 TG33 front panel £19

319831:1 HSV O. 3EIS ISOS ONV S31E1055303%,

KCS, Pro24, MIDIOuest, X-oR
Copyist, all on demo now

Jupiter 8 with MIDI MKS80  Prog
MKS70 prog JX10 m prog
Minimoog ARP Odyssey
ARP 2600 Prophet V3.3 with MIDI
Prophet VS Prophet T8 Juno 6
Polysix ProOne OBB with MIDI

DJproducer

Made -to -Fade £69 Tascam Porta 03 £199
Sample Station 6310 Vestax MR300B £139
Sample Station II £349 Phonics £75
Gemini PMX200 C169 DMC PMX2 E115
Gemini PMX300 C199 Technics SL1210 £249
Gem PMXPOOnew L192
Rem FMX300new 1222
Gemini PMX15 0145
Vestax PMC.057 £175

GROOVE sample station II
Pro features, free h.phones only £199

STUDIO ware
P TO 40 OFF  CA

Alesis RA100 £239 JBL 4206 new E299
091 00300 £189 Beyer MC734 £249
Tascam Michizer POA Beyer MC81 £149
Foster 4020 POA YamahaP2075 new£249
ReVox A77 E249
JLCooper PPS100 £149 Cepauln
Foster MTC1 POA Sennheiser ME20 £35
Yamaha NS105 6189 Sennhoser ME40 675
JBL Control 1 5/11 E149 Sennheser ME80 670
JBL Control 5 E229 AKG CKlx C149
JBL Control 10 E609

E ND

O
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GEMINI
PMX200
DJ MIXER

NEW BOXED
All the pro features without the high pdce tag - Two mic
inputs, 3 deck inputs. 4 line inputs. stereo 7 band graphic
equaliser with bypass switch.do your own voice-overs
with the auto -ducking feature on voice input - Assignable
detachable crossfade, unheard of in this price bracket,
voice synthesiser, cue monitoring. We have put together
the perfect starter -pack including everything you'll need
to start your career as a DJ Producer , FREE
microphone (SM58 copy)  XLR cant. British -made
headphones, phono cables, and for a limited period, a
FREE Seiko Beat calculator worm £29

W1' ,

JL COOPER PPS100

ALL SMPTE FORMATS  MIDI TIME CODE AND SP
POINTERS PROGRAM CUES AND
PROGRAMMABLE TEMPO CHANGES  UNIQUE
RECORDER PUNCH IN/OUT CONTROL. Although this
unit lists at over £500 if is probably the most
comprehensive and up to date unit at any less than
£2000 less than the most basic FSK devices, making it
cheap enough even for 4 track. R.R.P. E.525

BEYER MC831
£600

PA Systems
Huge display, all name brands configure
as you like and compare. Our catalog
features eleven ultra -cost-effective
packages from £399 to £3399 including
products from Bose, JBL, EV, etc ... We
guarantee you can't buy better. Call 071
437 3195 fora copy now. Check out our
500 watt system, (Package 4) below :

Studio Research 12 2PX MixerAmp 00v
inputs, 3.band E0 and 2 aux per ch nne Fa-, , gnmo
2 X Studio Research (UK -made Fa. drivers) 15 MCC 
horn cabs in ba..rellex enclosure. Unbelievable price.

MIXERS

6:2 12:2 16:2
£199 £299 £375
NEW LiOxE L JEW BOXED EW BOX L D

Available in 6. 12 and 16 channel versions. Very quiet
great sounding EO, rugged steel construction for good
scudding etc.  Each channel has V, line and XLR
balanced input, gain, high, mid and low EC), 2

uxilianes, pan and long -throw fader  Auxiliary master
gain, ED and pan. Bar graph metering, headphone
monitoring Exclusive. Ltd stocks. Includes FREE
monitoring headphones and 24hr carriage

ROLAND
RACK

LINE
MIXERS

M480 RRP £2259 RRP 6I799 M240

£1399 £999
NEW BOXED

Designed by Roland to match the astonishing quality of
their AVB range, including the DM80, RSS and 5750.
these top of the range mixers are not shod on features
either The 4U M240R has 24 inputs, with 3 effect
sends a Pre/Post swicthable aux send. and 3 stereo
returns. Put several together using the buss jacks or
use it as a 24:4 mixer for use with multi -track recorders.
Tricolour LEDs monitor input level on each channel
The 6U M480 oilers an unbelievable 48 channels
configured as 24 stereo channels 4 FX sends and 2
pre/post switchable auxiliaries. Cue facility for prefading
levels. Both have balanced outs for connection to
professional main consoles 1 off opportunity to buy the
ultimate keyboard mixer. Incredibly quiet enormous
dyne range. First choice amongst working pr. and
studiosmic Very few available. First Come, first .rveclf

ALL mats INCLUDE VAT
Please Add £9 carriage

(UK Mainland) unless stated otherwise
All prices correct at the time of press E80£

rr, ri , Ennoean dealer
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MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

Our long established mail order department documents
your order from receipt M despatch. Send cheques
postal orders, Access or Visa orders. Bankers draft,
Building Society cheques, Cash in reg. Envl to
TURNKEY, FREEPOST WD 6,84/1 LONDON WC2H OBR
(10 day cleararxe for personal cheques).
All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch.
Telephone Orders Welcome on 071-379 5148

NAME
ADDRESS

GOODS REQ.
AMERICAN EXPRESS

= CARD No.

TOTAL £



Technical Questions
Answered by Vic
Lennard

QAs a drummer and subscriber to both

Rhythm and MT, I require some help

and information regarding computers and
their use in writing and composing music.

Having just completed a course in computer

literacy using IBM-compatible machines, I

have overcome my initial phobia and am now

very keen to realise the benefits that they can

probably offer in composition. What make of

computer should I use? What other hardware

is necessary? What software packages and

how much? What does all the jargon mean?

Are there any books on the subject?

When choosing a computer it would also

be ideal if I could use the same machine for

word processing. Are the 'music' computers

IBM-compatible or can you obtain
WordPerfect V5.1 software to run on these

machines?

At present, the furthest I have delved into

electronics is via my Roland R-8 drum
machine!

Jez Bottley,

Huntingdon

AStarting with which computer to use, my

normal advice to people who are
working to a budget is to make full use of what

they already own - as sequencing programs

exist for most computers. There is no such

thing as a 'music computer' - any computer
can be used for music as long as it has a MIDI

interface which is sometimes built in, as with

the Atari ST, or provided via an internal card or

external box. If you are starting from scratch,

you need to look at what other use you want to

make of the computer, a question which,
effectively, you have answered yourself.

Where the PC is concerned, there are two

types of software, namely those that run
under MS-DOS, the standard PC operating

system, and those that require the Windows

environment (an extra program) which is used

to vastly enhance the visual side of
programs. The Sequencer Bible published in

last month's Music Technology gives you
information on all of the sequencers,
including the system they run under.

Sequencers running under Windows
invariably require more memory (2 Mbyte or

more) and an advanced processor (386 or

better) while DOS applications can run in 512

or 640 Kbytes of memory and happily on a

286 -based PC. You need to consider the
prices of the various PC systems before
deciding on a DOS or Windows sequencer.
However, the visual side of notation and
other editing screens invariably means that

they are better catered for in a Windows
program. If you want to work with notation,
you are probably going to have to buy a 386 -

based PC with Windows. It's also worth

noting that the latest version of Windows can

handle digitised sound, an area you may wish

to get involved in at a future date.

PCs do not have in-built MIDI sockets and

so require a MIDI card which usually plugs

into one of the slots on the rear panel. The

cost of such a card depends on the facilities

offered. For instance, a basic 1 MIDI In, 1
MIDI Out card starts from around £60 while
one with multiple MIDI Ins and Outs - along

with a time code generator for synchronising

QI've been told that I need a MIDI Merge box because I use a pair of Roland keyboards live
along with a couple of expanders and I need to play either expander from either keyboard. Is

this correct? If so, could you explain how the system will be connected together.

Why are MIDI Merge boxes so damn expensive? A two -into -one unit appears to cost a little
under LIDO and yet a two -into -one audio mixer cost me less than £5 a couple of weeks ago. Is

there another way of dealing with this problem?

David Elliot

Bristol

AGiven your description of how you work live, the advice you received is correct. You do need a

MIDI Merger; the MIDI Outs from your two keyboards will connect to the two MIDI Ins of the

Merger, the MIDI Out of which will go to the MIDI In of the first expander. The MIDI Thru from here

then goes to the MIDI In of the second expander.

This month's MIDI By Example looks at MIDI Mergers, and a read of this should give you an idea

of why they cost so much. But briefly: mixing MIDI data together requires a micro -processor while

passive mixing of a pair of audio signals only needs a few resistors!

By the way, be careful which MIDI Merger you buy. If you are using a pair of Roland keyboards,

the chances are that a MIDI message called Active Sensing is being transmitted by each of these

and you need to make sure that the MIDI Merger ignores these as combining them could lead to

audible delays. The 2M by Philip Rees (0608 811215 ) will certainly do the job.

N

iii iii

Keyboard 1

I

ii

Keyboard 2

Out

Out

Out

MIDI Merger

Thru n

Expander

I In

Expander

Using a MIDI Merge box to allow either keyboard to control either expander

70 J/11,1,. L.cbmilmn,tubas oq,



Technically Speaking
to a tape recorder - can cost £300 and
more. You don't mention in your letter
whether you have any sound modules or not.

If you don't, you could consider the
SoundBlaster card which has a basic synth

on -board, or even the Roland SCC-1 which is

a Sound Canvas on a card. Both of these
include the necessary MIDI sockets.

What does all the jargon mean? Good
question and one which Music Technology is

currently addressing (at least, in part) through

our MIDI By Example series. On the books

front, there are various good titles available. If

anyone needs a booklist of such titles, please

drop me a line at UKMA, 26 Brunswick Park

Gardens, New Southgate, London N11 1EJ

with a stamp -addressed A4 envelope and I'll

send you a list free of charge.

QI, like hundreds of your readers, own

Keynote Software's excellent
Chameleon Universal Librarian program for

the Atari ST. Until recently this program
formed an integral part of my MIDI keyboard

set-up as I used it in conjunction with my
Yamaha DX7 and Roland U-20. However, I

recently purchased a Roland JV-80 having

sold my other keyboards and attempted to

contact Ian Paterson, the author of
Chameleon (and who is, effectively, Keynote

Software), to obtain the necessary transfer

instructions for the JV-80 and learnt that he

had emigrated to France. I have written to
him but without reply.

I wonder if any of your readers who are

literate in MIDI language could give me the

necessary transfer instructions for
Chameleon so that I can download the JV-

80's patches and performances into the
Atari?

Many thanks and keep up the good work.
MT is still essential reading.

Dominic Beeton

Wimbledon

AIt is an indictment of the times we
live in that such a talented

programmer as Ian has to go to Paris to

Having spoken with him recently,

Keynote are not currently supporting the
writing of configurations for new synths.
However, all is not lost. As many of you will
be aware, I wrote many of the
configurations for another generic librarian
on the ST, namely Hybrid Arts' Genpatch on

which Chameleon is based. Having just
received the System Exclusive information

for the JV-80, I'll endeavour to get hold of
the machine, put together the relevant
command set and send it to you. If anyone
else would like a copy, please send a good

quality blank disc and a suitable stamped,

addressed envelope to the editorial
address below.

Got a problem?
Vic has an answer.
Write to:
Technically Speaking,
Music Technology,
Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs
CB7 4AF.

E"011 A
EUROPEAN MIDI ASSOCIATION

Coping with MIDI in the 90's is easier
as a member of

UKMA
the United Kingdom MIDI Association

UKMA is the official MIDI Association for the UK.
Launched in April 1990, UKMA is an independent organisation.

No sponsorship; advice from UKMA is unbiased.

Individual benefits free with membership include:
Advice on all aspects of MIDI and related areas

Help -line for problem solving
Bi-monthly magazine dedicated to MIDI

Special Offer!
Individual Annual Membership just £27.50 with this advert

UKMA, 26 Brunswick Park Gardens, New Southgate, London N11 1EJ t 081 - 368 2245



Swift Halves

Pro Music's
Guitar Classics
Text by Ian Waugh

If you work in a music shop which sells guitars, I guarantee that at least once a

week someone will say: "If I hear 'Stairway To Heaven' again I'll scream!". And if

you're a keyboard player your patience is even more likely to be tested. Well now you

can get your own back by playing 'Stairway' and many other Guitar Classics through

a synth. In fact, there are 43 songs in Pro Music's current line-up to choose from.

What makes Guitar Classics so interesting is the fact that the guitar parts and
solo lines were played in by a guitarist using a MIDI guitar. If you examine the

parts you'll find loads of widdly-widdly pitch bends. I know, keyboard players can

record pitchbend widdlies, too, but the theory is it's got to be a touch more
realistic if it's done with a guitar. I won't argue.

The drum parts have been quantised and the velocities tweaked a little - as have
the instrument parts, though they still look (and feel) pretty real-time. The files are
configured to Roland's GS standard and are as much a tribute to the GS sounds as

to the programming itself (credit where credit's due, lads). In fact, all you need do is
whack up the volume, get
out your old tennis racket,
adjust the angle of your
bedroom mirror and voila -
virtual reality!

You get a track printout
with details of MIDI

channels, the sounds
required (if you don't have a

GS instrument) and so on.
The files are available in
Steinberg and C -Lab

formats, for various
hardware sequencers and
in MIDI file format for the
ST and PC. Some pieces
actually use more than 16
tracks so you need a 16-
track plus sequencer or
version 3.1 of Notator,
which has a 32 -Track per
Pattern option.

Pro Music sent a good
selection of tracks for me to

wrap my lugs around (including the inevitable 'Stairway') - 'Born To Run', 'The
Final Countdown', 'Jump', 'Layla', 'More Than A Feeling' and 'Tom Sawyer'. They
also included some of their more mainstream material (what could be more
mainstream than 'Born To Run'? - Ed) - including 'When You Tell Me That You Love

Me', 'Wuthering Heights' and 'SOS' (the Abba song). All are programmed to the
same high standard.

My only gripe is the lack of a melody line. If you don't want it, fine, you can
always mute it. But it's got to help anyone wanting to learn the songs for
performance (and let's not forget those MIDI file aficionados who play the files
just for the hell of it). Shame. That apart, I was more than a little impressed with
this collection, particularly since the songs are licensed through the MCPS - so
everybody wins and you have no performance liabilities. Now, when is someone

going to do 'Smoke On The Water'?
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CLASSIC 1: Born To Run ready
to rock.
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CLASSIC 2: Some of the pitchbend widdlies
in the Stairway guitar solo.

Info
Price: Guitar Classics and Soloist MIDI Files £4.95 each (minimum order of four)

More from: Pro Music. 80 Meeting House Lane, London. SE15 2TX. Tel: 071 252 8573.

System Solutions'
CartMaster
Text by Vic Lennard

The cartridge port on the left side of the Atari ST was originally intended to
provide an effective launching pad for cartridge -based programs. While one or

two such programs came out in the early days of the ST, the music software
companies have primarily used the cartridge port for one or other of two
purposes: copy protection and sampling. Consequently many users have two or
more cartridges in regular use and continually have to insert and remove them

from the port.
Apart from the hassle of having to re -boot the ST each time (cartridges

cannot safely be removed or inserted while the ST is on), the quality of the
metal contact is poor and this can lead to programs bombing through the
misreading of data from the cartridge.

Wizztronics, an American company (Is this serious? - Ed), have surveyed
the market and decided that there is a space for a cartridge port expander
providing the price is right. The fruit of their labours - CartMaster - is designed to
plug into the ST and offers you no fewer than four extra ports - enough, surely, for

the most dedicated ST user. One of the ports is actually located on the side of the
unit and is therefore perfect for connection of expansion hardware such as the
Microdeal Replay range of samplers.

The others stand slightly proud of the expander and are designed to accept

CartMaster (01992 Wizztronics

Multi Cartridge Control System

CART 1

I CART 2 I

1

4
I CART 3 I

I 2

I
CART 4 I

3

OK
VERSION 1.1

CANCEL

The CartMaster
desk accessory lets
you select which
of the four
cartridge slots is
currently active.

'standard' sized cartridges. Included with the expander is a disk with a desk
accessory from which you can select which port is currently active.

The actual fit into the ST's cartridge port is a little sloppy - the circuit board
connector could do with being a bit shorter - and it would be nice to have LEDs
next to each socket to give immediate visual feedback as to which socket is
active. But this aside, CartMaster works perfectly; I tried it out with ten cartridges
including Steinberg, C -Lab and Hollis Research copy protection dongles, a Replay

sampling cartridge and the Hybrid Arts FM Melody Maker synth cartridge and
found no difficulties at all.

The price tag of £129.95 may appear to be a little steep, but this is nearly £60
cheaper than C -Lab's equivalent, the Combiner, and the Steinberg Key Expander is

no longer available. If you regularly use a number of cartridges, CartMaster is well

worth having.

Info
Price: £129.95
More from: System Solutions. The Desktop Centre. 17-19 Blackwater Street. East Dulwich.

London SE22 8RS Tel: 081 693 3355
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CALL US NOW ON

0202 395135
EXT. 125

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC SHOP ON THE SOUTH COAST

YAMAHA DIGITAL SYNTHESIZERS
Amazing Features At An Incredibly Low Price !

TG500 EXPANDER SY35 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER
TG100 EXPANDER SY85 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER
RM50 EXPANDER Check Our Prices!!!

KAWAI K4 DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER

8 Channel Multitimbral.16 Note Poly.Digital FX.61 Drum Samples.
Fantastic Analouge and Digital type Sounds. AMAZING! £499

KAWAI Q80 SEQUENCER
The Best Value Professional Digital Sequencer.

32 Tracks. Independent Track Looping.
Active Quantize. 96ppq.Tape Sync.

3.5DDrive.32 Voice Poly.26,000 Note Memory.
Limited Stocks At £399

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WE ARE
ABLE TO OFFER AN EXCLUSIVE

PACKAGE DEAL COMBINING THE
K4 SYNTHESIZER AND THE Q80

SEQUENCER.

K4 SYNTHESIZER
PLUS

Q80 SEQUENCER
£799

EMU PRICES SLASHED!!! PROTEUS, PROCUSSION,
PROFORMANCE , MPS & EMAX II . NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY!!!

ROLAND

W30
£1099

The Ultimate Sampling Music Workstation!

61 Keys, Velocity Sensitive,
Aftertouch.

Dual Sampling Rate
15kHz and 30kHz.

16 Voice Poly.
8 Channel Multi Timbral.

17 Track 15,000
Step Sequencer.

3.5 Floppy Disc Drive.

NEW AND USED SALE
Akai S612 Sampler+D.Drive £249
Oberhiem Matrix 1000 Module £329
Roland SC155 Sound Canvas £399
Roland D70 Synthesizer £1099
RolandW30 Sampler Workstation £899
Rhodes MK80 Digital Piano £1099
Roland JX1 Synthesizer £299
Yamaha KX5 Remote Keyboard £299
Stienberg Cubase V3 £259
Steinburg Cubeat £79
Yamaha DTR2 DAT Recorder £749
Rhodes Model 660 RSPCM Synth £499
Rhodes Model 760 RSPCM Synth £749
Emax Sampler £999
Yamaha SY22 Synthesizer £399
Casio FZ1 Sampler £699
Yamaha SY77 Synthesizer £1050
Alesis SR16 Drum Computer £199
Ensoniq SQl+Synthesizer £799
Sony DTC750ES DAT Recorder £419
Stienburg Cubase Software £249
Boss DR660 Drum Computer £249
Rocktron Intellifex Digital Effects £599
Roland D50 Synthesizer £425
Roland A30 Mother Keyboard £349
Korg Wavestation £799
Ensoniq VFX SD £859
Korg Ml Workstation £789
Fostex 812 Mixer £675
Ensoniq EPS16R+ Sampler £1399
Ensoniq SQ2 Workstation £999

ROLAND MEGA DEALS!!!
.111150, JV30, JV80, A30, MC50, SC55, SC155.

CALL US NOW AND SAVE Ws!!

TASCAM 238 EIGHT TRACK

1414

The 238 Is your Chance To Obtain Sophisticated8 Track
Recording Capability Without The Expense Or Bulk Of

A Full Open Reel System. Now Only £999
Ask About Our 238 / Mixer Packages!

FOSTEX R8 DOWN IN PRICE!!!
TASCAM TSR8 PACKAGES

HUGE REDUCTIONS ON ALL PORTASTUDIOS
CALL FOR DETAILS AND SAVE MS !!!

Mixers. Prolific 16-4-8 £799. Diamond 16-2 £369.
Diamond 8-2 £269. Session Mix 8-2 £349.

Taw= M 2516. Allen & Heath GS3.

SYNTHESIZER PACKAGES

For a Limited Period Only, We Are Able To Offer The
Kawai Q80 Sequencer As a Package With a Number Of

Todays Most Popular Synthesizers.
We Only Have a Limited Quantity. Dont Miss Out!!

iv 30+ Q80 RRP£1398 OUR PRICE £999
JV 80+ Q80 RRP £1898 OUR PRICE £1299
SY 35+Q80 RRP £1198 OUR PRICE £899

YAMAHA TG 33

32 Note Poly.I6 Part
Multitimbral. Vector

Synthesis.I28 Preset Voices £299

YAMAHA FX500

Reverb. Delay. Modulation. EQ.
Distortion. Midi. Six FX at once

NOW ONLY £199

KAWAI PH50 ORIGINAL RRP £299 NOW ONLY £99

LOW
COST

DIGITAL
SYNTH!! PH50 MEGA DEAL
Using The Same Sound Source As The K1 Synthesizer, The PH50
Features 200 Preset Tone Patches and 50 Combination Patches.

Four Channel Multi Timbral Through Midi.30 PCM Rhythm patterns.

£99

ROLAND U20

Last Few Units Of This Classic
Keyboard Available At £599

Also U220 Expander at £449

EFFECTS

Alesis Quadraverb + £299
Alesis Quadraverb GT £349
ART Multiverb LTX £159
ART Multiverb Alpha II £299
Yamaha FX500B £225
Yamaha FX 900 £399

KORG SYNTHESIZERS

We Stock The Entire 01 W Series Plus The \ I I. Wavestation and
Wavestation Al) Rack. CHECK OUR PRICES!!!

AKAI PROFESSIONAL

MI ®EMI NEI Ma

44 MEG
REMOVABLE

SCUZZI HARD
DRIVES FROM

£495
We Stock The Complete Range Of Samplers, Drum Computers,

KeyboardsAnd Midi Products.
NOW AVAILABLE THE NEW AKAI SO1 SAMPLER.

SOFTWARE BLITZ!
LOWEST EVER PRICES ON

STIENBURG,C-LAB,MOTU& OPCODE.

BOSS DR SYNTHThe ultimate low cost expander
128 High Quality Sounds. 16 Part Multitimbral.

28 Note Polyphonic. Digital Effects. 8 Digital Drum Kits.

CHECK OUR PRICES!!!

DAT SPECIALS If not in list please call.
SONY DTC750 £419. SONY DTCP7 (Same Features As 750) £359

CASIO DAR100 £335. CASIO DA7 £369. TEAC DAP 20 £499.
YAMAHA DTR2 £699. TEAC DA30 POA.

ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES. FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.



Artist: PAUL McNULTY

Venue: RMS Studios

Equipment: Not specified; acoustic re-
cording of piano, drums, strings, brass etc.

Like an increasing number of aspirant
musicians, Paul has produced his own CD.

Obviously this requires quite a budget and

from his style I'd say Paul makes a steady
living in piano bars. There's certainly an air of

professionalism about the whole thing, and

it's as clean as a whistle - so it should be,
mastered at Abbey Road. But there's the rub.

It's squeaky clean, as are the songs, which

couldn't get much nearer the middle of the

road if they were cat's eyes.

That said, Paul's CD does throw up a
couple of interesting questions. Specifically:

is willingness to experiment in recording a
sign of originality? Or, can a demo be a
completely neutral 'snapshot' of an artist's

work? I think not, because recording itself
has as many styles and techniques as music.

The method you choose is as revealing as
the material. In fact, it IS the material, to
paraphrase Marshall McLuhan. But I suspect

others, Paul included, might resent the
intrusive demands of technological society.

Answers on a postcard, please.

Meanwhile 'Sex' (for that is the title) is a

consummate piece of songwriting, but of the

wordy stage -musical school, and it's on the

stage in musicals where Paul is likely to find

his niche as a writer. To that end, this 'demo'

is probably exactly what fat, cigar -chewing

agents in Tin Pan Alley are waiting for:
faithful, tasteful and breezy. But do they
really exist?

CONTACT: Chartstuff Records, 0438
368206

Artist: GENERAL PHENOMENA

Venue: Home

Equipment: Yamaha SY22; Casio CZ5000;

Roland R5; Amiga 500 (1Mb); AMAS
sampler; Aiwa ADF410; JES A48 amplifier;

Hitachi speakers; "home made" mixer

18 -year old Mark Taylor shows a broad grasp

of contemporary styles, with a rave tune, an

African -flavoured instrumental, a "pop tune

with Pet Shop Boys influence" (dead right,
Mark) and an ambient piece. All are acquitted

with panache and perception, and quite
clearly a career in the music industry
beckons. Catering assistant at The
Performing Rights Society, for example. Just

kidding. At the risk of sounding like a school

report, I would say that Mark does show
engineering potential, rather than writing
promise, and the kind of open-minded range

of ideas that is important in production
generally. And he did ask, so there.

If there is a general weakness it's in the

way he deals with rhythm. In the

aforementioned rave track (called, with
breathtaking objectivity, 'The Rave'), the
percussion sounds are simply not loud
enough, so that what should be a

footgrabbin' brainstunnin' assault lacks the

necessary force. 'Sunshine', the equatorial

foray, is indeed summery but a little stilted,
while the best rhythmic feel is in the ambient

track 'Evolution', the one in which the groove

is arguably least important. But the sounds

general

phErlorrihu'd

are all very good, very much in the mood
which Mark sets out to create with each
number.

Clearly an admirer of Jean -Michel Jarre,

this is a refreshingly contemplative, and
hopefully single-minded, young man. Having

just finished his A -levels, maybe he'd
consider one of the burgeoning courses in
sound engineering and recording, at The
Gateway School of Recording, or (nearer to
home) Salford College of Technology. Come to

that, maybe I should be a Careers Master.

CONTACT: Mark Taylor, 102 Silverdale
Avenue, Guiseley, Leeds LS20 8PU

TAPE OF THE MONTH:
Artist: TEKNIK

Venue: Home

Equipment: Amiga A500 (2.5Mb);
Noisetracker V2.0 sequencer; "sixty quid
sampler"; unspecified synths/beatbox

Another bright young whippersnapper with a

only a few quid and a large helping of
potential, 19 -year old Jonathan Russell is

Teknik. As the name suggests, our Jonathan

is a big Kraftwerk fan, although he readily
admits to being too young to remember "the

early '80s music scene". Kraftwerk are a lot

older than that, of course, and when
Jonathan goes on to fete Vince Clarke and

all things analogue you realise the tradition
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Reviews by Phil Ward

to which he is responding and of which he

is, indeed, a part.

All the tracks, culled from a whole series

of "albums" which Jonathan has had no
doubt hours of fun compiling in the privacy

of his own bedroom, clatter and bleep
along with utter conviction. It's a defiantly
old-fashioned sound, technologically
speaking, but that's the point. This is a
style of music defined and refined just like

the blues, and anyone who enjoys it will
enjoy Teknik.

But apart from the industrial qualities of
Jonathan's entirely instrumental demo,
there is sufficient melodic invention to
suggest the potential for a fruitful
partnetship - his very own Andy Bell or
Alison Moyet, to be sure. Having no tape
machine is the problem, so how about
some budding singer out there (who likes
synths) going halves on a 4 -track with a
promising programmer?

CONTACT: Jonathan Russell, 0273 464142

Bring out your demos
Demo Takes wants YOUR demo for a very

special occasion. On November 28th and
29th, Music Maker Exhibitions presents
The London Music Show at Wembley
Conference Centre. "Live performances by

world class musicians" say the ads, "Gain

hands on experience with the latest
musical equipment." Great. But how about

having your demo tape analysed by a panel

of celebrity guests? How about being in the

spotlight as the panel votes for the best
tape? Have you got the bottle to accept an

obscenely generous prize from a top
exhibitor should you win? You have? Then

what are you waiting for: send your tape
now, to the address below, and mark the
envelope "DEMO FORUM". Remember to

include your contact details, and make
sure your diary is free on the days in
question.

Candidates will be chosen by Demo
Takes and notified by Monday 23rd
November, and will be treated to free
admission and the odd Silk Cut if I've been

to the newsagents. If you don't smoke,
chewing gum will be provided.

THIS IS YOUR BIG CHANCE
TO LET THE PROFESSIONALS

HEAR YOU..!

Send Tapes to:
Demo Forum

Music Technology

Alexander House

Forehill

Ely

Cambs CB7 4AF

THAT WAS THEN
Lost, gone, forgotten, or last seen at your local car boot sale...

TALES FROM TOPOGRAPHIC
OCEANS (YES) 1973

Double album (but only four tracks) featuring labyrinthine musical arrangements and awful

cover painting by Roger Dean, eminent illustrator of the day with penchant for
romanticised topography and anthropomorphic creatures. A sort of 0 -level Dali. Reflecting

turbulent mood of 3 -day week post -Watergate angry youth, album addresses starkly
relevant theme of Shastric scriptures. Sleeve notes convey lead singer's blistering
lifestyle: "I had a few minutes to myself in the hotel room before the evening's concert.
Leafing through Paramhansa Yoganda's 'Autobiography Of A Yogi' I got caught up in the

lengthy footnote on page

;1ciluktft,,,LAW X.rmxtl8xx
My copy got stolen

during double Geography.

Before that, I lost three
different girlfriends in
one evening by playing all

four sides consecutively.

When I got it back, the
sleeve had been
vandalised, and the
section which reads
"Hopefully we should
appreciate that given
points in time are not so
significant as the nature
of what is impressed en
the mind" had been
obliterated by the words
"WARD EATS P00". PW

CLASSIX NOUVEAU
In each of pop's most golden of ages,
closet transvestism has always played
its part. This is because, in

adolescence, protagonists waited until
parents were safely distant before
ransacking the wardrobes for women's
underwear, make-up and tennis
rackets with which to affect grimacing
guitarist -like poses before the family
mirror. During the early '80s, an
interesting variation on this
phenomenon took place, which saw
grimacing take a terminal drop in
kudos, to be replaced by a series of
fey and rococo postures inspired by
Roger Vadim, Aladdin, Captain
Pugwash and Sinbad The Sailor. It

helped also to be a fully paid -up
member of the Tufty Club.

To replace the sartorially intrusive guitar, synthesisers took up their right and proper
place as the essential modernist accoutrement, acting as hygienic and labour-saving
alternatives and occupying a similar spatial relationship to owners as, for example, a
dressing -table. Fiddly analogue keyboard control banks were ideal for the discreet storage

of small toilet bags, eye -liner, rouge, lipstick, hair gel and perhaps a well -thumbed issue

or two of Elle. There can be little doubt that formative experiences during this period were

an excellent grounding for each of the members of Classix Nouveaux.

" Following a string of singles on Liberty, including 'Is It A Dream' and 'Because You're

Young'; albums 'Night People' and 'La Verite'; and seminal appearances on Cheggers
Plays Pop, absolutely nothing happened. PW
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Part 2
Half way through the
Real World Recording
week and already there
have been some
memorable
performances - and
some unlikely
collaborations...

Text by
Neville Farmer

THURSDAY 20TH AUGUST

Billy Cobham leaves this morning. He sits
eating breakfast looking very tired. "I'm glad

it's finished because the pressure was
intense. When you've got ten African musicians

who all play different instruments with different

sound levels and they all want to play together

,and all want the same amount of volume and

the same amount of their soul coming through

- it's pretty difficult." Of course, Cobham
managed it and was rewarded by being asked

to do the same with fifteen.

But his feelings about the event are
passionate. "I'm ecstatic. I have learned so

much. There are instruments here that I have

seen before and thought I'd like to try, but I

knew I wouldn't use them much and the
roadies wouldn't like it. But here I have seen

them played properly and realise what they can

do." He leaves for Switzerland to prepare for a

tour and to wait for the new instruments he

has ordered.

Hossam Ramzy has hardly slept a wink. "I

can't sleep. I am too excited." The guys in the

Groove Factory have slowed down on recording

because they want to start mixing and taking

stock of the vast array of samples they have

taken. They reckon they have .eight tracks to

work on. Ashkhabad are forced to rehearse

over at a small production suite by Lulu's cafe

as someone has run off with the keys to their

rehearsal room. Lucky Dube and his band have

turned up after playing the free concert and
making amends with the Virgin Islands police.

They are getting stuck into recording in the

Groove Factory before moving into the Big

Room with Daniel Lanois tomorrow morning.

Toni Childs lays down vocal lines to a
number of tracks with Peter Gabriel in the Work

Room. She is really enjoying herself now and is

becoming the centre of a number of
collaborations. By mid afternoon Lucky Dube

and Farafina (and every other available
drummer) are out on the lawn laying down a

deafening rhythm which Hassan Hakmoun is

trying to control. "It's like a war." he says, "No

one knows what they are doing." Daniel Lanois

continues his marathon run in the Big Room,

recording Kudsi's flute with his own Dobro and

footstomp. His deft handling of effects units

and EQ give the recording a very haunting
quality.

Mike Edwards (of Jesus Jones) and Symon

Bye of (This Picture) are working in the Writing

Room with John Leckie trying to put a vocal

line over the bagpipe and funk guitar theme of

the previous night. After a while Edwards takes

over the room to work on his own projects with

Geoffrey Oryema and other members of Jesus

Jones. A few people try to relax a bit. David

Defries reads a score by the river.

Michael Brook's small pre -production cell

has been taken over by Simon Booth and Ron

Asian who have come up with a great funk

groove. Within a couple of hours poet Neil

Styles, American singer Carole Rowley and

myself have added a lyric and the search
starts for a studio. William Orbit has come
back to see how things are going in the Groove

Factory but things are going so well there is

little he can do but join in. Simon Jeffes, on

the other hand, is leaving and is very happy

with the four tracks he has recorded though
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denies having finished them. "Finished? You're

never finished here." he says.

The big action this evening centres on the

Work Room. The technology -jammed attic

somehow accommodates about twenty
musicians and hangers on. Toni Childs, Peter

Gabriel and Nigel Kennedy start things off but

the collaboration expands to include Carole

Rowley, Karl Wallinger, several drummers (who

are exiled to the adjoining drum room), Sagat

and many others. The groove they are laying

down becomes so infectious that everyone

gets carried away, dancing round the room,

clapping and whooping. Engineer Dave Bottrill

records everything but gets caught up in the

excitement and doesn't even notice when the

tape runs out. Everyone is convinced it will be

a massive track.

When this finishes around half past one in

the morning everyone heads down to the Big

Room where Simon Booth has managed to

oust Daniel Lanois for one night and has
started getting the funk track together. The

drunken chorus sing backing vocals 'til 5.30pm

and Simon and Ron carry on with Carole
Rowley singing lead until well into Friday. The

result is a great, if somewhat out of context,

funk track called 'Take Good Care Of Your
Soul'.

FRIDAY 21ST AUGUST

Lucky Dube and band move into the Big Room

this morning and get down to some serious
recording in the hope of making up for lost

time. In the couple of days they have they
completed two tracks of driving South African

reggae. Their energy is not matched by Simon

Booth, however, who cancels sessions for the

day and staggers off to bed at ten in the
morning. Alex Gifford has taken over the Power

Of Three Room again and is turning out some

beautiful music with Ayub Ogada, Zi Lan Liao,

Jane Siberry, Andy Sheppard and others. His

music leans towards the jazz side but he has

been amazed by what he has learned from

working with the likes of Ogada. "We were
working on this track 'Mother'; Ayub, Jane and

I, trying to fit in a chorus somewhere but Ayub

kept saying there were already enough changes

in what he was playing. I just couldn't hear it
until this afternoon when I suddenly realised

the way in which his music works. It made me

feel really clumsy."

Jane Siberry is particularly moved by the

piece which she started writing with Ayub
Ogada a couple of days earlier. She also
collaborates with U Srinivas and Michael Brook

later that day, but Srinivas' band of elderly

Indian musicians find their western harmonies

very amusing. "Every time someone played

something they thought was wrong they
sniggered." says Jane. Nigel Kennedy shatters

the peace of the afternoon and wrecks the lawn

recording session by rehearsing his electric
fiddle version of Purple Haze with his cottage

windows open.

John Leckie takes over the production room

during the afternoon to prepare for the
evening's Ashkhabad performance. Like
Srinivas, they are going to perform for an
audience but this time it includes the press

corps who arrive by helicopters, cars and buses

during the afternoon for a press conference

which generally shatters the peace of the event.

There is definitely a feeling of something
drawing to a close today despite the fact that

recording will continue at least until Monday.

Jah Wobble and His Invaders Of The Heart

turn up just before the conference and Jah
entertains the visitors by telling them that the

music industry is a bunch of bollocks and that

although the Real World set up is a little
hippyish for him it was likely to result in
something a little closer to God than the record

industry could achieve. Ashkhabad's evening

concert is a great success and Leckie is very

happy with the results on tape. Tomorrow he

wants to add various overdubs to take it beyond

being just a live album. Ashkhabad are famous

for Islamic wedding music but they are closet

heavy metal fans so heaven knows what might

happen.

The Work Room is much quieter than the

previous night as the Electra Strings have

returned and are working on a particularly
awkward arrangement for Karl Wallinger and 0
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FEATURE Real World

0 Peter Gabriel. This is one of a number of pieces

left from last year's sessions which Peter
wanted to tie up. As a result it is also one of

the few sessions being run on Mitsubishi
digital. Late in the night violinist Sonia Slany

and viola player Jocelyn Pook are sweating over

an unbearably high harmonic note which has to

be held for eight bars without vibrato. At five

o'clock in the morning, the wild side of Daniel

Lanois begins to rear its head. He is to be

found playing barman in Lulu's Cafe, pouring a

mean tequila for the late night drinkers.

SATURDAY 22ND AUGUST

Peter Gabriel leaves the Work Room to Karl

Wallinger today and goes to Sting's wedding

party. His departure and that of several other

musicians makes things seem much quieter.

He will be back later this evening, however.

String players, Caroline Lavelle and Jocelyn

Pook have found their time here particularly

rewarding. They have been allowed to do much

more than the usual dry session work... "We've

been collaborating properly, which is very
unusual for us." says Pook, "We were given a

lot of space to do our own thing. We are
normally expected to do a little embroidery on

other people's stuff and it is unusual to be

involved in the structuring from the beginning."

Lavelle adds... "We usually come in right at the

end but this time there are some production

ideas coming from us. String players don't get a

chance to have ideas like most musicians."

They also claim to be learning things from

the other musicians. "I've learned that it's okay

to make mistakes and to learn about other
types of music." says Lavelle, "I've been
working with Srinivas on some Indian music and

I'm using the cello more like a synthesiser -
using all the harmonics and scrapey bits that

you're never allowed to use in rock music
because they would scream in horror and sack

you."

William Orbit takes over in the Rehearsal

Room to work with Galliano, who have returned

after their performance at the concert last
Sunday. Unlike most of the producers, Alex

Gifford was here last year, but feels this week

has produced a much more complete and
structured music. The pressure, however, has

been incredible... "It's been like being on tour

and doing four gigs every day with a different

band.". He has formed such a rapport with

Nigel Kennedy that he has been booked to play

bass at the concert tomorrow.

Caroline Lavelle has also been asked to play

on one number - evidence, if it were needed,

Recording Week
Participants

Musicians:
Nigel Kennedy (UK)

Zhou Yu (China)

Lucky Dube (S.Africa)

Electra Strings (UK)

Cheng Yu (China)

Ayub Ogada (Kenya)

Sheila Chandra

(India/UK)

Billy Cobham (USA)

Zi Lan Liao (China)

Kudsi Erguner (Turkey)

Papa Wemba (Zaire)

Andy Sheppard (UK)

Nana Vasconcelos

(Brazil)

Geoffrey Oryema

(Uganda)

Jane Siberry (Canada)

Hossam Ramzy (Egypt)

Juan Martin (Spain)
Michael Brook (Canada)

Jah Wobble (UK)

Toni Childs (USA)

Farafina (Burkina Faso)

Hassan Hakmoun &

Zahar (Morocco)

U Srinivas (India)

Ashkhabad

(Turkmenistan)

Galliano (UK)

Robyn Hitchcock

Karl Wallinger & David

Catlin -Birch (UK)

Producers:
Peter Gabriel

Karl Wallinger

Bob Ezrin

William Orbit

George Acogny

Michael Brook

David Rhodes

Mike Edwards

Alex Gifford

Daniel Lanois

John Leckie

Simon Jeffes
Mark Rutherford

Sugar J

of the friendships that have been formed over

the past few days. Lavelle remembers Kennedy

from her schooldays and wouldn't play with him

earlier in the week. Now they are like sparring

partners. Kennedy will also have his guitarist

Sagat and the Brazilian percussionist Nana

Vasconcelos on stage with him so they all
decamp early in the morning for a soundcheck

in Victoria Park before he goes to the Villa

match in Southampton. Unfortunately, the
check overruns and he misses the match.

It is a fairly quiet day with so many musicians

up at the park, but it proves to be a good
opportunity for producers to get on with some

housework. John Leckie has completed eight

tracks with Ashkhabad though he is getting

bogged down in some fiddly overdubs.
Apparently, some of the drum work doesn't

seem to gel if the drummer isn't playing with

the whole band. Jah Wobble has been working

through the night with Daniel Lanois producing

wild mixtures of sounds.

Everyone who has heard the work Mark
Rutherford and Sugar J have turned out in the

Groove Factory reckons there are at least three

singles among the eight tracks recorded - most

unusual for Real World Records. All the material

recorded on the lawn is now being tweaked and

mixed by AD, as he calls himself. Although his

is the least technological set up - eight track

cassette or DAT - he has managed to capture

some of the week's finest performances.
Apparently, he hid a couple of pieces from
Gabriel and Ezrin earlier in the week for fear of

hijack, - as with 'Between Two Trains' - and he

intends presenting them in a more complete

form later. He is, however, going to have a hard

time removing the Intercity 125 which runs

through the middle of 'Green Lawns'.

Simon Booth, Ron Asian and Juan Martin

have left for London. Martin loved almost every

second of the week though he suggests it
would be useful to have cassettes of the day's

work available for the artists to speed things up

the following day. Michael Brook is back in his

pre -production cell and is working on some

ideas for his session with Kennedy,

Vasconcelos and Srinivas later this evening.

And Mike Edwards continues in the Writing

Room though no one knows what on.

After finishing with Jah Wobble, Daniel Lanois

packs up his things and prepares to leave for

New Orleans. He has recorded and mixed 19

tracks in about four days and reckons 13 are

worth releasing. Admiration for him is quite

apparent amongst the other musicians. Dave

Bottrill has found to his dismay that the party

recording two nights earlier isn't that wonderful

after all. He might not be able to save it.

Late in the evening Michael Brook has
created an amazingly calm atmosphere in the

Big Room as U Srinivas, Nigel Kennedy and

Nana Vasconcelos record one of the week's

most beautiful pieces of music.

SUNDAY 23RD AUGUST

John Leckie is adding the Electra strings to

Ashkhabad in the Wooden Room while Michael

Brook's continues his work from the previous

night in the Big Room. He hopes to add some

vocals by Jane Siberry later in the day. Work is

also in progress in The Groove Factory but

everyone else has decamped to Royal Victoria

Park for a very wet but crowded concert.
Additional acts include Boy George, The Pogues
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Have you got
MIDI problems?

Solve your MIDI problems with our

Special readers offer, the MA36 36

function MIDI analyser.

The MA36 is a neat battery powered

MIDI analyser which uses 36 red LEDs to

tell you everything from the number of

MIDI channels in use to what kind of

information is going down it.

You can check for:
Active Sensing

System Reset
Errors and Interrupts

Note On/Off
All Notes Off

Poly Pressure
Control Change

Program Change

Channel Pressure
Pitch Wheel

System Exclusive

Song Position Pointer
Song Select

Tune Request
End Exclusive

Midi Clock

Start/Continue/Stop

The MA 36, previously sold elsewhere for £49.95, is available

is

S
S

. ALL NOTES OFF

 .4,JOTE OFF

 ,NOTE ON
. ,POLY PRESSURE

 CONTROL CHANGE

PROGRAM CHANGE

CHANNEL PRESSURE

PITCH WHEEL

YSTEM EXCLUSIVE

NG POSITION

ONG SELECT

UNE REQUEST

ND EXCLUSIVE

IMING CLOCK

TART

ONTI

TOP

ACTIVE' -SYSTE
SENSING RESET

exclusively to our readers
price of only £29.99* inc VAT and P&P.

To order your MA 36, clip the coupon below or telephone 0353 665577

(9am - 5pm Mon - Fri) to order on credit card

at a special

r
Please send me MA 36 (s).

I enclose a cheque/PO for S, made

out to: Home & Studio Recording Publications Ltd,

MA 36 Offer, Alexander House, Forehill,

Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

LPlease include your full postcode and allow 28 clays for delivery.

Name

Address

Postcode Tel:

1

 UK only. Please phone for overseas postage rates



FEATURE Real World

9

11 and Kirsty McColl. A marvellous time is had by

all.

During the day Peter Gabriel gets as involved

as possible, introducing acts, checking on

ticket sales and even working in the guest pass

office. He takes a short stroll round the arena

and talks very positively about the week. "I

think we've done a lot more this time than last

year." he says, "There have been some great

people here."

Backstage Nigel Kennedy spins the wheels

of his awful BMW and manages to coat about

ten people with mud. He doesn't find out 'til

later in the evening when his mud -splattered

victims turn up at Lulu's Cafe for the after -gig

party. "Monster, eh?" he quips. At the end of

the evening, he toasts Peter Gabriel for the
week, "I think we've all had a monster time."

he says. Peter responds by making a brief

Wordle gets funky

speech but is too choked up to finish and
leaves hurriedly. On his return, Kennedy passes

a ghostly shape in the car park - his BMW has

been repainted in white Dulux emulsion.

MONDAY 24TH AUGUST

Although most of the musicians are leaving

today there are a few hanging on to finish what

they can. John Leckie will need at least one

more day to mix Ashkhabad. The bagpipe track

probably won't be finished. Michael Brook has

about six tracks on top of the U Srinivas album

to complete but he is quite well into it. Peter

Gabriel leaves for New York while Dave Bottrill

tries to sort out the ten tracks they have more

or less completed. Jane Siberry records a vocal

onto a song she has written with Gabriel,
Lanois and Hossam Ramzy.

Mark Rutherford decides to take the eight

tracks he has recorded back to his own studio

to finish. "We had a sort of plan when we
started and I think we've more or less stuck to

it - though lack of sleep makes it difficult to

judge. I get a bit of a headache about people

who bring ethnic musicians in just to play
something over a piece of music. You end up

with several minutes of beautiful playing but no

start or finish. I wanted complete songs and I

think we got that." Rutherford reckons the
material he has recorded during the week will

stand up to Radio 1 playlisting. We shall see...

In the evening, the fifty staff who have held

the whole thing together gather for a party. A

few of the remaining musicians and producers

join them later. They have completed around 95

different tracks, more or less and about nine

albums by Mike Large's reckoning. The
concerts turned a profit and the week costed

about £85,000 to organise. With nine albums

they should clear the costs. Next year, Mike

Large hopes to run a two week event.

My ambitions extend no further than a swift

return to London and a long night's sleep...

REAL WORLD
DISCOGRAPHY
PETER GABRIEL: Us

PETER GABRIEL: Passion

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Passion Sources

VARIOUS ARTISTS: A Week In The

Real World, Part I
NUSRAT FATEH ALI KHAN: Shahen-Shai

NUSRAT FATEH ALI KHAN: Mustt Mustt

NUSRAT FATEH ALI KHAN: Shahbaaz

ORQUESTA REVE: La Explosion Del Momento

TABU LEY SEIGNEUR ROCHERAU & AFRISA

INTERNATIONAL ORCHESTRA: Babeti Soukous

REMMY ONGALA & ORCHESTRE SUPER

MATIMILA: Songs For The Poor Man

REMMY ONGALA & ORCHESTRE SUPER

MATIMILA: Mambo
K SRIDHAR & K SHIVAKUMAR: Shringar

THE MUSICIANS OF THE NILE: From Luxor

To Isna

THE MAHABHARATA: Original Soundtrack

EYUPHURO: Mama Mosambiki

THE GUO BROTHERS & SHUNG TIAN: Yuan

THE SABRI BROTHERS: Ya Habib

MARI BOINE PERSEN: Gula Gula

GEOFFREY ORYEMA: Exile

THE DMITRI POKROVSKY

ENSEMBLE: The Wild Field

MUSICIANS OF THE NATIONAL DANCE COMPANY

OF CAMBODIA: Homrong

ROSSY: Island Of Ghosts

PAPA WEMBA: Le Voyageur

THE HOLMES BROTHERS: Jubilation

THE TEREM QUARTET: Terem

THE DRUMMERS OF BURUNDI: The Drummers

Of Burundi
SHEILA CHANDRA: Weaving My Ancestors'

Voices
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USING MEGA BEATS IS SO EASY!
Every sound has been professionally recorded
twice so it is easy for you to use the first
sounding to set your sampling level and then to
record on the second sounding. What's more
there are over 700 sounds to choose from, loads
of kicks, snares, hi -hats, percussion, claps,
cymbals etc, both sampled and synthesized
sounds. Mix 'n' match any way you wish to
create your own drum sets - THE POSSIBILITIES
ARE ENDLESS.

Many of todays hit records have been created
using the sounds of one or some of the above
drum machines. Mega Beats brings you the
sounds of success together on one C.D. for
under £40.00! Don't just take our word
for it here's what the
experts say:

machme
there couldn't

be an eager
or more

cost eflectkve
way of

Prosoocs
have

made a fulleirontal
assault on

the drum

gammg
access

to more
drum machmes

khan youre
ever

lkkelv to need

Tim Goodyer,
MT

Considering that
are over 700 drsounds on this disc drawn from a historythereof ten years in drummachines, the asking price of this compilation is suprisinglyreasonable. Paul White, HSR

...there are no easier samples to make than drum machine

samples off CD - no looping, no
hassle, no reason

not to buy this disk

Tim Goodyer, MT

,1
lt,

lip

MEGA BEATS IS A SAMPLE C.D.

OF QUALITY FEATURING ALL THE

ORIGINAL SOUNDS DIGITALLY

MASTERED FROM THE

FOLLOWING 30 BEST SELLING

DRUM MACHINES.

ROLAND: CR78 - TR505 - TR606
TR626 - TR707 - TR727
TR808 - TR909 - R8

YAMAHA: RX5 - RX11 - RX21L
KORG DDD1 - KPR77 - DDM110

DDM220
BOSS: DR550 - DR55 (Dr. Beat)
SIMMONS: Kit
LINN: 9000 - 2
SEQUENTIAL Tom
ALESIS: HR16 - HR16B
CASIO. RZ1
EMU: Drumulator
AKAI: XR10 - XE8
OBERHEIM: DBX
DR BOHM: Digital drums

Mega Beats is available now for only £39.95 (inc VAT).

To place your order simply complete the coupon below or

telephone 0424 436674 for immediate despatch.

Pa tc nWel r KS
Frederick House, 211 Frederick Road, Hastings, E. Sussex TN35 5AU

/E1 Phone 0424 436674

Please complete in block capitals making cheques / postal orders payable
to "Patchworks" at the above address.

Overseas:- Please add £5.00 for express despatch and carriage.
r

Please send me

NAME

ADDRESS

copy(ies) of: MEGA BEATS

POSTCODE

TEL. N°

Sound On Sound November 1992

L

1

All trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners

tza" PHONE HOTLINE 0424 436674
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Ensoniq SQ4 Plus
Personal Music Studio

Text By Ian
Masterson

Info
Price: £1,299 inc. VAT

More from: Sound
Technology plc

17 Letchworth Point
Amor Way

Letchworth
Herts SG6 1ND

Tel: 0462 480000
Fax: 0462 480800

How do you improve on a
winning formula? Well, giving
people more is usually a good
place to start...

In the film world, they often say that a sequel is never
as good as the original movie. Since I first discovered

the Ensoniq SQ1 Plus, I have started to wonder whether
this is true in music technology circles as well. My
conclusion? You'll have to wait until later for that. First, a
little background info...

MT looked at the original SQ1 in October 1990, when

we were confronted with a 21 -note polyphonic, 180
sound synth section, 20 banks of drums, a 16 -track,
9000 note sequencer and digital effects unit in one box.
Sounds could be comprehensively edited and laden with

on -board effects, jammed into sequences, or played over

MIDI. Ensoniq seemed to have made a quite decent stab

at that most elusive of instruments - the 'complete'
music workstation - and our verdict was generally pretty
favourable.

But that was many moons ago. What have Ensoniq

done to rejuvenate the SQ? Well, it still resides in the
same box, with the same small 2x16 character LCD
display and the same chunky buttons. The only external
difference would appear to be the addition of the words
'Plus' and '32 Voice' to the logo - and indeed, this is
perhaps the best clue to the changed beast that dwells
within.

In a nutshell, the SQ has gone 32 voice polyphonic.
Now, even the most note -greedy of synthesists can layer

sounds left, right and centre with ne'er a shadow of
concern about voices cutting out or sticking. Well,
perhaps just a little. But the difference between having
21 voices and 32 voices to play with cannot be
overstated. Suddenly, I found myself piling on thick pad
sounds with gleeful abandon, and marvelling in the way
they remained 'intact' - even when faced with a barrage
of MIDI data from my sequencer. Sheer bliss.

The other major change concerns the insertion of an
additional 43 sampled waveforms. These are known

as 'expansion' waves, and have been incorporated with
the rest of 167 waves to create a whole new range of
internal sounds. Factory sounds can be incredibly
important when choosing a synth. They really do need to
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Ensoniq SQ-1 Plus APPRAISAL

ellicit that strange, tingling, 'Wow!' factor when you first
hear them - the factor that causes your hand to
mysteriously reach for a credit card. So did I swoon in

amazement?

Well, sort of. I hope that's not anticlimactic, but having

played this synth for I while now, I find myself faced with a

conundrum. Many of the sounds are simply fantastic -
they fill you with an inspirational enthusiasm for life that is
hard to beat. But there are also sounds that are quite the
opposite: thin, unchallenging and really rather a waste of

space. Naturally, there are subjectively poor sounds on
any synth - you know, the ones you hardly ever use,
perhaps because they seem to crop up everywhere, or
because they always sound out of place. The SQ1 has its

share of these; unfortunately, it also has some which can

only be described as pointless. There - I've said it.

Thankfully, such sounds are very much in the minority

(...and your opinion of them may differ anyway). The bulk

of the voices are stunning - the Ensoniq 'character' is
rather like a combination of the Ml, D50 and several
analogue synths rolled into one. It is capable of producing

rich, luxuriant pad sounds - '01-Airchoir', '05 -Analog Orch'

and '26 -Monks Sing', for example, along with some
excellent breathy choirs. The string sounds are equally
impressive and include some attractive orchestral voicings

like '07 -Concert Strings'. By contrast, I detested '53 -Gypsy

The bass sounds are highly convincing and I spent many

hours with '16-MiniBass' and '17 -Fretless 2'. In fact, the

SQ1 Plus is particularly impressive at the lower end of the

frequency spectrum where its detailed, solid feel was
reflected in some superb recreations of analogue synths
such as '57 -Lead Kiss'. Full marks must also go to the
guitar samples - '02 -Classic Guitar' - and anything to do

with woodwind: check out the clarinet in '45 -Violin & Reed'.

Organ afficionados are not left out either, and I guarantee

they'll be impressed by the throbbing tones of '32-Jazzy's

Organ'.

Finally, the drum kits deserve a special mention. Without

exception, each of the banks offers a selection of highly
usable, dynamic sounds all of which are worthy of praise.

So where does the SQ1 Plus fall down? If you listen to

patches such as '70 -Soprano 2' and '65-Koto', you'll
my reservations lie. Simply put, I feel that

around a quarter of the sounds let the side down. But of
course, making up for them are the other seventy-five
percent which are quite excellent. And this is the basis of

my conundrum: I really do feel the SQ1 Plus has
outstanding talents, and oodles of potential. It simply isn't

always utilised to the full. As for the sequel argument -
well, you could say that it has much the same plot, many of

the same characters, but there's a cleverly devised twist at

the end. It shouldn't disappoint.

Voices,
Polyphony,
Sounds&
Notes
The sounds in the SQ1
can be separated into two
categories: Drum Sounds,
made up of 17 voices, and
Standard Sounds, which
can be assembled from up
to three voices (pressing
one key can thus play up

three voices
simultaneously). The SQ

has a total of 32 voices,
which may be assigned as
the user wishes. If each

sound uses only one
voice, then 32 notes can
be played at once before

voices start to 'cut out'.
Drum Sounds naturally
only use one voice per key.

To protect 'important'
sounds from being cut out,
the SQ1 also allows the
user to put sounds in
priority order - the lowest
priority sounds have their
voices 'stolen' first.

"Hands on" Midi Software - The MIDI Music Specialists ---7-JAA
NQ Jr 11 'IL 4-ir FA Cial

WHEN ROLAND NEEDED A COMPANY TO SUPPLY THEM MIDI SEQUENCES FOR USE WITH THEIR PRODUCTS,

WHO DID THEY CHOOSE...US! - I WONDER WHY!!

OnStage TM
MIDI FILE PLAYER FOR ATARI ST

No monitor required!!
32 MIDI channels/32 songs in memory

64 tracks/remote control

On Stage £99.95

16+ CARTRIDGE FOR ATARI ST
Run out of MIDI channels??

Plug in your 16+ cartridge and access another 16
MIDI channels for use with: -

C -Lab Creator/Notator
Steinberg Cubase (all vers)/Cubeat On

Stage/Trackman 2
Costs less than £2 per channel!!

16+ Cartridge £29.95

MIDI SEQUENCES
Over 400 titles now available (including)
Rhythm Is A Dancer Snap
Achy Breaky Heart Billy Ray Cyrus
Dancing Queen ABBA
Ain't No Doubt Jimmy Nail
What A Day For A Daydream Right Said Fred
The One Elton John
Hazard Richard Marx
Baker Street Gerry Rafferty
I Drove All Night Roy Orbison
My Destiny Lionel Ritchie

Tran Tracks
Now you can get your "Hands On" the best data
from the USA. All formats available. Over 500
titles to choose from.

ROLAND SOUND CANVAS EDITOR
YAMAHA Tell 00 EDITOR

FOR ATARI ST

Full editing facilities to modify hundreds of
parameters of your favourite sound -module. All
modifications can be saved as Standard MIDI Files.

Soft Link and MROS compatible ,2_Th, z) 5

Cubase Mixer Map for Roland
SC55 only

MASTERCLASS
Associated Board Exam Syllabus fo piano/violin/
flute/clarinet/trumpet
Grades 1 to 5 £9.95

Fil"Hands on Midi Software Ltd. Tel (0705) 221162 or fax (0705) 382865 3 Bell Road, Cosham, Portsmouth, Hampshire P06 3NX VISA
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Music Maker Exhibitions are proud to present

AND THE 'VINTAGE AND RARE'

Wembley London
Saiurday 28th November
Sunday 291Ih November

Admission f 5.00

I
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 The UK's largest
public show. Over

150 stands featuring

instruments and

equipment from the

leading

manufacturers,

distributors and

retailers.

 Separate 'Vintage
and rare' Guitarist

Show

 Gain hands on
experience with the

latest musical

equipment.

 Live performances
by world class

musicians in the

Capital Radio

Showcase Hall.

 Travel direct by
tube, bus or car.

Ample Parking.

For more information

Phone the information

hotline on

0891 666199

:::MUSIC
:::MAKER
 NEEXHIBITIONS
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iiPa
WEMBLEY

CONFERENCE AND
EXHIBITION CENTRE

CAPITAL
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Swift Halves

3D Sound
Effect CD
Text By Vic Lennard

Most sample CDs currently on the market concentrate on break beats and
drum loops which can be used individually or as an underlying rhythm.

Not so with this CD. Created at Studio BF in Paris, 3D Sound Effect is aimed
at people who want atmospheric and sound effects with the touch of magic
that Roland's RSS psycho -acoustic effect adds. The 98 tracks are divided into
seven sections - Natural and Electronic Atmospheres, Horror, Voyages,
Synthesised and Natural Sound Effects, and Musical Phrases.

Some sections do not really lend themselves to RSS treatment. For
instance, on Natural Atmospheres and Voyages it whirls the various sounds
around between the speakers in a way quite unlike anything that would occur
naturally. That said, 'Little Rain Drops' is an excellent 3D collage of puddles
and ambient street life.

Most of the Electronic Atmos-pheres and Horror tracks are very useable,
especially the three Brain Damage tracks. Similarly, some of the Synthesised
Sound Effects could be
used in stereo situations
such as Nicam digital TV

and FM radio - Lunar
Insects and Intrigue
being particularly good.

As I've said, natural
sound effects suffer a
little by the continuous
movement of the sound
(rather than using the
RSS system to enhance
the spatial positioning
beyond the confines of
stereo speakers) -
though there are saving
graces in tracks like
Broken Glass and Shots.
Most of the 'musical'
phrases are marvellous examples of what RSS can achieve but are, perhaps,
too distinctive to be used as specific themes - the exceptions being the
modern orchestra hits, the (few) scratches and the 'falls', which are eminently
useable.

The overall sound quality suffers a little from the graininess and harsh mid-
range (which is associated with extensive use of RSS), especially on sounds
which have come from sampled sources. The general level of sub -bass is
also too high and subjects speaker cones to unnecessary movement even at
low volume; frequencies below 50 Hz could have done with a higher degree of
roll -off.

Who will this CD interest? Certainly those producing TV and film
music/soundtracks - particularly where this will be replayed in stereo
environments (RSS loses its spatial quality in mono). Those involved in A -V

work should also benefit; the sound effects will, I'm sure, prove invaluable.
The 3D Sound Effect CD is unlikely to be a massive seller due to its rather
specialist nature, but it's one of an increasing number of collections helping
to win over those who refuse to contemplate the use of sample CDs as a
source of ideas.

LE 50N OE LA
DIMENSION

(the 30 sound)

1111,_

Vann* len.....11

INFO:
Price: £49

More from: Heavenly Music, 39 Garden Road, Jaywick Village, Clacton. Essex Co15 2RT.

Tel: 0255 434217. Fax: (0255) 430699.

PC
SERVICES

U-=t\
Computer Music Specialists

PC Services has been specialising in MIDI and music software since 1987.
Phone for friendly help and advice on sound cards MIDI and music software.

SongWright £115
Complete music processing program for
producing good quality printed scores.
Includes part extraction and transposition,
lyrics, mouse and MIDI support. Supports
dot matrix, HP Deskjet and Laserjet
printers.

PC MIDI Card £69****
PC MIDI Card &

Song Wright £165****
PC MIDI Card &

Cadenza Win £299****
PC MIDI Card &
Music Time £249

Music Software
Prism £59

Band in a Box £69

Musicator GS £260

Trax - Windows £89

Cadenza - Windows £249

MusicTime - Windows £199

Encore - Windows £429

Finale Academic £295

Cakewalk Pro - Windows £275

Cubase - Windows £335

MIDI & Sound Cards
PC MIDI Card £69

MQX32M MIDI/SMPTE £175

Soundblaster Pro £199

Roland SCC1 card £335

Roland CS10 monitor £79

Roland CM300 sound module £399

Roland PC200 keyboard £199

Apple Mac MIDI £60

Amiga MIDI £29

MIDI Thru box £25

Sales hotline IT 081-658 7251
Credit cards welcome. All prices include VAT. E&OE.

PC Services, 78 Beckenham Rd. Beckenham, Kent BR3 4RH

Distributed in UK by Sounds OK
10 Frimley Grove Gardens
Frimley
Camberley
Surrey
GU16 5JX

OUNDTe1:0276 22946

1,t___--41____ KORG 01W/FD 200 SOUNDS

s:._5-_-_,--- SOUNDS GREAT 200 COMBINATIONS

2 volumes on one Rom card £69.00
2 volumes on one Ram card FREE £89.00
2 volumes on 01W FD disk POSTAGE £39.00

Special strings - brass - synth sounds - natural - EFX
Prices are for one card or

One disk VAT included ROM RAM Disk......Atari Disk
Korg M1/R +11-2-3 4 cards ....... ....£55 £79 £39 £39
Korg Wavestation 2 cards £55 £79

Roland D50-550 3 cards £55 £79 £39
Roland D70 1 card £55 £79

Roland JD800 2 cards ....... ....£55 £79

Roland JV80 2 cards £55 £79

Yamaha DX7 1 card £96

Yamaha DX711fTX802 1 card £39 £39

Yamaha SY22 TG33 2 cards £79 £39

Yamaha SY55 TG55 1 card £79 £39
Yamaha SY77 TG77 2 cards £96

NEW dance floor sampling CD with standard
MIDI file: available soon.

Please ring for more information on particular sound cards.
Callers by appointment.

Free postage on all orders. Please make cheques/PO's to
Sounds OK. Please write your tel. number on order.

SAE for full list.
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Get your FREE sample
CD right here!
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Are you tired of the long trek
to the newsagents?...
and waiting in a queue when
you get there?...

Well, why not subscribe to
your favourite magazine -

the slinky, shiny, new -look
Music Technology - and
get your issue delivered

right onto your doormat.
Do it NOW and get yourself a FREE

Advanced Media Group sample CD.
Yes, subscribe to Music Technology and a FREE
copy of the AMG sample CD will be yours! AMG
have introduced the world's first compilation
sample CD. This CD acts as an introduction to
their `Ilitsound Producer Series' that is respected
worldwide as the market leader. It is also a superb
supplementary volume for people already

successfully using Producer Series CD's as it
features around 50 NEW samples from each of the
existing series artists including J.J. Jeczalik,
Pascal Gabriel, Coldcut and Norman Cook. "Now
that's what I call sampling"... and Music
Technology - it's what your doormat's been
waiting for!

To subscribe simply cut out or photocopy this form & send it to: Subsriptions, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF
or Fax it to 0353 662489. To subscribe by Access or Visa credit card, telephone the Music Maker Subline on 0353 665577

(9am - 5pm  Mon - Fri) and speak to Cheryl or Jenny.

Subscribe r^r
Please send me my FREE AMG CDt
"Now thats what I call sampling"
& the next 12 issues of MT commencing
with the issue.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATE:

UK £22.00, Europe & Overseas (surface) £27.00.

Europe (Airmail) £37.00 Overseas (Airmail) £47.00

Overseas payments must be in Pounds Sterling drawn on a British bank. It is essential that
you include your postcode to ensure prompt delivery. Please include a daytime phone
number in case of query. Orders are depatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days
for delivery. Smart people always read the small print.

I enclose Cheque/Postal Orders to the value of £ I

made payable to Music Technology Publications Ltd.

PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

Postcode* Daytime Phone No.

'It is essential that you include your correct postcode. I
t Offer available in UK for a limited period only.



Reviews by Tomaso Capuano and Phil Ward

PETER GABRIEL
Us

(Real World)

The most telling aspect of this very beautiful

album is its similarity to So. Not so much in the

formula of the songs, one or two of which can be

equated directly with the 1986 release's
highlights, but more in the very small gap in

production values and engineering tools between

them. Having come to rely on Gabriel for a pretty

much state-of-the-art acquittal with each release,

it's a shock to remember that six years separate

'So' and 'Us'. Clearly, those years have yielded far

fewer developMents at the top of the
technological range than, for example, the years

between 1980's Peter Gabriel and So.

But then machine precision would be a

misplaced priority on an album like this. Its

themes are more confessional, more human, than

even the most personal of Gabriel's songs up to

now. Thus the psychotherapeutic lyrics are best

served by the wilfully ragged double tracking on

the voice. Much of the dirt in which the great man

digs is given brilliant sonic dimension by David

Rhodes' distorted, squealing guitars. And the

takes are, on occasion, flawed, quite literally

allowing the cracks to show.

Of course, the overall recording is as rich and

lush and expert as you would expect. For this

much vulnerability to shine through against the

backdrop of one of the most flawless studios in

the world is a measure of the work's

achievement. PW

THE HAPPY MONDAYS
Yes Please
(Factory)

A fine example of how an inspired choice of

producer(s) can jack up a cold turkeying career.

Mr & Mrs Tom Tom Club (Chris Frantz and Tina

Weymouth), the rhythm section behind Talking

Heads, have been drafted in to make sense of a

pretty dishevelled set from the Mondays.

Frantz's characteristically crisp percussion

preferences combine with a parallel influence

from Weymouth - taut and minimal bass figures -

to achieve just that. Indeed, those tracks with

least vocals evoke a true flavour of their own

Pia Sti C MiLIC  Essential, interesting or hmmm... but MT -recommended.

SWALLOW

Blowback (4AD)

Spacier reworkings of debut 'Blow'.

ROBERT WYATT

A Short Break (Voiceprint)

Five x 4 -track home doodlings from the wistful Softie.

INNOCENCE

Build (Cooltempo)

Continuing the mellow formula of 1990's 'Belief'.

SUZANNE VEGA

99.9'F(A&M)

Mitchell Froom's percussively robust treatment of fresh

Vega songs.

MEAT BEAT MANIFESTO

Satyricon (Play It Again Sam)

Linear sonic montages with added protein.

EMF

Stigma (Parlophone)

Whither guitar pop with dance grooves?

STEREO MCs

Connected (4th & Broadway)

Hip. Tough loops with ragga bent, under surprisingly

tuneful rants. Hop.

INSPIRAL CARPETS

Revenge Of The Goldfish (Mute)

See above.

TASMIN ARCHER

Great Expectations (EMI)

A Dickens of a good debut from powerful soul diva.

A CERTAIN RATIO

Up In Downsville (Robsrecords)

They funk. They groove. They never sell any records.

MOODSWINGS

Moodfood (Arista)

Excellent spacey debut from Colourbox/Fall/Smiths

producer Grant Showbiz and partner JET Hood. Guts,

grooves and guest guitar celebs. And guest vocal celebs.

Watch closely.

band, and are the most rewarding. But all the

songs are rescued from complete torpidity, a

miracle given Shaun Ryder's frankly unexceptional

voice. As for the band, they probably wouldn't

want to join a club that would accept them as

members, but at least The Tom Tom is preferable

to The Playboy. PW

JOHN MARTYN
Live at The Town &

Country Club, London

For the last two decades John Martyn has been to

the guitar what Jacques Cousteau has been to

undersea filming. Last year's Cooltide album,

however, marked a dramatic change in direction.

Keyboardist and co -producer Spencer Cozens

arrived on the scene, Mr Martyn was introduced to

Mr Sequence, and hey presto! - a clutch of finely

crafted songs were dragged screaming into

the '90s.

This happy ending was subsequently soured by a

shambolic, substance -ridden performance to a

packed Dominion Theatre earlier this year, so this

sell-out charity show for the Prison Reform Trust

was something of a grudge match: would John

forego his legendary afternoon drinking session?

With a band like tonight's he'd have been mad not

to. Thankfully, he only stayed for a few, and later

took the stage with Cozens, sax men Andy

Sheppard and Gerry Underwood, bassist Alan

Thomson and a duo of drummers for a dazzling

(and upright) display of skill and dynamics.

Classics such as 'May You Never' and 'Solid Air'

gained a new lease of life from Cozens' high-tech

doodlings, while longer groove -based numbers like

the jazz -tinged 'Looking On' soared to new heights.

Dodging a barrage of whisky miniatures (full),

Martyn clearly rose to the occasion. He even

seemed to be enjoying himself, as did 1800

punters. Full marks to all involved - quite how they

managed to pack the place after that Dominion gig

I'll never know... TC
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TOM WAITS
Bone Machine

(Island)

Tom's been gone too long, and things have been

quiet without him. The good news is that he's

back, he's still on the bottle, and he's wilder than

ever. The bad news... well, the bad news is that

Bone Machine sees him in his meanest frame of

mind since Raindogs. Still, this latest outpouring is

the work of a mean, lean drinking machine who

shows up any pretenders to his crown as a bunch

of shandy -drinking charlatans.

'Earth Dies Screaming' sets the tone; the sound

of rattling bones framing Waits' brooding bellow in

a scene straight from The Book Of Revelations. He

claims to have recorded the whole affair in his

shed, and the sheer clattering intensity of it would

convince us that this was true if it wasn't for the

fact that (a) he's a compulsive liar and (b) the

production is stunning. Put simply, 'Bone Machine'

manages to be raw and direct without ever invoking

thoughts of self-conscious amateurism.

Out Takes
Classic ballads in 'A Little Rain' and 'Whistle

Down The Wind' offer some respite from the

album's crushing claustrophobia. Elsewhere,

decades of obvious gravel swallowing give the

man's voice that special threat, and an air of real

menace hangs dangerously over drummer Brain's

(sic) big bad biscuit tins.

Bone Machine is by turns poignant and
disturbing, parodic and strikingly original, and

above all devastatingly human. TC

ULTRAMARINE
Every Man And Woman

Is A Star
(Rough Trade)

More drinking... this time, however, it's cocktails

rather than absinthe. Ultramarine's amalgam of

all things ambient takes its title from a moment of

moonshine -induced revelation on the part of a

drinking companion on their Stateside travels. The

album charts the duo's progress through various

backwaters, each song telling its own story.

The result is a splendid array of post -rave

soundscapes, with techno rhythms forming the

backbone for a wealth of acoustic instruments

and offbeat samples. Violins, harmonicas and

Chinese flutes commune with Kevin Ayers and a

host of crazy Californians in the chill -out room.

That may sound strange, but somehow it all goes

smoothly.

The album works best taken as a whole,
although a number of minor niggles emerge.

Some cheesy drum sounds occasionally push

'Star' towards 'Stars On 45' territory, and rubber -

band bass lines abound, but thankfully good taste

prevails in the hands of Jolly James' easy
production, allowing the sounds to speak for

themselves. The nearest landmark is possibly

Blue Nile proteges Botany 5, but even that's

forcing the issue.

All in all, Ultramarine's seamless arrangements

ensure that the trip is a pleasant one, with no

instrument bullying another in the back seats.

Consequently they've created a fleeting classic for

goldfish the world over. TC
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ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD
Unit 6. Ashway Centre. Elm Crescent.

Kingston -Upon -Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH

oc .7

:
44

...

0 v;
e.d

520 ST/STM/STFM/Mega ST to 520 STF/STFM to 1 Meg *£59.95
0 1S 2.5 Meg £89.95 520 STE to 1 Meg *£17.95
U ;71 520 ST/STM/STF/STF M/Mega ST 520 STE to 2 Meg '£59.95

I 5

to 4 Meg £139.95 520 STE to 4 Meg *£114.95

L EMULATORS & ACCELERATORS

REPAIRS WITHOUT
DIAGNOSTIC FEES

520/1040 ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE i / 14.
 Computers
 Printers
 Monitors

DOOR TO DOOR COURIER SERVICE
We pick up computers for repairs and memory upgrades for Next Day

Delivery by Courier Service for only £5.00 + VAT

MEMORY UPGRADES
Marpet Developments Official Xtra-RAM Memory Board Installers

PC Speed £89.95 Votex 386 SX-16 £349.95
AT Speed 8 £134.95 AD Speed ST "£144.95
AT Speed C16 £199.95 AD Speed STE £169.95

COMPUTERS
520 STE Discovery Xtra IlPack POA
1Meg POA
2 Meg POA
4 Meg POA
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack

2 Meg POA

4 Meg POA

Mega STE 1 Meg POA

2 Meg POA

1 Meg POA 4 Meg POA

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
(New Protar Series 2)

Profile 40 DC £309.00
All Protar Hard Drives with Disk Cache have

2 year replacement warranty. New Protar
Series 2 accept a second internal drive

Profile 50 DC £369.00  support up to 7 extra SCSI devices
Profile 100 DC £499.00  Autobooting  DMA Throughport

 Device Number Switching
Profile R44 £579.00  Disk Management Software

Mon -Fri 9am-7pm Sat gam-5.30pm
TEL: 081 546 9575

Fax/Tel: 081 541 4671

MONITORS
Atari SM146 High resolution mono- chrome
monitor POA
Atari SC1435 Colour monitor £215.00
Philips CM8833 Mk II POA
Philips 14" TV/Monitor (*Designer model)

+ remote control + scart cable £255.00
Philips 15" TV/Monitor + remote control +
scart cable (model 3332) £239.00
Philips 15" TV/Monitor as above with teletext
(model 2331) £269.00

ACCESSORIES & INTERFACES
STE/STFM scart lead £14.95 Dust cover £4.95
STE/STFM lead to Philips CM8833 £12.95 Mouse mat £4.95
Philips CM8833 dust cover £6.95 10 blank disks £5.95
Twin joystick / mouse port extension AD SCSI £69.95
lead £5.95 AD SCSI with clock £79.95
Squik mouse £14.95 Forget me clock £16.95

POWER SUPPLIES
STFM/STE power supplies (service NEW STFM/STE power supplies
exchange) £34.95 with One Year Guarantee £44.95

DISK DRIVES
High density 3.5" internal drive £54.95 1 Meg 3.5" external drive with its
1 Meg 3.5" internal drive £44.95 own PSU £59.95

PRINTERS
Star LC20 mono £139.95
Star LC200 colour £199.95
Star LC24-20 £204.95
Star LC24-200 mono £254.95
Star LC24-200 colour £279.95
Citizen 120D+ £129.95

Citizen 124D £179.95
Citizen Swift 9 £189.95
Citiizen Swift 24E (colour) £289.95

PLEASE RING FOR CANON,
PANASONIC AND HP RANGE

Now available NEW official TOS 2.06 STE ROMS £39.95. All other STs
£59.95 includes decoder and ROMS. You have an option for

hardware/software switch to use new/old TOS as and when you wish.

*Free Fitting Rent -A -Computer
THE OFFICIAL ATARI REPAIR CENTRE

Guaranteed Same Day Despatch subject to availability
All prices include VAT and Next Day Delivery subject to availability. Fixed charge for repair does not

include disk drive replacement 8 keyboard. All prices subject to change without notice.
We reserve the right to refuse any ST repair.
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KEYBOARDS

AKAI X7000, Ensoniq ESQ1, Korg
M1R, AKG C1000S mic, Yamaha
FX500 effects processor, MPM
quick lock stand. Will swap for EPS
16+. Steve. Tel: 0842 763218,
after 12.
ANALOGUE CLASSICS. PolyMoog
synth with Poly pedals and Moog
full flightcase. One oscillator,
needs attention hence £300.
Minimoog fitted with extra
modulation oscillator and integral
Kenton MIDI interface with manual
and full flightcase, beautiful
example £650. ARP Avatar
(Odyssey module) fitted with
integral Kenton MIDI interface with
manual and sound sheets,
immaculate £350. Andy. Tel: 0273
822556 24 hours.
ARP SOLOIST analogue synth, full
original working order, possibly
collectable £100 ono. Tel: 0302
771471, South Yorkshire.
CASIO CZ1, strap -on MIDI
controller, £250. Sean. Tel: 091
417 4011.
CASIO CZ101, home use only,
complete with RAM card and
manual, £110. Tel: 0480 476067.
CASIO CZ3000 multitimbral, full
size five -octave keyboard, excellent
condition, never gigged, £180.
Tel: 0332 298823.
CASIO CZ101, £110 ono. Graham.
0734 780167.
CASIO CZ3000, mint condition,
£200 ono Steven Bate.
Tel: 0690 710231.
CASIO CZ3000 synthesiser, full-
size keys, as new, only £125. Tel:
0507 606709.
CASIO MT750, five octaves, MIDI
(In Out, Thru), pitchbend. Excellent
condition £130. Yamaha DD5 drum
bank with MIDI £40. Tel: Hemel
Hempsted 0442 63873.
CHEETAH MK7VA MIDI master kbd,
velocity sensitive, aftertouch, £225
ovno. Tel: 0983 616240, Isle Of
Wight.
ELKA ORGAN Artist 606 in

excellent condition. Only a few were
made. £750. Mr Rayfield.
Tel: 0293 534416.
ENSONIQ EPS kbd sampler in exc
cond with 4 x memory expansion
and SCSI port with over a thousand
dance samples, £1000 ovno.
Craig. Tel: 0472 79264.
ENSONIQ ESQM, exc cond, £275.
Tel: 0702 521570.
FOSTEX X18 4 -track portable
cassette recorder, as new, £180.
Tel: 0480 66346.
HOME CLEAROUT: Roland Juno 6,

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's readers' classified section is
the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month,
we carry more ads for synthesisers, samplers,
computers, signal processing gear and assorted other
goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when
musicians and studio engineers are on the lookout for
some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to
these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if
you're searching for a specific piece of equipment or
looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band,
we can help out there, too.

Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At
the other end of the line, you'll be able to select a
category in which to place your ad and let us know
exactly what it is you're selling or seeking.
The service operates 24 hours a day, so there's no
need to hunt for stamps, envelopes or Biros. Pick up
the phone and we'll do the rest. If you buy and sell
musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to
use the regular classified section on the last page. And
we regret we can't answer any queries regarding
readers' classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.
Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per
minute at all other times.

Roland SH101, Roland TR606,
Casio CZ1000. Casio MT750.
Yamaha PSS790. Yamaha PSS680.
Casio DG20 Digital MIDI guitar.
Casio SK200, 2 X -stands, 2

Realistic mixers. All leads and
adaptors £800 or will spilt. Mr
Francis. Tel: 0782 630506.
KAWAI K1 keyboard with memory
card, flight case and manual.
Immaculate condition £250 ono.
Tel: 051 608 9489.
KAWAI K1R rack module, kbd
expander, boxed with manuals, exc
cond, exc sounds, £160.
Steve. Tel: 0403 752647.
KAWAI K5 synth, excellent
condition £450 ono. Steve.
Tel: 0935 23921 ext 265 (day) or
0963 251319 (evening).
KAWAI K5 additive synth, 61 -note
velocity sensitive, 16 -part
multitimbral. Excellent pro-
grammers tool, full MIDI spec £375
or swop for Roland S50, Ensoniq
Mirage, Akai X7000 etc. Saul.
Tel: 0582 490878.
KAWAI M8000 mother keyboard,
88 -note weighted action, virtually
mint, includes manuals, spare
cartridge and stand, £750.
Chris.Tel: 0705 828587.

KAWAI K4, mint condition, boxed,
£400, no offers. Tel: 061 434
7683 after 6pm.
KAWAI K4, £420; Korg M3R,
£450; Yamaha TX81Z, £160; JSH
Pro Rhythm analogue drum
synthesiser, £180; Steinberg
Pro24 III Atari ST sequencing
software, £50; Philip Rees V3 MIDI
Thru, £10. Vince. Tel: 0908
665139.
KORG CX3 drawbar and presets,
single manual and Hammond
organ. Variable Leslie rotary
effects. Overdrive and percussion.
Ultimate Hammond sound but
portable, £365. Tel: 0494
713168.
KORG Ml, £700 or swop for Korg
M1 rack. Chris Jenkins. Tel: 0222
451046, Cardiff.
KORG M1 hardly used, immac
condition, £800 or swop for Akai
S950. Paul. Tel: 0703 738876.
KORG M1 with three PCM
/Program ROM cards, custom
f/case, 14 months old, £850 ovno.
Scott. Tel: 0732 851617.
KORG 01/W synth with damper
pedal, £1200 ovno. Tel: 0789
261916.
KORG POLY 800, immac, £155.

Casio CZ101 with RAM card £130.
Philip Rees modules V10 £25, V3
£7, S5 £15. Contact Simon on 021
471 3291.
KORG DW8000, 256' voices
approx., excellent condition, £300.
Sean. Tel: 0734 811827.
KORG EX800 expander, £100.
Steve. Tel: 0226 248159.
KORG POLY 800 with soft case,
stand and manuals; £125. Pete.
Tel: 051 928 4954.
KORG M1 workstation, excellent
condition £700 ono. Andrew.
Tel: 081 979 3533.
KORG WAVESTATION with
additional sounds on RAM card and
Atari disks, £750. Korg M3R with
additional sound, £400. E -mu
Proteus 1 £450. All as new with
manuals. Colin Smedley. Tel: 081
878 0512.
KURZWEIL K1000 76 -note
weighted keyboard. Excellent piano
and strings, organs etc. 24 -note
polyphonic, 16 -part multitimbral inc
full fitted flightcase. £795 ono.
Tel: 0628 28626.
RHODES 660 multitimbral synth
plus three RS-PCM cards, £450.
Yamaha DX7 IIFD, £500 ono.
Craig.Tel: 0752 339961.
ROLAND D50, good condition, 88
extra sounds plus stand and
manuals, home use only, £540
ovno. Roland Sound Canvas SC -55,
over 300 sounds, 16 -part
multitmbral, two MIDI Ins, mint
condition. Roland MKS7, old
analogue sound module, full MIDI,
very rare, mint condition with
manuals, home use only, £270
ono. P Liassi. Tel: 081 8881129
before 9pm.
ROLAND D10, boxed, manuals,
home use only, complete with
case, £460. Technics amp, £60.
Technics KN600 keyboard plus
stand, boxed, manuals, £480. Tel:
0228 401480.
ROLAND D50, 88 extra sounds
plus stand and manuals, home use
only, good condition, £480 ovno;
Roland Sound Canvas SC -55, over
300 sounds, 16 -part multitimbral,
two MIDI Ins, mint condition, £300.
Panos Oiassi. Tel: 081 8881129
before 9pm.
ROLAND D50, includes five Roland
ROM cards, also flightcase, mint
condition, hardly used, £575. Don.
031 441 3948 after 6pm.
ROLAND D70, mint condition, incl.
flightcase etc, £900. Don. Tel: 031
441 3948 after 6pm.
ROLAND D70, ungigged, mint
condition, £750; Roland MC50
sequencer, ungigged, £375. Paul.
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Tel: 0303 220038.
ROLAND D10 multitimbral synth,
home use only, perfect condition,
£475 ono. Terry. Tel: 0223
812219.
ROLAND JUNO 60 synth with
JSQ60 sequencer, £185; Roland
JX3P, £170; Korg Poly 61M (MIDI),
£180; Moog Micromoog, £120;
Cheetah MQ8 sequencer, £80;
Rotel 150W mono power amp,
£225. Chris. Tel: 0803 863959.
ROLAND D10 with flightcase. Good
condition. Tel: 0209 216088.
ROLAND D110 + sound card £250.
Atari 1040 ST + monitor £250.
Cubeat V2.0 £50. Boss DR550
drum machine £100. All excellent
condition. Nick Boak. Tel: 0604
648077.
ROLAND JUNO 60 including JSQ
60, £250. Roland MC202 £90.
Roland TR606 Drumatix £50.
Yamaha PSS-680 portable
keyboard £100. Tel: 0902 335369
ask for Mr Palmer.
ROLAND JX8P MIDI touch -sensitive
keyboard with RAM cartridge,
classic analogue sounds, £350
ono. Tel: 0903 215072.

module, boxed with manual, £350.
Tel: 0832 734017, eves or 0353
661425, days.
ROLAND PC100 MIDI keyboard
£50 inc. postage. Tel: 0244
538197.
ROLAND SH10 with flightcase,
excellent condition £90. Tel: 091
263 5135.
ROLAND SOUND CANVAS, £395.
Paul. Tel: 0302 538304.
ROLAND U220, £395. Proteus 1
£435. Roland GR50/GK2 guitar
synth £625. Tel: 0248 713763.
SEQUENTIAL PRO 1, £195. Roland
TR707 rhythm composer £95. Both
vgc, boxed with manuals.
Tel: (0424) 218711.
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Sixtrak,
real analogue synth with six -voice
multitimbral sequencer, latest chip,
just serviced, manual and boxed,
MIDI'd to Sequential Drumtraks,
tuneable sounds, separate
outputs, manual. Both home use
only, exc cond, £350 ovno for the
pair. May split; Yamaha FB01
module, exc cond, £95 ovno.
Possible delivery. Miles. Tel: 0384
274923.
SWOP MY Korg Wavestation EX
with extra sound cards for Roland
JD800 synth. Steve. Tel: 0429
222517.
YAMAHA KX5 remote keyboard
with flightcase, £199. Tel: 0483
578204.

YAMAHA DX27 FM synthesiser
com-plete with manuals, soft case,
third -party books, and programming
guide on cassette, 196 presets, 24
user memories, house classic,
reluctant sale, £190 ono. John.
Tel: 021 449 6603.
YAMAHA DX7 digital synth, very
good condition, home use only,
£325 ono. Dominic. Tel: 0903
215725.
YAMAHA PSS680 keyboard, 100
sounds and percussion, £85;
Yamaha PSS590 keyboard, MIDI
multitimbral, 100 sounds and
percussion, £90. Robin. Tel: 0305
787756, 9-5.30pm.z
YAMAHA DX7 II FD with approx
3000 sounds inc. 2 ROMS,
flightcase and manuals. Offers
around £550. Tel: 0903 215072.
YAMAHA DX7 S with f/case, both
in exc cond incl 1000's of voices
on disk, £400; Rane RE27,
professional 27 -band graphic, (orig.
price £700), racked but hardly
used. Tel: 0977 649100 before
7pm.
YAMAHA DX100 synth, cassette,
power units, books, excellent
condition. £90. Mr Cheny.
Tel: 0344 778879.
YAMAHA DX7 Mk1 with ROMS
complete with Editor and Librarian
software for the ST. Also Akai
stereo cassette deck, amp and pair
of Celestion speakers. All good
condition £500 the lot. No offers.
May deliver depending on location.
Reg. Tel: 0602 504052.
YAMAHA DX21 keyboard, excellent
condition, boxed with manual,
sound tapes and data -dump lead:
£190 inc. post. Robert. Tel: 0726
64809, Cornwall.
YAMAHA DX100, immac, boxed,
all manuals. TR505 drum machine,
boxed, good condition, all manuals.
Alesis MMT8 sequencer, good
condition. No reasonable offer
refused. Dominic Ashley. Tel: 081
764 5616.
YAMAHA FX500, £199. Tel: 0302
538304.
YAMAHA SY22 synth, absolutely
immac. Still boxed with manuals.
£400. Tel: 0989 87613 after 6pm.
Ask for Gareth.
YAMAHA SY77 synth + flightcase
£995. Yamaha DX7 II synth +
flightcase + 2 RAM cartridges:
£700. Yamaha TX816 tone module
the power of 8 DX7's in a box!
£750. JHS Digitech Digital Delay
£50. Bulldog 17 unit rack, full flight
+ wheels: £100. Tel: 0425
612350.
YAMAHA TX81Z synth module,

good cond, manual, £149.
Graham. Tel: 0993 87991.
ROLAND MT100 sequencer sound
module, disks, manuals and Atari
Editor, mint, £350. Casio SZ1
sampler, 2Meg £750. Paul.
Tel: 0536 761014.

SAMPLING
AKAI S1100 version 2 s/w, £150;
Akai S1100 EX, 6 Meg, boxed,
offers. Tel: 081 950 5543.
AKAI X7000 . with memory
expansion, splitter lead, 150 disks,
£450. Alesis MMT8, £150. Adrian
DDS1 delay pedal, £50. Excellent
condition with manuals, ungigged.
Dave. Tel: 0527 550485.
AKAI X7000, £250; Korg SQD1
sequencer, £50. Ben. Tel: 0564
773357 around 6pm.
CASIO FZ1 16 -bit sampling
keyboard, excellent condition, with
manual, capacious pro library, and
filter resonance that the S1000
wishes it had! £640 ono. John.
Tel: 021 449 6603.
CASIO FZ1, loads of sounds,
boxed with manual and stand,
£600. Daniel Tel: 0245 325607.
CASIO FZ1 with 2 Mb upgrade,
f/case and library, £750. Tel: 0480
476067.
CHEETAH SX16 16 -it sampler,
under guarantee, excellent
condition £390 ono. Yamaha SY55
synth keyboard under guarantee,
excellent condition £510 ono. Or
swop both for an 5950. Darren.
Tel: 0532 525317.
CHEETAH SX16 memory
expansion, takes it to 2 Meg,
£200. Ross. Tel: 0527 62705.
ROLAND W30 sampling/
sequencing keyboard. Absolutely
mint condition, boxed, manual,
large sound library £1150 ovno.
Steve. Tel: 0268 773883. Essex
area.
ROLAND W30, vgc with sound
library, leads, £800 ovno.
Tel: 0298 813244, eves.
EMULATOR 0+, excellent condition,
mega bargain at £800 ono. Carl.
Tel: 0772 424461.
EMULATOR II+ HD, double internal
memory, 20Mb hard disk, SMPTE,
full MIDI, comes with large sound
library and manuals, excellent
condition, £1300. Don. Tel: 031
441 3948 after 6pm.
ENSONIQ EPS keyboard sampler
with 4x memory expansion,over
1000 dance samples on disk,
immaculate condition, manuals,

£950 ono. Craig. Tel: 0472 79264.
ROLAND MK100 sampler, £350 or
swap for Atari 1040ST and monitor.
Tel: 081 855 0092 after 9pm.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 8 -track sequencer,
boxed, manual, £150 ono.
Tel: 0642 869633.
ALESIS MMT8, boxed, manual,
psu, £100 ovno; K4 ROM card,
£15. Andy. Tel: 0332 780345.
ALESIS MMT8 seq, psu, £140.
Guy. Tel: 081 649 8698.
ALESIS MMT8 eight -track
sequencer, very good condition,
manual, home use only, £120.
Tel: 0276 32249 evenings.
ALESIS MMT8 sequencer,
independent track muting, large
memory, the best hardware
sequencer, very good condition.
Desperate to sell, hence £95.
Jason. 0525 717557, 5.30-7pm.
ROLAND MC300, £285; Roland
D110, £200; Yamaha TX81Z, £80;
Fostex X26, £120; Alesis MlDlverb,
£105; Roland PR100 seq, £90.
Steve. Tel: 0282 619155, anytime.
ROLAND W30, £995. Paul.
Tel: 0302 538304.
ROLAND MC50 sequencer,
excellent condition with manuals,
£400. Willy. Tel: 0224 323007.
SEIKO MR1000 single-track MIDI
recorder/sequencer, overdub facility,
ideal notepad or basic sequencing,
perfect condition with manual and
mains adaptor, £25. Tel: 0276
32249 evenings.
YAMAHA QX5 FD, eight -track, 32
macro tracks, digital MIDI
sequen&er/datafiler, built-in 3.5"
disk drive, vast editing facilities,
sync -to -tape etc, boxed, £250.
Tel: 0384 410853.
YAMAHA QX21 sequencer, 8000 -
note memory, immaculate condition,
£75. Sean. 0734 811827.
YAMAHA QX5 8 -track MIDI
sequencer, little used, £130 ono.
Richard. Tel: 0342 713409.

COMPUTING
ATARI 1040 ST + monitor £250.
Cubeat V3.0 £50. M.J Boke.
Tel: 0604 648077.
ATARI 520STE upgraded to 1Mg
with one month warrenty still left
plus SM124 monitor with Steinberg
QBeat software £450. Gavin.
Tel: 0494 440903.
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BARGAIN ATARI 1040 STE SM144
high-res monitor. Cubeat version II.

All 6 months old. Akai S950
sampler + 19 sound disks (6
months old). Kawai K4, Boss
DR550. All boxed, manuals, power
supplies and leads. Will accept
£1300 some splitting possible.
Tel: 0253 734961, Blackpool. Ask
for Steven.
C -LAB NOTATOR, version 3, dongle
and manual, £200. Tel: 0702
521570.
STEINBERG CUBASE V2, manual
and dongle, £170. Tel: 091 263
5135.
STEINBERG MT32 editor
Synthworks with dongle, manual,
brand new, boxed, best offer
secures. Joe. Tel: 0255 434217.
YAMAHA CX5M MIDI music
computer with FM Sound Unit II, FM
voicing program, FM Music
Composer II and large keyboard, in
excellent condition, £90. Chris.
Tel: 0256 812125.
YAMAHA CX5M, includes all
software, the rare DMS cartridge,
and voices; will sell for £55 or swap
for quality digital delay. Jason. 0525
717557, 5.30-7pm.

DRUMS

AKAI ME35T Audio MIDI trigger
£160. Gary. Tel: 0296 623762.
AKAI XR10 professional drum
machine, 100 patterns, 20 songs,
editable sounds, separate outputs,
comes with psu and manual,
£175.Can arrange to deliver. Nick.
Tel: 0605 458205 after 6pm.
AKAI MPC60 Mkll drum
machine/sequencer/sampler all in

one, immaculate condition, £1399
ovno. Tel: 0733 64169.
ALESIS SR16 d/m, 233 drum and
percussion samples, amazing
quality yet very user-friendly, still in

unopened box, under guarantee,
£199. Hugh. Tel: 0203 677584
after 7pm.
ALESIS SR16 drum machine, very
good condition, boxed with manuals,

£185. Mr Clarke. Tel: 0923
673955.
ALESIS HR16 digital MIDI drum
machine with adaptor and manual,
immaculate condition, £150 ono.
Tel: 0384 410853.
ALESIS SR/6 drum machine, 233
drum and percussion sounds, built-
in FX, dynamic articulation, very
good condition, £180. Panos Oiassi.
Tel: 081 8881129 before 9pm.
ALESIS D4 drum module,
immaculate and boxed with

manuals, as new £250 ovno. Sid.
Tel: 071 435 3781.
ALESIS HR16, £165. Tel: 0248
713763.
ALESIS HR16 digital d/m, as new,
£100. Tel: 0480 66346.
ALESIS HR16 d/m, boxed, mint
£125. Eric. Tel: 0276 66398.
ALESIS HR16B d/m, excellent
condition, £175. Gary. Tel: 0296
623762.
ALESIS HR16 d/m with psu unit and
manual, £140. Tel: 0507 606956.
ALESIS SR16, lethal drum sounds,
excellent condition, boxed etc.
Offers. Nick. Tel: 0989 84219 after
6pm.
BOSS DR550 MIDI rhythm machine,
48 16 -bit voices, as new with psu,
£90. Sean. Tel: 0734 811827.
CASIO RZ1 drum machine, very
good condition, £100. Tel: 081 855
0092 after 9pm.
CLASSIC DRUM machines: Yamaha
RX5 £199. four extra cartridges £20
each. Alesis HR16 £130. Roland
808 with MIDI £350. Linn Mkll many
extra sound chips £399. Alan.
Tel: 081 446 3098.
KORG S3 Rhythm Workstation with
onboard eight -track sequencer plus
two cards worth £90 each, very
versatile, boxed, as new, £495.
Andrew Flinton. Tel: 0379 853982.
ROLAND R8, drum machine with
808 card, boxed, mint condition,
£300 ono. Tel: 0752 607126,
mornings.
ROLAND R8, immac. 2 RAMS, 3
ROMS including ethnic mallet and
jazz brush, flightcase and manual,
£350. Alex. Tel: 0708 453167.
ROLAND TR727, percussion
machine, fully MIDI'd, excellent
condition, offers. Tel: 071 727
2199.
ROLAND TR909, £500. Roland
TR808 with MIDI retrofit £400.
Sequential circuits Pro 1 £165.
Chase Bit1 keyboard with MIDI,
£350. SH101 analogue classic,
£150. All in vgc with manuals. Willy.
Tel: 0224 323007.
ROLAND TR909 drum machine with
manuals and box, £350. Roland
CR78 Compu-rhythms with all
programming switches, £150. Linn
LM1 drum machine with manuals
and full flightcase, £150. Alesis
SR16 drums with box and manuals,
£180. Roland U220 module with
card and manuals £350. Alesis
1622 mixer with manuals, £350.
Ultimate Support Apex stand, £80.
Andy. Tel: 0273 822556, 24 hours.
ROLAND TR626 with manual,
excellent condition, home use only,
£175. Tel: 0276 32249 evenings.
SIMMONS SDX1000, five pads,
stands, immaculate, with Cheetah

pads -to -MIDI converter, £400, will
split; Akai XR10 drum machine,
mint, £200. Steven Bate. Tel: 0690
710231.
YAMAHA RX8 drum machine, 16 -bit
samples, still under eighteen
months guarantee, £150 ono.
Tel: 0429 869633.
YAMAHA RX17 drum machine,
excellent condition, hardly used,
£120. Steve. Tel: 0226 248159.
YAMAHA RY10 with psu and
manual, boxed, vgc, £350. Ben.
Tel: 0564 773357 around 6pm.
YAMAHA RX5, vgc with manual.
Reasonable offers, contact Paul.
Tel: 081 524 0835.
YAMAHA RX7 great sounds. Easy to
program, power supply, manual,
£100. Yamaha EMQ1 disk recorder
stores bulk dumps, records tracks
real-time, power supply, disks,
manual and boxed, £100. 13U
studio rack, excellent condition, a
bargain at £60. Neil. Tel: 0254
775675, evenings.

RECORDING
24 -TRACK PACKAGE, 2" recorder,
mixer, 16 channel automation, Atari
plus Notator, Unitor, Korg M1 plus
extras, £5000 for quick sale.
Tel: 0784 246753.
ALESIS 16:2:2 mixer with six aux
sends and eight aux returns, inserts
everywhere (!), very quiet, home use
only, mint condition, £420 ono.
John. Tel: 021 449 6603.
CASIO DAT recorder with case,
digital in/out, £250. Tel: 0480
476067.
FOSTEX 4030 and 4035 machine
transport synchronisation units an
remote controller with all cables etc.
£750. Colin Smedley. Tel: 081 878
0512.
FOSTEX 280 multitracker, exc cond,
as new, recently serviced, brand
new heads, manual, boxed, £425
ovno. Tel: 051 426 5353.
FOSTEX 820 20 channel, 6 subs,
parametric EQ, 4 Aux, MIDI mute
desk. Only 4 months old. Home use
only. Immaculate. Upgrading, £1100
ono. Steven. Tel: 0424 33205.
KORG A3, multi -effects, 6 effects at
once. Absolutely brand new (surplus
to requirements) includes free new
car phone £395 ono. Boss flanger
pedal as new £30. Tel: 0532
680331.
KUDOS 16:2 mixing desk, includes
manual, excellent condition, £200.
Don. Tel: 031 441 3948 after 6pm.
MTR 12:8:2 mixer, £500; 8U demo
rack unit, £30; AKG C10005 mic,
£95. Tel: 061 477 6246.

SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT studio,
16:8:2 mixing desk. New and
unused. Sensible offers or swop for
Tascam 688 sampler or good
keyboard (eg. D70, SD1, 01/W FD).
All interesting deals considered.
Phone Gid on 0794 68328,
Hampshire.
SECK 12:8:2 mixer, £350 for quick
sale. Mr Birtley. Tel: 0756 752043.
TASCAM 424 portastudio, dbx noise
reduction, six inputs, sync in/out,
three speeds, in immaculate
condition, £290. Panos Oiassi.
Tel: 081 8881129 before 9pm.
TASCAM 488 eight -track
portastudio, dbx noise reduction,
£800 ono. Andy. Tel: 071 388
5392.
TASCAM PORTA 2, mint condition,
£300; Shure SM57s, new, £57
each; Alesis graphic EQ, dual 15 -
band, £100. Steven Bate. Tel: 0690
710231.
TASCAM 1516 mixer, 16:4:2, new,
only home use, mint condition,
£999 or swop with cash for JD800
or Wavestation. Tel: 0843 290019.
TEAC DAP 20 portable Pro DAT
machine. Mint condition XOR
balanced mic inputs, £450. Please
phone Andy on Oxford 0865
200443.
YAMAHA MT44D four -track with six
inputs, RM602 mixer plus patchbay,
leads and full manuals, as new, 50
hours use. £280. Clive. Tel: 0582
833638 (north London)

AMPS AND PA
JBL CONTROL I nearfield monitors,
still boxed, £100. Tel: 0480 66346.
NJD MOSFET stereo amp 200w per
channel, £200. Also 19" metal rack
with 4 100W power amps, £350.
Reg. Tel: 0602 504052 Nottingham.
SESSIONETTE AWARD guitar studio
pre -amp, £125. Fender Studio 85
combo £235. Tel: 0248 713763.
WANTED Valve amp plus speakers.
Tel: 0902 670508.
PPX 450 with flight case. £1000
new, sell for £600. Tel: 0273
220635.
QUAD 303 power amp, 220w, £70.
Chris. Tel: 0256 812125.
TOA 50W keyboard combo,
excellent condition, hardly used,
£150. Steve Tel: 0226 248159.
V -AMP VA3OK 60w keyboard
amplifier , as new, lovely -sounding
poky combo complete with
parametric sweep mid, shelving
hi and lo EQ, reverb, DI out,
reluctant sale, £85 ono.
John. Tel: 021 449 6603.
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PERSONNEL

19 YEAR OLD Oxford -based
talented keyboard player seeks
talented guitarist, bass player,
vocalist rock band. Bon Jovi
influenced. Must be serious about
future prospects. No dossers.
Wayne. Tel: 0865 68807.
FEMALE SINGER wanted by

House/Garage producer. Initially for
cover version but also original
material. An interest in dance music
etc is important. Simon. Tel: 0763
72991, Herts.
MANCHESTER COMPOSER requires

kbd player with studio for original
material (not dance), experience,
gear list and tape. Ian.

RAPPER, male or female, required
for recording project. Chris.
Tel: 0256 812125.
SINGER, MALE OR FEMALE,
required in the Midlands to form
gigging band with keyboard player
and guitarist. Must be into
Cocteaus, Cure etc. Mick. Tel: 0203
301193.
TIRED OF SLICK ADVERTS? Then
read on. 42 -year -old musical dim -wit
seeks similar to form funky groove
band, professional musicians need
not apply. This is a serious advert.
Seth. Tel: (0753) 551149.
23 -YEAR -OLD MIDI enthusiast
seeks synth/sampler owners in NW
area to jam with, may be able to
accommodate if partnership looks
promising. Mark. Tel: 0524 412911
after 6pm.

MISC
400 SOUNDS and song disk for
Korg 01/W FD only, £10. Tel: 081
521 7880.
AKAI S950 expander, Atari
FM1040+ SM144 monitor. Roland
PC200 keyboard + Cubase. All as
new and in original boxes. Tel: 0782
711492.
AKAI S950, mint condition, £850.
Revox B77 Mkll, £750. Alesis
Quadraverb Plus, £200. Casio
CZ101, £100. C -Lab Creator v3.1,
£175. Tel: 0279 439585.
AKG D320B vocal mic + boom
stand and lead. Perfect, £60. Alan.
Tel: 081 568 9698 London area.
ALESIS MIDIVERB II, boxed,
manual, studio use only, £100. Vic.
Tel: 081 368 3667.
ALESIS MIDIVERB III digital multi FX
processor, as new, £100. Tel: 0480
66346.
CITRONIC CROSSFADER, connects

to any mixer in a club or at home.
Cost £400. In perfect condition,
£200 ovno. Mark. Tel: 0484
541753.
CHEETAH SX16 sampler, £375;
Alesis HR16B, £130; Commodore
Amiga with Music X sequencing
software, £225. All as new. Al. Tel:
0423 330057.
ENSONIQ VFX/SD1 voices, huge
library available in Atari or Ensoniq
formats. Four disks with 1000
voices each, only £10 per disk or
£35 for all four. Richard. Tel: 0736
67531.
FOR SALE: Roland D5, Kawai K4
and other synth sounds for sale in
Atari disk format. Ben White. Tel:
061 434 6290 after 5pm.
GIBSON LG1 acoustic, vgc, case,
£549 ovno. Graham. Tel: (0993)
87391.
GIBSON MELODY MAKER 1969, 2
pickups, vgc, extras, £349 ovno.
Graham. Tel: (0993) 87391.
JL COOPER FaderMaster MIDI
control unit, boxed, manual, £150.
Vic. Tel: 081 368 3667.
KAWAI K4 16 -bit digital synth,
£400; Roland MT100
sequencer/sound module, plus
disks and editor, £325.Casio FZ1
2Mb sampler, £750; Yamaha
PSS680 mini -synth, £65. Paul.
0536 761014.
KEYFAX BOOK 1 wanted. Contact
Duncan 021 444 2681.
MAPLIN EC44 analogue echo, £30,
Kenmulti MSL7 flanger pedal, £20.
Tel: 081 689 8372.
MIDITEMP PMM-88 processing
MIDI patchbay, 8 ins, 8 outs with
remote, £180. Vic. Tel: 081 368
3667.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY and E&MM
back issues 1981-1990 complete!
10 years of music history. Offers.
Gareth. Tel: 0202 696110.
MUSITRONIX MEX board for D50 or
D550, never fitted, as new, worth
£200, sell for £130. Tel: 0507
606709.
OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000, £199;
Roland MC500 sequencer, £ 199;
Roland PG1000 programmer, £50;
Roland D50 cards, £20 each; Korg
MPK130 MIDI pedals, £199;
Yamaha EMT10 sample module,
£90. Dave. Tel: 0502 567950.
PEAVEY SERIES 260C reverb,
Marshall amplifer, £300, vgc. Mr
Beswick. Tel: 0449 737101.
ROLAND RS-PCM sound card SN-
U110-12 (Sax and trombone). David.
0483 476524, evenings.
ROLAND M64C memory cartridge
(for Super JX etc), £30. David. Tel:
0372 275293.
ROLAND GP16 + FC100 Mkll foot
switch, immac. Home use only,

£500 or swop for Korg M1R. Gary.
Tel: 0873 890669, after 6pm.
ROLAND GS6 digital guitar pre -amp,
boxed, studio use only, £175. Vic.
Tel: 081 368 3667.
ROLAND DEP5 multi -effects stereo
mic/line, MIDI etc, exc cond,
manual, £295 ovno. Graham. Tel:
0993 87391.
ROLAND GR50 plus GK2 with
SE100 foot controller with RAM
card, manuals, all in very good
cond, £600. Ian. Tel: 0705 640898.
SECK 12:2 mixer, £200. Exotech
analogue delay, £70. Akai XE8 drum
module, £100. Tel: 0245 24564.
STAR LC24 printer, boxed, manual,
spare ribbon, £110. Vic. Tel: 081
368 3667.
TASCAM 38 with two dbx units and
remote, £880. Allen & Heath Sabre
24:16:2, £5500. Akai VX90 synth
module, £170. Roland SVC350
vocoder, £350. Boss DE200 digital
delay, £120. Dr T's D110 editing
s/w, £40. Word Perfect 4.1 for the
Atari ST, £50. Microvitec RGB colour
monitor, £75. Tel: 0923 231866.
TECHNICS SL1210 turntable,
excellent condition, home use only,
£185 ono. Alex. Tel: 0234 854707.
WERSI, 13 -note pedal board,
excellent, MIDI + presets. Just plug
in keyboard/MIDI socket. Carry bag,
psu, £175. Tel: 0703 636885,
Southampton.
AKAI 61000 sampler, preferably
expanded, must be in excellent
cond, cash waiting. Craig. Tel: 0472
79264.
DESPERATELY WANTED, Sequential

Pro 1. Roland SH09. Korg
Mono/Poly and Roland MC4 or
MC4B sequencer preferably with
DTR100 tape storage or MIDI
interface. Please contact A.

Prentice. 031 440 1774, 9am-5pm.
KAWAI K4R or K5R. Art Multiverb
EXT. Peavey 1210 Special Expander.
Tel: 061 799 6154.
KORG M3R and Kawai K5 patches.
Cheap Roland R8 cards. Eventide
Fader/flanger. Tel: 081 692 8129.
KORG POLY 800 synth, £120.
Steve. Tel: 091 234 3283 after
4pm.

MANUAL FOR an Evolution EVS1
module and a copy of the data
cassette for the Korg Poly 800.
Graham. Tel: 051 493 1309.
MOOG PRODIGY, £110. Newcastle
Area. Steve. Tel: 091 234 3283,
after 4pm.
ORIGINAL CUBASE program. Not a
copy. Oberheim Matrix 1000. Cash
waiting. Paul. Tel: 0302 538304.
ROLAND D70 with any cards. Cash
waiting. Please phone Sean on
Andover 0264 75257.
ROLAND S330 sampler and VDU.

Needed urgently. Pete. Tel: 021 779
6398.
ROLAND S750 sampler. Paul. Tel:
0302 538304.
ROLAND U220 synth module. Mr D.
Dawson Tel: 0942 35638.
FOSTEX E16. Also Korg M1
keyboard. Tel: 061 483 8551,
anytime.

YAMAHA MDS2. Tel: 0494 713168.
YAMAHA TG77 either new, ex -demo
or secondhand at a reasonable
price. Must have manuals. Tel: Dave
091 273 4443.

EXPANDERS
CASIO VZ1OM expander, boxed,
manual, 25 banks of sounds on
Atari disk, £170. Vic. Tel: 081 368
3667.
KURZWEIL PX1000, extra sound
blocks, £1600. HX1000, £600.
Object Mover Atari for both. Home
use, fantastic sounds, boxed,
manuals. Tel: Boston 0205 722546.
YAMAHA FB01 multitimbral
expander, mint condition, boxed with
manual, £100. Also wanted MIDI -to -
CV converter. Osrick. Tel: 0223
357798.
QUICK FEEL, MA6 tutor multitimbral
synth module, £150. MD16 drum
module, truly excellent machine
£175. PR100 infinite sequencer
drive. All boxed, very good condition
£125. Tel: 0222 792302.

WANTED
AKAI 6950, cash waiting. Will travel.
Andrew Wardby. Tel: 0482 46053
.BOSS DR550 second-hand, Tascam
Porta 05. Will pay reasonable price.
William. Tel: 021 4548463.
CASH WAITING FOR ALESIS 3630
dual compressor/gate, TR909 drum
machine, Yamaha DMP7 mixing
desk. Peter. Tel: 081 969 5188 day
or night.K Casio CZ3000
synthesiser, full-size keys, as new,
only £125. Tel: 0507 606709
ENSONIQ EPS16 Plus sampler.
Matthew Cartwright. Tel: 0902
671930/679030.
FARFISA OR VOX 1960s organ.
John. Tel: 0302 745447.
OBERHEIM OBX, £350 ono. Paul.
Tel: 0902 736893 after 5pm.
ROLAND PK5 MIDI Bass Pedals. Tel:
0273 870560.
WASP SYNTH urgently wanted, also
Sequential Pro One. Can collect in
East Anglia, London area or further.
Philip Withal. Tel: 0376 572193
(Colchester).
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
REACH TODAY'S HI -TECH MUSICIANS

THROUGH MT'S
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS
TO BOOK YOUR ADVERT

TELEPHONE

HELEN BAVESTER
ON

CP 3 S "7

AUTOPIA TERAKAT ACCESSORIES

FLIGHT CASES BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

.,

tYi

I

l )

Units 34-37 Court

IC
Road Industrial Estate

Telephone 0633

Fax 0633 873051

Cwmbran Gwent NP44 3AS

873118

/KsEs/ iKVEs/

SEXUS RECORDS
New Artists/musicians required for

Recording Contracts
All styles considered

Drag acts, Glamour gothics, TV Bands & Artists,
Newbeat bands, Electronic body beat, Techno house.
Weird off the wall electronic music especially welcome

although all stars considered.

Please send
Demo tape, Biography & Photo to:

Sexus Records,
18 Victoria Street,

Oakfield, Aylesbury,
Bucks

Also:- Major distribution required

WALNUT BANK
RECORDING

STUDIOS
Professional 24 -track studio

set in the West Country
DDA AMR24 console with 56 channels of

automation. Large control room with 4 recording
areas - all with natural day light. An extensive amount

of outboard equipment too numerous to mention.

We offer high quality recording with the best creative
atmosphere to be found anywhere. For more info on

a studio that will lend an ear to your needs

Tel: 0934 834864

A kat

89

V.000 E999
E699

E929

SI. 2, .211 D52 E549

ongliW99 EWE
0110/U1 0 .99

PM. MI.
Re (.1

E699
C249
E949 ang.P11..

MOD80
4050

DAR100 DAT 029

E279 n12311.c...
.16 .69

C299

C229

C.Lab
,t r

CM 01152.2
G C2020B

all DX7

MUSIC Control
0782-723101
0782-720060

MC
MUSIC Control
0782-723101
0782-720060
We are age. for Akal, Neel, Art. Atari, C -lab,
Camo(DAT), Cheetah, DAC, Denon, Digitech, Foster,
JBL. Korg, Lexicon. Oberhelm. Stodiomaster.
Tascam, TOA. Tubetech and many more!
We also stock cables, cases and stands.

Analogues. Oldies and Rare machines

ARP 0212269y C249 Korg 102.0 C140 Oscar Oscar Ccall Realton Varofon .211
ARP Ouaret E179 Kurzwed NMS250 C1609 Ro42.2X10 C699 Yamaha .1 .49
ARP 26a0,0oaara Cceil wog .49 Roland 2X6P C299 Yamaha ime L1199
Emulalor IIE C1299 Moog Lberation E399 Roland MKS70 ESSED Melloiron 12221 man) Cc all

Ensonq .01 .29 002.e.rn DPXI .99 Rola. PG600 .99 Sepuentpal Pro V E599

K O, Oberhepm OBI .99 Roland Juno 106 .49 Syn.ex Ecall

Knr9 MS20 C299 obeme.rn pax E199 Roiana System 700 Ceall Voyatra OcUPlateau Ccall

01
CUSTOM MADE COVERS

Hand made top quality durable covers and soft
cases for speakers, amps and keyboard

For free quote & brochure send height, width, depth

measurements and make with S.A.E. to

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, WORPLESDON,

GUILDFORD, SURREY GU2 6YH

TEL: 0483 236449
15% OFF WITH THIS ADD

FOR HIRE

STUDIOHIRE
lima 071

431 - 0212

431 - 0212

IT'S HERE! THE AMAZING ALESIS ADAT

WE ALSO STOCK ACOMPREHENSIVERANGEOF ANALOQUE RECORDING

EQUIPMENT, KEYBOARDS, BACKLINE AND EFFECTS FOR HIRE OR SALE

YOU NAME FE - WE'VE GOT IT -RING FOR DETAILS

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sales
 Delivery / Collection

VISA a ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

TEL: 081 462 6261 or 8621

 Percussion, Piano's,
 Strings, Brass,
 Metal Guitar, Bass,
 Layered Sounds,
 Effects Sounds
The list goes on and on

Only

£6.95
Inc.
P&P

100 + Samples Digitally Mastered
onto Chrome Tape
Send Cheques/PO's
payable to:
POWERAGE STUDIOS
12 St. Peters Footpath
Margate, Kent, CT9 1TL

ALLCRAFT METALS \

MOBILE & STATIC 19" RACK TROLLEYS &
STANDS TO SUIT HOME & PROFESSIONAL

RECORDING STUDIO
FOR FREE BROCHURE

0252 811901
TO ORIGINAL DENNARD DESIGNS

LOANS

I.M.A.G. FINANCE
Agents for cross hands finance.

Loans secured on property from £2,000 upto
El 50,000.

" Your home is at risk if you don't keep up
payments on it.

Business start up loans/personal loans
car loans etc.

PHONE: 0296 - 87986 for more details.
If you want a recording studio and you need

finance RING NOW.
(Mon - SAT 9AM-9 PM)

FOR TENANTS RING OUR UNSECURED LOANS DMSION ON

0252 341122 Ex 20
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SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SAMPLES

New low, low prices on big, big
memory for Akai, Casio, Ensoniq,
Roland, Kawai and Yamaha
S1000 2 Meg. expansion board £98.70

S1000/S1100 SCSI interface £58.75

Akai MPC60 1/4 Meg board £68.15

Casio FZ1 1 Megabyte board £141.00

Ensoniq EPS 4 times expansion £117.50

Ensoniq EPS16+ 1 Meg exp £98.70

EPS16+ SCSI Interface £82.25

EPS16+ 1 megabyte flashbank £129.25

Ensoniq VFX 75,000 note seq. exp £68.15

Ensoniq SQ1/SQ2 58,000 note seq £68.15

Ensoniq ESQ1 9,600 note seq £9.40

Yamaha TX16W 1.5 Meg. board £89.30

We also buy and sell S/H hi -tech gear

SPECIAL
IE R S

S950
3/4 Meg. board

only £68.15

Kawai K1/r/m
RAM card

£25.85

S1 000/S11 00
8 Meg.board
£270.25

256K RAM card (Roland) £39.95
Yamaha DX7 128 patch RAM._ £47
Yamaha DX7 mk II RAM
(comes with 256 DX mk II patches)

£49.35

DX7I1 1 024 patch RAM £98.70

Samples available for all Akai,
Casio and Roland samplers.
Phone or write for a full listing.

Four Minute Warning,
Department M11,

298 Horbury Road,
Wakefield,

West Yorkshire
WF2 8QX

aa

VISA

Tel/Fax: 0924 386527

iliiipnllat
Place,

MIDI
Bispham, Blackpool,

Tel: 0253 54095

FILES
Lanc's FY2 OHE7 Stronsay

ATARI * MCS * DATADISK * ATARI * SOUNDBRUSH

1. Jump

2. Dizzy

3. Keep On Running

4. Back To The Sixties

5. Back In The USSR

6.1 Want To Break Free

7. Black Velvet

8. Gimme Some Loving

9. Crazy

10. Dancing In The Dark

11.My Gang

12. Hi Ho Silver Lining

13. I Am The One And Only

14. Blueberry Hill

15. Find My Love

16. Da Do Ron Ron

17. Midnight Hour

18. I've Been Thinking

19. Delilah

20. Let It Be

21. Merry Christmas

22, Stand By Me

23. Glory Of Love

24.1 Think We're Alone Now

25. Eternal Flame

26. Drive

27. Band Of Gold

28. Hi Heel Sneakers

29. I Only Want To Be With You

30. Rockin' All Over The World

31. Sacrifice

32> Summer Of '69

33. Take My Breath Away

34. The Best

35. Thom In My Side

36. Time After Time

37. Twist And Shout

38. Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow

39. Who's Sorry Now

40 Wind Beneath My Wings

41. Really Got Me (All Day Of The Night)

42. Crazy For You

43. Don't Stop

44. China in Your Hands

45. Here it Go Again (On My Own)

46. Just The Way You Are

47. Blue Suede Shoes

48. Everybody Needs Somebody To Love

49. Whiter Shade Of Pale

50. Get Back

AS USED BY ROLAND AT THE BRITISH FAIR 1992
TO DEMONSTRATE ALL THEIR G.S. PRODUCTS

1 Song £5 - 10 songs £25 - Entire Volume One £100.00
Cheques payable to Impulse at above address

Please State Disc Format Rerquired - Allow 5 Days
Each Order Comes Complete With Information Sheets Volume 2 & 3 Available

MIDI PROGRAMMERS REQUIRED

MIDI SONG FILES
WANTED

BEST PRICES PAID
TO THE BEST PROGRAMMERS

CALL
PRO MUSIC FOR DETAILS

071 252 8573

MIDI MUSIC UK/USA
Are currently seeking Midi Programmers

For World Wide Distribution Particularly USA

MIDI MUSIC OWN THE SECOND LARGEST

SEQUENCE COMPANY IN THE USA

TURN YOUR HARD WORK INTO CASH WE
IF SOUR SEQUENCES ARE GOOD WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

THE BEST DEALS ARE FOR OUR PROGRAMMERS

MIDI MUSIC UK/USA 0602 633908

SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE WE CARE

HEAVENLY MUSIC MIDI SOFTWARE

GIWGS Compatable - ST / PC / SB55
' DR BEAT' BEAT'n'BASS  RAMJAM ' CUBASE MIXER MAP  3DCD

' CHRISTMAS SONG FILES MEGGATRACKS MIDI SONG FILES

As demonstrated by Roland UK for the BMF

Phone about our

,Se'o FREE l'cb'224%,

GM/GS COMPATABLE
20 SONG DEMO/CATALOGUE DISK

0255 434217
SEND BLANK DISK & S.A.E. TO HEAVENLY MUSIC MIDI SOFTWARE

39 GARDEN ROAD JAYWICK VILLAGE CLACTON ESSEX C015 2RT

Why bother with the rest when you can have THE BEST

LIMITED

M -TECH AUDIO NO COMPUTER BASED MUSIC 1011 FILM,

TN., CORPORATE B PERFORMANCE

MIDI SONG FILES
in all formats including General Midi. For the
ultimate sequencing experience, write, fax or

phone now.

45 Norman Avenue, South Croydon,
Surrey, CR2 OQH, U.K.

Tel:081-763 2225
Fax:081-668 0219

MIDI SONG FILES
Carefully Selected for Pub and Club work.

Exellent quality available in
Roland, Yamaha & standard Midi tile

For sound canvas MV30, U220, U110, KorgM1, SY/TG77
etc (Free sounds with SY77)

£3 per song discount for 10 of more
-* This month's special *

* 5 classic drifters songs £14 inc. P&P *
Also available: Selection of Irish songs I!

One -Off Midi Software,
91 Glenowen Park, Londonderry BT48 OLO N. Ireland

 SralVIPLES. BIG TIME IX.6(ILF&=6,3611,63W6E6IN
PRODUCTIONS  Ensonig EPS

GOOD VALUE ALL ROUND  Atari ST =12,"e"s7S71
Large litarenerng,s for ail=the °,7,,above formats,

*THE CLOCK SYNC ,,,,A"zg:ttr", "
WOE IN THE UK ST FUSE ENERGY r

Just wnal INKS. sr, .Sample DATS 1.7::047e:Zutes
Siack Box' Inal Dorn you lo sy,c High quality...Hs only f 1500 each

.Sample tapes 2,2=7L
e

wo Korn,.
need an expensiv MIDI istm

A ST ,.an SHP, .CZ patches
And an wayS1101thru box for CE101/CM0.23000/CZSPOO/C21

ALL THIS FOR JUST En SO ST Osh  editor or Tale* formai
VOurnes I ans avalia0M [SOO sect

BIG TIME PRODUCTIONS, PO, BOX 520, BURSLEM, STOKE ON TRENT, STAFFS ST6 SUR

PHONE 15021 810 611 WRITE PHONE FOR CATALOGUES FOR ANY Of THE ABM

S900/950 SAMPLES
High Quality,professional collection

Full range choice - over 300 disks available
Pre set Volumes, 25 disks £79.95

Individual disks £4.00 each
All prices inclusive of VAT and UK postage

Access and Barclaycard welcome
Send or Phone for full hating

VALLEY STUDIOS
Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay, Dyfed, SA45 9TU

TEL: 0545 560164 FAX: 0545 560885

MF2HD
OPENING\
HOURS:-
MON-FRI.
9.30-7.00pm

DOUBLE SIDED SAT .9.30-6pm
2MB CAPACITY SUN . 10-3pm

Serious Ouality For Serious Users.

BULK DISKS X50 X100
1Mb MF2DD 50p each £24.00 F45.00
2Mb MF2HD 65p each £3000 £58.00
(Free Drive Cleaner or Mouse Mat on Orders of 100, Disks)

T.0 OAT TAPES
DA -R60
DA -1390
DA -0120

£6.130
£700
68.00

TD.K AUDIO TAPES
SA 46
SA 90
SA 100
SA -X60
SA -X90
SA -X100
MA 46
MA 60

£1.25
£1.75
£1.95
£1.75
£1.95
£2 25
£1.65
£200

MA 90 £250

EMEMMIN
3.5. 40 Capacity £400
3.5. BO Capacity 65.00
3.5' Posso Box £15.00

LC 200200 9 Pin Colour £21000
LC24 20 24 Pin Mono E210.00
LC24 200 Mono £230.00
LC24 200 Colour £28900
S.146 STARJET 0239.00

PR MAR HARD DRIVES
Progale 20 0230.00
Progale 40 0290.00
Progale 50DC F370.00
Progale 80 043000
Braga. 100DC 0500.00
1 year replacement warranty on all
Protar products.
CUBASE LOADS IN or,1,,
SECONDS.From HAS :5;

DISK BOXES Special Offer
3 5'10 Capacity £1 00 each or

4 for Only E3.00
Full range oAfjp.O. Audio & video Tapes

Free P&P on orders
ST

rSACTIOSId £3.00 below

Send -13goenreNi-gt FaxDroH7PZEZ'eatalogue

E31 K.C. VIDEO
6-08 DONCASTER RD., SOUTH ELMSALL, Nr PONTEFRACT
TEL 0977 649100 W. YORKS WF92HZ FAX: 0977 643312

m
0

=\Y\ "HANDS ON"
MIDI SOFTWARE

MIDI SONG FILES
THE MOST ACCURATE DATA

AVAILABLE.

ALL PARTS, ALL SOLOS, ALL
LYRICS.

ALL TO GENERAL MIDI.

**** THE BUSINESS ****
SEE FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS

IN DISPLAY AD.

"HANDS ON" MIDI SOFTWARE

3 BELL ROAD, COSHAM, PORTSMOUTH,

rig HAMPSHIRE. P06 3NX

TEL 0705 221162 or FAX 0705 382865

VISA

Italian Sequences
1200 Italian and international hits in MIDI

files for all sequencers and computers or

on stereo audio cassette and DAT

Duryan '90, Via Vergani 9,

20092 Cinisello, Milano, Italy

LOOKI-50MIDISONGFILESFORE40
OR JUST £3 EACH - WHY PAY MORE?

OUR SONGS ARE GIG PROVEN (BY US) WEEKLY

MOST SEQUENCER FORMATS SUPPORTENC3001500, CUBASE ETC

CUSTOM SONGS FROM £3!! AUDIO BACKING TAPES FROM £3!!

WORD SHEET AND PATCH LIST SUPPLIED

DEALS ON 10 OR 20 SONGS DON'T MISS THIS UNBEATABLE OFFER!!

PHONE 0475 672566 OR WRITE TO -

P.0, BOX 8,

LARGS, AYRSHIRE SCOTLAND KA30 9HW
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AUDIO ENGINEER
15 MONTH COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + grOUUDFILE

071 609 2653
JCIU I

STUDIO ASSISTANCE
6 MONTHS COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + STUDIO TOUR

+24TRACK

"NEVE" STUDIOIINTERNATIONAL COLLEGE NETWORK

071 609 2653

MIDI COURSE

BASIC I INTERMEDIATE I ADVANCED

071 609 2653

USER'S CLUB

THE CASIO FZ USER'S CLUB
Disc Recovery Service

Extensive Libraries (club is supplier for Casio

sample library)

Discs from £3.50

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

£10.00 PA includes six newsletters

For more details call Adrian 0533 375603
or write to:- The Casio FZ User's Club, 53 Linkfield

Rd., Mount Sorrel, Leicestershire LE12 7DJ

A RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to EO, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

CASSETTE

DUPLICATION

TAPELINE
Blank & Duplicated Cassettes

 Tapematic Loop Bin
Duplication & Loading

 Professional 'Studer' Bin
Mastering
 On - Body Printing

 Real - Time Duplication
 Blank Cassette

Supplies for
Duplicators, Studios
& Trade Users

 Ferric or Chrome Precision
Wound to Length

 Printing & Packaging  Case & Accessories
 Nationwide Delivery

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTES

Call 061 344 5438
24 hr FAX 061 343 6660

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street,

Audenshaw, Manchester. M34 5HD

Compact DscS
AT VERY COMPACT PRICES

Plus cassettes (1 to 1 million)
Vinyl; Print & Packaging and much
more CALL NOW!!

ON  0 PRODUCTIONS: 081 671 4431

'ANG ON A SEC....
DON'T SELL YOUR KEYBOARD, SAMPLER OR STUDIO

GEAR UNTIL YOU'VE PHONED ME, AS I CAN GIVE YOU

THE BEST CASH DEAL AROUND

081 390 7324
ANYTIME 24 Hrs.

SYNTHESISER
SERVICE
CENTRE

FIX
IT

071 - 586 0357 / 7275

DESIGN  ARTWORK  PRINTING

A TOP QUALITY EFFICIENT PRINTING SERVICE
(Specialists in cassette inlay cards)

From business cards to a full colour brochure
Let us quote on your next job

For all your printing requirements at competitive
prices

Call Rick

Heron Press
0322 439221

PM S
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE

ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND
SERVICED MOOG-ARP, ETC. A

SPECIALITY
SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEACTTASCAM & YAMAHA

Tel: 0954 31348 or 0860 782541

EIMU C.S. ELECTRONICS
The Old Church, 92 Raeberry St., Glasgow G20 6EG

E -MU Service Agents

EMAX PROTEUS UPGRADES

HIGH TECH REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

TEL: 041 945 3769

Add a little colour to your next Cassette
Production with our range of pre -coloured inlays.
3 designs each with a choice of 3 colours, four to

a sheet for you to over print or photocopy
INTERESTED?

Send a stamp for details to:-
AUDICORD, PO BOX 33,

HINKLEY, LEICESTER LE10 OFO

STUDIO ACOUSTICS

1- es
osNisosio

ACOUSTIC DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

FOR STUDIOS ETC.

DEMOUNTABLE SOUNDPROOF

ENCLOSURES ALSO AVAILABLE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CONTACT MR. ALAN STEWART
TEL: 0753 841800
FAX: 0753 840859

MOBILE: 0831 105368

OUNDWAVE COUSTICS

COMPLETE IMAGE - modular panels
 SONEX acoustic tiles/bass-traps/diffusers
 acoustic design service & supplies

Information on: 0272 520897

WATCH
THIS

SPACE

FAX YOUR ADVERT ON 0353 662489
Advertisers' Index

ABC Music 25
AMG 48, 49
Analogic 89
Andertons 23
Axe Mail 35
BCK 51
DBM 67
Dangerous CD Company 63
Digital Music 10
Dougies Music 40
Eddie Moors Music 73
Gajits IBC

HW International 67
Hands On 84
Juno Computing Services 51
Kenton Electronicss 50
Key Audio 28, 29
Korg UK OBC

Metra Sound 86
Music Connections 4, 5

PC Services 86 Soho Soundhouse/Turnkey 68,69
Peavey UK 17 Thatched Cottage Audio 1

Project Music 51 The Music Corporation 33
Pro Music 55 Time & Space 42, 43
Roland UK 13 UKMA 71
Runnymede Music 40 Yamaha IFC, 59

Advanced Sound Hire
All Craft
Audicord
Audio Video Design
Autopia Terekat
Ang on a Sec
Big Time
Capital Mamba
R. Cameron
Casio FZ User's Club
C.S. Electronics
Four Minute Warning
I.M.A.G.

CLASSIFIEDS (see pages

Hands On Midi
Heavenly Music Ltd
Heron Press
Italian Sequences
Impulse Midi
K.C. Video
Midi Music
Music Control
One Off Midi
On Q Productions
Panic Music Services
Powerage Studios
Pro Music

94 to 96)

Protracks
Recording Workshop
School of Audio
Engineering
Sexus Records
Soundwave Acoustics
Studiohire
Synthesiser Service
Centre
Tapeline
Walnut Bank Recording
Valley Studio
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nee A vturni
shtyold you expect to pay ior a 16. bit sampler. advanced

ting software. and a powerful 64 tack sequencer?
New from Gajits and Audio Visual Research; a low cost 16 -bit hardware and software
combination for the Atari ST range. It could transform the way you make music...

.4 .,.. I r '
.1 ilf ...111-.... -4. 1 -ii, a difference. At the same time as it plays your MIDI

is a 64 track professional quality MIDI sequencer with.-
>truments, Breakthru will play back 16 -bit samples through a Replay 16 sampler plugged into your
ari computer! (If you don't have Replay 16, Breakthru can play samples through your monitor or
' speaker, through the computers' DMA sound output sockets where available, or through the
icrodeal range of 8 -bit sample cartridges.)

In fact, Breakthru is a MIDI sequencer, a sample sequencer, or both at the same time!
Id to that a host of highly graphical and user friendly editing screens, unique and innovative
atures like Gajits' Diamond Drag note editing system, and an ease of use which might surprise you
you've not used Gajits' software before, and you'll see why we called it Breakthru!

For Atari ST/STE/MegaST/MegaSTE/TT
)mputers  Mono and Colour Screen Modes
'pported  Minimum 1 Mbyte RAM Required 

to 4 Sample Channels With Stereo Output
here Supported by Hardware  Sample Output
a AVR Replay 16, Pro Series 12, Microdeal
ono & Stereo 8 -Bit Cartridges (eg. Replay &
3yback), Atari PSG Sound Chip, or Atari DMA
ereo Sound Chip  Real Time Pitch Shifting of
mples According to Note Value  16 MIDI
iannels (32 with Breakthru Plus)  VU Meter
yle Channel Display  64 Music Tracks Plus a
mtrol Track  High Resolution Real Time
?cording From MIDI Instruments (192 PPQN) 
.op Mode, Overdub & Punch-In/Out Recording 
nultaneous Multi -Track Recording  Auto
Bunt -in Facility  MIDI or Audio Metronome 
ep Time Recording of Music Over MIDI or Using
ouse Entry  Track & Cue Sheet Screen (64
acks/64 Cue Points)  Sample Palette Page
Dads AVR, IFF & Other File Formats)  Step
litor Screen with Diamond Drag Note Editing

("... by far the easiest grid edit system I've
seen..." Ian Waugh, Music Technology review of
Gajits' Sequencer One Plus)  Insert
ProgramNolume/Pan/Control Changes
Graphically at Any Point  Score Editor Screen for
Conventional Music Display  Drum Editor Screen
for Easy Drum Programming  Song Arranger
Page  Tempo Map Screen for Graphical Display
of Tempo Changes  CD Juke Box Screen for
Chaining of Separate Songs  Flexible Quantize
Options to Improve or Fully Correct Timing 
Many Different Types of "Global" Operations
(eg. Transpose, Strip)  Sends & Responds to MIDI
Clock & Song Pointers (External Sync)  MIDI
Filtering & Re -Map Options  Imports & Exports
Standard MIDI Files for File Exchange with Other
Programs  MIDI System Exclusive (Sys Ex)
Handling to Backup Instrument Memory  Undo
Last Operation Facility  Keyboard Shortcuts for
Many Options  Supplied with a Selection of Pre-
recorded Samples & Demo Songs  Telephone
Helpline Support Included

.3 if v; 1.1 Jjrri LI shuaps paol Irttshe32f eat

MIDIur
fnnBer el saikntshterua,dboul

16.
ry handy if you have more than one MIDI instrument! A hardware interface is included with the
ckage to provide an extra MIDI output socket. This simply plugs into the serial port of your computer.

If you are a registered user of Sequencer One Plus, you can obtain a substantial discount off the
ce of Breakthru or Breakthru Plus (see the order coupon).

.117 I
10 ; from Audio Visual Research and Microdeal represents a giant

tp forward in sampling technology. It plugs into the cartridge port of your Atari, turning your
mputer into a 16 -bit sampler and sample replay unit. Unlike dedicated samplers, Replay 16 makes use
your computer's built in RAM, so it costs considerably less than its nearest rival. Replay 16 comes
th all the sampling and editing software you will need to record samples at rates of up to 48 kHz
igher than CD!). You can record samples direct from a CD player or other sound source and then edit
em with the most versatile software you can buy. A phono output socket provides a standard
nnection to a wide range of sound systems.

"If MIDI and sampling's your thing, this is a must." Clive Parker, ST Format.

Select Area: Left button r Ok, Right = Cancel
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coupon or call the number below.

\e) *Z,ZL

Gajits
MUSIC SOFTWARE

Gajits Music Software
I-Mex House,

40 Princess Street,

Manchester.

M1 6DE.

ces include VAT & UK 1st class postage.
trademarks acknowledged. Breakthru & Breakthru Plus UK release date 31.10.92.
spatch normally within 3 working days, but allow up to 28 days. Credit cards are not
arged until date of despatch. Products are sold subject to our standard licence
reement. E & OE.
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Tom Coster
Geoff Downes
Keith Emerson
Edgar Froese
Eddie Jobson
Chuck Leave!!
Peter Oxendale

Greg Phillinganes
Dave Stewart

Rick Wakeman
Gota Yashiki

The Yellowjackets
and Joe Zawinul

bring you

"THE BEST OF THE 01/W."

Thirteen of the world's most
respected keyboard artists have
created original sequences using
only the Korg 01/Wfd, and they're
available now on compact disc.

Get this special limited edition
Korg "Best of the 01/W" CD and
hear your favorite musicians creat-
ing on their favorite workstation.

* Copyright 1992 Korg USA

Send £.2.00 to cover postage and
handling to Department CDO,
Korg (U.K.) Limited, 8-9 The
Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road,
Harrow, Middlesex, HA 1 2YR.
You'll also get a copy of ProView,

Korg's new 80 page magazine. Act
now because supplies are limited.

And if you want to hear the
01/W bring out the best in your
music, audition one at your Korg
dealer today.

Please send check or money order and allow
4 to 8 weeks for delivery. Offer good until
February 28, 1993 or while supplies last.

KORG 01/W SERIES


